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INTRODUCTION

The Joint V.S.-Romanian seminar on Earthquakes and ~nerqy

was held ~eptember 2-9,1985, at the Romanian Building Reaearch
Institute lINeae) in Buchareat. The seminar was supported by
the National Science Foundation (NSF) Division of Inter~ational

Programs (Grant No. INT 85-03889) and the Romanian t.ational
Council for Science and TechnolOCJY !CNST), under the U.S.-

'Romanian Cooperative Science Program. During that week over
seventy researchers from Romania and the United states met in
intense and vivid dis~ussions a~ut topics of building research,
with the focus on earthquakes and energy conservation. The
seminar pr~ided an opportunity for exchanging scientific
research information, and encouraging the establishment and
planning of future joint research cooperation.

The groundwork for. the seminar began in the spring of 1984,
when the Architectural Research Centers Consortium (ARCC) was
searching for ways to further international cooperation. ARCC is
an organization of over forty academic institutional members
devoted to supporting and encouraging research in the fields ,of
architecture and building. The membership of ARCC includes
leading university-based research centers and has a broad
geographical distribution within the United States. ARCC has
also conducted seminars with other oyerseas researchers,
including those in Sweden and the United Kingdom. The initiative
for this seminar was taken by Professor Samuel Aroni of UCLA.
With the encouragement and help of NSF, he traveled to Romania in
September 1984 and met w,lth Dr.Eng. Romulus Constantinescu of
INCERC, the Romanian Building Research Institute. I NCERC is a
la:'~e and impressive research organization in Bucharest under the
dil'eetion of the Central Institute for Research, Design, and
Guidance in civil Engineering (ICCPDC), established in 1950 and
consisting of four sections and six laboratories. Earthquake
research and energy conservation are prominent in its activities,
representing two of its four 'sections. During the S~tember 1984
visit, an agreement was reached to organize a seminar, to be held
at INCERC in Bucharest as a first step of collaboration between
Romanian and American inatitutlona and r •••archers in areas of
mutual interest. The two subjects selected were earthquake
issues and energy conservation. In addition to their intrinsic
importance, the decision' to focus on both of them stemmed !rom
the belief in the advantage of aynergism. There is same
interaction between them, and haviug two subjects for the seminar
enhanced 'the possibilities of finding areas of future
collaboration, and encouraged cross-fertilization of re.earch
ideas.
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We are well aware of the earthquake dangers facing the
Pacific coastline of the United states, as well as many other
locations within the national boundaries. Significant research
has been conducted and much more is needed. Among the important
topics of recent research interest have been the problems of old
buildings, their repair, strengthening and reconstruction, issues
of vulnerability and risk of both buildings and lifelines, non
structural elements, performance of emergency facilities during
earthquakes, issues of human behavior and injuries, and planning
for earthquake preparedness and disaster ~itigation. Romania is
also located in a seismic region and s~ffered greatly from the
earthquake of March 4, 1977, in which some 1,600 persons were
killed, over 11,000 were injured, 33,000 buildings collapsed or
were severely damaged, industrial facilities were seriously
damaged, and damage totaled over $2 billion. There is much to be
learned from this major earthquake, which has been studied in
great detail by Romanian researchers and is the subject of a
recent comprehensive Romanian book. The third most important
event in the modern seismic history of Romania was the recent
earthquake near Tulcea in the eastern part of the country, on
November 13, 1981. The epicenter was near settlements which have
developed rapidly in recent years, and the behavior of modern
high-rise construction as well as the non-structural damage are
of particuLar interest. The Romanian earthquakes are of special
international importance because of the proximity of a large
number of prefabricated industrialized buildings. This is
prob~~ly the first time ttat such newer buildings have been
subjected to major earthquak~s on such a large scale, and their
seismic behavior is of great interest. Serious seismic research
in Romania has gone on for a long time at their Building Research
Institute (INCERC), both in Bucharest and at the Jassy branch of
the ICCPDC, where some of the earliest earthquake testing
fac11ities, including shaking tabies, were developed.

During the last ten years, energy conservation in b~ildings

has been the subject of research interest in the United states.
The use of solar energy, active and passive systems, utilization
for hot water and space heating, and the upgrading of existing
buildings have all been topics of both field work and research
activity in both countries. Romania has also put an emphasis on
energy conservation at a larger urban scale. Romanian solar
installations during the last five years have included some 600
projects for hot water or space heating and some 14,000
apartments. The solar hot-water installation in Baneasa
(Bucharest), consisting of 2239 apartments, is the largest in
Europe and possibly in the world. Industrial applications
include an interesting ice manufacturing plant using solar
energy, and large projects for heat recovery from industry for
storage and use by some 20,000 apartments for beth hot water and
space heating. A two-story experimental solar house, which
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include. four apara.nt., baa been .rected at IlfCIRC for
ca.parative r.aearch of active aDd pa••i" ay8t_ for both apaee
heating and hot wat.r.

The •.tnar conai.ted of an opening ....ion, followed by
four working ....lona, with the partlclpant. 41vlcSed lnto afO
groupa di.cu••ing .arthquake. aDd .nerv reapectiwly. '!'be
pre••ntationa aDd di.cua.lona on the .ubject of earthquake.
covered the .pectrum of ••iamic vulnerability aDd "'.101' of
building., urban ay.t_ &D4 critical faciliti•• , .. _11 a.
human behavior aDd injuri.. during .arthquake.. ftoae dealiDg
with .nergy conaervation, included .olar pa••1". aDd aeti..
sy.t... , retrofitting, daylight applieationa, total bu1l41D9
performance, and probl_ of energy cons.nation at an UZ'b&Il
.cale. Bach of the four working ••••iona, aoncentr.tiD9 OIl •
• pecific group of rel.ted topic., conai.ted of one or afO
pre.entation. of American paper. , a .WIIIIUy of the rel.vant
lloraanian paper. pre.ented by a rapporteur, and an open
dl.cu••ion. The ...inar wa. enriched by fi.ld vi.it. to a l.rv
scale solar in.tallation and to the Ja• ., sei~ic Teating Station
and laboratory. The flnal day, d.voted to r ••••rch neecla aDd
area. of future cooperation, proved to be very fruitful aDd
productive.

Ramanlan participant. included engineer., architects,
planner. , and .ociologi.t. frcm I.caC anc1 ov.r a dozen other
institute., center., laboratoriea, and univer.itie. thr0U9bout
RCIlt4nla. They prepared aixty-one papera, thirty-a.ven on the
.ubject of earthquake. and twenty-four on energy topic.. orhe
American te.. con.i.ted of nine acaCS8lldc., frcm ....n different
univer.itie., eaeh with a paper on earthquake. (four paper.) or
on energy (five). A: bilinqual pr09'rm and abstract. of all the
paper. wa. prepared by IHCD.C anc1 di.tributed at tbe • .unar.
The ...inar wa. co-chaired by Dr. ConatantiDe8CU aDd Prof•••or
Aroni.

We would like to thank all tho.. who ift vari0U8 va1'8
contributed to the • .-1ur aDd II&C1e it po••ible, inclwUng all
the .eIIlinar participant.. 1Ir. George Katacbe of ClIft, aDd _.
V.leriu Cri.t••cu, the General Director of ICCPJ)C aDd IJICDC,
provic!eC1 .i9ftificant help aDd guidanc.. Bng. IIl1l &ever
George.cu of IHCBIlC wa. of invaluable help in the ~nar
orqan1zation. The excell_t work of a au.ber of ataff, aDd
.cientific traul.tor. at I_cae i. gratefully acknowle498C1.
our gratitude i. expr••M4 to Dr. Qeraoa &bel', Ma. Bonni. B.
Thc.paon, &D4 .... Deborah L. Wince of the IISP Divi.ioD of
International Proqr_ aDd to Dr.Willi_ ADdersoa aDd 1Ir. Gifford
Albright of the HSI' Directorat. of _iJl88rirag for their wpport.
aDd u.i.tanc.. In the unite4 State., the Hainar part:iCi~a_1'. .elected vlth the help of aD Advi.ory ee-itt.. conai.
of Prof•••or David S. BavilaDd (Dean, SChool of Architect ,
Rena_la.r Polytechnic Institute), Dr. J'reC1erick Kringold
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(Associate Dean fo~ Research and Extenaion, College of
Architecture and Urban Studiea, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, and President of ARC), and Profea.or Samuel
Aroni.

The work of the joint seminar 'is presented in three volume••
Volume 1 contains an introduction'~nd SUlllllary of all paper.,
sessions and discus.iona. Significant contributions were made in
the writinq of this volume by Professor Daniel Abrams, Professor
Volker Hartkopf, Profe.sor Henry Lagorio, Dr. Horea Sandi,
Professor Robert Shibley, and Eng. Teodor Teretean. Volume 2
contains the forty-one papers on the subject of earthquakes, and
volume 3 the twenty-nine papers on topics of energy. The
editorial help of Mr. William Fulton, in the United States, is
much appreciated. The 'reproduction of these volumes was
performed at INCERC.

The American participants express sincere thanks and
gratitude to the Romanian hosts for their outstanding
hospitality, both scientifically and socially. Finally, we hope
that this publication will prove to be useful and will further
contribute to the achievements of the goals of the seminar.

Professor Samuel Aroni, Ph.D.
Graduate School Of Architecture
and Urban Planning, UCLA

Dr. Eng. Romulus Constantinescu
Deputy Sc;entific Director
Romanian Building Research
Institute, INCERC
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SESI<E I : EXPERIENCE OF PAST EARTHQUAKES.
PERFORMANCE OF BUILDINGS AND BEHAVIOR OF
OCCUPAh~S.SUMHARY OF LESSONS.

1



3

1.1 1N3UIUES AND OCCUPANT 8I!HAYIOIlIN URTHQUAK!.5

Samuel Aroni *
Michael E. Durkln ••

Life safety j, the foundation of all earthquake hazard reduction measures.
Therefore, we should base these measures on empirical evidence rather than
speculation. Yet, until very recently, we had 11ttle hard information about the
etiology of earthquake injuries in different U.S. buildIng types.

This paper proposes a comprehensive conceptual framework for earthquake
injuries. It presents preliminary results of an epidemiological study of the role of
physical environment and occupant behavior in earthquake injurIes, Involvinl the
injuries during the 191& Santa Barbara, 1'19 Imperial County, and 1983 Coalinga,
Callfornia, earthquakes. We also describe our work in progress concerning the
injuries in the I'8' Chile earthquake. For the past earthquakes we document, not
only the type of injury, but also the physical agent responsible. We analyze the
relationship of the injury to factors such as building type, damage lev~1 and
personal characteristics. Of major importance was the behavior of the bUilding
occupants during the earthquake. We describe how specific actions either
contributed to or helped to prevent earthquake injuries.

We review several previous studies of occupant behavIor in past U.S.
eanhquakes. These involve the behavior of patients and staff in five hospitals
heavily damaged in the 1'71 San Fernando earthquake, and the response of office
workers in the five story Imperial County Services Building in the 191' Imperial
County earthquake.

Finally, some suggestions are made for future research on the subject.

• Professor, Graduate School of Architecture and Urban
Planninl, UCLA, Los Anleles, California

•• Research Associate Professor, School of Architecture,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles,
CaJifornia

Preceding page blank



INTRODucnON

During the past two decades, over half a million people have been killed or
injured in earthquakes. On July 28, 1976 the Tangshan, China earthquake killed
240,000 people and injured 164,000 moreJU This year, the Chile earthquake of
March 3, 198.5, claimed 180 lives and at least 2,.572 injuredJ2)

The United States, due primarily to the absence of a large seismic event
occurring in a heavily populated area and improved seismic engineering practices,
so far has been s~red the high mortality of other countries. According to the U.S.
Geological Survey(3), as shown in Table I, some 1,02' were killed by earthquakes in
California during a period of .168 years. More specifically, in the 1'06 San
Francisco earthquake, 3., were killed outright, 3.52 were reported missing and
about 400 were injured'(4) The 1'64 Alaska earthquake was responsible for 130
deaths and '0 injuries.(5) 8y far, the largest number of casualties in a recent U.S.
earthquake occurred in the San Fernando earthquake of 1971 when '8 died and
2,'43 injured required hOJaital treatment and 3,000 more were treated at Red
Cross first aid stations.l6J No fatalities occurred in the three California
earthquakes discussed at length in this paper, 1'78 Santa Sarbara, 1'79 Imperial
County, and 1983 Coalinga, but there were at least 8',78, and 211 injuries,
respectively.

What happens when our luck runs out? Today, nearly 20 million Californians
live in zones of major earthquake risk. A 1980 FEM A report estimates that if a
great earthquake hit the Newport-Inglewood fault in Southern California at
4:30 p.m. on a weekday, when many people are either inside or just leaving their
office buildings, 23,000 people would be killed and 91,000 others would require
hospitalization. If, on the other hand, this earthquake occurred in the early
morning (i.e. at 2:30 a.m.) when most people are at home, the number of estimated
casualties would drop to 4,000 dead and 18,000 hospitalized. In addition, the FEMA
report estimates the number of injl}ries not requiring hospitalization to be from l'
to 30 times the number of death.l7) The estimated dollar loss in buildings and
contents is $62 billion.

Even if the preceding estimates are high, it i~ clear that large numbers of
injuries and fatalities can overwhelm avallable medical resources, as well as create
long-term social and economic disruption unless we find a Vlay to reduce them. It
is also apparent that smaller versions of these catastrophic losses can result from
moderate earthquakes which are certain to strike California and other seismically
active areas in the United States during the forseeable future.

Significantly, the overwhelming majority of earthquake-induced injuries and
fatalities occur in buildings. Hazardous earthquake-induced bUilding performance
can range from complete building collapse, with its obvious implications for life
o;afety, to the injury-producing behavior of structural and non-structural elements
and building contents.

Ensuring life safety has inspired the evolution of earthquake hazard reduction
measures in the U.S. Codes and other regulations are designed to ensure life safety
by preventing building collapse. For example, the Field Act, requiring the seismic
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TABLE Is Destructive california earthqua_., 1112-~0
(accordins to the U.S. Geolopcal SUrvey

Dollar LoIS
at the

~ Location Lives Lost Time of the ~ke
tmuiIon

1112 San Juan capistrano '0
11'7 Fort Tejon
11" San Francisco 0.'
11" Hayward 30 0."
1172 Owens Valley 21 0.2'
1192 Vacaville 0.23
1198 Mare Island 1••
1199 San :Jacinto ,
1906 San Francisco 700 -'00.0
191' Imperial Valley 6 0.9
1918 San Jacinto and Hemet 0.2
192' Santa Barbara I' t.O
1926 Santa Barbara 1 .:..

1932 Humboldt County 1
1933 LonS Beach 115 .0.0
1'40 Imperial Valley , 6.0
1941 Santa Barbara 0.1
19.1 Torrance-Gardena 1.1

I'.' Terminal Isiand 9.0
."1 Terminal Island 3.0."2 Kern County ~4 60.0

I"" Eureka-Areata 1 2.0

1'" Terminal Island 3.0
1'" Oakland-Walnut Creek 1.0
1"7 San Francisco 1.0
."1 Terminal Island ..,
I'" Santa Rosa I."
.971 San Fernando " .50_."
19" Oroville 2.'
1971 Santa Barbara 12.0
1"9 Imperial County 30.0
1910 Mammoth Lakes ..,

Totals .,029 $1,201.13
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re· 'oUt of unreinforced masonry schoolhouses, was enacted following the 1933
Lor,g Beach earthquake becaUIe it was felt that many children could have been
lnjur~d if classes had been in session. Similarly, parapet ordinances were passed
3ft~r the Bakersfield earthquake, during the i9.50's, because it was thought that
falling parapets had been responsible for the numerous deaths and injuries following
the LClng Beach earthquake. More recently, observations of non-structural damage
following the Alasi<an and San Fernando earthquakes, and speCUlation about it~

potp.rtial contribution to earthquake injuries prompted regulations requiring the
fastening of hazardous non-structural elements.

In spite of the potential of buildings for injury and disruption, surprisingly
little is known about l) how people are actually injured, 2) what elements or
building types are particularly hazardous, 3) how people behave during and
immediately after an earthqua'" to avoid or induce injury, If) what effects such as
health status, age and prior training have on injury, and ,) what can be done to
mitigate particuJar dangers. Most of the research on earthquak~ hazard reduction
has focused on overall building structure. While traditional engineering studies
certainly result in strQnger and safer buildings, more research is needed on the
particular aspects of buildings that have actually caused injury in past earthquakes.

There is virtually no empirical data on the contribution of the physical
setting to injury.

There have been a number of reports of injuries in past earthquakes and
similar disasters. This information ranges from anecdotal stories in the news
media and jClurnals to formal epidemiological studies that attemp't to describe the
incidence of mortality and injuries resulting from these disasters.{8,9,IO,1l,12) Few
of these ~blished studies, with the exception of one study by Glass and his
associatestU), have systematically attempted to investigate possible associations
between injury and selected aspects of the physical setting. Nor have associations
between injury and such factors as time of day, age and behavior been suggested in
any but a few of the studies.

Several studies of occupant behavior during earthquakes in hospitals(l4),
office bulldings(U,16), and homes(l7,18), have been conducted in recent years.
However, becaUIe of the dearth of empirical data, potentially misleading
"conventional wisdom" about how to avoid injury in earthquakes has accumulated.
This "conventional wisdom", based on overly general assumptions of building
performance in earthquakes and on the capability of occupants to perform
recommended actions, needs urgent reappraisal. For example, although doorways
occasionally survived the collaple of unreinforced masonry bUildings, the
recommendation to stand in a doorway is not sufficiently specific for type of
building or type of doorway to be particularly useful to occupants. A recent study
of occupant response in the Imperial County Services Building (a reinforced
concre~ building with a metal floor to celling interior partition system) during the
1979 Imperial County earthquake noted that persons who took refuge in doorways
often experienced them bucklinll ar~d them, and leveral occcupants were struck
by the door as it swung shut.U",,16' Observations descrIbed in this paper indicate
that many people injured while leaving their dwellings would have escaped injury
had they stayed inside. Clearly, what is needed are more specific
recommendations derived from a basis of empirical data from recent and future
earthquakes, all over the. world, leading to comprehensive hazard mitigation
planning and education.
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Thl. paper proceeds to dlleuss a proposed conceptual framework for a
comprehensive approach to earthquake injuries and their prevention and mitisation,
a framework which involves the interaction between four sroups of factors and
four time phases related to the earthquake. Next, we describe in detail
preUminary results of an injury and occupant behavior study of four recent
earthquakes. They are the 1'71 Santa Barbara, the 1979 Imperial County, and the
1913 Coalinsa earthquakes, in california, and the earthquake in Chile of March 3,
191'. The observations are discussed and some conclusions are drawn.

This work is based on an epidemioloslcal study of the role of physical
environment and occupant behavior in earthquake injuries, conducted together with
our col1egues Professor Jess F. Kraus and Research Epidemiologist Ann H. Coulson,
of the School of Public Health at UCLA, and supported by the National Science
Foundation. The study has the aims of increasins available knOWledge of how
people are injured, and escape injury, in earthquakes; identifying the contribution
of aspects of the physical setting such as structure, layout, and building contents,
as well as identifying the contribution of occupant behavior and personal
characteristics to injury in earthquakes. We are using the approach of
epidemiology, which is the study of the di~tribution and determinants of disease (in
this case trauma) in human populationsU9,20), for effectively determining the
susceptibility of different types of persons to specific types of injury in specific
types of physical settings.

To evaluate the importance of personal characteristics and individual actions,
it is necessary to identify the distribution of these aspects both among persons
suffering injury and among uninjured persons under similar circumstances. In this
study, for the four earthquakes mentioned above, we are using a cae-eontrol
approach. The case lroup, i.e. those suffering clearly earthquake related injuries,
is mainly identified ~rom the reviews of hospital, Red Cross, and physicians'
records. We are interviewing as many of these injured persons as possible, using a
questionnaire developed in the study. This comprehensive questionnaire covers
injuries or medical problems associated with the earthquake; during the main
event, an a!tershock, or in the recovery period while searching through rubble,
cleaning up debris, inspecting damage, or working as a volunteer, in the National
Guard, or in the police force. It deals with all the activities of the person from the
beginning of shaking through injury and treatment. It documents the details of the
physical environment and the injury, as well as the level of damage sustained by
any buildings involved in the injury. It asks about prior training or experience with
other earthquakes, and any conclusions drawn by the injured for their behavior in
future earthquakes under similar circumstances. Finally, it determines any chronic
medical problems that the person had, their influence on the injury and the
auravation that the injury may have produced. The injured person is also asked
about other people present in the same place when the injury occurred, and the
names of uninjured friends, assumed by us to have similar personal characteristics
•• the injured. The control 1fOUP, selected from both "same place" and "friend"
categories, is being interviewed using a special but similar questionnaire. Both
field interviews and the analysis of results are presently being conducted for al1
four earthquakes involved in the study.
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CONCEPTUAL PRAMEWORK

The comprehensive problem of earthquake injuries, understanding the details
of the etiology of these injuries, and the various actions needed for their
prevention and mitigation, is a very complex one•. It involves many aspects and a
number of disciplines. The need exists for some model, or conceptual framework,
which is at the same time comprehensive, simple, and flexible. Such a conceptual
framework is shown in Figure 1, inspire" by a similar matrix proposed by
Haddon(21,22) for the problem of prevention of motor vehicle crash injuries.

FIGURE II Conceptual Fram'!work for Earthqu&ke Injuries

FACTORS

PHASES Human PIlysical Socio-Economic Circumstantial

Pre-Earthquake

Earthqu&ke

Recovery

Lone Ranee

The model uses four fundamental phases of ger.eral applicability to
earthquakeSt the pre-earthquake, earthquake, recovery, and long range phases.
Within each phase, in focusing on injuries, we can consider four groups of factors
which influence injuries in various ways; namely human, physical, socio-economic,
and circumstantial factors. Each of the 16 phase-factor interactions represents an
area of specific sets of concerns within the comprehensive picture of the matrix as
a whole. The phases also remind us of the "continuing" aspect of earthquake
injuries. Beyond the obvious injuries during the earthquake, injuries can and do
occur during the recovery period that are earthquake-related, and there is evidence
of long range psychological and emotional injury, as well as some physical ones.
The long range phase merges into the pre-earthquake phase fo!" the next event,
with particular significance when a seismic gap is identified, or another reason
arises for an earthquake warning Qf prediction.
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Hopefully, the conceptual framework will serve some useful purposes in that
it should f.cilitate identifying the various roles the interactions play in mitigating
and preventing injury. Let us exemplify some interactions by discussing a number
of issues.

The human factors include personal characteristics such as age, sex, state of
health, etc. At the pre-earthquake phase they affect personal preparedness
planning and receptivity for training towards greater protection from injury.
During the earthquake they influence behavior and the probability of either greater
safety or increased likelihood for injury. For example the starting and propagation
of fires, with sUbsequent injuries, during both the earthquake and early recovery
pha!es, are due to a combination of both human and other factors. Human factors
during the recovery phase would impact the medical problems of the homeless,
another aspect of earthquakl: related injuries. AlSO, human factors, including
curiosity and lack of discipline, contribute to tsunami losses, sometimes at great
distances from the epicenter. One example is the 11 deaths at Crescent City,
California, in 1964, due to the tsunami generated by the Alaskan earthquake hours
earlier. A loog range-human factors interaction, influenced by physical and
circumstantial histories, is, f,)r example, the prevailing attitude that exists about
specific earth~uake dangers. While fires have occurred during U.S.
earthquakes,(23) with 1906 San Francisco being a major example, the predominant
fear is of building and other collapses. This is in contrast to Japan, where the fear
of earthquakes is dominated by the fear of fire.(24) An obvious explanation for the
Japanese reaction is their past repeated experience, for example the K~nt~

earthquake of 1923, when the majority of the 90,000 deaths were caused by fire.\24)

Physical factors include all the characteristics and variability of the built
environment, as well as those of local and regional seismicity. These factors
obviously have a major impact on injuries and for the considerations appropriate
for each of the four phases. Included in the physical factors are non-structural
elements, as well as building contents.

The socio-economic factors are a large group, including institutional factors,
cultural aspects, and the variability of circumstances of families, communities and
regions, all of which affect issues of injuries at the different phases. During the
pre-earthquake period, they are relevant for considerations of planning,
preparedness and education. The performance of social organizations, for example
hospitals, and the various industrial and work environments, during all earthquake
phases, can have a major impact on injuries. Social roles and relations, as well as
human characteristics, among those in the same location during the earthquake
phase, may account for one person being injured and another not. For instance, in
the Coalinga earthquake, a husband who ,eft his living room to exit the house
directly through the front door was uninjured, while his wife who left the same
living room to exit circuitously through the kitchen was injured by broken glass.
The wife was seeing to her children who were in the backyard playing. In the
r~covery phase, socio-economic factors are also important in pr'Jviding the needed
organization and resources, including those for the homeless, and in making a
difference to the health of individuals.

Finally, the group of circumstantial factors, for example the time and season
of the earthquake, can have a profound influence. In the United States, so far t we
have been very lucky with respect to the timing of damaging earthquakes. The
1933 Long Beach earthquake, which caused extensive damage to pre-Field Act
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school buildings, occurred at .5:4.5 in the afternoon when the schools were
emptyJ2') The 1964 Alaska earthquake, although &.4 in magnitude, struck a
sparsely populated area in the late afternoon of Good Friday, when offices and
commercial establishments were closed in the heavily damaged downtown
Anchorage. The death toll of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake certainly would
have been considerably higher if the event had occurred three hours later when
between 100 and 300 staff would have occupied the first-story area of the Olive
View Hospital Psychiatric building, which was crushed during the earthquake, and
in the areas of the main hospital building, which were destroyed by the collapsed
stairway towersJ26) As far as the season of the earthquake is concerned, major
secondary sources of injury and damage associated with California earthquakes are
landslides and dam failures (primarily in winter or spring) and uncontrolled fires
(primarily in summer and fa11)'<3)

Our own study is mainly' concerned with the earthquake and part of the
recovery phases, and deals primarily with the -human and physical factors. Much
work needs to be done, in many earthquake prone countries, to provide the
understanding and empirical data required to answer the many questions raised by
the conceptual framework.

EARTHQUAKE INVESTIGAnoNS

We shall present and discuss next results of our current study of injury and
behavior of four earthquakes, namely the 1978 Santa Barbara, 1979 Imperial County,
and 1983 Coalinga, all in California, and the Chile earthquake of March 19&.5. Some
relevant details of these earthquakes are given in Table 2. Our results are
preliminary since not all interview;ng and analysis have been comoleted.

TABLE 21 Details of the Earthquakes Investisated

Maximum Intensity
Earthquake Mal5l!ltude (Modified Mercalll) Date Time 2!!!!. Inlured

Santa Barbara '.7 VIII Ausust 13, 1971 ,." P.M. .,
Imperial County 6.6

(SwIclay)
VII OCtober U, 1979 .116 P.M. 71

(Monday)
CoalinSa 6.7 VIII May 2, 1913 •••2 P.M. 211

ChIle
(Monday)

7.1 VIII March 3, 1'1' 7••7 P.M. 110 2,'72+
(Sunclay)

Santa Barbara, canfomla, 1971

Santa Barbara is a coastal community in southern California, some 160
kilometers northwest of Los Angeles. In 1978, together with neighboring Coleta,
(where the University of california, Santa Barbara (UCS8) campus is located), it
had a population of about 143,000. The August 13, 197& earthquake struck on
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Sunday at "" P.M., and had a magnitude of about '.7. The resulting ground
motion had a marked directional asymmetry, which caused greater intensity west
of Santa Barbara near Golett.. Eleven aftershocks occurred within the first 20
minutes after the main event.(21)

Santa Barbara does have some old buHdlngs, but most residential buildings are
single family homes. and low rise apartments of wood construction. There are only
four buildinls in Santa Barbara which are , or more stories high. 1n Goleta, except
for a few old wood frame and adobe structures, the buildings are relatively modern
(20-30 years old). On the UCS8 campus, there are some multistory reinforced
concrete structures. No serious injuries occurred in the earthquake as a result of
structural fa.Hures. No major damale was reported to conventional residential
houses. However, in Goleta, )2,. mooi!e homes were damaged, 68'16 in a major way.
Four such I\omes were rendered unltlhabitable, and one was destroyed by fire.
Overall, minor damage occurred to 68 apartment buildings, with an • "erage of 6
units each, and to 80 businesses, many of them stores. The total fit ...ncial loss
caused by the earthquake was initially estimated to be $7.31 million, some 4796 of
which was sustained by facilities at the UCSB campus. This included damage to
buildings, elevators, utilities, light fixtures" ceilings, and laboratory supplies and
equipment. West of Goleta, a soil filJ failure caused the deraUm~nt of a freight
train some ]0 minutes alter the earthquake, without any injuriesJ27}

A total of 8.5 injured people were treated at two local hospitals, including 1
by paramedics and 2 by private doctors. This number also includes 4) people who
were injured during the recovery phase. The incidence of injury was thus 0.6 per
1,000 population. The injuries were generally minor, with only 3 persons
hospitallzed. This included a hip injury, to a very old lady who fell during the
earthquake and the short hospitatiz:ation of two people with cardiac problems.

We started the investigation of the Santa Barbara injuries over six years after
the event, and, in this mobile community, the delay caused difficulties in locating
the injured persons. Our preliminary results are based mainly on hospital records.
At present, interviewing continues, with about 14% of the injured having been
interviewed as of August 198.5.

I . Who were injured?

Table) presents the distribution of the injured by age and sex. It can be seen
that the majority were young (.5.5.)% below 31 years of age) and male (67 1J6).

2. What were me injuries?

The types of injuries are shown in Table~. The majorit)' of the injuries were
lacerations, abrasions, and contusions (56116). The majority of the fractures and
sprains were twisted ankles and minor fractures to fingers, wrists, and toes. Some
unusual injuries included cat scratches during the the earthquake, and a dog bite
later, which we assume to be earthquake related. One of the burns was caused
during the earthquake by exposure to chemicals, at home, and the second by hot
soup, at work in a restaurant. Finally, there was an accidental exposure to
fertilizer chemicals during the earthquake. and exposure to toxic fumes during
cleanup operations. As can be seen from Table 5, the most vulnerable parts of the
body to injury were arms, hands. and feet.
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TABLE )1 Santa Barbara InJuriesl Ale and Sex Distribution

Ace Number Percenta ~ Number Percent

0-10 , '.9
11-20 12 14.1
21-)0 )0 ),.)

31-40 17 20.0

41-'0 10 11.8 Male '7 67.0

'1-60 4 4.7 Female 11 )3.0
61-70 ) 3.' Total I' 100.0
71-aO 2 2.4
ao+ .1 M

Total a, 100.1

aBecause of rounding, the total does not equal 100'-'

TABLE 41 Santa Barbara InJuriesl Type of Injury

Type of injury

Lacerations, Abrasions
Contusions
Head Injuries
Fractures, Sprains
Muscle Strain
Back InJurie:l
Anxiety Reactions
Eye Injuries
Cardiac
Anirul Bites
Burns
Other

Total

Number&

33
23,
19
3,.
2
3
2
2
2
1-

100

Percent

33.0
23.0
'.0
19.0
3.0
4.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1:2

100.0

aNumbers include several cases ot multiple injUries to the same person
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TABLE ,: Santa Barbara Injuries: Part of Body

Part of Body

Head, Face
Eyes
Neck
Shoulder,
Arms, Hands
Chest
Back
Hip
Legs
Knees
l\nkles
feet

Total

Numbera

7
3
3
4

33
2
5
1
4
I)
I)

Jl

95

Percentb

7.4
3.2
3.2
4.2

34.7
2.1
5.3
1.1
4.2
9•.5
9. .5
U.8

100.2

a Numbers include several cases of multiple injuries to the same person

b Because of rounding, the total does not equal 100%

3. Where did the injuries occur?

As shown in Table 6, most of the injuries (.57.6%) happened in or near the
home. The 31.8% in "business" locations were mostly in grocery or liquor shops,
but also at work. The 7 "outside" injuries included 3 falls (off bicycle, thrown froln
truck, and a fall in the garden), 3 injuries while driving, without the involvement of
another car (including an anxiety attack) and an injury to a toe while jogging. Two
(2) of the "home" injuries happened in mobile homes. Both ':ases involved relatively
minor head injuries from fallen objects. The very small number of injuries found in
mobile homes in very surprising, in view of the large number of such structures
damaged. One plausible explanation is the timing of the earthquake, on a Sunday
aftenoon during the sumrner, when people were ouside their mobile homes, and
before dinner preparations. .l\lso, additional minor injuries probably did occur and
did not require hospital treatment. Our 85 injuries represent a lower bound.

TA.BLE 6: santa Barbara Injuries: Location

Location Number Percent

Home 49 .57.6
Business 27 31.8
Outside 7 8.2
Unknown 2 2.4

Total 8' 100.0
13



4. When did the inJuries occur?

It has already been mentioned that out of the total of ., injuries, , (10.''')
occurred .fter the main shock, during the immediate recovery phase. Seven (7)
were cleanup and relCue operations, 1 was the dog bite, and 1 was an anxiety
attack.

,. How did the injuries occur?

Table 7 presents a seneral claRification of the manner of injury. Overall, a
total of l' injuries (22••") were related in one form or another to broken glass.

The objects involved included a bookcase falling in an office and causing back
lacerations and a compression fr~ture, and a broken sliding glass door.

The falls listed are considered to be "primary," i.e. hsppening very qUickly
alter the earthquake and apparently before much other movement. They include a
fall off a stool, while taking a shower, and an old person just standing in the
kitchen. The average age was .0 years.

ThOk: injured leaving buildings were not hit by any object. They represent
anxious people trying to escape environments they considered very dangerous.
Actually, they would have been safer staying put. The exiting involved jumping
throuch a window, through doorways, running out through a glass door, jumping
over a ralllng, etc., and all except one of these persons were male. The average
age was 30 years.

The large group who "bumped into something" represents people who
undertook a variety of actions inside the built environment. They collided with a
chair, a sofa, a fireplace, and waUs and doors.

TABLE 71 Santa Barbara Injuriesl Manner of Injury

Sex
Manner of Injurx Number Male- Female Percent

Hit by Objects U 7 a 17.6
Falls ., , , 17.'
Leaving Buildings 9 I 1 10.6
Bumped into

Something l' I" , 22••
Other lZ. 22 , :51.1

Total " " 21 100.0

We would like to point out apin the "lucky" timing of the earthquake, on a
Sunday afternoon during the summer. The UCSB campus was almost empty of
people. Had 1M campus been occupied, the estimate has been made of "at least 2'
persons killed, and several huftdred seriously Injured"(U).
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imperial CowItr, CaUfemIa, 1m

On Monday, October U, 1979, at '.1' P.M., a destructive earthquake, of
macnitude '.6, shook the Imperial Valley, Califomla, Just north of the Mexican
border. The population of the neighborlnl areas of El Centro, Imperial, Brawley,
and Calexico, was about JO,OOO. Impert.l )County is for the most part a flourishing,
extensively irripted, alricultural areaJ29

Buildings in the area are of varying aps and construction. Most of the
commercial buildinls are one a"d two-story structures, many relatively old and
built of unreinforced masonry, but there is also a representative group of recent
relatively modem structures. In general, there was only minor structural dam..
to the typical commercial construction, although a few buildings were subsequently
condemned. There was some parapet damage, some architectural damap, but also
widespread spilling of library racks, store merchandise, and other shelved items.
The most significant structural damase was to the six-story Imperial County
Services Building, which had to be demolished later It was also the subject of a
detailed earlier study of earthquake behavior.CU, 16S The total estimated dameF
of the earthquake was $30 millionJ29)

A total of 7& people were found to have befon treated at the local hospitals,
at Brawley, £1 Centro, and Calexico. This number also included 6 people who were
injured during the recovery phase. The incidence of injury was thus 1.' per 1,000
population. Four (4) people were hospitalized, for a back injury, two leg and foot
fract'...res, and a child for severe bums by hot water from a kettle. The burns
required one month of hospitalization, while the others were less than one week.

Our preliminary results are based only on hospital records, and the numbers
are probably low. We have started intervieWing and, because of a relatively stable
population, hope to find a large fraction of the injured even after six years have
elapsed.

1. Who were injured?

Table 8 presents the distribution of the injured by age and sex. Almost half
(..,.~) are below the age of 31 years, and the majority (61.''') are women.

2. What were the injuries?

The types of injuries are shown in Table'. Of the people suffering anxiety
reactions, including hysteria, there were ten women and one man. The averap ace
of the 11 was 32.2 years, with I of the 11 below .0 years. Table 10 shows the most
vulnerable parts of the body to have been arms and hands, followed by back and
head.

3. Where did the injuries occur?

As shown in Table 11, we know only the location of " injuries, most of which
U1.196) were in or near the home. The rest (.2."') were in business, including a
variety of stores and shops. None happened outside.
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TABLE II Imperial County Injuriesl Ale and sex Distribution

Age Number Percent& ~ Number Percent

0-10 7 9.0

11-20 16 zo.,
21-30 12 16.7

31-40 II 23.1

41--'0 12 n .• Male 30 31.'
'1-60 ,

~." female !!! ill
61-70 " '.1 Total 78 100.0

71-80 2 2.6

10+ ~ 1.3
Total 71 100.1

aBecause of roundinl, the total does not equal 10096

TABLE 9: Imperial County Injuries: Type of Injury

Tyee of Injury

Lacerationst Abrasions
Contusions
Head Injuries
Fractures, Sprains
Muscle Strain
Back Injuries
Anxiety Reactions
Eye Injuries
Cardiac
.\nimal Bites
Bums
Other

Total

Numbera

22
15
6

12
I

11
11
I
o
4
2

-!
17

Percentb

2'.3
la.4
6.9

13.1
1.2

12.6
12.6

1.2
0.0
4.6
2.3
~

100.1

a Numbers include several cases of multiple injuries to the same person

b Because of rou~.dinl, the l!3tal does not equal 10096
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TABLE 10: Imperial County Injuriesl Part of Body

Part of Body

Head, Face
Eyes
Neck
Shoulders
Arms, Hands
Chest
Back
Hip
Legs
Knees
Ankles
Feet

Total

Number-

10
I
3
II

22
2
U
1
7
7
4

-.!
80

Percentb

12.'
1.3
3.8
'.0

27.'
2.'

18.8
1.3
8.7
&.7
'.0
~

100.1

a Numbers include several cases of multiple injuries to the same person

b Because of rounding, the total does not equal 10096

TABLE 11: Imperial County Injuries: Location

location Number

Home 20
Business U
Outside 0
Unknown '2
Total 87

Percenta

'7.1
42.9
0.0

100.0

a Percentages calculated of the 35 known locations

4. When did 1he injuries occur?

Out of the 18 injuries, , (7.196) occurred during the recovery phase. Two (2)
were cuts on Ilass in cleanup operations, and If were dog bites, 2 of children.
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,. How did the injuries occur?

Table 12 presents a general ciassification of the manner of injury. Overall, a
total of , injuries U1.'96) were related in one form or another to broken &laIS.

The objects involved in the injuries inciude a broken plate glas. window,
hitting a woman while exiting a business, hot water causins burns, a water bottle, a
cotton bale, and a car falling oU a jack and catching a worker's arm between the
tire and the fender.

The falls listed, based on hospital records and, so far, without confirmation
by interview, are considered to have been the primary manner of injury. They
include a fall off a step ladder, standing in the kitchen, in a market over spilled
items, etc. The average age wa~ 39 years.

As mentioned above only 1 of those injured while leaving a building was hit by
an object. The edting includes 2 jumps through windows, 2 cases of group panic,
cuts and twisted knees. The average age was 37.8 years.

As before, the group listed to have "bumped into something" includes people
hitting doors or doorways, chairs and tables, and being throwr. against walls. The
manner of injury of about one third of the "other" group is unknown.

TABLE 12: Imperial County Injuries: Manner of Injury

Sex
Manner of Injury Number Male Female Percent

Hit by Objects 13a , S· 16.'
Falls 14 4 10 17.7
Leaving Buildings Sa 6 2a 10.1
Bumped into Something 13 4 9 16.'
Other 11 .ll 20 39.2

Total 79 30 49 100.0

aNumbers include a femaie who was hit while leaving a building
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CoaUnp, Callfomia, 1,.,
Coalinp, with a population of about 1,2'0, is located in the western part of

the San Joaquin VaUey approximately 60 miles southwest of Fresno, and midway
between San Francisco and Los Anse1es. It served initially as a coaling station for
the raUroad, and later as a center for 011 exploration and commercial activities for
the surrounding aari·:u1tura1 area. On Monday, May 2, 1983, at _,42 P.M., an
earthquake of magni~u<le 6.7 occurred. A large aftershock followed slightly more
than 3 minutes 1aterJ30}

The earthquake devastated Coalinga's central business district. Most of the
structures in this area were old, over sixty years old, and built mainly of
unreinforced brick masonry with timber roofs. There were some" of them, and
they suffered major destruction. Coalinga had 204l one- to four-family dwellings
and over 100 mobile homes. A. few of the dwellings were old and built of adobe,
tile, unreinforced hollow concrete block, and unreinforced brick. Their overall
performance was very poor. Most of the dwellings were of wood-frame
constroct~on. Their performance ranged from minor damage to subsequent
demolition. Those designed to be earthquake-resistant performed very well.
Virtually all mobile homes suffered some damage, and many feU from their
supports. There WIS 9ne major fire, in the central business district, and three
minor residential fires.(JO) The overall damage was over $3' million.

So far we have identified 211 people who have been injured. l'his represents
an overall incidence of injury of 29 per 1,000 population. There were no fatalities.
Most injured people were treated at seven area hospitals and by the American Red
Cross (ARC). The above number includes 10 injuries in subsequent aftershocks,
mainly that of July 2.5, 198', and 49 injuries during the recovery phase. The number
excludes injuries listed by ARC but jUdged by the local hospital staff not to be
earthquake-related, 17 injuries to ARC staff members during recovery, and 137
illnesse, (S)Uch as upper respiratory infections) that were treated at the Red Cross
shelter.(.3l The 211 injured included 17 people hospitalized (8«16). They represent
an incidence of hospitalization of 2.3 per 1,000 population. The late afternoon
earthquake found many residents at home making dinner. Luckily, no fatalities
occurred during this earthquake.

The interim results, presented in this paper, are based on both hospital
records and extensive interviewing. lIe approached I~I people, were refused by 8
('.796), and have used our questionnaire so far in 133 interviews. These plus '6
hospital and ARC records, for a total of 1." are analyzed and presented here. An
additional 22 injured were identified recently in a random short questionnaire used
in conjunction with another study. They will be discussed separately below.
intervieWing is now proceeding of both injured and controls.

Before discussinl the 119 injuries in lreater detail, consider Table 13 wh1ch
thoW! the distribution of places where treatment was provided. The vast majority
(13.196' were at hospitals and ARC. Table lit presents data on the degree of
dama. to bUl1dings associated with injury. This is information obtained during
interviews with our questionnaire, and 1s available for 100 injuries. The 19 cases
listed under "unknown" also contain injuries outside of the built environment.
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TABLE 13: Coalinga Injuries: Places of Treatment

~

Hospitals
American Red Cross
Doctors' Offices
Otherb
Unknown

Total

Numbersa

116
70
16
IS
7

224

Percent

'1.&
31.3
7.1
6.7

...l:.!.
100.0

aNumbers include cases treated. in m':Jltiple places

bMainly at home

TABLE 14: Coalinga Injuries: Degree of Damage to Buildings Associated '.vith
Injury

Degree of Damage

None
Minor
Major
Demolished
Unknown( or not
applicable)

Total

Number

3

If'24
28
!!

Percent

1.6
23.8
12.7
14.8
!!Z.:!

100.0

Percenta

3.0
4'.0
24.0
28.0

100.0

20

aPercentage calculated excluding unknown or not applicable cases

I. Who were injured?

Table l' presents the distribution of the injured by age and sex. We have
indicated both total and hospitalized injuries, and also the incidence of injury per
1,000 population. (The 1980 census provides the most recent breakdown by age of
the population of Coalinga. Since 1980, the recorded population of Coalinga was
increased by about '00). It is apparent that the injuries in both categories are
highest among the elderly. They seem to be more susceptible to injury, and may
also reside in older houses that are more prone to damage. The majority of the
injured are women, the percentage increasing to 60.'" if we exclude 12 National
Guardsmen. aU male. who were injured during the recovery phase. However, the
ratios of men to women I'everse if 'we consider the sexes of the hospitalized
injuries.



TABLE Us Coallnp InJurle1t Ace and Sex Distribution

!2!!llnluries Ho!p1tallzed Iniurl••

. 6.I.t Number Percenta !!3!.b Number Percent Rate-
0·10 16 I.' 13.9 0 0.0 0

11·20 26 13.1 19.' ,. 23.' '.0
21-30 37 19.6 )0.' 2 11.1 1.'
31-40 23 12.2 n.7 , 23.' '.3
41-50 22 11.6 30.0 0 0.0 0

'1·60 11 '.1 U.O 2 11.1 2.7

'1·70 2' 13.2 41f.' 1 '.9 1.1

71-10 10 '.3 u., 1 '.9 2.7

80. 9 4.8 42.7 3 17.' 1'.2
Unknown .!Q. g

Total 189 100.1 17 100.0

Male

Female

Total

Number Percent

la, 100.0

Percentc

100.0

Number Percent

II 6'.7

.....i -U:1

17 100.0

aBec~use of roundinl, the total does not equal lOO4J6

bRate of injury per 1,000 population, of the particular .PIfGUP.

cPercentaps calculated excluclinl12 National Guardsmen, ali male,lnj"," durin,

the recovery phale.
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2. What were the injuries?

The types of injuries are shown in Table 16. TIle majority were lacerations,
abrasions and contusions U••",,). Some of the he_,d injuries and fractures led to
hospitalization. Of the people suffering anxiety reactions, there were 10 women
and 2 men. The averale ap of the 12 was .. years, ranaInl from 24 to 71 years of
age. Only I of the bums occurred in the kitchen, which is surprisinl in view of the
hour and the fact that' other injuries occurred in the kitchen to people beinl hit
by various objects, as well as some identified falls in the kitchell. The other bum
happened to a volunteer during recovery. "Other" injuries included stress induced
psoriasis, swallowed poison by a chUd from a spill, and a few earthquake~ssoclated

illnesses.

Table 17 presents the distribution of injured parts of body. The most
vulnerable are arms and hands, Mad and face, and feet. We hav,'! also indicated the
parts involved in ., of the 17 hospitalizations. The other 2 irJCluded an anxiety
attack and stress, and a sunstroke suffered by a National Guardsman.

TA8LE 161 Coalinga Injuriesl Type of Injury

Type of Injury

Lacerations, Abrasions
Contusions
Head Injuries
Fractures, Sprains
Muscle Strain
Back Injuries
Anxiety R.eactions
Eye Injuries
cardiac
Animal 8ites
Bums
Other

Total

NumberA

""21
34
7
I"
12
.5
2
2
2

..1
23a

Percentb

31."
23.0
1.1
14.2
2.9
'.9
'.4
2.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
3.1

a Numbers include several cases of multiple injuries to the same person

b Because of rounding, the total does not equal 100"
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TABLE 17. Coalinp Injurlesl Part of Body

Part of Body

ttead,Fac:e
Eyes
~k

Shoulders
Arms, Hands
Chest
Back
Hip
Less
Knees
Ankles
Feet

Total

Nurnbera

U(5)C
6
J

20 (l)C
53 (2)C
11
11
6 (3)C
., (l)C
n (2)C
9 (2)C

.l! (l)C

235

Percentb

11.9
2.6
1.3
I.'

22.6
'.7
7.6
2.6
6.'
10.2
3.1

..ill
100.1

a Numbers include several cases of multiple injuries to the same person

b Because of rounding, the total does not equal 100CJ6

c Hospitalized injuries

3. Where did 1he injuries occur?

As shown in Table 11,· about one half of the injuries (n.K) happened in or
near the home. The home locations included 12 injuries in apartmentl, " in mobUe
homes and 1 in a parked movinS van. Two (2) of the moblloe home injuries happened
durins an aftershock, and the • injuries included falb (J), and belnl bumped ap1nlt
a ramns (I). Only 7 injured persons were located abo". the lround floor, incluclinl
, on the leCond floor, 1 workinl on 1he roof, and I on an on rll. The 12.'" in
"business" locations were in offices (3), shops (16), a restaurant(2), 1he poIt
olfie-(l), and a hotel (2) which later burned. (ienerally, the. were more
yulnerable locations than homes. The 31 "outside" injuries happened at different
timesl I durinl the main earthquake, 1 durinS an aftershock, and 22 durlnl the
recovery period. The I "outside" injuries on May 2, 191), included a faU off a bike,
jl1mping out of a parked moving van, outside an old buUdinl which collapeed,
jurnpins off a tractor in an open field, hit by bricks from a collapllnl buUdlnS while
parked in a car (2 people), fallinl near a shaking tree, and elCaplnl from the top of
an oil rig, " feet in the air.
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TABLE II: Coalinga Injuries: LOCl\t!':)n

Location Number

Home 100
Business 24
Outside 31
Unknown 1!
Total 189

Percent

'2.9
12.1
16.4

.l!:Q.

100.0

If. WhftI did the injuries occur?
Table 19 shows the times of injury. As expected, most happened durinC the

main earthquake (69.""). However, there were also 10 injuries 1'.2'6) durin.
aftershocks. Three (3) of them ()3~) included 2 anxiety attacks, and I person
jumping out of a window, possibly iodiceting an increased level of nervousness.
Table 20 preser.ts some details related to t\e 49 persons injured du -ins ":he
recovery phase.

TABLE J9: Coalinga Injuries: Time of Injury

Time of Injury ~~ Percent

Main Earthquake (May 2, 1983) 134b,c 69.4
Aftershocksa IOb,d '.2
Recovery Phase 49C,d lli

Total 193 100.0

aMainly during the aftershock of J'Jly 2',191'

bTwo people were injured both durins the main earthquake and an aftershock

cOne person was injured both during the earthquake and the recovery phue

dOne person was injured both durins an aftershock and the recovery pha_

,. How did 1M Injuries occur?

Table 21 summarizes the manner of injury. In this case numbers include
injured in more than one atelory. To clarify the ,manner of injl,lry, further
analysis was conducted.
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TA8U! 20: Coallnp Injuries: Durinl Recovery PM.

Nu:nbera

Ir,: 'ry to Volunteers,
Na\:onal Guardsmen,
ARC1 2"ld Pollee
Force

Cleanup : "-k
Anxiety, .;)trell
Cuts
Dol Bites
Illnes.s
FaUs on Wet Surfaces

Total

20
26,
10
2,

.-!.
12

aNumbers inciude multiple entries. The total number of people involved is '*9.

32
40
1"
I

.,
14,,

Manner of Iniury

Hit by Objects 47
FaU, 'If
Leavins Buildinss 23
Bumped into $omethins I"

TABLE 211 Coalin.. Injuries: Manner of Injury

Sex
tIIumber Male Female

aNurnbers include injured In more than one category

Table 22 showI the location of the 1f7 injured who were hit by objects, in
deerealinl order of frequency. The hour of the clay explains the large number of
women preparlna dinner in the kitchen, a place mOlt vulnerable to be hit by a
variety of objects. Three (3) injuries by objects happened while standing in a
doorway. One family had established a "predetermined" safe location for
earthquakes, an alcove in the houle some" reet by If feet, and four people uled it,
with only one of them belnl hit by • ralllni stereo. This happened in an old
buIldinl bul1t in 1199.
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TABLE 22: C06linaa Injurles& Hit by Objects& Location

-J!!....
Location Number Male Female Percen.!a

Kitchen a 1 7 17.0

Shop, Store a , , 17.0

Exitina 7 , If llf.9

Llvinl Room , I If 10.6

Doorway , 1 2 6.1f

Family Room 2 1 1 1f.3

Bathroom 2 I 1 1f.3

Bedroom 1 0 1 2.1

Dining Room 1 0 1 2.1

Hall I 0 1 2.1

Predetermined Alcove I 0 1 2.1

Second Floor I I 0 2.1

Roof I I 0 2.1

Outside: Parked Car 1 0 1 2.1

Cleaning (recovery phase) I 0 1 2.1

Unknown ...!!. 2 L ~

Total 47 U 32 ".1
aBecause of roundinl, the total does not equal 100"
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Table 23 provide. lOme details of the ,. falls, in decrea.inl order of
fre~ncy. The averap ale of the 21 knocked down by the earthquake was 62
years (lout of 21 were over 70 years), and 11 were female (".196). Of those 11
Usted as "tryin. to 1.ave bulldin••," 1 actually edted and 3 only intended to do 50.

None of hie 11 injured was hit by an object. Their averale ale was 30 years.
The I injured llsted as "hit by objects" experienced sUblequent faUs.

TA8LE 2). Coallnp Injuries. Types of Palls

Sex
Type of PaU Number Male---,ema1e Percent8

Knocked Down 21 , 11 31.9
Tryinl to Leave Buildinls 11 ] I 20.3
Hit by Objects I 3 , 14.1
Recovery Phase 4 1 3 1.4
In Mobile Home 3 0 3 '.6
Off Bicycle 2 2 0 3.1
Panic in Business 1 0 1 1.9
On Wet Surface (Shop) 1 0 1 1.9
Off the Roof 1 1 0 1.9
Unknown .1 .! J. 3.7

Total '4 14 40 100.1

a Because of rounding, the total does not equal 1001J6

Table 24 shows the details of a variety of events associated with people who
were injured while exitinl or close to exitina buildinls during the earthquake. The
most common occurrences "were falls and being hit by an object (34.81J6 each).
thOle leavina buildlnas included I people from old unreinforced buildings. They
suffered" "hits by objects" and 4 falls.

TABLE 21u Coatinaa Injuries: Leaving Buildings

Event ASlOCiated
With Sex

Leavina Buildinl Number Ma';'--Pemale

PaUs I 2 ,
Hit by Objects I , ,
aack Pain 2 0 2
Ankle Injury 1 0 1
Bumped Alalnst aaUlna I I 0
Cut Arm on Sc:reen Door 1 1 0
Jumped Out 01 Window 1 1 0
Jumped Out 01 Second Floor .! ! ~

Total 2) 9 14

Percenta

34.8
34.8
8.7
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3

99.1

a Because 01 roundlnl, the total does not equal 10096
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Table Z' delcr1be1 the yarlety of obJecti that Injured people "bwnped into-.
The mOlt common ..... doorway. and waUl (ZI.4. each). One of the 2 doon was •
ICI'Mn door which cau.d cutl an .x1tlnl.. ,

The number of InJurie. involvinl ..... was JO. repre_ntinl U.ft of the
totaL

TABU! 2'. Coallnp inJuries. Bumped Into 50methinl

Sex
Oblest Nwnber ..... Pemale' Percent&

Doorway 3 1 2 ~21:4
Walls 3 ·1 i 21.t.
Door 2 1 1 1'.3
Stove 2 2 0 14.'
Table 2 0 2 1'.3
bUinl I 1 0 7.1
Armchair .! .2 ! .L!.

Total 14· , a 99.'

a 8ecau. of roll'Mtinl. the total cldes not equal 1001'

8eyoncl the abOve dilCUIIlan of the who, what. where, when and how of the
Coe11np injur.... and certainly overlapping with this discussion, we will cansider
next four lpeCifk: items. namely the hospitalized injuries. disabilities. doorways,
and old bulIdlnp.

6. ItDIpltalbed In"""
w. haft already mentioned the fact that there were 17 people hospItalized

(a. of the total of 211 injuries, or '" of the 119 analyzed). repre.ntlna an
IneJdence of 2.3 per 1.000 population. 'nMtir a. and .x cI1Itributlon 11 IIhown in
Table U. Abo Table 17 atvel the dlltrlbutlon of the parts of body invol.,..j amana
the hoIpl1a11zed. Table 26 pre_ntl some information on the Circumltane:l"' of their
injury. The lar...t parcentaae was of , people in or near old buUd'n.. (B••,.).
There was a similar number of , "vuJnerable- people, namely an oxypn tank
coUaplinl on 1 ....plnl partly'dllabied man, ) falls by people partly paral)'_. old,
er with previous hlp surpry. and 1 dllabled penon hit on the head by an object in
the Ic1tehen. The acc1dent involved • volun.r in a truek. and the Ulneu was a
sunstolle suffere'.t by. National Guardsman. Out of the 17 ca.s. we know that the
hOIpltaUzeci were In , bulJdlnp wIth minor dama•• and in , bulldlnp which ..re
"troyed. The periodl of hOIpltallzatlon ran.d from ) days to over 2 months.
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TABLe 2'. Coallnp InJur1e1l Hospltallzecl

Clroumltaneel

In or Near Old luildinls
Vulnerable
Anxiety .
Accidents, Dlnea
Brick Pacini of Fireplace
Pall on Wef Surface
Unknown .

Total

Number,,
2
2
I
I

.!
11

Percen"

29.'
29••
11.1
11.1
'.9
'.9

2:!
100.1

• Because of rounding, the total does not equal 10096

1. DisabWtie.

Of the 133 injured interviewed, .50 persons (31.''6) had some "disability" or
vulnerabillty that could have made them more prone to injury, or to a more severe
injury. In fact, 5 of the '0 (1096) were hospitalized, not significantly higher than
the overall (1-94'6). Only ,) of this group of '0 people seem to be officially listed as
"disabled". The mult~ple disabilities present in the Iroup are summarized in Table
27. Heart cC'nditions and high blood pressure predominate (40.9'6). The injuries
include 2 cales which alSl' eMphasize the vUlnerability of the group. Two (2)
people, I diabetic and 1 with high blood pressure, had to go to the hospital to pick
up essential medication lost during the earthquake. Listing pregnancies as
"disabilities" does not, in any way sUllest them to be suchI The, women were
over , months pregnant, and it is sugested that this may have influenced their
normal mobiilty. It may have also made more vUlnerable once injured. In addition
to this group of .50, there we..e 2 cases relevant here. One (I) injured person
IUffering a fall had a cast removed,) weeks earlier, and 1 person was injured when
grabbed on a recent suraical incision causlna an hemorrh•••

I. Doorways

Standing in a doorway figures prominently among recommended actions in an
earthquake. In fact, on questioning, 7 people U.3lJ6) stated that they had such
Instruction. A total of 13 people (9.896) acknowledged some prior "training" for
earthquakes. Of thele, I stated that he was told to "get out" c! a building, I told
to talee cover, and,. were not explicit about theIr earlhquak~ training. Nine (9)
people questioned (6.196) indicated that at the beginning of the earthquake, taking
cover under a doorway .a. the "first thine" the)' tried to do.

Table 2S lilts various events that were associated with injuries at doorways,
Involvlnl 10 people. As described previously, 3 peopie were bumped at doorways
(Table 2'), and , were hit by objects (Table 22). One of those hit, by glass, escaped
more serious, Injury from a fallinl bookcase. Two (2) people reached the doorway
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after injury, by glass and by a dresser. An additional person reached a doorway
and left it before the earthquake was over, moved outside and lot cut.

TABLE 27: Coalinga Injuries: Disabilities

Disability

Heart Condition, High
Blood Pressure

Diabetes
Arthritis
Pregnant
Back Problem
Artificial Hip Joint
Mild Brain Damage
Partially Paralyzed
Prior Knee Surgery
Asthma
Partially Blind

Total

Number a

27
13
10
.5
4
2
1
1
1
1

-l
66

Percent b

40.'
1'.7
".2
7.6
6.0
3.0
1.'I.'1.'I.'

J:1
99.9

a Numbers include several cases of multiple disability of the same person

b Because of rounding, the total does not equal 10096

TABLE 28: Coalinga Injuries: Injuries At Doorways

Circumstances Number

Bumped into Doorway 3
Hit by Objects at Doorway 3 b
Reached Doorway after

Injury 2
Fall at Doorway .1 b

Total Jl

Percent a

27.3
27.3

18.2
.lld
100.1

a Because of rounding, the total does not equal 100%

b One person was both hit and feU
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,. Old IuUdInp

E1&hteen 0') injuries were UIOefted with people in or near old buildings.
fifteen (U) bulld1np were involved. Out of these 2 had mInor damase, ) had
major damale, and 10 ....' te demolished. Of these 11 injuries, , were hospitaUzed
(27.'''), and • occurred weHAdtlnl an old buildlns.

fie are now in the process of interviewins the two types of controls, people
who were in the :>ame physical settins as the injured (we aim at about 60
interviews), and friends of the injured (about I j() to 200). These wlll be then
thorouShJy analysed to obtain further insights into injury and behavior under
earthquakes. fie have already r- entioned the 22 minor injuries indentified recently
in a randon short questionnair, in conjunction with anott\er study. The total
number of such one-page questL ...ires so far has been 116. These were random
interviews stratified with respect to building damage, i.e. the distribution of the
interviews is aimed to mirror the distribution of the building damaee as noted by
the American Red Cross. It is very interestine to note that not only have we found
22 of them (l9CJ6) to have sustained minor injury, but of the ,. tminJured
interviewees, )9 (4196) mentioned being struck (10) or bumped (9), havine been
trapped (,), or having fallen (9), having had some problems with animals (14), or
having been almost struck or bumped (U). There were thus 62 miaed opportunities
for injury among these )9 people. These observations underscore at least two
points. There are probably a large number of minor injuries which are never
recorded in the official numbers, and which may add up to a lot of sufferine and
loss. Also, there is probably much knowledge that can be usefully &ained from
studying t!'\e near misses, -as well as the injured.

Chile, I'"
On Sunday, March 3, 1985, at 19:48 P.M. local time, a destructive earthquake

struck near the coast of central Chile. It has a magnitude of 7.8, and was felt
widely through South America. Maximum MM intensity VlIl was in the Valparaiso
Vina del Mar area. Damage to structures, particularly unreinforced adobe buildings
but reinforced concrete as well, occurred 9v~r a wide area. Bridges, lifelines, and
industriaJ facilities were also dama&edJ32) C"';9'A 'J,OOO housing units have
apparently been destro.,y:ed and 220,000 damaged, •..Jtal of over 1'" of the housing
stock of a large area.O)) The official number "I homeless, as of March 12, I''',
was 370,000. It is now believed that lao peopJe died and 2,'72 sought hospital
treatment for injuries within the first) days. However, health officials estimate
that there may have been as many as 10,000 ~ple with minor injuries who did not
~ek hospital treatment during this period-'(2) Although, most of the injuries
occurred in Santiago with its huge population, the ratio of those treated to
population was highest in the most heavily damaged areas of MilipiJa, San Antonio,
Valpariso and Vina del \tar.

Reasons given for the light casuality rate include the timing of the
earthquake which occurred on a late summer Sunday evening when commercial
districts were closed and there was still HSht enough to enable people to
successfully evacuate buildings. We believe that many of the earthquake fatalities
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were eWe to the partial collaple of structures or the fallure of non-structural
elements Uke ornamentation or cellinls. Of the 16 ca.s of death that have 10 far
been established 72 died of head injuries or mllitiple trauma. Por exmple, a 67 year
old man was kUled in a mo.,ie thea.r in San Antonio when the structure collapeed.
A ., year old man died in a Santiago restaurant when a waU fell in on him.
Hewever, tnost .f the non-fatal -injuries were due to non-IVuctUl'al elements,
building contents~nd inappropr~te aetions (e.g. belnl'hit by a laUlnS roof tile or
being thrown apinst, something or beln. cut by a piece of pss).

The injured apparently had time··to enl-se.in many &c.llons durinS the
earthquake, at lest in low-rbe structures. And. our prellmlnary inte",iews suaest
that some.of the. action. were detrimental. An example is the woman who feU
and fractured her ankle while trying to run down' the stairs of an uncIamapd home.
There appears to be a rough correlation between level of dama.e and injury. Por
example we have so far identified ) injuries in the heavily damased Acupuko
Apartment and expect to find more. However, many injuries occurred in buildings
with no apparent structural dama.e. It will be interestin. to unco.,er the cause of
these injuries. Our speculation is that the rel£tively greater motion of some mid
rise apartm_nt buildings may have prevented occupants from taking self-protective
actions. .

As part of our NSF study, we are now in the process of conducting interviews
in Chile, 1R collaboration with local people, of about 1,000 to 1,200 of the injured
and some '00 to 700 controls.

OCCUPANT BEHAVIOR

Previous Studies of OCcupant BehavilX' in Past U.S. Ear1hquakes

1. OCCupant Behavior in DaInqed Hospita1s(n)

The first study lIIas a documentation of the actions of patients and staff
inside the five hospitals m~st heavily daIT.ased in the 1971 San Fftrnando
Earthquake. These facUities suffered different levels of damage--rangin. from
minor, in the case of Kaiser Panorama City, to complete collapse of some
buildings, in the case of the Veterans Administration Hospital. This investlaation
of occupant behavior during and immediately after the earthquake was part of a
laraer, more comprehensiv. study of the Immediate response and the long term
recovery procels that .each hospital experienced. Administrators, department
heads, physicians ancl key members of the nursing staff were interviewed, th03e
present at these hospitals when the earthquake began or arriving soon after to
assist in reiief ~perations. Each person was asked to recount his sequence of
actions from the time that the shakin. began until the time that he had reached a
place of safety. In this manner the initial response as well as the evacuation was
covered.

Although some tbne had elapsed since the earthquake, making it diff1c:ult to
locate all of the key informants, a good seneral picture of what people did was
gained. Contrary to the popular usumption of general panIc, little irrational
behavior was found amons hospital staff on duty at the tIme of the earthquake.
Staff members first ena-ged in a combination of behavior aimed at self protection
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and .reprd1nl their padena. Por exam", one nune herded the movinl
Incubators .,.ther and ..i.red them with her body untU the lhakln, ltopped.
The first ectlon after the lhaldna was to look In on patients and reusure them.
ThIl reaction 11 not turprlllna I1nc:e the hoapita1l were hierarchlcally orpni_d
with cleariy defJned Unu 0' authority.

It was alto fCM.ftd that, IUrprlalnaty, with the .xceptlon ~f thole .7 klUed In
the eoIlapeecl VA HoIpltal and the J at Olive View, 'there were faw reported Injuries
amona .taff and patients. T1Ua low Injury rate II attributed to t1minl and location.
the flet that at , A.M. few people were at work or movl.nl about or on 'the lower
floon where clamap wu areatelt.

2. Occe..-' e.IIolor In .......... PdtUc OffIce ~..,. IQ.
The .1979 Imperial County Earthquake provided a unique opportunity to study

'ty.tematkally the relpOftle of office worken In the Imperial County Service.
BuUdinIt •a , story office buildlnl IUltalnlnl enouah darna. to render it
inoperative and require IUblequent demolition. fie bulldlnS did sustain
considerable non-structural dama••

UIin, a very structured approach, 112 Individuals were lUt'Veyed who were in
ttlil buUdlnl darinl the earthquake, "" of thole actually in the bulldina. this
lnItrument included questionl about people's actions, theIr petceF'ionl of risk, and
their previous tralnlna_

Once apln It was found that prior tralninl and expectations played an
important role in the way that people responded. Por example. '''' of the
occupants followed 'the prearranpd evacuation plan. However, beau. of Jeveral
previous evacuationl necessitated by bomb threats, occupants evacuated down only
one of two possible firestairs, even thouah both were intact. This could have
created conditions of overcrowdlnl had the bulJdln, been more fully occupied or if
there were injured to be transported. The evacuation pattem was prearranpd
bec:a..- this stairway was thou&ht ielS hazardous than the other in caJe of a
bomblna. T.,is flndlnl IUpports the position that different emeraency situations
call for different orpnizatlonal respon.'. It further JUustrate. the need to have
cont1npncy plans developed and In place.

A .cond flndlnl questions 'the seneraJ ..fulnelS 01 advice and prior traininl_
Almouah "" of occupants reported .ttinl under their desks, 9 of the. received
minor lnJurle1 when their desks struck them or they bumped the desks whi. trylnl
to pt underneath_ Of the ., injuries that occurred. hall happened 10 people
enp.d. unnece..rlly, in evulve behavior (aettinl under a desk or standlnSin a
doorway).

A third flndlnl 11 that bulldina contents cau.d more Injuries than non
structural elements, with the ratio of injuries from buildin. contentl to non
structural elements 3 to I. People were hurt mostly by movinl desks, fUinl
cabinets, and fumiture located in the immediate viclnity of where tho. people
were located. This IUgests that in addition to the traditional non-struc:tural
abatement measures 01 IeCUrlnl suspended celllnis and lllht1ns fixtures, we need
to secure or repoaltlon buildlnl ConteRtsin areas where people spend most of their
time. This .indlnl UJustrates the necessary interplay of enlineerlnl and
preparednelS pract~es.
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........t Stud,-ocnpnt Behavior

The preliminary information presented in this paper, on the earthquakes
Investia.ted .. part of our study, contains much about occupant behavior. Indeed
it substantiates recent emphasis in the Uterature that there is a areat deal of
activity that occupants can enaa.e in during the terrifyina seconds of shaking.
Some of this activity can be detrimental and lOme beneficial. We shall review
some observation!, within the conceptual framework and its .roups of factors.

1. HWMn fac10n seem to play a staniflant role in earthquake Injuries.
Coatin.a has shown the Ireater risk of injury with ale, ancI with its associated
factors of vulnerability. With a.e people seem to become more vulnerable to
earthquake taUs. On the other hand, younser people seem to have a .reater
tendency to exit the built environment. It is as if, for earthquake safety, one is at
areater risk when either youna and energetic, and seemin81y using this energy to
eldt violently and quickly, or old and weak and unable to prevent beinS knocked
down.

Exitinl, contrary to popular im pulse, and particularly evacuatina an
unreinforced masonry bulldng during an earthquake is not necessarily beneficial and
may prove harmful. So far, we have analyzed the actions of those inside the
unreinforced masonry buildings in the Coalinga Central Business District. By
interviewing the proprietors of the small businesses located in these bUildings, and
selected occupants, we were able to determine the number of people inside,
whether they stayed insid~ or attempted to exit during the shakinS, and whether
they suffered any injuries.(34) Our initial results indicate that the relative risk of
injury while exitin. one ~!~hese buildinss versus stayin. may be over 3 to I. It is
unfortunate that this appar ~,nt1y is the first thina that people try to do. Table 29
shows responses to one of our questions in Coalinga, namely "if you moved, what
was the tint thins that you tried to do?" We obtained 70, responses ('2.61)6 of 133
interviews). Out of those 44 (62.996) lave "leavin. the building" as their answer!
Takina cover in a doorway is another hilh priority, with both advantages and
possible clangers.

How important is the human factor of se" in occupant behavior? In Santa
Barbara, possibly stimulated by the pattern of aftershocks, those injured while
exiting buildinlS were mainly young men <8 to I, as shown in Table n One
example comes to mind. A youn. couple were in their living room next to the e"it
door. Outside there was a Ions railing t~t forced a person 'going out to walk next
to the house fo!' some l' to 20 feet before turning into the garden. The husband
dashed out, dived over the rallin" fell and suffered wrist injuries. His wife
followed more quietly, walked around and was uninjured.

When it comes to interactions with other people in an earthquake, what are
the human motivations, and are there differences between the sexes? lI'e have
observed a few examples of injuries as a result of "panic" in a crowded place. In
Coalinga, we have also observed behavior orilinating in a desire to protect
children, friends, and spouses. In one ease an injured woman used pieces of a
ceiling, that feU on her In a store, to protect herself and a friend. Out of I' cues
of observed behavior aimed at helpin. or reachin. others, I,. (87.''') were women.
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TA dLE. 29: Coallnp Injuries: If You Moved, What was the Pint '"'1n& that
You Tried to Do?

-First lbins- Number Percent a

Leave Building ,. '2.9
Take Cover. lit 20.0

In Doorway ,
Under Table ,
Predesignated Place 1
Unknown I

Move to Another Room 5 7.1
Dodge Objects 2 2.9
Try to Help (dauBhter,

mother) 2 2.9
Try to Find (children) I 1••
Other ...! ~

Total 70 100.1

a Because ot '\lunding, the total does not equal 100"

2. Socio-l!canomic t.cton may possibly upJain the lreat difference in anxiety
and emotional reactions between Santa Barbara (2.0"), Coalinga U.•"l, and
Imerial County (l2.'CJ6). On the other hand, the difference between those "leaving
buildinss" does not seem significant (Santa Barbaral lO.6CJ6, Coalingat 1••0<}6; and
Imperial Countyt 10.096).

3. Circumstantial t.cton were much in evidence. The timing of the Santa
Barbara earthquake was very lucky. In Coalinga many women were caught in their
kitchens.

Questions arose on why there were so few injuries and no fatalities in the
business district of Coalinga, in spite of the great amount of damage to the old
buildings. At least two factors seem to be responsible. The time of day, and clay
of the week, found relatively few people downtown. Also, a number of the heavily
damaged unreinforced bUildings were unoccupied, have been vacated, and had
vacant second floors because of previous fire code violations.
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CONCLUSIONS

'e h~ve discussed many issues .)1 earthquake injuries and occupant behavior.
We ha"e .arped that there is a areat need for much empirical data on the subject,
whie' r:ouldr eventually, bepn to make a dUference in ..vlnS Uvea, pain and
suff~ .nl. The evidence suuesU tnat there are poll1blities lor lil"1f1cant benefits
to be achieved. There 11 a need for a comprehensive approach to the problem of
earthqu....~e injuries and we have described and suaelted a suitable conceptual
framework.

We have presented preliminary re$ults from our epidemioiosical study of the
rOd! 01 the pi'yslcal en'4ironment and occupant behavior in earthquake Injuries.
This deals with four earthquakes, from 197' to 19U, on California and Chile, ani
we are cont1nulnl the fie .~lI,'crk·of collecting data.

In terms of '"ture rew:ar~h needs )fl ~ sUuject, three items come t~ mind:

A new ~pproachseems to be needed, to develop the eventual mass training
and education 01 thfo public towards a safer behavior durin& earthquakfts. It
should be aimed l' ieduclnl detrimental immediate reactions, and increasing
the ability of adaptin. to earthquake situations, and usinl the short time
available durinl the event lor both decisions and actions aimed at maximizlnl
the probability :)f safety .and survival.

The accumulation 0' <!mpirical dau and theoretical ins1&hts, should prClCeed
paral"! with MW enllneering developments towards safety from injuries,
that go beyond the needed work on structural design. This should include, lor
exampie, the safety of building contents, non-structural elements, and the
development of cheap and effective sale "earthquake Nlters" within our
buildings, old and new.

International cooperation should be particularly valuable here, since
earthquakes are relatively rare and simultaneous efforts 1n many parts of the
world can create a mOlt valuable synerllsm.
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'Hi ROMANIA EARTHQUAKE OF MARCH 4, 1977:NOTES ON THE EFFECTS
THE POST-EARTHQUAKE nEACTIO~,AND THE FUTURE ACTION NEEDS

Horea Sandi.

1. INTRODUCTION

The social awareness about the real dimensions of earth
quake risks is increasing, given the general social development
followed by an increase of the elements at risk and in many cas.s
of their vulnerability, the experience of recent destructive earth
quakes,and the higher degree of social education and of effec
tiveness of mass media. This awareness generates an increasing
pressure for mitigation of. risks, by adopting sound coordinated
strategies in this view.

The control and limitation of the risk of adverse effects
of strong earthquakes is determined essentially by two major
factors:

(a) the control and limitation of the VUlnerability of the
elements at risk, leading to a limitation of immediate eventual
earthquake effects:

(b) the social ability to promptly and efficiently react in
the aftermath of strong earthquakes in order to prevent potential
severe chain effects, as well as losses due to a prolonged
paralysis of the social mechanism.

Any attem~t to develop an integrated plan of mitigation of
seismic risks must consider the two factors mentioned3be.~

ment of such protection plans must reI:.', on the other hand, on a
sound filtering of the experience of uestructive earthquakes~hi.

paper is intended to present, in this relation, a view on some
significant aspects pertaining to these factors in the light of
the experience of the Romania earthquake of 1977 and, thus, to
contribute to the develo~ment of i~proved general earthquake~

tection strategies.

2.S0ME DATA ON THE ROMANIA EARTHQUAKE
OF 1977 AND ON ITS EFFECTS

2.1. General

A summary of some data on the destructive
quake of 1977 and of its effects, based on the

Romania .arth
detailed infor-

•Head,Structural and Earthquake Engineering Division,
INCERC(Building Research Institute), Bucharest.
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mation provided in /1/ and /12/, is given in this section.

The earthquake of Friday, 4 March 1977, occurred at about
22.00 o'clock, local time. It. mechanildD was of multi-shock type
and the last, and strongest, shock vas at a depth of 109 km and
had a Richter magnitude of 7.2. The earth~uake affected with in
tensities of VII MaX orSmore (practically up to VIII or VIII +),
an area of more than 10 1aD2, of which some 80' belongs to R:mani.a.
A few instrumental data obtained, aB well as the inter~retation

of the resultB of the post-earthquake surveYB, have shown that,
for extensive area8,the ground motion was characterized by rela
tively low predominant frequencies, of 0.5 to 1.0 Hz. This was
the case for the Southern part of Romania,characterized by thick
and relatively soft sedimentary geological layers. On the other
hand, it 4P~ars that, for zones with different geological con
ditions, ~ocated in tbe mountain area or in the North-East of the
countrf,predomina~t frenquencies were of 2.0 to 4.0Hz. There was
apparently a stro~g correlation between the predominant frequen
cies produced during the 1977 earthquake and the predominant
frequen~ies corresponding to the records of weak earthquakes at
vari,ous seiam010g~cal atations. The area affected by intensities
vtt or more is inhabit,c:i by some 50' of the population of Romania
a~d cover. centers of important BOcial and economic activities
where a w~de variety of artifacts of man were located. A m 0 n 9
other, it mUBt be mentioned that more than one million apartments
built during the post-war era and designed to resist earthquakeB
were located in the area referred to.

The total number of victims was 1570 lof which some
were in Buciarest) and the overall economic losses were
than 2 x 10 US dollar. /1/.

90 ,
higher

The earthquake had effects on the natural environment at
numerous places (rockfall, small landslides, modification of the
water table, formation of new wells, subsidence etc.),butnowhere
did these effects play a significant role in relation to social
and economic losses.

2.2. Some Data on the Performance of Old Buildings

The diversity of structural behaolior during the 4 Mar c h
1977 earthquake nas been put especially to evidence by the case
of buildings (apartment buildings, hospitals,schools, etc.). The
degree of damage undergone by buildings, especially by apartment
buildings, ranges from apparently little or no damage to heavy
damage and even collapse.

The heaviest consequences on old buildings have beenrecor
ded in Bucharest, where 27 apartment buildings located in the
central area have collapsed, totally or partially. Most of these
building. had been heavily affected by the 1940 earthquake , s 0
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that they did not possess the necessary resistance capacity tor
a second strong earthquake. Most of the buildings that colla~.ed

were located at street corners, which has confirmed the unta
vorable effects of overall torsional oscillations, of Whipping
behavior and of shock transmittec by adjacent buildings.Thebuil
dings which collapsed were six-to twelve-story high and rela
tively flexible, such that their fundamental natural periods fell
in the range-of predominant periods of the ground motion,in some
cases after some flexibilization due to post-elastic strain was
produced during the earthquake.

The old,relatively low, bearing masonry buildings, charac
ter~zed by a higher stiffness, have shown a better performance
as a rule especially in Bucharest. Collapses were noticed in iso
lated cases, outside of Bucharest.

An overall picture of the damage distribution for the old
buildings is given by the statistical damage spectra derived 0 n
the basis of an extensive survey of the performance of buildings
/1/, which was under other at the basis of the vulnerability ana
lysis summarized in /11/.

The category referred to as haVing the most affected buil-
'dings in the City of Bucharest, presented some specific cons
truction features. Their bearing structure was in most cases com
posite, consisting of bearing brick masonry and reinforced con
crete members oriented horizontally and vertically. There was no
concern during design for earthquake protection and,in most~
even for their protection against other horizontal loads,l ike
those due to wind.

The pattern of behavic£ of some of the old tall building.
which represented the most heavily affe~ted category,m a y b e
understood in connection with some features of their urban and
architectural planning, of their structural design,of the quality
of construction works, of their history of service, overloadin~

maintenance and intervention of man during service. One may emp
hasize in this respect:

(a) lack of concern for prOViding adequate conditions
neighboring buildings (neighboring buildings with strongly
ferent dynamic characteristics and unsufficient separations
bound to undergo heavy hammering/pounding efforts);

for
dif
were

(b) prevalence of architectural planning over structural
design, that led rather often to unsuited structural solutions ,
characterized by lack of dynamic symmetry, discontinuities in the
vertical bearing members, etc;

(c) lack of concern in the structural design for protection
against earthquake loading and even against static lateral load-
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lng (like that induced by conventional wind);

(d) poor quality of buildings materials and sometimes of
construction works;

(e) overloading by the strong earthquake of 10 November1940
any by blast effects due to war bombing;

(f) negative effects of corrosion, of traffic inducedvibra
tion etc.;

(g) lack of appropriate maintenance, rehabilitation and
upgrading works;

(h) unsuited interventions that sometimes weakened load
bearing members of crucial importance.

2.3. Some Data on the Performance of New Buildings

The new apartment buildings, built after 1950,presenta~

diversity of architectural planning and of structural solutions.
The solutions adopted have appeared especially in standardized
design. The standardized solutions of large-series a~t build
ings adopted in Romania may be divided into two categories: low
rise bUildings (up to 5 stories) and high-rise buildings (8 to 18
stories, the most frequent being that of 10-11 stories).Various
construction technologies have been used for the various struc
tural systems/including ~refabrication and industrialized forms
for cast-in-place concrete. The structural solutions have varied
considerably.

Three cases of partial collapse of new apartment buildings
have been recorded. Two of them were related to tallbuildinqs in
Bucharest where the groups of apartments located around one 0 f
the stair cases (placed in each case at the extremity 0 f the
building) were affected. For one of the buildings (a four-stair
case one), the two lower stories collapsed, such that the upper
six stories mo¥ed downwards without reversal. For the otherbuil
ding ( an eleven-story six-staircase one), the group of apart
ments was reversed and destroyed.

The behavior of bearing wall masonry structures, designed
md erected according to the code provisions, has been generally
a good one, these buildings having undergone only rather slight
damage. An exception, characterized by heavy damage, wes repre
sented by a few buildings, located in the cities of Ploiesti and
Craiova, for which no satisfactory earthquake protection~
had been adopted during the design.

The most characteristic damage produced by th~ earthquake
to masonry buildings may be characterized as follows
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- inclined cracks, especially in longitudinal walls, star
ting as a rule from the corners of openings;these cracks h a v e
been some times wide, and their orientation has been as a rule at
45· (sometimes X-shaped), putting to evidence the failure of ma
sonry under principal stresses (due to lack of tensile strengtW,
this kind of failure affected either only the mortar,or even the
bricks :

- horiznntal cracks in walls, under the floor over the
first story, or at the lower and unper ends of vertical ~embers

located between windows:

- long vertical cracks in walls, sometimes along the whole
height, as well as in window benches, or at the zone of crossing
of longitudinal and transverse walls, due to local lowqumity of
work (weak mortar, absence of mortar, etc.):

- tilting of walls:

- dislocation and expulsion of masonry at corner zone~.

The large panel construction represented an increasingly
important share of the new construction. The performance of these
buildings was good or fair in almost all zones for five-story as
wel~ as for eight-or nine-story buildings. Some features of the
sp(cific damage pattern must be nevertheless emphasized. The
lo~alization of damage was in most cases at the joints, seldcmat
the lintels and more seldom at the vertical bearing parts of pa
nels. Damage was observed also at the corners of panels for one
solution characterized by connections at the corners, byrneansof
thick reinforcement bars. The lower rise, five-story panel buil
dings presented more extensive damage in areas where the predo
minant frequencies of grr"'"':d motion are believed to have been
higher, as in the City o~ rasi. The opening of cracks at joints
or at other parts showed a tendency to increase in time,ar->parently
in connection witia the increase of ground settlements. T h i 8
generates, of course, scare, given the risk of corrosion of rein
forcement, especiallY of the reinforcement crossing the joints.

The cast-in-place, reinforced concrete, shear wallbuildings
that present the greatest weight among the structural solutions
adopted in seismic zones, especially for high-rise build~s, have
shown various behavior patterns, as a function of their overall
number of stories, and of the structural solution, as well as of
the intensity of ground motion. Thus, five-story buildings have
shown a good or fair behavior, independent of the structural so
lution adopted (8Il!l1ler or large intervals between shear walls) .Little
important damage has been recorded for these buildings on the
other hand the eleven-story buildings have shown, in some CAses,
heavy or medium damage, for various types of structural aolutions,
especially at the lower stories of buildings. The damage has been
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apparent especially for structures with larger intervals between
shear walls, with a free first story, used for shoppingareasDne
of the principal causes of the damage recorded has been the gene
ral design, not always adequate for resistance to lateral loads.
One must mention in this relation following shortcomings of sol~

tions adopted:

- a) stiffness discontinuities in case of open ~ie$which

have led to concentration of high deformation at the first .tor~

or to insufficient connections to assure a spatial interactionof
floors and transverse shear walls;

- b) non-uniform distribution of stiffness at a given story
in case of some structures with short intervals between parallel
shear walls, where tenden~ies of separation ha~e occurred in the
staircase zone:

- c) low ductility.

The following typical damage must be mentioned for high
riBe buildings with cast-in-place reinforced concrete shear walls:

- vertical cracks at various stories of the buildings, due
to shrinkage effects, favored by the absence of corresponingcon
tinous reinforcement, which have increased their width after the
earthquake;

- horizontal cracks, especially in the zones of casting in
terruption, at buildings erected by means od sliding-form tech
nologies, as well as in the zones of joints of floors with the
bearing walls,

- cracks and concrete crushing in lin~els of the lower
stories and wide cracks, ranging up to destruction of the edxB~

zones of horizontal sections, where buckling of reinforcem~and

concrete expulsion have occurred.

The new reinforced concrete framed structures,with five,or
eleven to twelve stories, for which a regular pattern of columns
and beam. has been provided, have shown generalLy a much better
performance than old buildings with reinforced concrete framed
structures, for which the pattern of columns has been an irregu
lar one. The damage has been localized generally at the lower two
or three stories in case of tall buildings and consisted of~
of the main structure, as well as of the non-structuralp a r t •
(infill masonry, cladding, etc.) placed between .tructural~&

A main cau.e of damage of framed buildings consisted of the~
tant gap between actual stiffness and stiffness estimated i n
design. Thi. is due to the lack of attention paid in design t 0
the contribution of non-structural member. to the overall stif
fne.s of building.. The pre.ence of infill masonry modifies con-
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siderably the stiffness. This can lead to non-symmetry, signifi
cant torsional effects due to the irregular pattern ofwalls~hat

can produce an overloading of some of the columns. It must b e
mentioned that most damage in framed structures has been observed
at the first,open stories"used for shop~ing areas.

The service systems (sanitary, electrical,heating,etc.) of
apartment buildings did not undergo directly damage. They were
damaged in cases when the building elements supporting them were
affected more seriously (expulsion and collapse followed by in
direct damage).

As in the case of old buildings, an overall view on theda
mage distribution pattern in Bucharest is given by the statisti
cal damage spectra of /1/.

. The effectiveness of earthquake resistant construction may
be evaluated, keeping in view the proportion of apartments col
lapsed :out of almost 400,000 apartments built in Bucharest,from
1950 to 1977, only some 40 apartments, located around two stair
cases of two different buildings, were destroyed, leading direc
tly to victims, i.e. the propqrtion of collapsed apartments was
slightly higher than 1 x 10-4 • There were no collapses to affect
people in inhabited apartments built during the same period out
side of Bucharest. In case one considers the total number of earth
quake resistant apartments built in zones affected by intensities
of VII or more, the proportion of collapsed apartments reducesto
about one third of 1 x 10-4•

2.4. Some Data on the Effects upon Urban Systems

The experience of destructive earthquakes shows that, i n
many cases, the overall losses are due to an important extent not
directly to collapses, but to chain effects that can signif~tly

magnify (in some cases very many times) the initial losses ( the
effects of fire during the San Francisco, ~9~6, or the Tokyo~92~

earthquakes dramatically confirm this statdment).

The second order, or chain, effects did not play an impor
tant role during the Romania earthquake of 1977. Given the limi
ted height of buildings and the widtM of streets,the collaPEsof
buildings, even in Bucharest, where some 30 taller buildings
(around 10 stories high) collapsed, did not affect the posibili
ty of evacuation of neighboring buildings when that became ~
sary. The rescue teams did not encounter significant access dif
ficulties when tackling buildings where people buried or injured
ne&ded help. Earthquake induced fire was limited in Bucharest to
two collapsed buildings and it was quickly confined and extinqui
shed. Summarizing these effects, it may be stated that chain ef
fects were practically negligible and the cases of damage 0 r
failure could be analyzed and dealt with each of them by itself.
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The number of apartments affected by heavy damage or
totalled 32,900.

collapse

It is useful to mention also some facts in relation to the
risk of loss of life generated by earthquake induced damage. The
central part of the small town of Zimnicea, consisting of 0 I d,
low quality, low rise buildings, was to a great extent destroyed
or damaged beyond repair by the earthquake, such that afterwards
it was fully replaced. In spite of the numerous cases of collapse
or damage beyond repair, the number of victims was extremely low,
since almost all inhabitants managed to flee from the collapsing
one-story houses. Of course, the chances of escape from collapsing
tall buildings are much lower. In some other towns, none of the
cases of collapse of low rise buildings led to victims~~

~ties were due to collapse of chimneys or of other non-s~ 
tural parts of buildings, that hit persons walking on the streets.

3. SOME DATA ON THE POST-EARTHQUAKE REACTION
AND ON THE FACTORS HAVING INFLUENCED IT

3.1. General

The society must defend itself, as far as possible, in o~
to minimize the losses inflicted by strong earthquakes.Moreover,
thesociety should turn the earthquake impact to its advantage,
using the opportunities created in this dramatic way to lea r n
and open new development paths, because have been relaxed the
otherwise almighty constraints of the status quo.The way in which
the earthquake impact was used after the Skopje earthquake 0 f
1963 represents a remarkable example in this sense.

The post-earthquake reaction, in the narrow sense of ac
tions undertaken in the aftermath of an earthquake during alimi
ted time period, includes two main and complementary components :

(a) the pragmatic aspects, aimed essentially to limit the
earthquake induced losses:

(b) the scientific aspects, aimed essentially to convert
the earthquake impact into an opportunity of societal learning.

The two apsects referred to, together with a discussion of
the favorable factors having prompted the post-earthquake reac
tion, are briefly reviewed further on.

3.2. The Post-Earthquake Reaction.Pragmatic Aspects.

Turning now to the post-earthquake reaceion,it may be~
that small scale rescue operations were started in~during
the night of the earthquake bV some small teams. A large scale
reaction started the next morning, following the decisions taken
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during the night by the government. The active participation of
the head of state, who personally coordinated the ac~uisition

of specific information, as well as making and carrying out de
cisions in relation to the reaction strategy, must be mention~

It also must be mentioned that the resources of the whole coun
try were thoroughly coordinated and used.. in order to overcome the
earthquake, which affected more or less half of the territory of
the country, and to accelerate the recovery at a national scale.
Strong teams, in which army units played the major role and which
were supported by a massive deployment of building .qu1~ept,

started to work the next morning, in order to rescue survivors
and to remove the debris. During the same time numerous design
and research engineers were sent to do a free inspection and sur
vey of the central area of Bucharest,that was the most affectedoThe
headquarters of civil engineering work were organized by the
People's councils of counties and towns, including the People ,s
council of Bucharest. Numerous institutes with competent design
and research engineers existed at the earthquake time in ~est
and in several other major towns strongly affected by the earth
quake. Nevertheless, numerous competent design engineers~ tae
institutes located in towns not affected were mobilized and
brought to the most affected areas, 9articularly to Bucharest,in
order to participate in the recovery effort. The headquarters
defined the most urgent tasks for teams of engineers asked t 0
evaluate the components of the building stock (res~tial buil
dings, industrial structures, etc.) and to propose solutions of
6rnergency intervention (introduction of provisional supports to
damag81buildings, adoption of emergency strengthening solution~

adoption of emergency demolition solutions, in accordance with
the specific situations). Sufficient quantities of buildings ma
terials were made available for these emergency interventions.

Some 35,000 families lost their shelter due to the earth
quake. New shelter could be provided promptly primarily because
of the fact that the construction of new residential buildings
ran at that time at a rate of more than 150 000 apartments a
year (almost all of them being built from centralized funds, t 0
be rented or sold to the population after completion ofconstruc
tion). It was also possible, without significant dif.iculties,to
provide provisional shelter to residents of buildings requiring
more serious repair and strengthening operations. In spite of the
fact that several hospitals were damaged, some severely, the
medical network was able to cope with the burden of injured per
sons.

In relation to the design regulations in force at t hat
time, it may be noted that, by means of decisions at the govern
ment level, some major corrections were promptly brought to the
basic documents defining the seismic zones of Romanis as well
as the design forces (particularly the spectral factors).

The headquarters referred to, together with the Central
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Institute for .e..arch, Design and Guittance 1n Cirtl Ingineering,
cUstributed the talks of d••ign of repair an. strengtheninq t 0
var~ous institute. of de.1qn and research and a~a~~ned some task.
allllo to faculty .taft., which were P'lrticularly c.:,'(.:.ve 1n all
centers.The repair a_ strengthening solutions use~ were adopted
apecifical·ly for ateel, reinf-oreed concrete or 11\&11 .·.':Y _.mer. or
"rts of buildinga. The re••arch laboratoriea were very active in
te.tinCl, under ...rCJency conditions, various jacke·' •."q, coatino,
injection. solutions. Among other., a repair solution tor rein
forced concrete -..bel'S, 'consisting of fiberglass coated wit h
epoxy, was developecUn.INCERC.

The repair and strengthening work, "hieh .tarted u n del'
eaerqency conditions, was not qoverned at the very begirminq by
a unique philosophy on .h6 deaision making about the nature a f
technical solutions, the level of safety to be provided to buil
dings affected, etc. Within a few weeks it was decided to rMtx:ln
the qeneral look of Bucharest, replacing the collapsed buildinqs
and those to be demolished,with buildinqs to fit into the existinq
pattern of the central area. It was a180 decided to build a new
political and administrative center in Bucharest (that m a j a I'
investment is currently under construction). As conc~ns the level·
of safety to be provided by repair and strengtheninq work it was
decided to restor.e the initial earthquake stren gt h 0 f
buildings. That philosophy, which was intended to limit the con
sumption of buildings materials, is teing reexamined at present
basically in research woxk, keepift9 in view the needs ofdecidmq
on the adequate level of earthquake resistance with considera~

of the importance of the structures and of the duration of sub
sequent service, qiven the qeneral plan of renewal of the buil
ding stock. It may be noted here that the older (pre-war) buil
ding ,stock, which was not desiqned initially to resist earth~
will be replaced almost entirely by the end of this century,given
the rate of new construction.

The replacement of collapsed or demolished bUildings~

eded at a fast pace. At the locations of most of the thirty~

dings collapsed in Bucharest one could see at the end of B78 new
inhabited buildings adapted to the architectural environment and
built at d qualitative level exceeding the average.

'_ ;.~ rate of n_ construction was slowed to some ext e n t
during 1977 and partly during 1978,. due to the recovery effort.
MeaBuseS were taken nevertheless in order not to reduce the~
cons~uction output during the five-year plan period 1976 - 19Bn
This ~.pre.ented a very intense construction effort during t h •
second balf of the five-year plan period.

The earthquake resistant design r,egulations were replaced
1n early 1978: the .eismic zoning standard STAB 2923-63 .. npla
ced by the new standard 11100/1-77, Wh1Ch basicaDiendor.ed most
of the corrections mad9 shortly after the earthquake. The earth-
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quake rennant des1.gn cod. p.l3-70 wa. r.place4 by ~Il. new cod•
•• 100-78 (.lightly r.vised sub.equ.ntly a. P.lOQ-81), w h 1 c h
introduced .ignificant improvement. in the d••ign rul... T h •
• pectral factor was adapted to th. knowledge provided b y t h •
earthquak•• Th. qualitative recommendation. on provid1ng d u c.
~ility were replac.d by a consistent approach .pecifying' quan
~itativ. condition. required by the providing of ductility(lt.!
tation of gravity induc.4 compr•••iv••tre•• in column.,l i • i
tation of conv.ntional tang.ntial .tr••••• in ••ctionsof oo~u.n.

and of shear walls, specification of minimum and maximum r.jnfo~

cem.nt ratios, d.tailing rul.s,.tc.). Strong emphast. was put on.
the selection of .tructural solution. intended to provide a higft
degree of re.istance under economical conditions, (limitation of
......' and height, avoiding of asymmetrie., providing of st.i.lfnau
and' ductility etc.). The concern for adoption of .conomical so
lutions was constantly present.

According to a program of drafting design reqalations for
various categories of structures, which was .ndorsed by the
National Council on Science and Technology, work was searted ai
ready in 1977 in order to draft new codes for the eart:!quBJte ~is
tant design of bridges, of dam., of some specific i~Jal~p
ment, etc.

There was a cor-atant concern for learning from the earth
quake and for improvi'l'\9 the design and cons~ructionwork quality.
The government agenci~s involved in this f:i.eld (primarily the
National Council on Science and Technology and the Central In
stitute for Research, Design and Guidance on Civil Engineering )
supported strongly the general effort to improve the technical
knowledge. Some specific details on this subject are given i n
next section. The important contributio~ of highly qualified for
eign specialists of the field of earthquake engineering must be
kept in view here too. The discussions with well-known ~ialists

of .~veral countries or international agencies (Japan , Soviet
Un~n, United States of America, UNESCO etc.) helped ~ design
an~research engineers consi~erably in better understa~ing 0 f
the earthquake consequences, of ~he needs of rehabilitation and
upgrading of the buildings affected, the needs of improvement of
the design regulations, the specific problems raised bycon.truc
tion techniques ,etc. The government agencies referred to active
ly contributed in ..kinq these contacts a. effici.nt a. po.sible
under the post-earthquake circumstance•• Th••e gov.rnment ag.n
cies consistently coordinated also the .fforts to acquire ~ific
scientific information 4 see in thi. respect n.xt section too).
The improvement of the research faciliti.s was a180 a constant
concern at the gov.rnment level during the post-.arthquak.~.

Beside. ather directions k.pt in view, the mos~ important direc
tion i. repr••ented by the .ei.mic testing station which i.
curr.ntly under construction at INCERC-Bucharest (this station
vill include two .haking table8 and a testing hall endowed with
.trong reaction wall. and hydraulic actuator.). The r ••••rch
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branch at Iasi will also considerably extend its facilities i n
the near future.

The international aid received during the post-earthquake
period must be men~ioned here too. Three UNDP/UNESCO national
project. have contributed considerably inimprovinq the research
equipment and the technical level of the Romanian civil engine
ering community by means of consultants, services and of fallow
ships. The important aid provided by the government of the United
States of America must be mentioned here too ( the fraction of it
devoted to research equipment played a particularly iDportant role).
The aid provided by Soviet Union, Japan, China and other c 0 un
tries must be mentioned here too. The positive effects 0 f the
regional UNDP/UNESCO/UNDRO a~d UNDP/UNlDO projects, in the period
from 1981 to 1983, which were organized to a great extent due to
the impact of the earthquake of Romania and of Yugoslavia (lSApril
1979) should be noted too at this place.

3.3. The post-Earthquake Redction. Scientific Aspects.

A strong earthquake affecting a populated and developed~

may represent, if this opportunity is properly used, a source of
.information of inestimable value. It is a task of highest prioJl'1ty
for all the professions and professionals that may SUbsequently
contribute by means of their knowledge to the mitigation of~
risks, to collect the highest possible amount of relevant infor
matLon during the shaking and thereafter.

Some main categories of information to be considered are:

a) Data on the ground motion, as well as on the motion and
performance during the earthquake of various artifacts of man~

b) Data on the damage inflicted of various buildings,engi
neering structures, infrastructure components etc.~

c) Data on the complex losses due to the erathquake;

d) Data on the actual reaction ot individuals and of various
protection systems designed to more or less automatically react
during the earthquake.

The post-earthquake activities carried ~ut in ~omania after
the 1977 earthquake are presented to a large extent in 11/. Some
data on this subject are nevertheless summarized here.

A standard macro-seismic survey was underta'<en by the C&lter
of Earth Physics and Seismology. Some 12.000 copies of a ~ues

tionnaire were distributed to practically all localities (8 om e
2,000 copies of them were distributed in Bucharest). The met
hodology adopted was that of the MSI scale, which was standar-
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dized in Romania prior to the earthquake.The isoseismals campiled
on this basis within three mont~s after the earthquake were i n
very good agreement with the isoseismals compiled in Bulgaria and
USSR following the same met:b:ldology. 'Ihis activity was r e 1 ate d
exclusively to the category of data (a).

The information provided by the macroseismic survey was
completed by the instrumental information, which was of ~lo
9 i cal and of engineering nature~ The seismological {~formation
contributed to the localization:of the source and furnished
t:herellfter a considerable quantity of information on the sequence of
aftershocks. The recording of aftershocks (the strongest of which
were in the range of Richter matjnitudes 4 to 5)was and is carried
out as a routine activity. The strong motion recors obtaineddur
ring the earthquake provided information on the motion of the
ground at several places, as well as of a type of tall buildin:Js •
All the instrumental information of this category pertained t 0
the category of data (a).

A survey of the damage distribution was organized ~n

BuCharest under the auspices of the National Council on Science
and Technology. More than 18.00g buildings of the City of~
were investigated according to , methodology derived on the basis
of the MSK-scale methodology. T~e buildings were categorizsd ac
cording to two criteria : structural system and fun d a me n tal
natural period. The following categories of buildings were con
sidered :

1) buildings made of weak materials (adobe like)f
2) brick masonry with flexible floors (built before the

war);
3) the same (built th~reafter);

4) brick masonry with rig.j.d floors (built before the war)J
5) the same (built thereafter);
6) buildings with r.c. frame strcture;
7) buildings with r.c. bearing walls (with small in~~l

distances) f
8. the same (with wider inter-wall distances).

The basic result of the survey was represented b y the
statistical damage spectra derived for 1 km x 1 km squares 0 f
Bucharest, for each of the structural systems considered. The
processing of data made it possible to compile maps of macro
seismic intensities related to some definite intervals of per~
of oscillation /1/. The statistical damage spectra were u a e d
thereaft~r alao in order to derive conditional~ histograms
characterizing the vulnerability of the various~l systems
/11/, /16/. The information obtained on the basism tins aurvey
.. thus reI.abkl. to.botll catagories (~) aro(b) referred to i:n t his
section. The basic information was Obtained within two or three
months after the earthquake, leading to the intensity maps. The
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additional processing requiredto derive vulnerability char a c
teristics was carried out in 1982.

Another survey of the dam~ge distribution was organized
in Bucharest under the auspices of the Central Institute for
Resear-eh, Design and Guidance in Civil Engineering. The stu~ was
carried out by a staff of the Desiqn Institute of Bucharest and
of INCERC (Buildings Research Institute). More than 800 build~s

built according to several standardized design solutions,w ere
investigated, so that any of the types of standardized buildings
considered was eXhaustively dealt with. For any types t 0 which
more than 100 buildings pertained, the fundamental natural per~
for three directions (oscillations in the longitudinal p 1 a n~

oscillations in the transverse plane, oscillations of overalltor
sion) were exhaustively dotermined, using the ambient vibration
technique. The statistical distribution of damage was ~tigated
and correlations with the location and with the azimuthal orien-

tation were derived. This stUdy, WhlCh provided essentially data
of category (b), but which was of interest also in order to ~irm
the data related to category (a), was completed within about one
year after the earthquake. The results are summarized in /1/.

Another survey was carried out for a sample of several tall
buildings for which pre-earthquake experimental data on ~ natural
periods were available. This survey included the determination of
the post-erathquake natural periods, along with the investigation
of damage undergone. The increase in natural periods was cor
related with the damage observed as well as with the azimuthal
orientation of buildings /1/. The data obtained have shown that
light damage involved an increase of natural periods of no m 0 r e
than 20 to 25%, while moderate damage involved as a rule an inc
rease of no more than 40 to 50\. The data obtained in this way
pertain again to the information of category (b). This work was
carried out within some six months.

Several individual structures were analyzed in depth,using
experimental and/or computational methods. The structure for which
the study was the most detailed is that of the main hall of the
Exhibition of Achievements of the National Economy, w~h ~ists

of a 96-meter span steel dome supported by 32 radially orien ted
couples of columns. The latter study included an experimentalbio
graphy :natural periods of translation along two directions, 0 f
rotation in a horizontal plane and of ovalization of the main ring
supporting the dome, determiJ.ed befoI-e the earthquake (July 1976),
immediately after the earthquake (March 1977) after the~~
strengthening (April 1971), before the final u~rading work(July
1982) and after this work (July 1984). This experimentalwark was
accompanied by engineering calculations (analysis in the linear
range, non-linear time-history analysis on a simplified mode1,es
timate of the ultimate stat~c acceleration on several simplified
models, corresponding to the different directions of oscillations
and to the pre-and post-upgrading stages). The experimental d a t a
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obtained up to 1982 are ~iven in /1/. Another case to be~
here is that of a tall building for which a strong motion record
at the top floor was obtained during the earthquake. The experi
mental data were used for response spectrum and Fourier analysis
tecni'lUes and engineering calculations were carried out for bOth
cas•• referred to.

It must be noted also that, besides the projects ref~ to
which were very directly linked to the earthquake experienc.,im
portant research efforts, sponsored from centralized funds 0 r
from funds of several clients (design institutes, industrialen
terprises etc.), were and are being currently devoted t 0 the
general improvement of knowledge in the fields of seismology,en
gineering seismology, earthquake engIneering, general structural
Angine.ring etc. The to~ics dealt with cover a widef~,ranging

from fundamental problems to studies of specific site oorditioas.
specific structural solutions, etc.

3.4. Remarks on the Factors Having prompted the Post-Earthquake
Reaction.

It is important to underline some major factors that mad e
possible at that time (1977), a strong reaction to the s e i 'J mic
event. These are:

Ca) the general strength of the national economy, w h i c h
made it possible to carry the heavy burden of losses and of the
immediate post-earthquake recovery effortsJ

(b) the existence of a large earthquake-resistant building
stock, which could be kept in service and house people and cur
rent activities, and aiso represented a good operational bas i s
for the intervention activitiesJ

Cc) the high rate of construction for new apartment buil
dings, which created a buffer residential area and made it pos
sible to promptly house practically all inhabitants whoae dwel
ling8 were damaged beyond repair or needed important r~ta 
tion works,

(d) the availability of a satisfactory amount of building
materials, building equipment and other material resources 0 f
good quality, which made it possible to put into practice the
solutions of intervention adopted;

(e) the existence of a satisfactory number of engineers,
technicians and workers of good qualification., which madeit~
aible to develop technical solutions required by the interven~on

works and to put them into practice;

(f) the existence of good operational basel,in the pradmi ty
to aites requiring intervention and a180 the existence of goo d
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__ posst!">i t~ties to the sj.tes repairing intervention;

(g) the . .<ist'·nce of a sufficient number of scientists and
technicians .:bo wert! able (with the very precious assistance of
hiqhly qual if led eyperts of several countries, having vis i ted
Romania in the aftermath of the earthquakel to summar~~e the
experience of t~e earthquake and to develop some technical pro
posals of action 'nd of important improvements of the re~ulatory

Lasis of eechnl~~~ activities;

(h) last and not least, the ability of the govelnment t 0
keep the general social order, to mobilize and coordinate the
existing resources of various natures, to make and im~lE~ent

prompt decisions.

4. SOME NEEDS OF FUTURE ACTION

4.~ Control and Mitigation of Seismic Risks

A first major factor menticned in the introduction in re1A.
tion to the limitation of overall risks is represented b y the
limit~tion of the vulnerability of the various elements a t risk
and/or of their exposure(the seismic risks are determined also by
th~ facto7 of seismic hazard, but the possibilities of man i n
relation to this factor are practically limited to the a~iate
selection of sites of human activities, i.e. avoiding the parti
cularly hazardous sites).

The limitation of VUlnerability and exposure of elements at
risk must represent a constant concern in the development of stra
tegies related to various fields of work. In relation to the &on
sideration of new buildings and of other strctures, it is neces
sary to apply the rules of earthquake resistant buildings. This
im.:J:Sthe development of the corresponding regulatory basis,
t1le .. tion of people as well as organizing the ap pro p r iate
fpa . rk for applicatior in practice of the knowledge accumula
ted.:....he general social and economic development spontaneous 1 y
liids·2\ew elements at risk, some of them characterized by a poten
tial for heaviest consequences fo eventual earthquake induced
d~ge. Romania has entered the nuclear age and the nu~··power

pla~ts, as well as some components of the auxiliary nuclear in
dustry, which will strongly increase their number in the n ear
future, represent the most significant examples in this sen s e.
On the other hand, the tendency to increase building den sit y
increases also the seismic vulnerability, if not at t~e level of
indiy~dual buildings, then at the level of urban systems. Other
fac~~s increasing the vulnerability co~ld be mentioned too. All
these facts require a rethinking of the paths of general ~op

ment as well as of the criteria of earthquake protection and the
adopiion of appropriate measures • The experience of the Romania
earttiquake as well as of numerous o~her strong earthquakes, has
put to evidence the importance of the contribution of the high
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vulnerabj~ity of older buildings and other artifacts of man e 0
the ovp.all ~eismic risks. The control and mitigation of seismic
riskr must include therefore, as an essential component, the con
cern fot the gradual rehabilitation and upgrading of theexMting
building stock, especially of the older buildings,not engineered
to resi.t ~arthquakes. Similar attention must be paid also to the
more recent buildings which , in soite of having been built ac
cording to some earthquake resistant design rules, may not cor
respond any more, due to the adverse effects of the previous earth
quakers) or of other sources of overloading, of corrosion and
aging, or, simply, to the modifications of the earthquake resis
tance requirements involved by the more recent knowledge. The
intervention on the existing building stock must be planned i n
connection with the general activity of planning of the develop
ment of urban systems. The seismic risk analysis must lead i n
principle to the specification of categories of buildings ofdif
ferent priorities and correlate the general development p~ with
the deadlines set for intervention for the various categoriesre
quiring action. A more analytical view in this respect is given
in /7/ .

.... .)nsidering nO\v the technical support that must be pravide.1
to the design activities, it may be mentioned that Romania bene
fits from design regulations for conventional buildings and en
gineering structures that are generally up-to-date and for which
a constant concern of periodic revision and improvement exists.
Nevertheless, the task of completing and updating the~~
basis with some important components is far from being fUlfilled.
The most stringent present needs are :

(a) the improvement of provisions related to the seismic
conditions of the country:

(b) the development of a regulatory basis concerning the
earthquake p~otection of the existing building stock:

(c) the development of design codes for non-conventional
structures, like nuclear power plants and other components of the
nuclear industry:

(d) the development of a regulatory basis concerning the
earthquake protection of various built systems, like urban~
lifelinea,etc.

4.2. Earthquake Preparedness

The earthquake preparedness measures must luake sure that a
prompt and efficient reaction will take place in the event of a
strong earthquake. This reaction must cover both main asp e Cts
referred to in section 3.1., namely the ability t~o limit the
adverse earthquake effects and the ability to ga1;her a great ann.D't
of significant information of scientific and technical nature.
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A comprehensive view of earthquake preparedness needs must
consider the various post-earthquake phases and thecorrespad~

need for action. One can consider in this respect the following
post-earthquake periods [9] :

a) ~he occurrence phase, lasting for seconds and minutes;

b) the short phase, lasting for hours and a few days;

c) the medium phase, lasting for weeks and a few months~

d) the long phase, lasting for some years.

Generally speaking, the shorter the phase referred to, the
more one must rely on appropriate preparedness measures adopted
prior to the earthquake. For the occurrence phase it is possible
to rely only on the action of some automated"systems (e.g.: the
strong motion accelerographs, the safe-shut-down devices, the e
mergency supply systems, etc.), or on the appropriate reactionof
svme specially trained people. During the occurrence phase some
private persons may turn off gas or electric power, may flee,et~

The authorities could, in case appropriate preparation is made,
alarm the inhabitants of a definite territory, especially~t

some chain effects like flooding due to collapse of a dam~e
of gas or some chemical substances, etc. From the scientific view
point it is possible to randomly observe some aspects of the
natural phenomenon and their influences on the natural and man
made environment. Gathering of information during this period is
highly dependent on automated systems, like the components 0 f
strong motion arrays. During the short phase, it is time to fight
against fire, leakage of natural gas or of various chemical sub
stances, flooding of basement floors from which people c a nn a t
escape at the moment;to save people from underneath the debris,
and to take some emergency measures aimed to avoid further col
lapses of buildings. From the scientific view point it is pos
ssible mainly to observe visually some earthquake effects and to
take pictures of them. During the medium phase, it becomes pos
sible to take technical action in order to tackle some of the
highest risk sources of possible destructive aftershocks or~
possible strong actions (e.g. strong winds, flood, industrial ac
cidents etc.). This time should be intensively used in order to
collect the highest possible amount of relevant information 0 f
scientific and technical nature. The long phase is a time lor
full recovery, and systematic abatement of risks in connection with
the adoption of new development plans in the frame of physical and
urban planning activities. This must be a time of summary 0 f
earthquake lessons, of adoption of comprehensive preparedness
plans from all the pragmatic and scientific view points,of ~se
and of thorough and qualified implementation.

The importance of proper functioning of automated devices
during the occ~rrence phase was emphasized already. Besides tha~
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it was also mentioned that a prompt and well oriented react ion
of individuals during the occurrence period al well as thereafter
may have far reaching positive effects too. Such reactions will
be much more likely in case appropriate educational activit i es
are organized. The educational activities should be at the level
of pUblic and, separately, at the level of individuals who are
assighed some precis. tasks, in relation to the components 0 f
urban or regional infrastructure, of some branches of industry ,
etc. The educational activities must be periodically repeated and
this must include exercises announced in advance or, eventually,
not announced,under conditions intended to simulate somefea~

of the earthquake occurrence. It is useful in this connection to
have an idea of the eductional activities organized in Japan i n
rela~ion to an anticipated earthquake (15J. Another aspect 0 f
preparedness is represented by the concern for emergency inter 
ventions on damagEd structures in order to avoid accidents during
the post-earthquake period. This includes analysis of solutions
and preparation of guidelines for installing emergency supports
or strengthening members, for carrying out emergency demolition
works,etc. This aspect of preparedness must be considered in cor
relation with the various requirements of construction works :
education of qualified workers, making sure that building mate 
rials and equipment can be made available under emergency con
ditions, etc.

In spite of the fact that prediction activities are still
in their infancy, attention should be paid to the chances 0 f
fered by eventual successful prediction activities, which, in QUe

of~tepreparedness,maylead to a spectacular decrease in the
losses of various natures, first of all in the losses of lives •
According to the estimates, a correct prediction and~waUd
eliminate, in the event of a mftgnitude 8 Tokai earthquake,IO,900
deaths, 16,700 cases of heavy injury and 98,300 cases of
light injury, 275,000 houses destroyed by fire, toatwmlld~ 
sent the toll of earthquake under standard conditions of no pre
diction and no warning. These impressive positive effects 0 f
prediction and warning can materialize only in case of co mplex
preparedness activity thoroughly carried out.

The scientific preparedness includes two main aspects:

(a) installation and maintenance ot various instruments
intended to record automatically some significant parameters of
the seismic phenomena,

(b) methodological preparation of surveys to be carried
out in the event of an earthquake.

The instruments (standard strong motion network, master
alave systems or central recording systems, eventually systems
intended to record strain parameters, et~) represent the object
of some specialized projects, requiring a certain ~bMnt and,
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besides this, a qualified maintenance activity. This i s not a
proper place to discuss details of that direction of work,but it
is nevertheless necessary to mention the importance 0 f proper
maintenance in order to !,rovide a high probability of pro per
functioning of the automated instrumentation.

The second main asoect referred to deserves more attention
here. A prot;>er methodologica.l pre!,aration of the surveys tab e
carried out in the evp.nt of an earthquake is of primary~
for efficient 'NOrk W'x.Ier the emergency and stress conditions created
by a destructive earthquake. The surveys to be carried out may be
categorized as follows:

(a) surveys on the ~hysical effects of earthquake

(a.i.) effects on the natural environments;

(a.ii.) effects on the artifacts of man;

(b) surveys on the losses due to the earthquake;

(b.i.) hard losses;

(b.ii.) soft losses.

The surveys on the effects of category (a.i.) wiil cover a
wide range of aspects, like surface faulting, landslide, roc k
fall, subsidence, liquefaction, modification of the water table,
etc. In order to derive a high quality of significant informa
tion on such effects, it is necessary to collect a comprehensive
set of data, including:

- a description of the ~re-earthquake environment andoon 
ditions such aq:features of the landscape (including quantifica
tion of the free slopes), data on the geological conditions(in
eluding, if possible, geotechnical and geophysical characterua
tion of the ground), data on the effects of some natural or ar
tificially generated events (possible strong rains, flood,eff~

0f quarry blasts etc.);

- a precise descri~tion of the earthquake effects, sucha3
direction, length and amplitude of faulting, slope, mass of ~ks
and distance of sliding related to a landslide, area affected by
liquefaction, possible quantitative characterization of earth
quake generated wells, subsidence amplitude, quantification a f
water table modification, etc.

It may be hoped that ~recise data could be useful for more
accurate assessments of the characteristics of ground motion a t
places where no other information is available.

The surveys on the effects of.cateqory (a.ii.) may repre
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sent the most significant and accurate source of information,~

vided the built environment exists and ~er surveys were carried
out. Such surveys may cover samples of works pertaining to a
certain category (in most cases, residential buildings), the
investigation of which should provide basicaily lnformation to be
statistically processed, o~ they may cover individual works,~
could represent the object of in depth ca.e studies. Tbe:samples
representing the object of statistical studies must fulfill two
requirements that are unfortunately conflicting :the samples must
be sufficiently homogeneous (e.9.:ma90nry buildings of a rather
.homogeneous height, quality, age), architectural layout,~al
layout, etc.) and they must be suificie~tly numerous in order to
make ~ssibJe a statistical proc~ssing of datA. The individual
structure,;, ·like industriCll ti."'lgineering structures, d~s,bridges,

etc., ~c.at CQ...~ per se, ~1Jlq a special preparatory work,~
cannot b~ tackled at this p1ac~. As for the surveys devoted t 0
subsequont statistical ana~yses and interpretation, it will b e
necessa~y again to collect a comprehensive set cf data,Ucl~:

- a description of each of the buildings ar.d other wor«s
dealing ""ith, position and orientation, age, arcttitectural charac
terization and layout (including a schematic drawing) ,structurel
characterization and layout (material, type of structure, quan 
tification of areas of resistant sections along the various di 
rectiona, description of connectiofts etc~;char.4cterizationofsoil
and foundation conditions (n~ture of soil, geotechnical charac
terization, type of foundation, estimate of ultimate overturning
moment etc.); and corresponding quantifications ( at least in a
"broad" way); auantification (at least in a broad way) of so IlL- e
characteristics like dynamic characteristics, static ~eration

corresponding to the limit of linear behavior, ultimate s tat ic
acceleration, ductility; data on the biography ~past cases 0 f
strong loading and of damage occurrence, past repair and streng~

hening works, past changes of layout etc.);

- a description of the damage induced by the earthquake
(the description must be made in terms that are soecifie to the
materials and structural ~'~e, as given in the form of fig. 2.2.
of [l1J).

Some discussions on the damage evaluation methoQology may
be mentioned here. 'A main goal in organizing the damage sur vey
should be that of making possible a most acc~rabe assessment a f
the ground motion characteristics, given the conce~ts and methods
of structural analysis used in earthquake engineering. The task
is of course not easy, given the inherent high ,catter of earth
quake effects (consider the scatter of damage probability matrices
or the scatter of damage degree plotteu against static criti c al
accelerations). Nevertheless, efforts must be made in thisdirec
tion.

The surveys on the effects of category (b. i.) will refer to
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10sse8 of l1fe and in1ury, to 10sse8 of property and costs of re
covery actions (direct losses, as tho.e corresponding to b u i 1
dings collapsed,coet of rehabilitaion works, etc. Ii nd ire c t
los.e., a. those related to t)he property lost due to collapse or
damage in buildings) monetary 10aaes due to interruption of pro
ductive activities, interrup~on of transportation etc.ld~ip 
tion of chains of events having resulted in losaes (e.g.bmadiate
cases of casualties and injuries ) etc. I t is desirable~ to
describe in qualitative terms and to quantify all aspects t hat
may be quantified, in spite of the difficulties of quantifying
some indirect 108se8 which may sometimes hardly be classified ex
clusively into only one of the categories (b.i) an~ (b.ii). A
possibly accurate quantification of losses will be of paramount
importance in order to carry out subseqUent cost-benefit anal~
related to thenBSonable degree of earthqaake protection.

The survey of the effects of category (b.ii) will ref e r
mainly to psycho-social effects, to cultural implications of the
deterioration or change of the environment etc. These aspectsmay
be h~d to quantify, but their importance should by no means be
underestimated. It is most desirable to identify, in the surveys
of this nature too, the immediate causes and sources of stress ,
of psychonervous ailments, etc.

The results of scientific nature referred to in this ~an
will be of use, primarily, for the community affected directly
by an earthquake. They can represent no less, a most val u a b 1 e
national or regional contribution to the international e f fort
devoted to the comprehensive understanding of the e art h qua k e
problem. It may be suggested that more efforts be devoted at an
international scale to the preparatory work for surveys related
to all categories of data referred to in this section.

4.3. Some Present Research Needs

We should emphasize some research needs of general intmest
for the earthquake protection. The directions mentioned here are
of primary importance for the analysis of seismic risk, as well
as for the decision on the appropriate level of~ protec
tion. They are important in Romania and elsewhere and may repre
sent a subject of cooperative research. They are related to:

(a) the analysis of seismic hazard:

(b) the analysis of the mechanical behavior of ~, bea
ring structures, non-structural components and buildings or en
gineering structures as a whole1

(c) the analysis of the complex losses due to strong ~
quakes;

(d) development of an appropriate framework for the miti -
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gation of seismic risks related to the existihg building stock

The analysis or seismic hazards should encompass the ~
tancy of activity of various seismic sources affecti n r; the
Romanian territory, the specific attenuation laws and the fea
tures of local amplification ~henomena. This should lead to a
better code basis, expressed in terms of maps of the activity of
sources and of expectancy of various seismic intensities and, if
possible ·also of maps specifying the eXgected predominant f r e
quencies of ground motions.

The analysis of the mechanical behavior of various struow
res, structural componen.ts and systems should be directed p r i
marily such as to provide realistic and at the same timeoperati
anal, full models of the force-deflection relationships. 5 u c h
developments are needed not only for proper structural ~nentsr
but also for the analysis of ground-structure interaction pheno
mena. It must be noted in this respect that, according to several
engineering analyses, the ground-structure interaction phenomena
played a key role in the behavior of ·relatively rigid and resi~

tant buildings during the earthquake of 1977. It must be kept in
view, also, that the development of non-linear force- deflection
models for various structural components and for the ground is a
primary condition for a rational ca~~ation of some factoISused
in code formats and, in the future, for a reolacement of the con
ventional linear structural analysis methods by means of more re
alistic ones.

The analysis of the complex losSES inflicted by earthquako
is a necessary step in order to provide the basis for a com
prehensive seismic risk analysis. The various loss components
(losses of lives, losses of property, disruptions of human a c
tivities etc.) must be considered in a coordinated and comprehen-
si.ve manner. The importance of this direction is supported by a;:
apparent gap in the estimates of overall losses due to different
earthquakes. As it was mentioned in section 2.1., according t 0

official estimates, the losses due to the earthquake of Romania,
which affected with intensities of VII to VIII (+) an are a of
some 10Skrn2 ,(which some 107 inhabitants), were higher than 2xl0 9
US dollars. For comparison, the earthquakes of Friuli, 1976, and
Montenegro, 1979, which affected with intensities of VII to IX
(+) areas of a few thousands o,f square kilometers, with no more
than some 105 inhabitonts, were estimated to havep~ losses
of 5 x 10 9 and 4 x lO~ US dollars respectively. It is hard t 0

believe that the diference between the Romania earthquake and the
two other destructive earthauakes which covered limited are a s
could be so great. The opposite seems to be more credible. That
is why the methodologies of estimation of losses must be re~~lt
and revised. Note in this respect also that an eventual underes
timate of losses, or of vulnerability, will lead to a distorted
outcome of any cost-benefit analyses and consequently t 0 sys
amatic underdes1~n and exaggerated SUbsequent losses in the
event of future scrong earthquakes.
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The development of a framework for the mitigation of seis
mic risks related to the existing building stock shoUld put into
value the preparatory work already carried out in this field.~

preparatory work has encompassed topics and methods of evaluatkn
of the earthquake resistance of existing buildings /3/,of ~Y8is
of seismic risk and decision ~hodology /5/,/7/,/8/ etc.,of met
hods of repair and strengthening of various types of structures
/6/,/i3/ etc. It is time now to start pilot studies on extended
samples of buildings and, then, to systematically tackle the va
rious components of the existing building stOCk, in order to~
within a limited time interval of less than two decades, an ac
ceptable level of seismic risks (note here that according to f2/
a future destructive earthquake of a similar nature to that of
the 1977 is predicted for 2004 ± 4 years and that one of the aut
hors of /2/ participated £n the successful prediction in 1974/4/
of the 1977 event).

4.4.A Stringent Task:an Integrated Earthquake Protection Plan

The evaluation of the current state-of-the-art of Romanian
activities related to earthquake protection permits to us state
that Romania is an at least fairly developed country from this
view point. Such a statment is supported by several facts: the
number of trained experts, the level of technical solutionsadop
ted in practice (which have at least fairly dealt with the 1977
earthquake, inspite of having been among the most economical i n
the world), the export of know-how, the number and quality 0 f
scientifiC contributions.

The 1977 earthquake led to a significant progress fro m
almost all Viewpoints. In spite of the progress aChieved, it is
time now to develop an integrated earthquake protection plan at
the national level. Such a plan, which should become a component
of the national, economic and social development plan, shou 1 d
include sections related to the development and design of new
buildings, industries, facilities, etc.: the development and
protection of urban systems, lifelines, etc.: the control and
mitigation of risks related to the existing building stock:t h e
development of research activities: the preparedness measures of
various natures (including correlation with the earthquake pre 
diction activities); the.education of population and specialists,
etc. A joint effort to answer in the closest future t his
ch~.nge is certainly justified, it not already overdue.
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1.3 SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF SOME INDUSTRIAL AND

TELECOMMUNICATION STRUCTURES: SOLUTIONS
FOR SEISMIC RISK REDUCTION

Panait MaziluX
xMircea Ieremtl

Mircea Neicu
Lucian Ro,caXxx

The structural layout of some industrial and telecommu 
nication buildings, damaged by earthquakes are presented.

Structure seismic response and strengthening measures
are described together with conclusions upon the building sa
fety degree, in case of a future event.

1. TELECOMMUNICATION CENTER

1.1. Structural framework. Damage description.

The steel structure is built of columns and girders with
stiff fixed joinings, made of riveted rolled steel sheets and
profiles. The reinforced concrete floors have been made using
steel joints, su~rting shuttering for concrete work, all joints
remaining embedded in concrete as a proteetion measure against
fires.The masonry work has been carried-out at the same time
with the structural framework, using cement mortar, so that the
outer walls of the building actually acted as shear- resistant
walls of the building actually acted as shear-resistant walls,
preventing the free deformation of the respective steel fr~
and taking over shear forces, due to the seismic loading.

The building structure underwant two major earthquakes of
about the same magnitude in 1940 (M-7.4) and 1977 (M-7.2)w1~t

interrupting the operat1C"~ of the telecommunication equip men t
for 12.000 connection lines. '

In the present situation, the 53 columns of I ~~l,

x Civil Engineering Institute, ~ucharest - Romania
xx Project Institute, Bucharest - Romania
xxx Rolling Mill Projects Institute - Bucharest - Romania
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forming a concrete .ection with stiff reinforcement, are .~

jected to high compre.sion stre.se. (of about 1500-2000 daN)bm2)
under fundUlental loading. The additional .tre•••• that might
appear during a future earthquake were intended to be taken
over mo.tly by csrtain additional el*ment•• The floors we~e cal
culated for live load. varying between 200 and 600 daN/em ,de
pending on the technological function of the re.pective floor.

The .trength of the building under seismic .tres.e. bas
been obtained in an empirical way, at the t1Jlle when it wae
designed (1933), con.idering the byper.tatic nature of the
.tructure, which favor. it. po.t-.la.tic behavior. The whole
.tructural assembly, participates in the absorbtion adn dis.i
pation of ths energy by u.ing suitable Infill materials and by
careful execution, providing the neceseary ductility. However
the structure does not have uniform and symmetrical layout
in horizontal and vertical planes, this beinCJ subordinated to
~he architectural outlook (the arrangement of columns pre 
sented no regard to continuous alignement and to symmetry,
their orientation was different. There existed also indirect
transmission of vertical forces). This fact led to rotation
effects around a vertical axis, beside the tranBlatipn ones ,
due to the sei.m1c forces. Con.equently, 80me additional ho
rlzontal force. had been introduced in certain vertical mem
ber. of the structure, especially in the reces8ed angles of
the courtyard. ~~reover, the vertically non-uniform distribu 
tion of masses, the great height of the construction (52.50 Ill,
the highest in the country, at the time of its erection, as
well as the height of stories- all led to the failures of non
structural members (brick masonry, panels, windows)under the
Beisalc forces of the 1977 earthquake. These were due to the
fact that the relative displacements of the storys was consi
derable, exceeding the values prOVided by the present norms
(for example Hn/200 for brick infill masonry).However at pre
sent, part of the ductile damping of some structural members
(columna and the absorbtion capacity of other elements(ma.onry)
have been more Cr less exhausted.

The position of the stiffness center and the position
of ma.s center. re.pectively for each level of the three dis
tinct zone. of the buildlng, a8 well as their respective ex
centricitie., have been calculated, being kn~ as the plane
U .hape arrangement of column. and the related loads on each
level (ba....nt, ground floor, mezzanine, 10 stories and 2 tower8)

In order to estimate the general torsional effects for
each zone, the horizontal 8eisalc force has been considered
ClS it applies to each level with an eccentricity aq,s!nst the
centroid.

The conatruction arrangements have been considered for
each zone and as a re.ult, the ael.mic force ..y be taken



over by each r ••pectJon .one aDd the a••YMtry .ff~ calculation
for each 8On...y be De91.ctecl.

1.2.StreAgtbenin9 _ ..ure.

'!'he .trengtheniD9. aolutioaa .hould .uur. ~. bUildiD9
a9aiut a ••ver. earthqUak. of It cia.. (accordift9 to the .arth
quake r ••i.tant d••iCJD principl•• of 1t.llUto/2/1 0.2 9 accel. 
ration), .0 that in the fr_ of .tructura re.pon.., the au ••••
and deforaatiou of .tructural -a>er. .hould ucaa4 the .lu 
tic ran9. l1Ja1t and the DOn-.tructural .=M~. could be ac.e
what 4a11aqed. Con.equ.ntly, a lin.ar calculation _thod ba.
be.n d.vepolled for the new .ituation, couid.riD9 alao the
po••ibility of .tr••••• .tthin the po.t-.la.tic r&ft98.

Tbe value of total po.aible .eiamic fQrc., to be taken
over by the .trengthening work (P-16.000 kH), calculated accor
ding to Romanian Code P 100-81, baa been ••ttmated at about
5-7' of the buildin9 vei9ht, whicb would provide prot.ction f~

a .eiam1city de9ree of 8.0-8.5. Al.o, the achtevemant of .tr~
tbeninq work for such an important buildin9, which 8hould com
ply with the 8tr«(lgth and .tability requirement••tipulated by
the pre.ent technical regulation., i. rendered difficult by the
fact that the operation of the telecommunication center may
not be interrupted. Con.equently, there bave been con.idered
only tho•• varianta of atren9thenin9 .olution. which required
no indoor interference.

1.2.1. Stren9thenin9 of the .teel .tructure by .teel
reinforcinq membera, .iming to create .trenqtbened vertical
.tiffening diaphra9JUl, made of .te.l tru•••• , iu.rted betwe.n
two row. of column8 depen~ing on the re.triction. tmpo.ed
by the equipment.

1.2.2. Compound bracing of the .t••l .tructur. by r.in
forowd CO"'lcrete and steel element.. The ._ bracing principl e
a. thr pr.aviou. one is tak.n into con.ideration but the bra
cing of .teel column. i8 performed by embeddin9 th.. in.id. a
B 300 reinforced concrete .ection.

1.2.3. Bracin9 of the .tructure by in••rtinq B 300 r.in
forc.d concrete element., buildin9 frame., U.in9 .tiff r.in
forc...nt in column. and .teel rod. in girdera. The di••dvan 
tag. of unae.thetic dia90na18 i. obviated bpt therE! are ,c••t
difficultie. to perform concrete ca.tin9 in narrow .pace.,
near equipment under operation.

1.2.4. Strengthening of the .tructur. throu9h a
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forced concrete control tubular con.truction, five levels high,
built outside the exi.ting bUilding (in.lde the courtyarcl). The
connection between the bu1lding and the tubular con.truction i.
to be ude in front of the exi8tin41 knots of the floors. 'l"akin41
into con.1deration the U .hape of the building, if a .eismic
force is developed perpendicularly upon the two aisle., the tu
bular .tructure position has a great eccentricity toward. ~.

existing building and therefore, besides the translation ec
tion, it 1. stressed also by a general torsional effect.In or
der to dtainish this rotation effect, it i. al.o nece.sary to
perform the stiffening of a front panel of the same hei41bt. As
the tubular structure bas a small weight, in compari.on with the
building weight, it is necessary to weight the basement of this
construction with a 3 m Blab foundation, to avoid columns ~l

ling out·of the ground.

The new tubular structure, together with the stiffening
panels of the eXisting bUilding, might take over the conventi
onal, additional s~res8es, due to se1smic effect, and the buir
d1n41'. natural vibration period would be approximately equal
for the two directions and would d~inish to about 1.2. - 1. 4.
seconds.

some
rein 

the
the

1.2.5. Strengthening of the structure by building
diaphragms on the outline of the building, made of B 250
forced concrete, cast from the outside. The masonry and
stone plating of the facades are to be removed, preserving
present archltecture.

1.2.6. Strengthening of the structure through two tu
bular structures, made of reinforced concrete, one located in
side the courtyard and the other outside the e.lsting buildingT

2 •. THERMAL PC*ER STATION
2.1. Structural framework. Damaqe 4escri~tion

The .tructural framework is made of frame. with rein-
forced ,,"Oncrete columns, the span being of 42 m and 9 m, res
pect.ively dispo:Jed ia bay. of 9 a. The 10 bays have a central
expansion joint. of 0.7S m. Betveen the A and B rows of co 
lWlns the 11 a hi_ ..cbine-hall located accomodatin41 t.wo bJr
bine-generat.or units of 125 MN and a revolving _peed of 3,OOO~

which aubject the hall to aaBe technological vibrations.Between
the 8 and C rown the 28 m high auxiliary building, are located.

The coluana of the AB ~all have a gradual variable rec 
taDqular croaa-aection wit.h the lower part of 180 x 70 em.
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Th••e columns support on htnqed .upport., roof trus.e•
..de of rolled profile bars, forminq simple or compound see ticxw
The truss is placed on top of columns, on suppor~ device. fixed
by M 36 .crew. in ovalized hole. and welded peqs,preventinq ho
rizontal displacement but allowinq limited rotation. on sup
ports. Two travellinq crane. with a liftinq capacity of 1,000kN
operate on rails, laid at +20.50 m level on prefabricated rein
forced concrete beams with pre.tressed reinforcement, The beams
are simply supported by the columns. The whole .tructure i s
covered with prefabricated concrete cal.son.,

The structural framework of the Be bU1ld1nq 1s made of
frames w1th cast-1n-place reinforced concrete columns and gir 
ders, lonqitudinally fastened by reinforced concrete 35 x 80 em
beams and prefacricated floor. This bUildinq is much more rlq1d
as the AS hall structure, beinq lower, with a much smaller span
and having several longitudinal connections.

Therefore, durinq the braking of the travelling cran~~

io generating longitudinal inertia forces along the ruaning~,

the measured displacement of a column from the A row was about
4.5 times qreater than that of the correspondend column of the
B row. Also, the natural fundamental vibration period of the
longitudinal frame of the A row, separately calculated, was
about 70' greater than the natural period of the lonqitu din a1
frame of the B row also taking into account the masonry panels)
These results have been obtained after the replacement of the
concrete caissons from the level of AS hall roof by thermo
insulated and waterproof, corrugated pressed steel sheets, of
ROMCOR type.

The follOWing damage of the structural framework has
been produced by the e~rthquake of March 4, 1977, the columns
of the A row suffered large remanent strains at roof level and
consequently the trusses slid off the bearings causing the sli
ding of caissons of one bay and the sliding of the beams sup
porting the crane rails, off the columns brackets.

2.2. Brac1ng Measures

- jacketinq of columns of the A row, after removing the
COnCl".,te lay~r covering the steel reinforcement, by putting
on additional lonqi~udinal reinforcing p 16 mm bars, at 15 em,
join~ by _ 10 mm.ties, welded at ends to the existing rein
fo:rcement.

- Bracing of columns of the A row, between levels 10.0 •
and 16.9 m. 1n two bays, where the technological conditions
permitted. A steel trus., mad e of two U 24 profiles, has been
used.
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- Strengthening of front COncrete colQ11D8 bF jacketing
thea with additional" reinforcing ~ 20 .. bara, joined by _ lo.
ti•• , 4tlO ca, along a h.ight of 12., increa.ing the cro••
a.ction from 60 x 140 CIIl to 60 x 165 ca.

- Laying of a liqht cover ..4. of corrugated .teel .heet
and bracing horizontally, vertically, longitudinally and trana
veraally the roof framework at the upper and lower .oleplate.
of the 9ircSer•• Taking into account the height of the .truc. 
ture of the machine-hall, it 1a abaolutely nec••aary to put
lengthwia. additional longitudinal bracinqa, at the roof level,
made of continuoua be... , ao that the large cSeformationa 0 f
fr.... might be reduced by pa.a1ng part of the loadinga fr<a
the more flexible atructurea (AB) to tlle IDOre riqid onea (Be).

3. BARS DRAWING MILL
3.1. Structural framework. Damage deacription.

The p~ction hall haa 4 apana of the same height(R 
7.5 m) and a 5 apan of a d1fferent heiqht (H-ll,7 m) with an
area representing about 1/6 of the whole area. Travelling crmw8
of 50 kH run along the first apana while the last one has no
lifting mechanism The current bay i. 6 m. The aupporting struc
ture xonaiata of reinforced conorete columns, embedded in pre 
fabricated concrete foundations, prestreased reinforced ~ete

beame for roof and 3.0 x 6.0 m caia80ns made of reinforced conT
crete. At the higher hall, fR-ll.7m) the transverse prestreaaed
beams for roof have not been fixed on columna by monolith joints
and the roof longitudinal caiaaons have not been IDOnolith with
the aUpPOrting beams. Only the joint weldinqs between the steel
plates, embedded in be... and columna, have been performed.

The weldings without ae1.m1c effect., but the
anchors of the plates were pulled out of the ~oof beam
and cracks were found 1n the concrete between the
in tbe .upporttnq area.

embedded
concrete,
strands,

3.2. strenqtheninq ~~asures

Jacketing of the upper and of the columns in order to in
crease roof beam support nth about 10 ca, was provided.

4. WELDED PIPES FACTORY

4.1. Structural framework. Damage description.

The production hall haa 3 apana of 18 m each and a bay
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len~th of 6. The hall i8 provided with travelling cranes fo~

110-200 leN.

The upper part of the columns of the QUuaide row, where
the reinforced concrete be... are supported, were damaged. These
effects were probably caused by the existence of an adjoining
buildin~ (the electrical power sta~on) of a smaller _eight~
rests on some brackets of the damaged columns. Cracks and dis
placements of the building front were also caused.

4.2. Strengthening measures

Strengthening columns jacketing them with B 300 reinforoed
concrete, between the bracket supporting the crane track and
the upper end. It has been found that similar damage occurred in
the structures with the cross-section of frame type with dis
levelments, such a8 columns supporting the roof (reinforced con
crete st~ff platea) at different levels. Thus, large cracks a
ppeared at the lev__ \ where the column section changes, In this
row of columns, cracks and displacements of the concrete alHO
occurred at the upper part of the column.

Considering these fundinga, it is recommended for the
future, to give up the case of small dislevelments, it is a d
visable to provide uniform heights and in case of large ones, to
provide longitudinal joints.

5. ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE WOIUCSHOP

5.1. Structural framework. Damage description.

For this purpose a prefabricated reinforced concrete hall
with two spans of 24 m and bays of 6 m, with two expansion joints
was provided. The hall is equipped with two travelling eranes of
50 leN, and 160/50 kN respectively. The reinforced concrete co
lumns are embedded in prpfabricated foundations. The beams have
been made of panels assembled by prestressing, purlin and pre
fabricated plate are laid on these beems.

Following the 1977 earthquake, the front longitudinal walls,
made of 37.5 C'~l thick masonry, were displaced and brick crushes
and breakings occurred. Because no straps were made, the brick
plating has been detached over large surfaceB. At median co
lumns detachments of the concrete at the level of the~ track
beams, have been found uncoverinq the reinforcements along a heiqht
.of 10-20 em. The steel reinforcement did not buckle ~p.

Within the joints of trusses with the column ends, some
harmless crushes Qf the monolith concrete tOOk place.
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5.2. Strenqthening measures

Partial insertion of walls in the facade.
Insertion of longitudinal steel bra~inqs between column

upper ends and the level of the crane track beams.

6. ~IPE DRAWING MILL

6.1. Structural framework. Damage descr1ption.

Hall with 2 spans of 30 m and 24 m and bays of 12m. Pre 
fabricated reinforced concrete pillars _pat1al steel trussea,~

qirders for the tracks of travellinq cranes of 50 L~ with ro
tatinq jib, roof made of prefabricated reinforced oax2ete plates.

Following the earthquake, fine cracks appeared at the UA?C'
part of columna, at the level of the crane track beama.

6.2. Strengthening measures

The cracks have been g~uted with epodur.

7. DRAWING MILL

7.1. Structural framework. Damage description.

The hall has ~ span of 15 m and bays of 10.77 m.

The atructure is made of poured-in-place reinforced con
crete framea. The track beama for travelling cranea of 50kn are
aade of monolith reinforced concrete. The roof is made of rein 
forced concrete ahell.

Followinq the earth~ake, the marginal columns, common to
an adjoininq auxiliary hall, broke in the zone over the adjo1niJJg
hall. This one has represented an element which caused stiffness
variation along the column height.

7.2. Strengthening meaaures.

Removal of damaged concrete, casing of columns with steel
profiles and recasting of concrete for the di.leveled part above
the adjoining hall.

8. EXTRUDING HALL
8.1. Structural framework. Damage Description.
The hall has a span of 36 m and bays of 12 m.
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RalnforcacS concrete colan. npportinq .t..l
aDd .teel purliftq. The foof i. built prefabricated
concrete cai.80ft•• Travelling crane. of 50 leN. and 125
oper.ted.

After the .arthquake, crack••ppeared at the upper part
Of the column., in the rece•• fo. the walkway.

8.2. Strengtheninq ....ur•••

Jack.ting of columna, along the damaged part. with angle
.teel profile•• put on the adqe. and tiqhtened by .teel yokes.

Taking in~o account the damage caused by the dynamic
effect of the earthquake upon the reinforced concrete columns
with variable aections, within the zone of the quick change of
the aection. a gradual tran.ition that should be made between
their upper and lower parts is suggested.

9. MACHUm-TOOL FACTORY

9.1. Structural framework. Damage description.

The halls are made of steel frames with 5 disleveled
spans of 30 m each and 9 bays of 12 m. Within the first 2 spans
there is the heaVY'mechanics hall, prOVided with 4 travelling
cranes of 150 ~ and 300 kN. The steel columns have the lower
part made of Vierendeel system caiason and the upper part of I
profile, joined rigidly by girder. with variable croas-sections
of velded compound dO\lble T profile. Within the following 3
span., the light mechanics hall is prOVided with travellinq
cranes for 100 leN lifting ~pacity. The steel columns,of slen
der atmple caisson type, support crossed trusses made of pipes.
Upon the rigid columns of Vierendeel type, dommon for both
hall., the trusses rest on rollers. During the earthquake the
rollers sprang out, because they had not been provided inside
boxea and with blackings for limiting vertical motions and
therefore the trusses slid off the bearings.

9.2. Strengthening me.sures.

Remplacement of the rollers with classical hinged sup
ports, giving up the possibility of horizontal displacement,
taking into account the flexibility of columns in the light
..chanica hall.

NOTE I The designers of the structures described in this paper
were I
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1. Arch.L.S.Weeks, New-York for
- The Telecommunication Center (steel frame made b y

"Re,i~a" factory, 1931).

2. Energetic DeBign and ReBearch Institute for
- Thermal Power Station - West Bucharest.

3. IPROUUi - Bucharest, for
- Bar Drawing Hall - C.O.S.Tlrgovilte

Welded Tube Factory - I.T.Republica, Bucharest
Electrical and Mechanical Maintenance Workshop- I.T.
"Republica", Bucharest

- Tube 'Drawing Hall - I.T."Republica", Bucharest
Drawing Hall - "Laromet" plane, Bucha~est
Extruding Hall - "Laromet" plant, Bucharest
Machine and Tool Factory, Bucharest
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1.4 SOME CONCLUSIONS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF THE STEEL AND

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES SUBJECTED TO SEISMIC ACTION

Constantin Dalbanx

Elena Dragomirescu xx

ABSTRACT

The steel or composite structure halls reacted favorably
during the March 4, 19?d earthquake, nevertheless damage w a 8
noted especially in the caS~8 of heavy roof deck solutions or of
inadequate structural conception.

The paper presents an analysis of the damage causes and
also the conclusions cencerning the tmprovement of the Romani~n

Aseismic Structure Design Code P 100-78 published in 1978.

This paper presents conclusions of the analysis of ~ s~eel

and composite industrial halls'behavior during the March 4, 1977,
earthquake in Romania.

The majority of the steel and compo~ite industrial
dings (over 80 ') were built after 1950.

buH -

The design of these structures ensured an earthquake resis
tance complying with the code provisions in force in the period
1950-1977 •

The usual structural systems were:
(a) Steel halls with light roof deck, consistin1 of trusses

or plate girders (rafters) and purlina that support corruqattd steel
or a.bestos-cement sheeting.

x Dr.Eng.Professor, The Civil Engineering Institute Bucharest

xx Engineel, Design Institute for Typified Buildings-Bucharest.
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(b) Steel halls with heavy roof deck including trusaes or
plate gird.as and reinforced concrete, reinforced cementar light
cell concrete plates, resting directly or on steel p~rlins, 0 r
prestressed concrete large panels supported directly by trusse8.
The roof framing was provided with steel bracings. An effect of
shear diaphragm was ensured by the concrete roofing and Dy the
corrqgated steel sheeting. Usually the steel halls have been~
vided with heavy travelling cranes, running on steel girders, or
with transport equipment overhanging the roof framing. The built
up or latticed steel columns generally had h~.nged connections to
trusses at the roof deck level. The longitudi~al stiffness of the
structure was ensured by adequate vertical bracing systems.

(c) Mixed halls had the same types of roof deck (see items
a and b) but they had reiDforced concrete columns. To ensure the
necessary longitudinal stiffness of the structure two schemes~

used: transversal slelldeI' oolmns and vertical. steel brac1ngs, or columns
developed on both directions, without bracings.

The most important general aspects concerning the behavior
of these structures are:

1. The steel and composite halls with light roof deck had
a very good behQvior during the earthquake.

No damage to require repair loading to interruption 0 f
the production process occurred although in some areas 0 f the
country the earthquake intensity exceeded by 1 - 2 grades the
values mentioned by the existing code. This better behavior 0 f
the steel structures in comparison with other types of stru~
is explained by the higher strength and ductility of the steel,
by the lower weight of these buildings as well as by the excess
strength of the columns (The columns have been checked for the
most unfavorable combination of the loads-vertical and horizon
tal crane forces, wind loads etc.). The high deformation capaci
tyof the steel in the inelastic range allowed the dissipation of
~ induced energy during the earthquake without damage to s~
tura~ members, even when the design values of th~ loads weres~

~cantly exceeded.

2. The importance of the brac1ng systems and of the roof
diaphragm in order to assure the gen~ral stability of the struc
tures and limit the deformationspue to the earthquake was al
ready noted. Thus, when the overloading of some main structural
members occurred, the roof diaphragms of corrugated sheet~
the redistribution of the 6~ismic loads, avoiding the partial
failure of the roof framin r,.

3. The steel and composite halls with heavy roof deck~
rally had a satisfactory behavior during the earthquake. Never
theless some cases of damage to members or details producing the
failure of some parts of the building have been noted.
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The aain cause of theae damagea waa the fact thae the de
siqn value. of the .eiUlic fo,rce. provided by the code available
before 1977 were exceed~ by the earthquake.

The failure occurred in .oma members or ..-her section.
without .upplementary r••iatance capac1ty, where the ee1.-1c loa
ding played the ma1n role. In this category are included the upper
parts of the colwms anc! brac:1nqs over the runway girder. &Del a,1a:)
the connection. between the tru.. and the colwan. Other parea a f
the columna, as the bottom part. under the runway girders, desig
ned for the load ccmbinati9n. that considered the horizontal and
vertical forc.s induced by'cranes and Wind load., presented tn:UJh
supplementary atrength to aupport the sei.-1c action without da
mage. In some cases, the failureawere caused by indequate de.ign
of the structures, or of some m.mers only, that could lead to the
amplification of seismic loadings effect. For all these analyzed
cases one must underline the adequate behavior of the horizontal
diaphragm made of concrete plates, that ensured the redistributlon
of the streeses in the roof plane, from the more stressed members
to the less stressed ones, thus Itmiting the extension of the «a
mage.

4. A number of damaged halls with heavy roof decks, i n
Bucharest, where the seismic lateral forces were ~~tly~
a CXJIPIrisJo with the provisions of the code available before 1977,
are presented in the following:

900

Fig.1
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- The engine roam of a thermoelectric-power station i n
Bucharest (fi~.l) with a span of 42 m, a 9 m bay and a c~~
of 31 m was provided with & reinforced concrete panel roof, sup
ported by steel trusses. The columns, supporting the mounting~
vy cmnes, were made of J:eJnforc:81 concrete. The columns on one of the
sides are common with those of a m~ltistored cast-in-place con
crete building. During the earthquake the reinforced concrete co
lumns failed Lnd the anchorage zones of the trusses were damaged.
That led to the collapse of the roof framing_ Under the condi
tions of an excessive seismic action the main causes of the col
lapse may be considered as follows: a heavy roof located at &
high level, an important differerice between the lateral stiffness
of the columns and the multistory bUilding and a poor quality of
the cast concrete.

The new roof deck was made of corrugated steel panels.

- The turbo-units hall in the Heavy Engine Plan~-Bucharest

(fig.2) with t¥o central spans of 36 m, tht· clear height of 30 m
and two lateral spans for each side, of 24,50 m with 15 m height,
provided with very heavy travelling cranes, ha6 a steel structure
and a heavy roof deck made of reinforced concre~e panels and~
mal insulation con~isting of light cell concrete, having a total
weight of 400 kg/m • During the ea.rthquake lateral displacements
of the roof framing with 8-85 em (an average of 50 em) occurred ,
due to the shearing of the connection into the plastic deformatUm
of the top side of the structural steel columns and to the buck 
ling of vertical bracing bars, located over the runway crane gir
ders. It has to be noted that for the above mentioned reasons
(item 3), the damage was limited at the zone over upper IUI1WaY gu
ders. Repairs to the damaged building included also the replace 
ment of the heavy concrete deck by a light roofing made of corru
gated sheeting. A hall for welded assemblies at the 23 ~P~
in Bucharest (two bents of 24 m and 12 m bay), with <Xit....l.te stIuc
ture and heavy roof deck,underwent the collapse of the trusses(b)
from two contiguous bents (fig.3). The collapse was caused by the
failure of the central column (a), whose free defo~ation during
the earthquake was impeded by a rigid interior building, built
without expansion npacing around the column1 the whole deformatUm
of the structure under seismic action was developed along the top
part of the column that becomes thus a "short column" with strong
shear forces, but without an adequate reinforcement. As a I"esult
of the analysis of these cases, after 1977, for halls with large
spans and heights (L ~ 24 m and H > 16 m), solutions for halls
with light roof decks have been adopted.

5. The roof bracings generally had a good behavior, an im
portant contribution being the interaction with the roof deck~
phragm. The vertical bracings between columns made of members with
a low slenderness, resulting from the crane and wind loadings,su~

fered no damage. Some bracings with very slender cross diagonals
of the halls failed through buckling of compressed ~,fol~
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by the fracture of the tensioned diagonal.

6. The connections between steel members and concrete mem _
bers sometimes suffered damage resulting from overstressing during
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the earthquake. The ordinary bolt connections subjected to shear
behaved unsatisfactorily both at the tru8s-to-column connections
and at the crane girder-to-column connections. The transmission
of the shear forces by the keeper plates had a high load-bearing
capacity. Another weak structural detail was the anchorage of the
bearing plates supported by the reinforced concrete columns for
the connection with the trusses, with the crane girder. and t. h e
vertical bracings. The"pulling out" phenomenon was encounlt e r ed.
This effect was caused also by the damage of the concrete around
the anchor bolt~.

Some damage appeared in the roller expansion bearings. At
the Tool and Units Plant in Bucharest (£ig.4) the expansion joint
between two steel halls with a light roof deck haVing very diffe
rent rigidity to lateral d~splacements, was carried out by roller
bearings. Because of the different vibration Datural periods 0 f
the two parts of the hall (one with stiff columns supporting~

cranes, the other one with elastic columns haVing transport e~
ment hanged to trusses) important relative displacements occurre~

the rollers facturing the keeper plates and falling from the bea
rings. The trusses remained supported by the steel brackets 0 f
the columns that were provided with high bearing capacity and
could therefore support the shock produced by the collapse oftnw
s~s. Special provisions have been adopted for different types 0 f
fixed connections and of the roller expansion bearings being sub
sequently included in the aseismic structural design.

7. The M~rch 4, 1977, earthquake confirmed the special im
portance of the layout and also of the aseismic protection pro
visions; it was underlined on this occasion, that these measures
hd'Je to be compulsorily observed for all the buildings located in
Stismic areas, whatever the accepted intensity of the earthquake.
The analysis of many cases showed that the structures provided
wi th an overall aseismic layout and adequate detailing solutio n s
behaved more satisfactorily during an earthquake with higher in 
tensities that those considered in design.

The conclusions of the analyses carried out on the damaged
structures and also the analysis of some significant damage of the
steel structural members and connections of the proposals for the
improvement of the specific design were the basis provisions dra~

ted by the authors, provisions that were subsequently included i~

to the Romanian Aseismic Structural Design Code P 100-78.
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1.5 DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF SPATIAL STRUCTURES AND

SHELLS DURING THE MARCH 4, 1977, EARTHQUAKE

IN ROMANIA

Mlrcea Mihailescu x)

The effects of the March 4 1977, earthquake on the Romanian
area, appear in f1g.l, in which the principal intensity 20nes are
depicted and triangles mark the spots where the structures discus
sed later on are located. -
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Fig .1

x) Professor at the polytechnic Institute Cluj-Napoca.
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The behavior of spatial structure , during this earth-
qua~e, was analyzed, taking into account two ttme periods for
the erection of buildings, namely: (1) in the 1920 - 1940 1n~
before the first great earthquake occurred in Romania, and betW!
en 1944 - 1977 until the second big earthquake.

Theae categories will underline that the earlier build-
ings of were erected without any seismic protection, while those
of second class were conceived in agreement with the Romanian
seismic code.

The spatial structures dealt with belong especially to
shell roof. and containers, only one case is reffering to a
double layer grid covering.

It also should be mentioned that all the considered struc
tures are made of reinforced or prestressed concrete. Generally,
spatial structures, shells in particular, behaved rather, well
during the March 4 1977., earthquake, in their fields ( curved
plates within their boundaries). The explanation of this good
behavior has to be seen, in the intimate layout of spatia1_s~

tures, able to produce a similar response for actions 'oriented in
any direction (£1g.2).

FIG. 2

Damages occurred mostly at the edge or support elements •
then when they were wrongly conceived, or when later introduced
partition walls or other functional elements made the eatire
structure to rotate during the earthquake motion around an ec-
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centric vertical axis.

Failures happ~ed at many water towers not to their _ ocn
tainer shells, but to the support cylinders, due to shear fo~ces

greater than the section capacity or due to some foundation
deficiencies •

200mc2 ~OOmc2

FIG.3

lOOOmc2

Two umbrella shells, as fig.4 shows, overturned about
their bases, because they were not well enough fastened at the
rigide level with the adjacent house. (fig.4).

FIG. 4
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In the second part of this report 7 shells located in
various intensity zones, as fig.l shows, will be presented.

At a locomotive depot erected in 1974 (marked 1 on the map),
whose roof is made of 40 conoidal shells of 6.5 em thickness
(fig.5) each resting on arches sU~fiorted by columns, no trouble
was recorded, in spite of the VII- degree intensity of the
earthquak~.

FtO.'
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In the center of this
depot there are five
elliptic shells of 8cm
thicJ ness, e~choovering

a 27x16.50 m area.
These also have suf
fered no damage. -
The. second shell be
longs to the Predeal
rallway station(fig.6)
whose roof is an ~ 
metric hyperbolic pa
raboloid made of pre
cast elements as
sembled by prestressing.

The c~vering of about
800 m area, rests on
two abutements, tro\J3h
steel hinges, and it
suffered apparently no
damage during the earth
quake referred to. The
shell, marked on 3 on
the fi9tr.map (placed
in an 8 . degree in
tensity zone) is a sport
hall, whose roof is
made of five shei!s ,
described by a 4 de
gree equation co~ering

an almost 1200 m area
(photo fig.7). The
shell was made of pre
cast units, made of
two 4 cm thick plates
including, between
these a 5 cm thermal
insulation sheet. The
assembling was perfo~

by longitudinal pre
stressing. This shell,
which rests on the
foundation through st~
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e1 hinges, suf-
fered no damage.
In Bucharest a
big depot (4 on
fig.l) erected in
1933, whose roof
1s made of cylin
drical shells, su2
ported by tied ar-:
ches, was affected
only by cracks in
columns it their
upper parts as drawn
1n fig.8.
Also in the capital,
a big covered ar&!
of about 10,000 m
has to be men
tioned. Its roof
is made of a 7 em
thick cylindrical
shells shaped in
an original S form
(photo fig.9).
Cracks occurred,in
this case, to the
supporting frames,
especially to .-e
columns over loaded
by the torsion ~
ated through some
partion wall~~ch

have displaced the
rigidity center.
Fig.10 shows the
cracks and some
repairing details.
A similar S-shaped
shell (photo 11)
was built at Sa
vineeti ( location
5 on f1g.l). The
shells of 6.5 em
thickness rest on
frames with CUIVe8
spandrals, placed
at the outer shell
side (£1g.l2).

In this case, no
damage was observed,



The structure made
of precast thin lens
elements (location 8
on fig.l, photo in

initiol fig .13) has suf-
column fered no damage either.

In this case, no
damage of any kind
could be seen in
spite of the fact
that intensity eight
was suffered during
the 1977 earth~uake.

Also undamaged was a
double-layer grid
structure made of
single-type precast
elements (location 9
on fig.l), which was
assembled at the
ground through post
tensioned cables
(fig.14) •

Reference:

li/ STAS 9165-72

as was the cas e with
a veladroidal erected
in Cluj ( location 7
on fig.l), whose in
ner view appears in
£ig.12. This shell,
made of precast ele
ments, had a very
good performance du
ring the last earth
quake.

FIG.10

/
r~ring /
concrete sleeve J
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1.6
CONSIDERATI~S OF THE CAUSES OF COLLAPSE OR DAMAGE OF SOME
DWELLINGS IN BUCHAREST DURING THE ..lARCH 4, 19"17, EARTHQUA!<E

Gheorghe S&ndulescux

ABSTRACT

The collapse of 30 dwellings, hav~ng 6 to 12 stories~~

the March 4, 1977, earthquake imposed the need for serious analy
ses in order to explain and eliminate the causes of the collapse.
The in situ determinations of the dynamic characteristics of the
severely damaqed buildings correlated with the on-site investiga
tion concerning the actual response of the buildings under strong
seismic loads. They revealed the main causes of failure for seve
ral characteristics structur~l elements, and for the whole struc
tural assembly.

The paper presents the errors both in the seismic design
and in the execution of some reinforced concrete characteris t d. c
details, corresponding to the available level of knowledge on a
national and international scale in the period these buildings
were constructed.

The report also presents a number of the author's conside
rations about safety as a function of time, a new method of seis
mic design, the design of conventional elements has to be repl~d

by realistic determinations of the available load-bearing capaci
ties of the building at a given moment.

x Civil Engineer, Design Institute for Typified BUildings,
Bucharest
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The March 4 1977 earthquake affected a very large area of
the territory of our country. As a consequence, this earthquake
subjected to seismic actions a large number of buildings essen 
tially different from the point of view of the structural concep
tion, structure material, level of engineering knowledge avai
lable for design and execution, building age at the time of the
earthquake, number of preceding micro and macro earthquakes, con
sequences of the service period concerning the preservation 0 f
the stiffness characteristics, loading 1ev~l, etc.

As a matter of fact, taking into account the above mentio
ned items, almost every buildi~g can develop a specific strength
during a local earthquake. The specific value of this strength
is determined by the interplay between all the events the buil
ding have previously suffered and the loading characteristicsim
posed by the respective earthquake. Nevertheless is possible to
establish some common general features for the response of dif
ferent building categories with identical or similar design con
ceptions during a certain type of earthquake - eSPecially when
the age of these buildings is almost the same and the loading an-
tecedents similar. Such a situation obviously occurred during
the 4 March 1977 earthquake, when the great majority of the buil
dings in Bucharest behaved satisfactorily, excepting the 8 - 10
story dwellings located in the center of the city and erected in
the period between the ~o World Wars, which did not behave pro
perly and led to 30 of the 33 collapses recorded in Bucharest.

The main cause of these failures both in structural and
non-structural elements was the lack of an aseismic design con
ception of the buildings built before 1940. Also these buildings
were not designed for conventional mass loads, as the specia
lists concluded subsequently. As a matter of fact, the basic de
sign con~eption of these buildings provides only a load bearing
capacity for the gravity load. We assign that fact not to an in
sufficient training of the specialists but to an insufficient~
ledge of the earthquake engineering problems in that period 0 f
time.

For tall bUildings with reinforced concrete framed struc
t~re, the lack of an aseismic design conception that led to fai
lures and collapses can be expressed by:

1. The functional design lay-out presenting asymmetrica 1
shapes with respect to the main axes. That led to overloading s
as a result of the general torsioned effects (e.g.Bd.N.B!lcescu,
No.24).

2. The partition of the functional space (flats) in asym
metrical shapes led to the impossibility of an organized lay-out
of the structural members (beams and columns). Thus they are not
able to form structural subassemblies (frames) providing the re
quired stiffness and capacity to resist the overloadings, by dis-
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sipating the absorbed seismic energy, in p0st-elastic regime.

3. Due to the random arrangement of the main structural mem
ber. as mentioned, as a consequence of the total subordination 0 f
the structural to the functional solution, the structural system
withstanding the horizontal loads has a causal character and con
sists of concrete structural elements provided to resist gravitati
onal loadings and non-structural elements-interior and exterior
walls whose contribution to the load-bearing systems was fortuitou&

4. The contribution of the interior .nd exterior walls to
the load-bearing system for horizontal loads along with the struc 
tural members prOVided to carry the vertical loads to the ground,
led to a random development of structural'schemes (weak frames).Due
to these schemes the building, by the general box-effect,could re
slst the effect of the seismic base shear force and the deformation
imposed by the earthquake. Therefore stress redistributions,in some
cases even total changes of the stress types and thus exceeding the
load-bearing capacities of some specific sections of the main~
tural elements, failed.

5.The general box-effect, made the partitioning walls and
especially indeed those framed by columns and beams, to act as~
walls in the transfer of the horizontal inertia mass loads to the
ground. The inabil'.ty of the masonry walls to take over tensioned
stresses, caused cracks and diagonal failure planes at X shape, out
of plane displacements and even their collapse. At the same time,
in the concr~te structural elements that framed the walls,~~
resulted due to the partial shear wall effect (in fact compression
diagonal truss mechanism). These overloadings are represented b y
additional shear forces in columns causing the damage of these ele
ments.

6. The lack of designed stiffening elements,corresponding to
the vertical profiLe and to the mass of the building, prOVides a
high flexibility featured by natural vibration periods of more than
2 sec. The above mentioned general box-effect reduced the building
fleXibility, providing an additional rigidity in comparison with
that of the concrete structural elements. Even if this "selfcor~

tion" of the dynamic characteristic of natural vibration had been
realized, the constructive assembly remained in the "flexlbl."ranq~

Thus, considering the shape of the response spectra curves determi
ned for the March 4 1977 earthquake, a higher amount of~~
gy was absorbed by these buildings in comparison with more rigid
buildings and so the structural and non-structural elements w ere
more intensively stressed.

7. At the same time, the general box-effect, gave thesebUl
dings a general adapting process under the action of real seismic
loads. This occurred less by bending inelastic lateral deformation
the building was not provided for but more by shear f.orces. wherp.by
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the absorbtion of the seismic energy by an irreversible but ~t
ted stress-strain deformation process was achieved.

8. In most of the case., the vertical profile of the buil
ding does not pre.ent a constant stiffness or a linear .variation
due to the large free spaces of the shop ground-floor. The gene
ral box-effect did not include the height of the ground floor of
the bUilding. So, the transfer of the seismic forcas~owards the
ground, by shear forccs especially, overloaded the g~d floor
columns, the unique elements available to withstand the base~
force at this level. Therefore these elements suffered such dama
ges as: cracks and failure planes due to the exceeding of the ca
pable stresses by the compressive principal stresses ~erre.~
to the streBS c~ination and by this may determine the begin-
ning of the collapse process. .

9. Plastic hinges in the column-beam joints developed when
the number, nature and distribution of the interior walls couldn'
t significantly ensure the general box-effect. The response of the
building is performed by the balance between the induced seismic
energy and the potential energy corresponding to the inelasticde
formation developed by the whole building. The plastic hinges de
veloped in most of the cases in beams (joint area) without ~ea

ching the limit deformation of the concrete in compresSion. Thus
vertical cracks due to exceeding the elastic deformation in rei~-

forcement have occurred. .

10. The reinforced concrete slabs, which were not designed
as horizontal diaphragms able to provide common deformations 0 f
the adjacent vertical load-bearing structures, overloaded bt the
gegeral torsion effect of the buildings (as a result of its plane
and vertical symmetry), Buffered such damage as: cracks and fai
lure planes be.cause the reinforcement elastic limit were exceeded
(generally the reinfoccement disposed along the secondary d i
rection.

11. A reciprocal influence was noted between adjacent bull
dings with different dynamic characteristics when aseismic joints
were not provided or when the existing ones were too small. The
example of the building Ca1ea Victoriei 9S was significant. I n
this case, one of the adjacent buildings having a lower h~ight,
started a process that impeded the deformation tendency of the
bUilding during its post-elastic adapting. Thus, the structurale
lsments at the respective level have been drastically damaged.

12. It is assumed that one of the causes of the damage,
besides the above mentioned lack of an aseismic design, is ~ h e
poor quality of the concrete used for columns and beams. In that
period of time the B 120 - 9 140 Grade was used in building. The
loadings caused by the 1940 earthquake, the bombing during the
1941-1944 War and especially the progressive decay of the rnateruu
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due to the pollution and to the corroston of the concre~e led to a
decrease of the i¥itial strength value under 100 kg/em (in some
cases 50-60 kg/em ).

The decay of the concrete by concrete mass microcracks and
by the loosening of the covering-layer also involved a signi~t

corrosion process of the load-bearing reinforcements.T hat de
creased obviously the load-bearing capacity of the strucblral ele
ments, especially for overtaking the shear forces, leading t 0
cracks and failure planes and finally on severe states of total
collapses.

We do consider that the correct understanding of the cau
ses that produced severe damage in this 'category of buildings du
ring the March 4 1977 earthquake, represents only the~~

for the asse8E11'llB'1t of a new design philosophy for buildings Uflder severe
seJsmic loading. This philosophy has to take ihto account the
complexity of the safety relationships in order to balance a very
uncertain loading state with a required load bearing ~ity avai
lable at the moment of hazard.

Thus we intend to present here some considerations regar
ding the future development of a more realistic analysis of the
buildings under seismic loadings.

It is well known that in the common design practice, buil
ding safety is determined by a "designed safety" corresponding to
an ideal case. In this case the building would perform in strict
conformity with the design condition from all points of view: di
mensions, physical and mechanical characteristics of the mater~

ground and loading conditions. The specialist checks the r~ed
safety conditions both for the common service loads and for ex
ceptional loadings as the seismic loads. The specialist hast 0

check the bUilding design as if it would be already in service,
unchanged, for the whole service period.

Thus the building is prOVided with a load-bearing capacity
that exceeds the normal service loadings and is close to the lbdt
value of the extraordinary loadings that determine the proportD
ning of the structure. Under normal service loadings the bUilding
has to remain in the elastic stress-strain range, while under ex
traordinary loadings an inelastic behavior is allowed, as a sur
vival method.

From this point of view we can ask the question:
Has the building under extraordinary load the same survival

whatever its age, or, in other words, can we accept the idea of a
constant post-elastic adapting capacity of the main structural e
lements for the whole service period?

That is under the question because it can be assumed that a
building is featured by:
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- life: The building is a living mechanism that pe~t1y
records the consequences of the service conditioDi.

- age: The building presents a variation of the available
load-bearing capacity during the service period.

- reaction: The building can periodically adapt itself to a
loading state.

As paradoxical as it seems, the actual design philo s o.p h y
does not consider the safety problem under the above mentioned as
pects, although it is obvious that the total resources the buil
ding has, during a peak-loading (the seismic loading) are directly
determined by the age of the building and also by irreversible~

ding antecedents of the building.

The exceptional seismic load that can bring the building
close to collapse will have values different from the design value.
It should be also assumed that these values are different for
different moments in time. The building is influenced by:

- The state of the building loads that preceded the event
and could lead to a variation of the stiffness distribution as re
gards the design assumptions, to a lower or higher "micro out-of 
use state".

- The characteristic of the process of the building ada~
to the ground, under normal service loads and the nature of the
existing soil-structure equilibrium at the event moment.

- Variation in time of the mechanical characteristics oftha
construction materials that may prove to be a favorable or unfavo
rable development from the point of view of the load-bearing oapa
city and especially from the point of view of the non-linear de
formation characteristics.

- The number and value of the seismic loading antecedents
of the building, taking into account the increasing~ which
has to be paid to the micro-earthquakes. Even if these are not di
rectly perceived by people, they SUbject nevertheless the bui~
to the ultrasound effects.

- Th~ influence of the environment on the building (corro 
sion, bio-degradation).

Considering the above mentioned, the safety philosophy 0 f
the actual design consisting of the check-up of a theoretical l~
bearing capacity as regards one or several presumed loadings, has
to be approached from a more realistic view. This new philosophy
should accept the necessity to verify the bUilding's functionality
by the safety criterion considered as a variable function in tine,
considerinq the bUilding permanently influenced by the complex ac
tion of the environment. The analysis of the safety dynamics of a
structure is neceasary when an anticipated possible behavior 0 f
the buildinq is required for a future earthquake, due to the fact
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that the available load-bearing capacity to resist the seismic
loads is a direct result of the previous loading suffered by the
buildings.

Two different ways may be adopted ir. design practice t a
determine the variation of the safety in time, namely:

1. A check of the whole safety of the building even in the
design phase for several distinct stages of the service-period.

For each of these stages, taking into account on one hand
the probability of the strength and deformation characteristic s
changing and on the other hand, that of the loading and adapting
process to the environment, it would be possible to assess again
the allowable functionality conditions, keeping the same safety
level for a possible seismic load action of a given type of~
quake.

2. The periodic checking of building safety for seismic
loadings, at significant time-intervals (20-25 years), tak~ into
account the real situation of the building, on the basis of the
mechanical and stiffness characteristics by nondestructive ana 
lysis methods.

Depending on the above mentioned data, in order to main
tain the same safety level, the building may suffer functional
limitations, as for example the reduction of the loading level,
the partial shutdown of constructive assembly (reduction of the
level number or of the additional structural elements in compa 
rison with the initial design, harmoniously integrated into the
constructive assembly).

By these two methods essentially, it would be possible to
adopt a new philosophy, passing from the static assessment 0 f
safety, to a main realistic approach, implemented now in all the
fields of technology, concerning a new assessment of the avai
lable potential as a function of the physical and moral wear 0 f
the respective unit, because the building can be easily assimi
lated to a complex mechar.ical unit.

Transpositing this approach into current design ~es

the development of an appropriate calculus method based on a re
search technique able to supply complete data concerning the
actual buildinq stiffness, the recorded stress state and the ava
ilable strength capacity of the str1..ll~turd.l ~lemeilts.



1.7 EARTHQUAKE PRO'li:~ ..... JN OF EXISTING LOW-RISE

RESIDENTIAL AND MIXED-OCCUPANCY BUII.DINGS

Decebal Anas~asescux
Radu Marinov

Most of the existing building stock found both in Romania
and elsewhere consists of low-rise (2-5 stories) residential and
mixed-occupancy buildings. Depending on the date of construction,
the construction of such buildings range frQm plain or reinfor 
ced masonry walls with wooden floors or small brick vaults with
steel members, or RC floors to construction or prefabricated~
forced concrete frame or shear wall structures.

Except for buildings with the latter type of construction,
buildings constructed before earthquake-resistant design became
common practice (and before the first Romanian code,PI3-1965,for
earthquake-resistant design was issued), have been found to show
major shortcomings as regards their global and local seismic be
havior.

Thus, for example, such buildings are often irregular
in shape and aSYmmetric in the horizontal and vertical distribu
tion of volumes, masses, and stiffnesses. This is partly due to
the sometimes decisive influence of the architectural layout of
a building. The unfavourable response of older buildings to e~
-:'.lake motions is aggravated by their wooden floors, whose ina
aequate stiffness in their own plane and jointing to the sur
rounding walls prevents the benefical interaction between the
vertical members of the structure. Moreover, the stiffness, bea
ring capacity a~d ductility of the structural elements prOViding
protec:ior. against earthquake effects and diminished due to in~

propr~dte detailing and the lack of engineering analysis. The
generally low density of masonry walls spaced sometimes as much
as sixteen to twenty meters span (a spacing far in excess of the
pr~sent code provisions), the reduced dimensions and poor trans
verse reinforcement of the columns of reinforced concrete frames,
the presence of too many openings for doors, etc. in the walls
all may cause severe damage under an eerthquake. In addition,
inappropriate locations of the load-bearing members cause t he
torsional stiffness to be greatly reduced as compared to the

x Dr.t~r:.l., In~l~tute of Timifoara (IPROTIM), Romania
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translational one and determine a pronounced eccentricity 0 f
the center of stiffness. This, in turn, causes the latend
bearing members, espec1al!y those located at some distance from
the center of stiffness, to be overstressed, an effect that in
creases with the duration of the earthquake, causing greater
damage and loading, implicitly, to an dven greater loss of tor
sional stiffness. The effect of structural torsion was noticed
in many low-rise buildings after the earthquake in Bucharest on
March 4, 1977.

The picture of structural deficiencies that make bui~ngs

sensitive to earthquakes is completed by the use of low~ade buir
ding materials (bricks, IIDrtars am lXl'lcrete), nDde worse by the influ
ence of environmental factors like vibrations, physical and che
mical pollution, etc., faulty execution on site, and last but
not least, subsequent alterations in the stru~ture, particularly
in buildings where the ground floor has special functions, dif
ferent from those of the superstructure above.

In many cases, low-rise buildings have inSufficient stif
fness. However, the second-order (p. A) effect due to the dead
load of the structure is less pronounced in them than in taller,
often more flexible buildings constructed before 1960.The total
collapse of low-rise bUildings was encouraged by the lackof ~
tility in the vertical load-bearing members (low-grade concrete,
poor transverse reinforcements, insufficiently anchored longitu
dinal reinforcement).

Recent earthquakes of high intensity(including the 1977
earthquake in Romania) have clearly shown that older low - rise
buildings without earthquake protection have a different respame
to ground motion than newer ones (built after 1960) ~ich had
been designed according to modern concepts of earthquake protec
tion. Thus, the structural deficiencies described above, parti 
cularly those affecting the general structural layout, caused
various degrees of deterioration in the structural members such
as horizontal, vertical or inclined (diagonal) cracks in masonry
walls and concrete columns and beams, culminating 1n the local
or total collapse of the building.

Earthquake-resistant design therefore became a major de
sign consideration with the staff of IPROTIM, the Timl,oaral
Romania Design Institute, when they were charged with streng-
thening bUildings in Bucharest with mcderate-to-severe damage
from the 1977 earthquake, and in OUled-Fares in Algeria after the
devastating earthquake on October Ie, 1980 (intensity X-XI on the
MKS scale).

Correction of the damage to these bUildings required,~

all, adequate bracing of the structural ensemble by means of new,
high-stiffness elements (masonry or RC diaphraqms)~ this opera 
tion was sometimes difficult to carry out because of the func
tional restrictions due to the architectural layout both in the
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superstructure and in the ground floor (which had larger spaces
with fewer columns). One example is a bloQk of flats (consistin q
of basement, ground floor and four storeys)that was built in the
1930's, with masonry walls and reinforced concrete frames and
floor slabs, another example 1s the reinforced concrete-frBEd~
ture of the Ouled-Fares hospital mosque that was under construc
tion when the earthquake occurred.

In the Bucharest building, the two main masonry ~~
that are oriented in almost orthogonal directions were~
due to their eccentric position, and the floor slab rotated as a
result of the general tors1ona~ effect, superimposing this dis
placement and stressing intensely the main frontal lonqit.u d i nal
frame of the ground floor facade.

To provide a uniform bracing of the structure (by creating
similar stiffness along the principal direction and dampeningfhe
general effect of torsion), median shear walls running in the di
rection of the two firewalls were introduced. This was done b y
lining the existing, 15 cm thick partitions of the other fl~.

with a 10 cm, coat of reinforced concrete and contianing these on
the ground floor and basement with 15 em thic~reinforced concre
te or 25 cm thick reinforced masonry shear-walls (fig.l).

In badly damaged structural members (masonry firewalls,
cracked in a diagonal directions, and columns in the facade frame)
the brickwork was repaired and its cracks grouted with cementmor
tar before bracing the walls and columns with reinforced concrete.
Less badly damaged walls were also repaired by grouting.

While the general layout of the Bucharest bUilding permit
ted new stiffening members to be introduced inside the building,
this was impossible in the case of the Ouled-Fares hospital~
The only solution functionally admissible was to provide RC~
walls along the contour of the building, playing the role of ex
ternal "tubes", as they are specific of mul tistorey bui ldings(fig.,2).

SiJ'x::e the structure had oot been protected against earthquakes i n
accordance with t~e provisions of an adequate code, the short co
lumns at the le'/\c' of the hollow." sanitary" space suffered visible
damage owing to nase shear. A peripheral RC diaphragm was there
fore provide~ at this level, and both the ground floor columns
and the n€wly provided shear-walls were jointed to this ~.

Before deciding whether a structure is worth strengthen~

and, if so, how the strengthening should be carried out,the ~
of deterioration has to be assessed. This can be done in one of
the following ways:

1. Knowing the natural period of vJbration of the building
in its initial stage (say, on commissionir.g) To and at some later
time, Tl, the degree of deterioration may be expressed as
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(1)

in which To is a••u.ed to have been determined expertmentally.
2. A survey of damages in the structure gives the degree

of deterioration as:

g=~i Sj •
l:Si (2)

in which 51 is the bearing capacity of ~ structural member "i"~
horizontal loading. and ci .is the rate of decrease of this bearing
capacity due to dama~e.

The decision of whether a building should be pulled down,o~

on the contrary, strengthened, and the extent of strengthening,
should be based on the following parameters: reliability of the
structure, the estimated life expectancy of the building.

The reliability of the structure can be assessed from Eq.3:

n
R=RO[1 - 9 ) (3)

where R is the structural reliability at the considered time,Ro is
the initial reliability of the structure, 9 is the degree of de
terioration of the structure, and n is the number of earthquakes
of maximum intensity likely to occur during the life of the buil
ding. For a period of 40 years, between two earthquakes of maXimum
intensity, n= 1 f 2.

Since considerable social, economic and financial efforts
are required for reconditioning all the buildings damaged after a
disastrous earthquake, a"strengthening strategy" should be worked
out by grading damages and scheduling repairs. "Graded strength
ening" really means that the measures required the damage 10ne by
the earthquake are differentiated, drawing a distinction between :

(a) full strengthening (100'), which involves all the mea
sures required to restore at least the initial reliability of the
structure so that it satisfies current earthquake code provisions,
and

(b) partial strengthening (75 or SOt), respectively), which
means that the measures indicated for (a) are achieved to an ex
tent of 75 or 50%, respectively.

"Sheduled strengthening" refers to the planning in time of
strengthening works, usually in the follOWing order:

1 - strengthening of vertical load-bearing members(columns,
walls)

2 - restoring horizontal rigidity by providing shear- walls
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and bracings, and strengthening longitudinal walls
3 - repair and .trengthenina of floors.

Full strengthening requires all these three operations to
be carried out, in cas. of partial strengthening, step' land 2
must be carried out to achieve 75' - strengthening, while step 1
is compulsory for a 50' strengthening of the structure.

Table 1 prupos. a way of grading and sheduling strengthe
ning works depending on the decrease in reliability and the life
expectancy of the building at a given time:

Table 1

a/R
O

and 0/0
0

~ dependent grading and

scheduling of ~trengtheninq works

>0,8
-...._·_..--t~-··....-IIIIIII~··..·-_:·_--.'-_· -

------ - --
>0,8

~ M, t. (JI1!Cj)
D tim (X;:2}~ ~".o,8.::::'D >0,6

0 cur +("

0,6>1 :>0,_ tJ:?!CJ)~ ~0

--~~ c.. ~'

- • ...__.
In this table, Do i8 the initial life expectancy of the

building and D 1s the life expectancy at the time of ar.1~~

The disastrous damage caused by recent high-intensity~
quakes, especially in old buildings that had not been given ~
seismic protection after earlier earthquakes, have clearly shown
that adequate strengthening of such buildings is .8.ential. Ac
tion must also be taken in areas of potential seioamicity wnere ,
80 far, structures have not gone through earthquakes of the 1n
tensity for which they have been designed. One example i8 pro-
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vided by Tiroiloara/Romania, a town located in an earthquake area
of intensity 7(~~K).

Of the 170 earthquakes recorded in this area (the Banat)
between 1766 and 1976, six had an epicentral intensity of 6 - 7.5
on the MSK scale. These were generated in the fault running west
to Timiloara. Owing to the small depth of the foci (4 to 10 km),
the intensity of such earthquakes decreases rapidly with the dis
tance from the epicenter, for an earthquake of intensity 7, the
radius of the corresponding isoseismal line is 3 to 8 km~~
on the depth of focus. 'l111s explains why the city of Ti:ni!Joara has
never been affected by previous earthquakes, the most intense of
more recent 'earthquakes (on 27 May 1959), of a max~um intensity
assessed to be 7,5 in the epicentral area (near the village Sag,
on the southern section of the fault), occurred at 12 to l5km from
Timiloara, a distance that did not affect the present perimeter~~

the town.

It is obvious that in case of future, stronger, seismic ~
tivity in the central section of the fault, the isoseismal line
of intensity 7 will include all of the pres.n~ built-up perimeter
of Timiloara. This makes an a~alysis and strengthening of exis
ting unprotected low-rise buildings in the town essential,
moreover because their foundations are absolutely inappropriate.
In a considerable number of bUildings located on difficult~
(dumpings, alternating clay and sand layers with a rather high
water table),unacceptable differential settlement occurred,C8using
cracks and other damage that was than aggravated during ~t
earthquakes.

CONCLUSIONS

Earthquake-resistant protection of existing unprotected
low-rise buildings for housing and social-cultural activities re
quires urgent action to be taken. This involves:

1. making a survey of the structures of such buildings, to
provide a history of previous interventions and a distinct clas
sification of the latter,

2. determining the dynamic and material characteristics of
the more important members of the structure, determining the na
tural frequency of vibration of the bUildings at different times
(intervals) to assess the progressive decrease in the stiffness
of the structure due to environmental effects,

3. mapping and micro-zoning thp. areas of seismic hazard,
i.e.determining the spectra of seismic response for potentially
seismic town areas. Distinction must be made between static and
dynamic responses of buildings, according to the depth of the focus.

4. determining the actual level of structural safety 0 f
the analyzed bUildings and categorizing structures according t 0
this criterion,
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5. deciding in favor of strengthening, depending on the
assessed structural safety level of the bUilding, on the seismi
city of its location and on the planned future service expec
tancy correlated with general city planning. Scheduling or straq
thening work depends on the financial state of the owners. I n
very old buildings in the first stage, the structure can be stif
fened (braced) by means of additional transverse walls~~~,

ties etc. and wooden floors can be clamped and stiffened bf~
of orthogonal steel reinforcements, at a later date, they can be
replaced by RC floors,

6. working out a consolidation design at the assessed le
vel of structural safety. Elements newly introduced into the
structure should be integrated as completely as possible, and
structural requirements should be correlated with the functional
requirements of the existing architectural layout. Also, consi 
dering the close interaction between structure and soil, the ne
gative effects of this interaction should be eliminated or at
least diminished;

7. issuing codes concerning both the methods of evaluatkm
and the techniques of strengthening for bUildings; working oct
detailed as well as standard designs to ensure maximum ~ffi~

of the earthquake-resistant protection of existing low-rise ~
dings.
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1.8
RBMARJtS AND CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE EFFECTS OF THE 1977

EAR'l'IIQUAJCE IN 'l'BE PRAHOVA COUNTY I THE BEHAVIOR OF PEOPLE
AND BUILDINGS, sacrAL AND TECHNICAL ACTIONS FOR RECOVERY

AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE

Aurel NestorX

Elena IliescuX
xGheorqhe Piti,

1. GENERAL DATA

The Prahova district is Southwest~f Vrancea seismic zone.
The capital of district, Ploietti city (227,POO inhabitants) i s
60 km North of Bucharest and 130 km from Foc,ani, the capital of
Vrancea district. The Prahova district has 852.000 inhabitants
(1984) about 3,8 , of the country population. Ih the NoEth or the dis
trict are mountains (the Carpathians), in the center a hilly 80ne
(with great salt mines SlAnic-Prahova, Telega-C!mpina and oil

. fields), in the South the Romanian plain. From a tectonic point
of view, the Prahova district is situated on the moesic sub
Dlate, lnclud1ng .. the'contact zone with the inter-alpine lub-plata.
rault system exist in the Drajna-VAlenii de Munte zone (to the
West) and the major fault Tinosu (10 km Southest of Ploietti ) ,
Fierbinti - CA1Ara,i to the North (V.Ctmpina).

2. SEISMIC HISTORY OF THE PRAHOVA DISTRICT

The Prahova district has felt all the earthquakes whose
epicenters have been located in the Vrancea zone. The epicenters
of many earthquakes of low intensity before 1977 were located at
Bucov (8-10 km east of Ploietti). Existing documents lack infor 
mation conc.~ftinq the previous earthquak.. ,though we have more
information about the November 1940 earthquake. Withnes.es a f
both the 1940 and 1977 earthquakes were very useful. Bere ate~
excerpts from the official documents of the 1940 earthquake:

"The ninth deqree (sometimes 10th deqree) of seismic in
tensity had been felt ••• here and there ••• in Plopeni (Prahova),
70' of the residential buildinqs were destroyed, the rest beinq
damaqed. The railway bridqe fell. The church••• suffered seriou~
damaqe. Brick, stone, and wooden buildings have collapsed.

x Civil Enqlneers, Prahova Desiqn Institute - Ploietti
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-The eiqth degree was felt in large areas •••• In Valenii
de Mante ••• walls of brick buildings on stone block foundations
were split••• At Boimar! (Prahova) 22' of the houses collapsed
and 68' suffered heavy damage. InCimpina the walls of weak and
solid houses were slpit.- Similar failures were felt in Ploie,ti
and other towns.

Here are some faats about the 1977 earthquake for compa-
rison:

_ In Plopeni a bricked, • story building collapsed, and a
water tower too. A great number of reinforced concrete buildings
(s~hools) and bricked houses suffered serious damage.

- At Vilenii de Munte, only several historical buildings
(the memorial H.Iorga) have been kept.

- At C1mpina: a simtlar situatien • The other localities on
the list from 1940 are to be found in 1977.

As a result of an inquiry among the witnesses of the
.1940 and 1977 earthquakes the following conclusions have been~

- the recallections grew blur with a great deal of sub
ject.

- the fev actual comparisons seem to demonstrate a ~
earthquake effects in 1977.

The same conclusions are drawn from the analysis of pnoto 
graph1c documents, which show the effects of 1940 earthquake on
the Culture Palace in P16~e,t1. This was more seriously damaged
by the 1977 earthquake, but not in the same zones where it had
been repared after 1940 seism.

t'hThe 1963 regulations included the Prahova district in the a
degree seismic zone and the buildings erected after this period
took into account this regulation.

3. THE PLACE OF PRAHOVA DISTRICT IN THE SEISMIC EVENT FROM
1977

The 1977 earthquake had a multiple focus. The f1nal shock
53, the strongest, took place near Plttrlagele(Buzlu district) 90
krn Northeast from Ploie,ti (fig.l). The main direction of energy
radiation was South-west, the faults from the synclinal sideDraj~

Vilenii de ~unte served to propagate the energy towards the cen
tral zone of the district. The salt mountain mass Telega-Slicoi 
Sl4nlc, directed the seismic wave, towards the fault Tinosu(Ploi..~
-Fierbin~i-Clllra,iand its extension to the North.

For the prahova diatrict we have no records of seismic in
tensity. This is assessed by CFPS Sucharest at I-VIII, on the Med
vedev map at I-VIII-IX, and by Despeyroux (France) at I-VIII. A s
compared with Bucharest (registered by the above mentioned at 1
VIII), ~ must take into account the following aspects:
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- In the Prahova district, there were no framed old buil
dings stmilar with those that fell in Bucharest.

- The buildings with the same structures, de.igned for the
8k seismic grade in Ploie,ti, Ctmpina etc., suffefAd .imilar fai
lure. with those in Bucharest, designed for the 7 seismic dB)me.

- The buildings designed after 1964 in the Prahova distr~

were near the level of actual regulations.
- A number of old buildings (churches) Buffered greater

damage as compared with those in Bucharest, The analysis of these
aspects lead to the conclusion thet the seismic intensity i n
Ploieoti and in the most affected zone in the district was a t
least equal with that recorded in Bucharest. The under estimate
of intensity was generated, probably, by the smaller number a f
victims.

4. HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING THE EARTH~UAI<E

Between the 1973-1976, the population felt some faint~
tremors. These events did not produce damage. Therefore, in tts
initial phase, the 1977 earthquake did not alarm the populatio~

But because of the duration of the oscillations and their in 
creasing amplitude, together with loud noises and the cutoff of
electric power, the panic-stricken population left the buildings
in haste. In crOwded places (restaurants, theaters) the panic was
general.

Lacking seismic eduoation, some inhab1cants in the street
were injured by falling fire walls, chimneys, etc.

The follOWing were also noticed:
- strong oscillations, first vertically and then horizon 

tally, which gave the impression of general instability and inse
curitYJ

- loud noises, produced by the falling of furtniture,walls
and floors,

- large furniture, shelves, and cupboards overturninglUaa.
and dishes breaking, pictures falling,

- outside, large and strong oscillations on the surface of
asphalt (with the bending of columns), which later resumed their
position,

- the visible illwnination of the sky.

5. THE REACTION OF EMERGENCY SERVICES

The breaking off of electric power supply (due to the~

ting of tranaformeI3 caused the interruption of radio and televi
sion mnission and also of the telephonic connections. Though with
dificulty, traffic went cr.. The telephone connections were re
placed by radio-telephones, which kftpt working in the medical
assistance network.
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Medical assistance was aS8ured without interruption i n
the whole district, though of the 16 hospitals, 5 were strongly
affected, 80me pavillions needed evacuation, and another 4 were
greatly damaged. The fire engines 8ucceded in 8tOP 8everal ~
fires. All the available means were directed to the salvation of
victims and helping those who had suffered from the disaster.The
population was continuously supplied with food.

6. SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF BUILDINGS

a) GENERAL ASPECTS

The housing stock in the Prahova district was deterioratm
more or less. Some bUildings fell down; many were strongly da
maged. The industrial installations, the bridqes and the roads
were damaged. Some factories interrupted their activities. Some
fires broke out.

b) EFFECTS ON RURAL BUILDINGS

Buildings built according to traditional methods (wooden
building~) suffered little damage.

Raw stoned buildings were strongly damaged; the mortar
did not secure che band between the stone blocks. The stone bui~

dings suffered little damage. The brick buildings behaved dif
ferently:

- those with simple brickwork walls suffered some ool~s
and much damage;

- those with brickwork with concrete cores and floers
suffered only slight damage, even if the cores. were only at the
corners.

c) THE EFFECTS ON URBAN BUILDINGS

We took into account representative public buildings 0
3 stories.

The buildings built during 1920-1935 generally of brick
massive masonry, suffered important damage, destruction and dis
location. So~e of them needed demolishing, other ones repairing.

For public buildings with reinforced concrete frames(Cen
tral Halls Ploie~ti) the damage was limited, but the cost of ~e

pairing were very high.

Five-story load-bearing masonry buildings constructed be
fore 1964 suffered heavy damage, such as failure of corners,wln
dows, longitudinal elements, etc., and a general shear failure
at the ground level. Many of these building8 were evacuated and
reoccupied after major repairs.
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There were few framed buildings in ~he district. These suf
fered heavy damage in joints, cracks at the end of beams, and shear
failure in columns.

A special case was the collapse of a 4 story bUilding with
floor shops. The block fell down by the general shearing of co
lumns under the floor beam. Th~ buildings with mon~lithic rein
forced concrete walls had little damage: cracks and concrete ~
shing. The large panel buildings were affected very little. The
preexisting cracks opened and the slabs slipped over lintels.

7. THE SPECIALISTS ACTIVITIES

In evaluating the post-earthquake situation, the specia
lists were confused. They had to carryon both a psycholoqicaland
a technical activity. As compared with the problem, the number of
engineers was insufficient. Some of them derived subjective con 
elusions and delayed them decisions. Technical analysis involved
many specialists: design engineers and technical boards from ad
ministration. In case of another earthquake, the situation may be
repeated, because many of the specialists who had gained experi
ence in 1977, should be retired by then. In ~:~er to avoid future
con(uaioDs and delays, it would be useful to develop regulations
in order to establish a consistent way to analyze the effects of
earthquake and to evaluate the vulnerability of buildings. In a
flr~t step, the methodology must be very strop: in order to in
volve~l~ trained specialists} Later, complex analyses may be
done, on the base of data from the first step.

89 THE REPAIR ANJ) PROTECTION OF BUILDINGS

By sustained efforts of all the working people, in a ~
period of time, the damaged butldings were ready to be used agai~

Top priority were the hospitals, the schools, adm5nistrativebuil-
dings, as well as the evacuated apartments. In the masonry bui~
dUqs - showing a longitudinal deficit - the bearing walls were
provided with reinf.orced netting. Other buildings were repaired
in the displacement areas, by introduction of structural .teel
braces, or of sGme webs in the corners. The shear wall buildings
were infected, strengthened with concrete newly grouted, The da
maged columns and nodes, ·~re repaired and strengthen~ with
concrete. To protect affected areas, a sustained action of ju
dicious verification from the view point of antiseismic strength,
is necessary the repaired or strengthened buildi~qs included. For
solving the problem as a whole a permanent program is necessary
because the passing of time sends us away from the passed earth 
quake and draws us near the next.
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l!arch

9. CONCLUSIONS

Ne aga1n underline the following aspeots:
- the Prahova district was stronqly aff.ected ~ the 1977

earthquake,
- continuous activity is necessary in order to protect

the existing buildinqs. A useful tool ma y be a requlation which
establishes a constant way of work.

- for the next earthquake training of specialists body
1s ne~ssary.
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1.9 BEHAVIOR OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS IN

JASSY DURING THE 1977 VRANCEA EARTHQUAKE

constantin Mihai x)

Silvia CovaH xx),

Gheorghe palamaruxxx)

The original monuments in th& city of Jassy which mark its
different historical stages, such as Saint Sava church, Three
Hierarchs and Barboi church or The Palace of Culture (which is
built on the site of the old princely palace), are guarded by
Ceta~uia, Galata, Frumoasa ana other monasteries wh1ch are loca~

ed on neighboring hills.

lc&
IasBy

of
of
of

first

Due to its suitable conditions for human life and
location at the crossing of commercial routes, the city of
quickly developed and in a short time became the capital
Moldavia country, a political, and economic, cultural center
the country. It is noteworthy to mention that in the city
1aoi functioned the first university as well as the
academy in Romania.

It may be said that in the city of Jassy every place re
minds one a historic moment. That is why the city may be con
sidered as a true national museum where each stone and house 1s
talking about its past.

Generally, the historical monumental buildings of 1a,i
have stone masonry foundations, stone or brick masonry walls ~d

columns, timber floors and various kinds of small vaults and
arched walls.

The roofs were made of wood frame, works, and special fil
lings of heavy materials were used as floor insulation. Both
exterior and interior walls had appreciable thickness (generally
more than 1 m) and sometimes they had no.eaving connections at
corners and intersections. The older buildings were providedwith
steel ties or more rarely, with wood ties as well as with iron
clamps. The quality of stone and brick masonry as well as that
of the mortar varies appreciably from one bUilding to another.

The historic monuments to which references are made in
~his paper have resistant structure made of massive bearing

x, xx, xxx, Senior researchers, ICCPDC - branch of Jassy,
Romania
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masonry and floors with variable stiffness and heavy masses.
Church buildings are generally provided with towers symmetrical
ly or asymmetrically distributed about the main structure. Ar
rangement of the resisting elements and their connections, as
well as general arrangement of the masses, often induce, due to
seismic input, comple~ actions that are difficult to evaluate by
calculations. Also difficult to estimate is the bearing capacity
of different elements due to the fact that they underwent various
~grees of damage in time, which are difficult to be evaluated
For example, an old building constructed 500 years ago
Romania has survived 31 earthquakes of which, seven had the
tensity degree of 7, five of 7/2, ten of 8, five of 8/2 and
of 9 in the epicentral region.

It should be noted that a part of the old bUildings, due
to their structural equilibrium and accuracy of execution under
went minor damage from the ~arthquakes, However, the number of
these building is relatively small (£ig.12).

SOME REMARKS REGARDING THE PERFOl~NCE OF SEVERAL HISTORICAL
MONUMENTS IN THE CITY OF JASSY

Tw~lve photos have been selected from various views of the
monumental buildings in Jassy taken after the March 4,l977,earth
quake to emphasize specific damage of monuments that were af:
fected. Figures 2 to 4 show the old University and A~ build
ings while Figs.5 - 12 show images of different churches.

The most important observations are mentioned below:

- the effect of masses upon inertia forces even for low
rise buildings (Figs.2 - 11);

- weak mechanical qualities of some materials degraded
during the years;

- unfavorable effects of some foundations Witllout spatial
connections and made of unadequate materials;

- unfavourable effect due to the absence of someoontinuous
intermediare connections at large height walls;

- unfavourable behavior of appendages located at the upper
part of bUilding, especially when asymmetrically placed (Figs.7,
8; 11);

- unfavourable behavior of short columns, especially when
they are made of stone work or brick masonry (Figs.9, 10);

- any modifications performed to bearing elements of the
building duri4g its life are evidenced during earthquake action
and generally have detrimental effects (fig.ll);

- lack of walls weaving at corners and intersections pre
sents particular dangers (Fig.2; 3);

- timber floors do not provide the required interaction of
the building walls. These floors can present a great danger when
the ends of wood beams are degraded (F1g.3; 6);

- in some cases the interior or facade ornaments under-
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went important damage. Their repair is expensive and difficult
to perform.

The restoration of historic monuments is a special and
very difficult problem. A restoration design should be based
upon numero~ studies and research projects, from which those
~ to structural strength are of a special importance.
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1.10 DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS
LOCATED AT SITES WITH DIFFICULT GROUND CONDITIONS
DURING THE MARCH 4, 1977 EARTHQUAKE

Adrian Mihala~eX
Aurel Liulica ~
Victor Mihailovici

ABSTRACT

The paper presents some aspects concerning the design
(layout, construction peculiarities, material, consump~ion) and
behavior of dwellings having five stories with large-panel s~
ture built in the city of Jassy, in high seiSmic zones with
difficult foundation conditions.

The main features of the behavior of these structures in
service are described, under the action of both permanent and
special loads. References are made to the behavior of such
buildings in the earthquake of March 4, 1977. Also shown are
some aspects concerning the general degradation of the buil
dings, the components, and th£, damage due to external agents;as
well as implications about the stability and resistance ~ty.

Finally, necessary conclusions are presented for the de
sign of fully precast buildings on grounds with difficult foun
dation conditions and a high degree of seismicity, in' order to
achieve, from the socio-economic point of view, a satisfactory
architectural solution and general seismic protection.

after
shape
along

BUildings with large panels. with five stories erected
1960 in the city of Jas.y, generally have a rectangular
in the plan, with the structure of coupled shear walls
the two directions (fig.l).

The building. with reinforced concrete shear wall. erec
ted with large panel. represent about 40' of the dNe1111J)8 built
till the year 1977. The hiqh percentage of these buildings is

x
xx

Dr.eng.
Engineers Research and Design Institute - ICPROM Jassy

Romania
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due to peculiarities of layout, low material consumptions, and
high speed in erection.

The region where the city of Jassy is located has two
characteristic zones:

- zones on the plaine (river Bahlui) with grounds cons~

ting of contractile clays with variable level of the~
water, which can rise to the ground level,

- zones on the slopes of the hills with ground consis~

of loessical dusty calys, ground that is sensitive to moisture
(consolidated).

The l~yout and the analysi. for seismic loads have been
performed in accordance with the Romanian standard STAS 2923-52
(63) and the Romanian earthquake resistant design - code Pl3-63
(version PI3-70) taking into account that th& town of Jassy is
located in a zone of degree 7 (M~K).

The designation of large pannel system is applied t 0
multistory structures composed of large concrete panels which
are connected vertically and horizontally so that the wall pa
nels enclose appropriatelly size spaces for the rooms of the
bUilding. Prefabricated wall panels are usually one story in
height and in general both horizontal and vertical joints e
xists between the panels. The horizontal floor and roof panels
usually consist either of one-way spanning prefabricated slab
elements or of two-way spanning elements of the size of the re
levant room. ~llien properly connected together the horizontal e
lements act as diaphragms, transferring the earthquake loads to
the walls in addition to resisting the gravity loads.

The load bearing walls are placed both perpendicular and
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the buildings. The walls
provide resistance to horizontal seismic loads in both direc
tions and support the gravity load from two-way spanning floor
and roof elements.

The joints between the panels are constructed to assure
the continuity of the shear-walls and of the slabs realising
the linkage of the preca.qt members. The joints have been de
signed to take the shear force t~t occurs between the ends of
the precast elements, so that finally the entire structure shall
behave like a monolitnic reinforced concrete coupled shear wall
structure.

The lateral end shape o~the large panels and the linkage
elements have been designed so that the joints shall have the
capacity to take the shear force and the local compression f~
of the concrete,

Technologically, the joints have been designed
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closed or open type, undercasting the concrete or casting it at
the view.

Depending upon the type of joints, the end prepara t ion
of the panels is with shear keys of the castellated type.

The general structural behavior of those buildings du
ring the earthquake of the March 4, 1977 was been good. Special
ph~nomena was not observed, but there have been noted cases of
damage in the structural elements characteristic for the
shear walls of reinforced concrete as well as specific dama g e
due to the execution technology of the large panels.

In the dwellings with the structure of reinforced con
crete shear-walls erected la:::ge panels cracks of the following
kind could be noted:

• in the joints between the large panels (walls) that
occur in general at all types of vertical joints. These cracks
occurred on the entire height of the joints, with a current o
pening of 0,1-0,2 mm and accidentally of 0,5-1,0 mm and have
the trace of the contact zone between the panel and the con
crete cast in the joint(fig.2).The seismic action has also am
plified the opening of some of these cracks that existed with
a very small opening before the earthquake.

• under the floor panels - in the contact zone
vertical wall (0,1-0,2 mm) which have longer openings
zone of the coupled beams where occurs also a local
of the mortar.

with the
in the

crushing

• in the coupled beams frequently at the doors, vertical
or inclined in the fixing zone (0,1-0,2mm) and of recuded fre 
quency at the windows.

• in the wall panels - rare enough, along a
inclined direction, at the groun~ level, the second
fifth level.

vertical or
and the

Also noticed were cracks between the prefabricated stairs
and the horizontal stair panels due to the layout of thejoints
between these elements.

The lack of plaster at the entirely precast buildings
with five stories in the city of Jassy means that the damage is
not impressive at the first view but the damage at the large
panels is at least of the same nature and the same size at the
buil~ings with 9-11 stories, with the structure of reinforced
concrete shear walls. The foundation grounds in this zone have
a natural vibration period computed as 0,25-0,41 sec.in the~
of the plain (Bahlui river) and 0,26-0,26 sec.for the zone of
the slopes and this fact makes the buildings with a high stif
fness sensitive (reinforced concrete shear walls structure)
with small periods (0,3-0,4 sec.) and leads also to a specific
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spectral conlposition of the seismic motion of this zone. That is
because the effects of the earthquake have been so obvious for
these types of structure with the decrease of the lateral rigi
dity. Thus, an aspect that must be· pointed out is determined by
the influence of the foundation ground, characterized by the na
ture, thickneds, declination and succession or the ground layers,
the presence of the underground water, factors that can deter
mine overload effects on the buildings.

Taking into account the importallce of the joints of the
residential buildings with large panel structure in '~ransferrlng

of the forces and in the dissipation of the induced- . earthquake
energy, it is necessary to estimate the bearing capacity reserve
of the structure. Because of the peculiarities of this can
structive system for which the shear walls are realized of se
parate elements (prefabricates panels) and zones of cast insitu
concrete, the cracks dev~lop generally between the two types of
concrete. These cracks, as ~,ebeen observed at the investigated
bUildings, are amplified as number, length and opening by the ac
tion of the earthquake, and this leads to a lack of protection
of the reinforcement in the joints and also to a separation of
the structural elements.

From the analysis carried out it turns out that this con
struction system is an earthquake resistant.: c;ystem. 'l:'his sys
tern has some technological aspects that require its use in our
country.

Together with the increasing of the reliability degree ,
ful~U'_ed some social-economic demands concerning the reduction
of the fuel and of the material consumption, the realization of
some urban enssemble and agreable volumetric aspect with las
ting finishing (executed in the factory)
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1.11 SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF DWELLINGS WITH COUPLED SHEAk WALL
STRUCTURE LOCATED AT SITES WITH DIFFICULT FOUNDATION
CONDITIONS DURING THE EARTHQUAKE OF MAaCH 4, 1977

Adrian Mihalachex

ABSTRACT

Presented are the characteristics of the foundation
ground on which buildings with coupled shear wall structure
(bature of foundation ground, the presence of the phreatic wa
ter, vibration period of the ground) of the zone of the city of
Jassy, that can determine the local amplification of the
seismic oscillations with the effect of overloading the buil
dings. Also pointed out are some aspects concerning the d~sign

of these buildings and their behavior during the earthquake of
the March 4, 1977. The remarks are related to the general struc-
tural behavior and to the behavior of the structural members
depending on the execution technology, the seismic intensiy,etc.
Also pointed oue are the possibilities of assessingtt~ hfluence
of the foundation ground on the seismic loading and also the pa
rameters that characterized the working stages of the building.
In conclusion elements are presented that must be taken into ac
count in the design of structures located in such zones.

To make evident the capacity of earthquake resistant of
structures with coupled shear walls located on grounds with di~

ficult foundation conditions, their behavior at the earthquake
of March 4, 1977, and especially the comparative behavior of
the bUildings with different locations are examined.

The earthquake of March 4, 1977 represented a natural
testing laboratory of particular 1mportance the structures de
signed to resist earthquakes erected by means of industrialized
techniques.

An aspect that must be pointed out is determined by the
local influence of the ground, characterized by the natur~~dk

hess, inclination and succession of the layers of earth, the
presence of the phreatic water, as well as the depth and the

x D~. eng. Research and Design Institute - ICPROM -Jassy
Romania
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The region where the city of Jassy is located has two
characteristic zones (fig.l):

- zones on the plaine (river Bahlui) with grQunds con
sisting of contractile clays with variable level of the un
derground water which can rise to ground level (fig.la),

- zones on the slopes of the hills with grounds consis 
ting of loessical dusty clays, grounds are sensitive to moi
sture and consolidated (fig.lb).

The structural and economic efficiency of the coupled
shear walls has decided upon their choice, about 30 years ago,
structural elements of multi-story dwellings and administratiye

buildings situated in seismic areas.

Dwellinqs in Jassy with 8-11 stories with coupled shear
walls of reinforced concrete were erected until 1977 with:

B. plywood panels formworks (fig.2.l.-2.4.),
b. gliding formworks (f1g.2.5.-2.ll),
c. plain steel forms (fig.2-l2).

The layout and the analysis for seismic loads
performed in accordance with Romanian standards STAB
and Romanian earthquake resistant design code P 13 
P 13 - 70) taking intotRccount that the Jassy 1s
located in a zone of 7 degree (MSK),

In determining the horizontal loads at all these buil
dings the calculated values of the factor (tab.l) which in
troduces the influence of the fundamental vibration period and
of the ground, has been increased by 50'. The increase of the
factor (was required because the ground in this zone have an
elevated undergsound table (zones on the plaine). This value
was maintained also for the grounds sensitive to the moisture,
which represent~~otection at the 7V2 degree (MSK).

a) Behavior of structural members

In the full shear-walls the following kinds of
have been observed:

- vertical, generally at the upper levels of the buil
ding, resulting from the accentuated Shr~ effect because of
the absence of a continuous reinforcement with network along
the vertical direction of the building. These cracks have been
located especially in the long shear-walls;

- hor1zontal, straight along the casting joints,
two consecutive stories and in the joining zone of the
walls with the level-floors, cracking opened due to the
actions;
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- inclined, due to the· principal tensile stresses from
the seismic shear force. accentuated also by some interruptions
in castinq concrete in theM areas, as well as by the absence
of a continuous correspOndihq reinforcement with network. 'he
presence of the inclined crack. even at the upper levels of a
slender shear-wall al.o indicates the shearinq force effects
due to the action of the superior modes of vibration.

The coupl.a ahear-walls have presented cracks both in
the structural member. -like these mentioned preViously and in
the horizontal connection elements: ...

- vertical, in the ri9id fixing zones of the coupled
beams, in the vertical structural elements, due especially to
the seismic bendlnq moments,

- horizontal, straight along the castinq joints ( under
the slab) uncorrespondingly tested and opened due to the seis 
mGc action,

- inclinad, or ·X" shaped, due to the main tensile~
ses from the seismic shear force. These cracks have appear~d

more accentuated, even leading to the concrete dislocation 1n
the lower zones of the stiff shear walls with one single ~ow

of openings (0,2-0,4) H. At the flexible shear walls,the cracks
have extended almost to all the levels.

b) General structural behavior

One of the main. causes of the structural damage was the
absence of an adequate antiseiamic layout with reqard to the
general geometry, of the story stiffness distribution and 0 f
the connections between the structural members. The damaqe

Dappeared in the coupled beams and especially in the staircue
shear-walls. In buildings with a honey comb type of struc~

(fig.2.l0) the damage was located in the staircase elements
connecting the two building bodies, which have a separation. In
the building (f1g.2.1l, fig.2.12) the tendency to damage was
located especially in the internal lonqitudinal shear - wall
taking most of the seismic loads along this direction•

•In the two distindt and different &ones of the city
of Jassy buildings with indentlcal structures and layout are
located. Thus, for buildinq A(fig.2.ll) in the plain zone, the
seismic loads have been determined (tab.) with the seismic fac
tor c • 6,75' (increasing the factor for qrounds with high
underground water table) while building T (fig.2.l2)in the s~
zone in the tAtAra,i residential district have been also pro
teeted for the seismic factor c • 6,7St, although the calculated
seismic factor was 5,4'. The analysis performed have pointed
out that in the buildings located in the plain zone ( river
Bahlui) where the underground water table is hiqh, the damage
was stronger XA.2.ll) is compared with that in the buildings
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longitudinal

hence
limits

in the

of the T!t!rafi zone (T.2.l2.). Thus the values of the funda 
mental vibration periods measured after the earthquake(tab.2.)
are longer for the buildings in the plain zone, as a result
of the amplification by the ground of the seismic loads. The
observations carried out require improved construction 8Ol~
in the design Qf such structures, as follows:

- to adopt an adequate layout (symmetry of the general
geometry, distribution of the story stiffness and connections)
in view of ensuring a best spatial cooperation~

- to use structures with at least two
shear walls;.

- to determine the stiffness of the structure and
the number of nece8~ary shear - walls in terms of the
in which it follows to maintain the se1smic response,
~ase of different kinds of earthquakes.
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DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
TABLE .1.

FLNlAMENTAL DYNAMIC FACTOR r.» AND SElrllC DESlGN C • Ks . ~IT) . .,. e
VIBRATI(t.l ~Jl\. JI'( C 08/T

1r.A~ PEROO I SEC ) TRANSVERSAL LONGITUOllNAl Ks .. 0,03 S.. 0;15 .,.,.2
TRAN9I LONG PJ ~ -I. ena eel. fJ c./. ~ina. C·I.

t 8
11
Mal 9ing BaNui 0/567 O~5S - - - - - - - - C • SfIsmic _9" factor (,..bt@d

to th~ fundamet ltal mode)

2. C'T~ 0,£60 0,518 1,14 4,70 2.50 6 175 ',SS 4,18 2,32 6,26,
Ks -rotio~ h mQximum ac-,
~ of ttw _ismic ground.3· 11 SocoIa •NicoGno 0,408 qm t,96 5,29 2,50 6,75 2,00 5,40 2,50 6.75
motion and the ac:celeroticr'l of

4· ~SClIda - NicoIr.o 0,414 0,371 - - - - - - - - gravity dtptncling ql the seismic
zone .

S. A' 'Ri1Orasi 0,410 0,325 1,95 5,27 2,50 6,75 2,00 5,40 2,50 6,75
~T). dyromic; facta depending en,

6- ~.G'~ 0,484 0,551 1165 4,45 2.47 6,67 1,45 3,9'1 2,18 5,88
h fundamental Wlrotion period

7. JI~TOtQro. 0,482 0,365 1,66 4,48 2(.9 6.72 2.00 5,40 2,50 6,75 ~ ina.incT.ased dynamic foetor fer
~nds wit't difficult bntJtilrI

8. .~SoaJIa-NicOlina 0,468 0,414 1,71 4,62 2~50 6,75 ',Q3 5,21 2,50 6,75 CXlnditicns •

,.
,

0,518 6,06 '" • CCJTeCtion t1dor considering the•8 Hrcc eel Batnn 0,533 1,55 4,19 2,33 5,2~ 1,SO 4,OS 2,25
intUnces of the dampin;J ciiaroo

1]. .,..TOt~ 0,365 0,413 2,00 5,40 2,50 6,75 1.69 4,55 2.50 6.75 teistics of the strength reserves
and of ~ ductility

.,.. ~A' .xcndN Cl!f Bl.r1 0,365 0.473 2,00 5,40 2/50 6,75 '.69 4~5 2.50 &,75
E .. equivdence factor .

12 •T
M
SoccIa- Ned ir;Ia 0,471 0,501 1,70 4,S~ 2,SO 6,75 ',50 4,32 2,40 6,48



THE VALUES OF THE FU~NTAL

VIBRATllN PERIODS.T'(SEC) FOR THE BULDINGS

II': AND .T·

TABLE 2
TRANSVERSAL LONGITUDINAL

BtAlOING BUILDING BUILDING 8lIl0ING

A T A T

The valu. cMtermirwd according
to tM P13 -70 with ttl' r.l.ion

Tt • 10.045 - O,~) n

TI • (O,()t.O - 0,045 Jn

( n -numb.r I.v.ls 1 ~49S...0.S)5 q495...0.605 0,44....O'4gS P.44....Q,49S

Mth the r.lation:

T -10.0&5 - 0.0151 i-
(S-dirnlnsion alongth' di'tction ~...O,637 O'SS2....0,6:17~..0'4S0~..O'4S0

in which w. consider tht
vibration) .

The vatue dl't.rmiMd bymean!i
of dynamic analysis. 0,3&5 0,365 ~413 0,473

Th. vatu. m.asur.d after
the earthquake . 0,524 0,425 0,721 0,652
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SESSION II:EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING BULDING STOCK.
VULNERABILITY AND RISK ANALYSIS.
REPAIR AND STRENGTHENING OF STRUCTURES.
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II.1
Dlfla.I.A~10. 0' allLDl.0 S~OC~. ,oa uaa.. YIL.....ILI~Y

' ••LTIIS A.» ..a~BqoA~. LOIS .1~1"~10••

'.r~l.y G. Joa••• ** po••ld K•••••0' .***
Ch.rl•• K. Hot~hki ••• **** .a' ~teh•• l J. 8.,oal.*****

,a.~u.c~

I.ti•• tlal pot••tl.l 10.... f~o••arthquak•• i.yoly••
d.t.~.iala' the .l••••t. .t ri.k. ..t.blilhiul the
Yula.r.bility of ••ch t,p' of .l•••at to aa .yaat of a ,IY'•
••IDitud••••d a•• ilaID,. prob.bllity th.t •• 'T.at of th.t
.ayarlty will aot b. ,xc••d.d .t the lit. of th•• l •••at
.ithia a .p.clfi., p.rio' of tl... lalla.ar••ad .ei.ati.t.
have d.vot.d .uch r ••••rch to vula.rabilltr .a' h••ard
••••••••at. l.ti.ati.1 ala••at. .t ri.e b•• r.clivld la••
• ttaatioa.

Thil p.par r.portl oa a I.rla. of .tudl•• coae.ra.d .ith
dav.lopial .atbodololl.. for .aklal ladir.ct •• tl•• t •• of
buil'ial .tock.. Th. r.,ult. of r.e.at r ••••reb U.ial •
co.pl.t. aau.ar.tioa of tha buildiDI .tock of ••o'.r.ta
.i••d ••tropolit.D .r.a ID tb. Ualt.d St.t... Vlebit••
K.n.... .r. eoap.r.d to pr.vlou••ad 1••• coapl.te .tudi•••
Tha Du.b.r .ad .r.a of buildial' di.allr'i.t.d by u.e ara
IITaa aad r.plae••eut co.t. calculated. Th. .pati.l
dl.tribution of bUildl~I' by rlul' outw.rd froa the e.ut.r i.
al.o detar.lnad. Th. .xiatial buildiDI .toek of a •• tro
polltaa ar.a i. .hOWD iD Ir.atar d.t.ll tbaD pr.vloD.ly
.v.il.bl.. .Dd r'lul.riti •• la the coapo.ltloD aDd .l.tribu
tiOD .USS•• t the techniqu.a ar. I'D.r.lly .pplie.bl••

*Th. r ••••rch r.port.. h.r. ••• .upporta' iD p.rt br tha
.atloD.t ScleDce rou.d.tlon throuSh Gr.ut .0. CII 83 11288.

** Prof•••or of Citr & a'SiODal PlaDD1DI. Coraall UDIyaraitr.

*** S••lor a••••reb "Ioeiat•• Th. Urb•• I.ltltut••

**** A•• t. Prof•••or, C.liforDia Stat. Polrtachulc Unlver.lty

***** l ••••rcb , •• l.t.nt, Coru.ll Unlv.r.ity.
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In con.id.rlnl th. lap.et of pot.ntlal .a~thquake., a
proain.at .arthqu.k••aela•• r vrot.,

.it au.t b. eoa.id.red that bulldlul' of the
p•• t wlll .till .bouad--bui14iac. which caa n.ith.r
b. .baadoaad. aor .traalth.a.d. Thu. th. fact
r ••aia. that for th. for •••••bl. future .troal
.arthquak., .r. .tlll loial to be a.tural
cat•• t:ophie•• {Tura••k, 19811

Aaother eX1ert ia th. field ha. di.cu•• ed the probl •• at
creater laalth.

Ia the u.s. aad .aay other couatrie. there exi.t. a
tre.aadou. a.ouat of buildial .tock which va.
cou.trueted before •• l •• lc d•• ila require.eat. v.r.
e.tabli.bed or before tbe exteat of potentially
active areas va••stabll.bed. The ran,. of hazard
pot.ntla] la th.se building. can raage fro.
acceptable to totally unacceptable. Because thl •
• tock of .xl.tinl .trueture. repr••ents a huce
.eono.le lnye.t.ent. it i. aot f.a.ibl. to re.ov•
• nd replace auy .ub.taatial part of the ••
• tructures. Thu. a ••rlou. probl •• exi.t. la being
.bl. to a ••••• th. leyel of hazard pre ••nted by an
exi.tinl .tructure.

An addltlonal probl•• wlth .xl.tinl struct~res 1.
that for .aay relion. of the world, lncladinl the
U.S., th.r. do not .xist any lood laventori •• of
what the actual buildi.C .tock i •• An actual .arv.y
of .xi.tina buildina .tock can be v.ry exp.nsiv.
aad will not b. fea.ible for .ost re,io.s. Thu.
indir.ct •• thod. are a.eded to •• tl.ate buildinl
.tock. a.d the potential h••• rd l.vel or possible
.coao.ic 10•••• for a recloa. (G.u., 1980)

The bul14ial .tock in .o.t Teclons h•• beea the result
of a .low .ccretioa oy.r ti•• vith .tructure. r ••alninc from
all ph•••• of the .ettl••ent of the locale, .vea the .arlie.t
oa.. Th. .urvivability of buildinC. over ceaturi.. .ad
.ill.nia i. ph.no••n.l. A. a coa••queace, tha inveatory of
buiidlRI' at risk fro. an e.rthqu.k. i. enoraou.ly co.plax ia
it. characteriatic ••

• i.~ ••••••••at coa.l.t. of eatabilahinl the el •••at. at



ri.k fro. • p.rticul.r n.tur.l h•••rd. the Yuln.r.bilit, of
••ch of th••••l •••nt. to &n .v.nt of • Civ.n ••cnitad••u.t
b. a •• iln.d by .xpr••• inl the d.lr•• of 10•• oa ••cal. fro.
o to 1. Ha••rd ••••••••at •• t.bli.h•• the prob.billt, th.t .a
.v.nt of • liv.n .aanitud. vill not be .xceed.d .t tbe .It.
of tb••l •••at vithia .0...p.clfi.d p.riod of ti••• [U.D&O,
1980)

Vula.r.bility fuaction••r. thea c.lcul.t.d in a ••~rix
li.tinl ha••rd. of various .acnitud.. on on. axle .nd
buildiac typ.. b, catelorie. of vula~rability on the other.
The p.rcent.ce of bulldinl' in ••ch cat.cor, .xp.ct.d to
.u.taln Yariou. decr••• of d&a.l. in t.r•• of p.rcental. 10••
in v.lue i. e.ti•• t.d for e.ch ••Initud. of .v.nt. Th. c.ll
.ntri.. ar. the .ua of the product. of tb. p.rc.nt 10•• of
valu. tia.. the percent of buildinl' .uff.rlnl v.riou.
d.lr... of da.ace for .ach cat.cory for ••ch .acnitud. of
.vent. Th. pot.ntl.l 10 •• fro•• p.rticul.r event c.n then be
r ••dily c.lculated by aultlplyinC the c.ll. of tbe .atrix by
the tot.l value of .tructure. In eech catecor, end .u•• inC
for each ••Cnitud. of event. ai.k can then be deterain.d by
aultiplyinC the aglregated vulnerability by the probebility
of a particul.r .vent. Aigrelate 10.... for a .pecified
period of ti.e can be calculated quit•• iaply.

Vulnerability ••••••••nt. for urban .r.a••re u•• ful for
• v.ri.ty of purpo •••• Th.y eat.bliah the potential .asnitud.
of • probl •• and provide a baais for d.t.r.ininc whether or
not and to wh.t extent vulner.bllity r.duction ••••ur•••r.
ju.tifi.d. Th.y provide a b•• i. for preparinl for
cat•• trophic ev.nt. by indic.tlnl tbe .cal. of .ffort that
vill b. n.c ••••ry to r.cov.r fro. a di ••• ter. If tbey could
be aade quickly aDd ea.ily, th.y could h.lp in pl.nninl fot
.nd und.rt.kins r.li.f and recon.truction i •••diat.ly
followinl cata.trophie••

Kuch Yuln.r.bility .n.ly.i. h•• b.en undert.ken .nd ••ny
10•• e.ti•• t •• haye b.en prep.red. ~erbapa the .o.t .xten.lve
of th... va. a .onu••ntal .tudy vhich proj.cted annual
buildlDI 10.... fro. 1970 to 2000 for e.ch of the .t.te. in
tbe u.s. for eacb of nine natural ba.ard. (eartbqu.ke,
laDdalide, expan.ive soil, burricane vind-.tor. surle,
tornado, riverin. flood, loc.l vind, local flood, .ad
tsuna.i. [J. H. Wlllin. Co.pany, 1980) Anotber notable
ex••pl. e.tl•• tad the 10•••• fro. a recurr.nc. toda, of the
.o.t .evere earthquake in U. S. hi.tory, that at Re. "adrid,
Ki •• i •• lppi, vhich be,an nece.ber 16, 1811. [L1u, et al.,
1979) aecent re.earch which vas li.ited to residential
structure. u••d .pproach.s .i.ll.r to tho •• r.ported here.
[Sbodek, C.uchat and Luft, 1984) Score. of oth.~ .tudie. have
b.en ••de. Kany of the. have been very .ophistic.ted and have
con.id.red oth.r aconoaic loaae. such a. tba content. of
structure., 10 •• of production and Inco.e, injurie. and 10••
of lif •• th.y are too exten.iv. to r.view here.
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.l.k, or the prob.bl. 10" of .11 kiad., i. th.r.for••
fuactioa of thr.. v.ri.bl•• r h•••rd, vula.r.bility, .ad
.l•••at. .t rl.k. V. h... i.prov.d our ha••rd ••••••••at
c.p.bllity Ir••tly ia r.c.at y••r.. V. .r. ..klal
coa.i4.r.bla prolr... ia .ula.r.bility ••••••••at for
p.rticul.r klad. of .tructar••• V. h••• not don. a ••rly ••
••11 la d••i.lal •• thod. for d.t.r.lalal the .l•••at••t
rl.k. a.l.rdl... of the .ophi.tic.tioa .ad .ci.atifle
kao.l.dl. th.t ha. b••a u••d ia vula.r.bi1ity aa.ly.i. ia
.rriv!al .t 10.. ..tt•• t •• , •• r •• lly do aot kao. ho. lood
.ach ••••••••at. .r. b.c.u•• thay .ra b•••d oa •• ti•• t •• of
the .l•••at. .t rl.k the .ccar.cy of .hich 1. uukaowu. Ko~t

of th... .tud!.. c.r.fa1ly ••k. 4i.cl.i•• r •• t the out•• t
iadlc.tlal .0.. delr•• of uac.rt.iaty .boat th. a ••u.ptioas
th.t h... h.d to h••• b••a ••d••bout th••l •••nt. at ri.k.
the r ••••rch th.t wlll b. raport.d h.~e 1. p.rt of a
coatlaulal ••ri.. of Itudl.1 dlr.ct.d tow.rd. i.pro.ial our
c.p.city to ••k. iadlr.ct •• ti.at.. of oa. of the •• jor
.l••aut. at rilk fro. a.tural di.a.t.r., th. buildial .tock
.xi.tinl in .n urb.n r.lioa.

In pr.viou. att••pt. to d.v.10p •• thod••ad t.chniqu••
for ••kin, iadir.ct •• tl.at•• of .xi.tinl buildial .tock•••
h.va po.itad that iav.ntori.. of buildiall would b.
ch.r.ct.ri.ed by v.rlou. ..pirie.l r.lul.riti •• , •• i. the
c... with the r ••ult. of .0 ••ny kind. of hu••u .p.ti.l
beh.vior. [Jone., M.n.oa, Mulford .nd Ch.ia, 1976; Joaa.,
1978) Th••e re,ul.ritla. would ••ke it po •• ible to build
.od.l. which would d••crib. the eh.r.ctariltic. of buildial
.tock. th.t would b. I.aer.lly .pplic.bl. to ••ny diff.r.at
reCiou. ia • wid. v.ri.ty of cultur•••nd couutria •• tha
par••• tar. of th••od.l. would a••d to b. fittad and .odifi.d
to produce .ceur.te e.ti.at.. la ••ch .itutatioa, but the
laaar.l .tructure .ad .rchitecture of tha .od.l would r ••aia
eon.t.nt.

Th. b•• ic .od.l iadic.t.d thar. would b. • .t.bla
r.l.tion.hip b.t•••n p.op1a .ad bulldial'. the
Popul.tioa/Buildinl a.tio would lucr•••• ,.aar.lly with the
.i.. of the urb.n .r•• uader .tudy. th•• i •• 4i.trlbutloa of
th. buildinl .tock ••••••ur.d by .r•• woald b••k•••• to th.
rilht, •• would the dl.trlbutloa of bulldinl' by h.ilht. The
Joiat di.tributioa of bail.inl by ar •• aad h.iaht would b•
• pproxl.ated by a blvari.t. 10Iaor•• l di.trlbutiou. rarthe«,
the ~l••• ifi~atioa of buildinl' by r •• idaatial .ad
uoa-ra.id.ati.l a.. would .how .tlbla r.l.tiou.hip •• tot.l
buildinl area p.r p.r.oa .ad realdanti.l balldlnl .raa p.r
p.r.oa ar. expe~t.d to be rel.tiv.ly .tab1••1ao. a •••rk.bly
robu.t ••pirie.l r.lul.riti •• w.re found Ln the atudie. citad
abov.. furth.r .tudy coafir... the e.rlier fiadial' aDd
iadic.t.d buildlal .re. per p.r.oa ral.tioa.hlp. were .t.bl.
al.o. [I.a••a, 19831
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loaa of the ••rly .tudi.. eo••red • co.plat. urb.a
raliou. Mo.t of the. were re.tricted to eeatr.l eity .r••••
Whether or uot there would turn out to b•••jor difference.
betw••u e.utral aud peripher.l ar••• w~_ unk.o.a. ~he d.t.
a ••• per.ittad only very crude di ••llrelation of buildiul. by
u.e, .nd .tudy iu det.il ••• Rot po•• ibl••

To .ddr... .0.. of tha•• qua.tiou. va .et out to .tady
tha bal1dinc .tock of • co.pl.te, •• If-cont.inad .oder.te
.i.ad .etropolitan ar••• It ••• d•• irable that it be i.ol.ted
and not p.rt of .0.. l.rler conurb.tion. Tha .tudy .re•
•• leet.. for d.t.iled e.piric.l .n.ly.i•••• Wichita, tha
larla.t city in the .tate of Kan••• , located approxi••t.l, at
the ceolr.phic.l eentar of th. country. lor purpo.e. of
••aly.i. the .etropolit.a .r.a c.n be eonaider.d to eon.i.t
of tha eQ~.ty in which it i. loe.ted, S.d&wick Couuty,
throulho~c the period of .tudy.

Sp.tial Aa.ly.i.

Wichita, a r.l.tiv.ly younl urban center b.r.ly eor.
than • century old, ba. been a .ajor city for fifty year.,
but .ueh of it. arovth ha. taken pl.ce .ince World War II
(Tabl. I, 'tlur. 1). C.ntrocraphic ••••ur•• h.ve proven to b.
~••fal t.chnique. for .u••arizina loeation, di.p.r.ion and
.hap. of v.riabl.. di.tributed in .pace. [Jone., 1980] A
li.ited nu.ber of th •• e .p.ti.l .tati.tic••a. u.ed in this
.tudy of the Wichita bui1dinl .tock: th. C.nter of
Population, the AV.~.I. a.diu., and the Stand.rd 'adlu••
Hi.toric.l analy.i. of the C.nt.r of Population (center of
aravity of population by pl.ce of re.id.nc.) indicat•• the
location of Wichit. h•• been re.arkably .tatic ••••ur.d in
thou ••nd. of .et.rs in Univ.r.al Transver.. M.rc.tor
eoordin.te.. In 1980 it v•• 910 .eter••outh and 190 •• ter.
ve.t of it. location in 19'0 (T.ble II). Like .auy eiti•• in
the world, Wichita ha. b.coa••or. di.p.r••d and apread oat
durinl the .tudy period. The .veral. di.t.ne. of th. plae. of
re.idence of • ..ab.r of the popul.tion fro. the Center of
Popul.tion (Aver.le aadiu.) h•• incr••••d fro. '.4 k••• in
19'0 to 8.3 k... in 1980. The St.ndard a.diu. (root •••u
.econd .oa.nt) ha. incr••••d al.o. The incre•• inl di.p.r.ion
i. not clo•• ly r.l.ted to the r.t. of ch.nc_ of the
popul.tion and au.t be cOD.idered indepeDd.nt of Irowth
(Table II).

D.tail.d d.ta •• re acquir.d froe the eoaputer t.p••
•• lnt.in.d by the County T.x A•••••or for 166,000 parcel. of
land aDd 248,000 bu11dinl. for 1983. -Ron-buildiul .truetur•• ,
vhile extr••• ly i.portant in tere. of u.e, function .nd
.alnitude of value, w.r••xc1ud.d froe con.id.r.tion. Sine.
the purpo.e. of the tax ••••••or in coapiliD& aud aaintaiuinl
th. t.p•• did not coincid••ith the objectiv•• of the .tudy,
it ••• nec•••ary to .ak. ace••• to the ••••••or'. p.rcel
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T.~l. t. 'op_l.tl0. of ~lchit•••• S.'.wick Co •••,. KA. 1.70-191) .

r ••• City of IUcllita • d.wick Co•••y ~ LcbUa
a.'.rll;•• t

Pop.uU•• CII•••• '0,.la.l0. CII•••• of Co•• t,.
•••~.r '.~e.•• t ' ..abeT 'ere.at

le70 1.0"
lUO 4.?11 1I,H3 17,"I 1611.6D'I. 16 .19~

lUO 1~ ,153 1&,hl ~".71'l. .3.61' ZIt,173 131.6]'1. 3" .61'1.
1900 1., &71 III 3.4J'l. •• ,01) ...., LOa 55.91'1.
1910 51,"'0 1 i , 77. 11Z.U-z. 7),0" 1',011 U . .,-z. 11. '.6'1.
1920 72,211 1',761 H.69'l. 92,23" 19,1" a.lIt. 71.30'1.
1910 111,110 sa,IU 33."-z. 1:',330 ''',0'6 "'In 11. 3 a'!.
19'0 114,'" )."6 ) ... 7'l. 1 .. 1 •••• 6.'6' ....'!. 10."0'!.
1950 162.2" B,313 .... 37'l. 222.290 19."1 B."n • 5. 7O'!.
lHC 23",6U e.,Io1' H.33'l. 3103,129 110 •• 39 ,:.. _1'. H,ll'l.
1970 1'6,55" 21,156 I. H'l. 330.69" 7,.'3 1.11'1. 1I.U\
1910 279.271 1.711 o.•n 3",'31 1'.1" •. 51'l. 76.19'7.
1913 311,300 1".11' ... on
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~.eo~~1 ~o lupply .i•• inl data it•••• ri.14 .nrY.y•••r. al.o
.ad. to clarify aabilultl•• aad Yerify laforaatlon. A larce
.eal. .ffort aade it po •• ibl. to d.t.raine the nuab.r of
bulldinl8 with con.i4.rabl. accuracy, cla.~ify the hulldlal'
lnto pri.ary and .acondery (or .uxllliary) .tructur•• , and
cat.lori•• th•• into detailed typ•• by u••• Ar.a, heilht, end
year of contruction w.r. othe': attribut•• e •• oclat.4 with the
buildlnC8. The re.ult. ara .u••arl ••d ia Tabl. III wblch
provide. .ore l.for.atlon about the buildinl .tock of a
.etropolitan ar.a In the United Stat.. tha. ba. been
pr.Yiou.ly ayailabl••

Tbe .patlal di.trlbution of the buildinc .tock within an
urban relion il of particular int.r.lt. Kany of the
eon,truct, of urban eeono.ica and urban leolraphy are
concarned with .pecifyinC .petial relationship. in
.etropolitan area.. Centrocraphie analysi. indicate. while
the nu.ber of .truetures i, ,lilhtly .ore di.p.r.ed than the
population (an averace radiul of 8.6 kms. VI. 8.3 kal.) the
total ar.a of .tructure. i, .liehtly more concentrated (.n
av.ral. radiul of 8.2 kas.) as shown in Tabl. IV. Therefore,
th. larler buildials are elo.er to the center. but only to an
extr••• ly aode.t d.lre. and not to the ext.nt u.ually
a.au.ad. Analy.il of ••an ar.a of bui1dinls by annule show.
fluctuation fro. rlnl to rinl tbat is not syat••• tic. The
area of ,in,l. fa.ily ho••s il .ore disper.ed than th.
nu.b.r, but not .early as auch a. urban econoaic rent aodels
would lead one to expect. Annular analy.is of aean area .hows
a t.ndeacy for avar.ce .i.e to vary with distance but witb
con.iderable variation. Robile ho.e., an increasiacly popular
fora of low cost housing, are bi,hly disper ••d reflecting
botb tbeir exclu.ion fro. central .re.s and their recent
Irowth. But this indicate. the rre.ence of substantial
nuabers of hous.bolds with aodest lnco•••• t considerable
di.tance fro. the cent.r in.tead of clo •• in wbere 8any
theorie. ,ullest they are concentrated.

The Aver.ce aadlus of indu~trial buildinls by are. i.
larger than that f~r total population .nd that for any otber
bulldinl type .xc.pt .obil. ho.e. and agricultural
.tructure.. Thi. findinl do.s not confora either to current
theoretical con.truet. or conventional wi.do. about the
diatribution of ••nufaeturinc activity. Hospit.l and coll.ce
and univeralty buildiD,' have the a.all.st Averale R4dius .nd
are the .ost concentr.ted type ••

Dlatributlon by Ilnl' or Annule.

Buildial' by numb.r aDd area by us. were analyzed by
annul.. from the Center of Population. The an~ul.s •• r.
derived froa the centrolraphic .ealure. for ,reateat
lenerality of application and coapari.on with oth.r .r••••
Tha first anDule haa a radiu. 1/4 of the Aver.g_ aadiu.,
ahout 2 k••.• the sec,nd througb the s.venth aunules baye a
VJdth ~r L;~ 0: the Average Radius, about 1 ka., the eighth
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and nintb annul•• have a wi4th of 1/2 Ave~ale aadiul. and the
tentb annule extaad. froa twice tb. Averale aadiu. to tbe
boundari •• of the county. The annule. vere .elect.d in .uch a
vay •• to ainl_1.e the differ.nc•• in the nuabar of bul1dlnl'
In .aeh rina vhil. aaintalninc a .i.pla prolre•• ion in width.
The nuabar of priaary buildin•• by u•• by a~nule 1••bovn in
Table V and Pilura Z. In the .tudy re,ion. 90t of the
.tructure. are re.idential an4 lOt non-residential. vbieh I,
quite ~o.parable to findinc. of pr.viou. studi.s. Th.
pereentace coaposltion by tb•• a .ajor eateaorie. by annule••
• u••arlaed in Table V and ficure 3. 1. r.aarkably con.tant
except for the fir.t and tenth rinl'. However. the alxture.
by u.e vithin re.idential and Don-re.identlal eatecorie. vary
con.idarably by annula.

Tha area coapolition of tb. buildinc atoe~ i. quite
diff.rent fro. tbe build ina count .ine. non-re.idential
.tructur.. tend to b. auch larcer tbaD r •• ldential one'. For
the .tudy recion 60t of the area of prl.ary buildinCI va. in
r •• idential UI. and 40t in nOD-resid.ntial. Tha variation by
annule i. shown In T.ble VI and ricure. 4 and 5. Except for
the first aDnule vhich va. dominated by non-re.idential .rea
and the ninth aDnule vhere residential are. predo.inated. the
distribution il re••rk.bly eonltant. AsaiD. th.re are a.jor
differencea froa rinc to ring within tbe r.sidenti.l and
nOD-residential categori.s.

aepl.c ••ent COlt

We h.ve nov d.r~ved the pri••ry data to p.rait an. lysis
of value of tbe bUilding stock by u.e and by di.tribution in
.pace. It was decided to e.ti•• te repl.c •••nt COlt of
buildinCI since that would reflect coat of repairs of
partially da.ac.d structurel and restitution of d.stroy.d
onel. In other wordl theae estl.ates provide the ba.L. for
.pproxi.atiDC recovery COlts ratber th.n any other ••••ur. of
value or lOIS. Depr.eiated value of buildin&. i' Dot
conaidar.d. Value of cont.nt. and 10•••• du. to inability to
us. structur.s are not ealeul.ted. aeplace.ent co.t or value
of non-buildina structures or lit. i.prove.ents are not
included. Land value is o.itted. Only pri.ary .trueture. bave
been included her., aDd raplaee••nt co.t. of s.condary
buildinCI ar. not ahown.

CODstruetion cost. v.ry by u.e of buildinl, type of
construction and .iz•• The buildiDI stock v•• di'.Clrelat.d
by UI. and by Ii •• el••• interval. Con.tructioD cost. per
square foot were t.ken froa • stand.rd •• ti.atina cuide.
[K.a.l, 198'1 Hora.lly. .qu.re foot ••• cost. decline with
siae. CODsider.tio. vas given to the f.ct th.t the use
eateCori.s, vhil. quite detailed. eont.in h.t.roceneous
bul1diDC type.. lor exaaple, lovereaeDt structure. inelud.
_alldinCI as different a' staple fire .tationa and tapo.inc
court hou.... ror loae buildiDC type ••• ,uaptloD' were .ade
that quite dlff.rent kinds of bulld~nal vould ch.racteriz.
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diff.r'Dt .i•• el•••••• For th.t re.'OD th••qu.r. foot co.t.
do Dot d.cliDe .oDotonic.lly within .ach u•• c.t'lory. In
••ch c •• e the type of con.tructiou .elect.d w•• n.ith.r the
.o.t Dor l.a.t expen.iv•• Th••• ti •• te. are .hOWD iu Tabl.
VII. Th. tot.l r.pl.ee.eut co.t of the 1983 buildinl .tock iD
Wichit. 1. ..ti.at.d .t $13,615,000,000, or .pproxi•• tely
.35,700 p.r p.raoD. Of th. tot.l 54~ 1. for r •• id.ntial aDd
46t for Don-r •• id.nti.l .tructur~••

I.cau •• of the cOD.id.r.bl. vari.tioD of u••• within th•
• ajor cat.lorie. by 'Dnul., repl.c •••ut co.t. vary .or. fro.
on. riDI to ADoth.r thaD otb.r ••••ur•••••hown iD T.bl.
VIII .Dd Filur. 6. How.y.r. the r.plac••'Dt co.t by
r •• id.Dtial aDd Don-r•• id.Dtia1 u•• i. r.latiy.ly con.t.nt
fro. ou. riul to anotb.r .xc.pt for the fir.t aDDul. wh.r.
Don-r •• id.ntial buildinl' r.pr•••nt aD oyerwh.l.iDI
perceDta.e of the total co.t .nd the uiuth anuul. wh.r.
re.id.nti.l co.t. predominat. (Fllur. 7).

D.D.ity Dl.trlbutlou.

It 1. extr ••• ly u••ful aDd illu.ln.t1na to aDalyze
.patial di.tribution. in ,tandard1 ••d t.r••• Th••o.t co••on
.ean, of doinl this i. by .xpr•• ,inl v.ri.bl •• iD t.r•• of
unit, of .re. by di.t.nce from .08. refer.nc. pOiDt. Stronl
e.(iric.l r.,ulariti., have b.eD found fro. pl.ce to pl.ce
an( from ODe point in ti•• to .noth.r throulh .uch analy.i,.
Valle, per .qu.re .il. w.r. c.lcul.t.d for .uDul •• outw.rd
fro. the C.at.r of Popul.tion for r •• ideDt popul.tion. and
numb.r. are. and r.plac.ment co.t for total. r •• id.ntial aDd
nOD-re.idential buiLdin••• The r ••ult••r ••hOWD in Tabl. IX
.Dd d.mon.trate for mo.t .eri.. the exp.ct.d .onotonic
d.clin.. outward fro. the c.nt.~. Population and bUildinl_
per squ.re aile .re .hOWD In Pilur. 8. Por 35 y.ar. w. h.v.
knovn that the decline in population den.ity outward fro. th.
center is well de.cribed by a ne.ative .xponential function.
[Cl.rk, 19S1) The 10& of population aDd bUildiDI d.Dsity .r.
plotted agatnst dl.tanc. in Filur. 9. The r.lultlnl 1ia•• ar.
rea.onably closa to the Itr.ilht ona. w. would I.t if th.
neg.tlva exponential fitt.d pr.ci •• ly.

!uildinl .re. p.r square .11. i. plott.d In Pilur. 10,
and the 10& of th. v.lue in Pilure 11. Buildinl .r.a confor••
even bette~ th.n nuab.r of bui1d1nl. to tha n'lativa
exponential function. On. of th. findinl. Iraphic.lly
portr.y.d in this di.gr•• i. that non-re.identi.l buildlnl
are. conform. quit. vell to the .od.l. If w. a ••••• COD.tant
are. per workar across the annul.. a. a r ••ult of the
intaraction of ••ny variabl •• , thi, would indicate ••ploy••nt
i. nel.tive expon.ntlally di.tributed. We have had little
.vid.nc. of the .pati.l di.tributiwn of ••ploy••nt
previou.ly, but c.ntro&raphic .tudi•• have indicat.d li.ilar
dftlre•• of dispersion •• found he~e. [Jon•••nd Man,oD, 1982]
While the number of .qu.r. fe.t p.r work.r ••••• to b•
• o••where betwe.n 400 and 500, ther. il tr.mendoul variation
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Figure 6

Bldg. Replocerl')ent Cost by Annule
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Figure 8

Population & Building Density by Annule
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F1sure 10
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from one u.e to another aad even within u.... Church
buildinC" craia elevator•• and p.trol.u. tank far•• have low
worker den.iti.s. There i. a va.t raale in ar.a p.r worker
fro. One type of r~tail activity to another. Central city
hotel. have lower work~r den.iti.. than a.arby office
buildiae" In tha ab.anea of better infor.ation. the evidence
.ucce.t. a Dec.tive exponential function rea,oD.bly de.eribe.
the di.tribution of ••ploy.ent dan.ity In ••• tropolitan
erea. Ad.lttedly, thi. hypothe.i. require. further
inv•• ticatioD. Traditional eo.petiAI .odel. indie.tiac the
e.Dtr.l eonceatration of e.ploy.ent and conver.aly the .ub
urb.niz.tion of job. .r. Dot .upported. The di.per.loD of
e.ploy.ent .etiviti••••••• to conform to lea.r.l p.ttera. in
the di.per.ion of .etropolit.n .r••••

Replacemont eo.t of buildina' per .qu.re eile i. also
re••on.bly .pproximat.d by the necatiye exponential a••hovn
ia Pieure. 12 and 13. The valu•• are aver.ge. aDd .a.k •
creat deal of i.port.nt detail. However, they provide.
u.eful b•• i. for ••kiDe 10.. .Dd d••al. eatimate. for
,ub-.reaa within an urban relion. ae.idential co.t. exce.d
nOD-r•• ideDti.l on•• for every annule except the fir.t.

COICLDSIONS

Careful enumeration. of buildinl .tock. aDd their char
acteristic. such aa .ize and u.e provide a ba.i. for .tudying
the morphology of the .trueturea which make up urban regions.
preliminary analy.i. indicate. e.pirical regularities
characterize their di.tribution. over cat.gorie~ and by
categories over space. If the.e relationships are found to be
aeneral one., the ta.k of m.kine indirect •• ti.ates of
exi.tina bUilding. in area. of intere~t viii ba Ire.tly
facilitated. Better repl.eem.nt co.t eatimate. for .leme~t.

at ri.k from earthquake. aud other natural dl.a.ters ~.L be
.•ade. Determining ri.k 01" the probable 10•• will be .ade
earier. Urban vulnerability .naly.i. can be .implified and
the re.ult. of .neh analy.l. .ore readily u.ed in
e.tabliahing appropriate mitigation •••• ure ••
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11.2 ROMANIAN TECHNOLOGY FOR STRENGTHENING REINFORCED
CONCRETE STRUCTURES BY SHEATHING WITH FIBERGLASS
TISSUES GLUED WITH EPOXY RESINS

Dr.eng.Romulus Constantinescux

The March 4, 1977 Vrancea earthquake posed great problems
concerning the repairing and strengthening of damaged buildings.
The structure of residential bUildings, hotels, commercial buil
dings, schools as well as hospitals were designed according to
various design solutions for handling seismic loads, such aa:
masonry beari~g walls, monolith r.einforced concrete and precast
frames structures and reinforced concrete shear walls. The de
gree of damage to these structures was different according to
the construction type and the action of the seismic 10ad.In the
case of reinforced concrete frame structures, with special re
ference to girders, damage occurred especially in the supporting
zones where the shearing force caused cracks or specific fail~.

INCERC had to prov~de immediate strengthening solutions and
techniques according to the kind and degree of damage.

This p~per deals with an original method provided and
used by INCERC to strengthen the reinforced concrete buildings
by sheathing them with fiberglass tissues glued with epoxy re
sins. This method can also be used for strengthening beams da
maged due to shearing forces.

The experiemnts sought to finalize the technological
strengthening procedures and to control the efficient use of
this method with a view to recover the initial bearing capa
cit~ of the damaged members by strengthening.

A large rumber of static tests were performed on full
scale beams and reinforced concrete shear walls models initially
located up to failure (a loading similar to that caused by the
earthquake). Afterwards the element is repaired and than loaded
to a new failure in order to obtain comparable results.

At the same time, a thorouqh analysis has been performed
on the efficiency of the strengthening solution in the recovery
ofthe member-bearing capacity in accordance with th~ conditions
of failure under initial loading. Special attention was paid

x Building Research Institute - INCERC
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to zones damaged by predominant stresses due to shear forces.

During the first stage, three beams G , G and G, all
having the length of 4 m, the T-shaped crosslseC~ion Of32sxSOcm,
the slab wid~h of 125 cm and the slab thickness of 10 em, were
tested.

. Acccrding to the initial estimates, G would fail at a P
overall loading of about 42 tf, at shearing force, G2 would~
at a P overall load of about 40 tf and at a bending moment due
to the better quality of concrete and due to the low quality
of longitudinal reinforcement, beam G3 fail at shearing force
at a loading of P = 55 tf, as a result of the fact that da
ring the test of !Rrs beam efforts were transmitted towards its
ends.

During the tests
tance of concrete cubes
follows:

of this first stage the average resls
- corresponding to each beam was as

beam - 160 Kgf/cm2

beam - 170 kgf/cm2

beam - 195 kgf/cm2

During the two testing stages all the beams were simply
supported.

After fnllure the beams were strengthened and the second
test was conducted under the conditions of the fir£t one. The
strengthening followed a different solution for every beam.

G beam: The beam strengthening was performed by co 
vering wtth reinforced concre~e during two successive stages:

- the internal strengthening of the beam was done by in
jection the cracks ~hich occurred after failure at loading du
ring the first stage with epoxy resins.

- the external strengthening of the beam was dohe
covering it with reinforced concrete~ then the two lateral
of the beam web were roughed (bush hammered) of concrete
cleaned and finally a primar coating of epoxy putty layer
of epoxy resins, hardener, and cement was brushed on.

by
sides
and

made

Soon after brushing on the epoxy lute layer the co ~

vering reinforcement was mounted on both sides of the beam web
using spacing means, and then the shuttering was tightened by
means of a polyethylene leaf. The shuttering was fixed on the
beam with two steel bars introduced in holes already existing
in the beam web. The steel bars were providen at ~he ends with
a screw threa~ and a screw nut for fixing the shuttering on the
exterior side of the beam, and with plastic pipes in the coabUq
area. After mounting the shuttering, the covering was performed
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by casting concrete manually from the upper side of the shutte
ring with a space of 5 em height left along the whole length of
the beam. Initially the concreting was done by pumping but du
ring the preliminary tests the resutts were not those antic~ted.

The concrete compaction was performed with interior vi
brating devices. After concreting, the upper side of the co
vering coat in the unshuttered zone was filled with concrete.
The whole concreting work, including the mounting of shuttering,
was done in a very short period of time because after no more
than 30 minutes the epoxy resin of the primar coating layer is
polymerized, meaning a considerable decrease of the adherence
because of the formation of a glassy surface. For providing
a Hetter adherence at coating, viscous 'concrete was used.

During testing the resistance per cube in t2e concrete
coating of the strengthened beam was of 539 Kgf/cm •

It has been established by calculation that if the jac 
keting and steel work fully, an increase of 70 % can,be~
in the bending capacity and another increase of 16 % can also
be obtained in the shearing force capacity. In such conditions
the failure should occur by bending moment at a total force
of about 71-72 tf.

C beam: The beam was strengthened by coating it with a
fibre gl!Ss tissue stuck on an epoxy resin. The coating was
done with fibre glass tissue anchored with acronal and with re
sisting fibres along one direction.

The strengthening was performed in two stages:
- interior strengthening of the beam was accomplished by

injecting epoxy resins into the crack openings over O.5mmWhich
occurred at failure during the testing of the first stage:

- exterior strengthening of the bearo was done by coating
it with a fibre glass tissue stuck on the epoxy resin.

During the second stage the two sides of the beam web
.were brushed with a wire brush and cleaned with compressed air,

afterwards applying the first epoxy lute layer. Then, a fibre
glass tissue previously cut tc ~dequate dimensions(and with
cross and horizontal resistance fibrPs) was applied over the
lute. The tissue was applied by mean~ of a steel cylindrical
wheel moving along the two directions for a better penetration
of the epoxidic lute. The second layer of epoxidic lute and
fibreglass tissue was applied according to a similar ~logy.

Finally, three layers or fibreglass tissue were
on each side of the web. On the last tissue layer one
layer of epoxidic lute pressed with a steel cylindrical
was applied. The covering coating was applied along the
length of the G2 beam.
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After applying this covering coat the calculated ~Uq
capacity was increased by 20 tf at shearing force.

·Due to the fact that the tissue was applied with
resisting fibres along a cross direction, there was no
crease in the bearing capacity at flexure after coating.
bearing capacity was exclusively recovered by injecting
resins into the cracks.

the
in
The

epoxy

G beam - The strengthening of the beam was performed
by coatirtg it with fiberglass epoxy resin tissue. This streng 
thening method was similar but not identical with the one
used for the G7 beam. The difference between these two methods
are as follows!

- use of a fibCeqlass tissue with roving fibres, the
resistance fibres being orthogonally placed along the two
directions of the plane;

- the coating was performed by applying discontinu 0 us
strips on the longitudinal line of the beam and in zones 0 f
maximum shear forces at both ends of the beem (trying to avoid
the possible reductions of the post-elastic strains when coa
ting is continuous); there were three layers on each side 0 f
the b~am web.

After coating, the bearing capacity at minimum shear fane
was increased by 20 tf. The bearing capacity was exclusively
recovered by injecting epoxy resins into the cross.

The beams were tested before and after strengthening
and the following could be observed:

- cracking condition (occurrence, development and crack
openings at various s~ages);

- strains (thread comparators in openings, in the middle
and near the transmission force points, link comparator 0 n
supports) ;

- the overall behavior, possible disturbance and local
damages:

- bearing capacity and methOd of cracking.

The tests results of the three beams may be synthetized
as follows:

G beam - During the two tests no cracks or initial
damages 6ccurred due to casting or handling.

During the first test (before strengthening), the beam
cracked under a load of P = 10,600 Kgf between the points where

forces were applied, with a maximum crack opening of 0.10 mm~
value 0.065 rom).

In proportion to the increase of load, the cracks in-
creased in number towards supports and enlarged in openings
up to failure in the plate.
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The beam failed at a total load of P ~ ~O.600 Kgf after
an inclined crack had occurred in the maximum shear force zone;
at breaking, the opne1ng of this crack was 12 Mm.

During the second stage (after strengthening), the co
vering coat cracked on both sides of the beam web at a load
of P=2.600 Kqf in an area close to the extremities of the beam
(including zones of maximum shear force): the minimum opening
of the cracks at this stage was of 0.08 rom (mean value O.OSlmm)
The heavier the load is the larger the number of cracks ( on
supports) and their openings will be up to failure at the
upper side of the plate.

The failure of the coated beam occurred at a total
loading of P = 60,000 Kgf when uncovering the web (on b:>th
sides) and as a result of breaJdrq old ~te (o::mc.rete of a lQo1
~ity as compared with that one used for coating) and at the
same time with the yielding of the longitudinal reinforcement
anchorage at the same extremities.

After uncovering, no interaction was seen between the
coat and the beam and the latter was broken due to the ~Wg
force along an inclined crack that occurred in the plate, too.
The maximum deflection at breaking was of 14.80 mm;than means
1 : 260 out o~ the calculation span.

G beam - The beam had no cracks or initial degradation
at casti~9 or handling. ~uring the first stage (before the
strengthening), ~he beam cracked at a load P = 10.600 Kgf bet
ween the points were forces ar~ applied, with a maximum
crack span of 0.02 rom.

With the increase in load, the cracks increased in num
ber (towards supports) and enlarged in openings. The beam
failed at a total load P= 54.600 Kgf: after the occurrence
at failure of a normal crack in the middle of the beam: the
crack opening was of 2.50 mm.

During the second stage (after strengthening) the coat
cracked at a load P = 37.600 Kgf on both sirles in the central
zone of the beam: the maximum opening of the crack was 0.10 rom
and with the increase of the load, the normal cracks increased
in number (towards supports) and enlarged in openings up to
failure at the upper side of the plate.

The strengthened beam failed at a total load P;58.6000
K~: when a normal crack occurred in the middle of the beam
and closer to one of the points where the forces are applied:
the opening of the cra~k after failure was of 3 nun.

In zones of maximum shear force and close to the ~~
there was no damage in the beam or in the fibre glass epoxy
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resins tissue coating.

Under a similar load, beam G
thening) at a bending moment, not al
G1 did, and this is due in the main
cOncrete.

was broken (before streng
a shearing force as beam
to ~he high quality of

It is possible that the rigidity of the supports should
have had a bad influence on the behavior of the beam at a ~
ing moment. It is a noteworthy fact that both before streng
thening and after it, the beam broke at a bending moment. After
strengthening the additional at breaking was unsignificant.

The test proved the efficiency of strengthening in the
case of beams damaged at a bending moment and cracks injected
with epoxy resins. The coat made of tissue impregnated with
epoxy resins, increased the rigidity of the beam, its defor 
mations being in general very low in comparison with the un
covered beam.

G beam - This had no cracks or initial damages at cas
ting or ~andling. As concerns the analysis on the efficiency of
the covering coat made of fibre glass tissue and used fox
strengthening those parts of the beam damaged by shearing
force, a certain laoding scheme was chosen that may cause the
breaking of the beam under shearing force (for this purpose
the application points of loads were close to the supports).

During the first stage (before strengthening), the beam
cracked at a load of P = 7,600 Kgf between the applicationpoints
of forces, and with a maximum opening of the crack of 0.08 rom.
At the same time, witn the increase of the load, the normal
cracks increased in number (towards supports) and enlarged
their openings. At a total loading of 45,000 Kgf, an inclined
crack occurred in the zone of maximum shear force close to one
of the supports. .

The beam was broken at a total load P= 64,400Kgf after
an inclined crack occurred between the ap~lication point of a
force and the adjacent support (the crack occurred in the
plate, too), the breaking crack had occurred before. At brea
king, the opening of the inclined crack was of 2.7 rom and the
normal crack with the maximum opening in the beam was of 2.2mm.

beam
the

when
towards

During the second stage (after strengthening) the
recracked at a load p = 20.000 Kgf in the central zone of
beam, the maximum opening of the crack was 0.12 rom and
the loading increased the cracks increased in number (
the supports) and enlarged in openings.

The failure of the strengthened beam occurred at a total
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load of P = 86,600 Kgf in the central part of the beam after a
normal crack occurred in the middle of the beam: the opening
of this crack was of 0.65 mm at breaking. The covered zones had
no damages in the area of maximum shear force.

As compared with the growth of the bearing capacity that
should be obtained by coating (and based on calculations), the
real growth was superior, although smaller than that one ade
qua~e for a load of 40 Kgf/cm obtained on samples, and as it
stand., the break from the first stage somehow damaged the ini
tial resisting capacity. It is worth mentiopinq that the value
of the bearing capacity after strengtbening is lin.ited by the
concrete resistance in the beam, respectively by its capacity
to ensure the link between th~ non-strengthened element and the
covering layer.

The results of the tests showed the efficiency of the
strengthening method in beam zones damaged by the shearing f~
occurred at sheating ~ith fiberglass tissue covered with epoxy
resins. The advantage of this strengthening method are as fol 
lows:

- low consumption of manual labor, as compared to those
required by other strengthening methods obta!ned by removing
the hammering of concrete surface, the concrete forming, rein
forcement and concrete casting in narrow spaces~

- the short execution time, because execution is easy
and simple:

- avoidance of section thickening in strengthened zones
and therefore to observe the initial service and acsesthetical
conditions as well as the inconvenience generated by changing
the stiffness of stre~gthened units.

We may conclude that by using fib~eglass tissues~
in epoxy resin in strengthening, the bearing capacity of sec
tion under predominant stresses due to shear force may be
restored or even improved by including a corresponding number
of embedded tissue layers determined by calculus according to
"C 184 - 77 Technical Prescriptions".

The efficiency of a large number of layers is limited
by the quality of concrete in the units to be plated namely by
concrete ultimate stress.



ASPECTS FROM THE TESTING OF G1 BEAM BEFORE STRENGTHENING

PHOTO 1

OVerall view of the beam
at failure

PHOTO 2

Detail of the end where
the failure occur

ASPECTS FROIo{ THE TBSwrING OF G1 BEAM AFTER Sl'RENGTHENING

PHOTO 3

Overall view of the beam
at failure
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ASPECTS FROM THE TJ:&'ING OF G1BEAM AFTER STRENGTHENING

PHOTO ..

General view of the beam
in- an intermediate pm se
of atrengthening(injection
of the more opened cracks)

PHOTO 5
General view of the beam
strengthened with fibre
glass tissue

PHOTO 6
End detail of the
strengthened beam
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ASPECTS FROM THE TEEING OF G
J

BEAN AFTER STRENGTHENING

PHOTO 7

General view of the
strengthened beam

FliDTO 8

Detail of the midspan of
the beam where the failure
crack between two inject
ed crack can be observed

PHOTO 9
End detail of the partial
strengthening with fiber
glaFls
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II.3.CURRENT POSSIBILITIES FOR ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION OF
THE SEISMIC RISK AFPECTING THE' EXISTING BUILDXMG STOCK

Borea Sandi*

I. INTRODUCTION

Earthquake protection of the existing building stock r e
presents a problem of large dimension which increasingly concen
trates the attention of experts of various fields.The experience
of numerous countries demonstrates dramatically the high seismic
risk ,connected with older buildings, wh~ch were not designed to
resist earthquakes. The experience of the Romania earthquake of
1977 confirms fully this statement.

Toe works involved in the reh~~ilitation and upgrading of
existing buildings are at the same time technically difficult and
costly and this fact clearly limits the possibilities of tackling
the existing building stock. On the other hand,in many countries,
particularly in Romania, the existing building stock is gradually
replaced, sometimes at a rapid pace,by new buildings, related to
the general plans of urban renewal and development.It is ~ously

necessary to correlate the two major actions referred to , namely
that of mitigation of seismic risks related to the existing bui~

ding stock on one hand, and that of urban development on the~
hand. This paper is intended to contribute to a review of ~~
ceptual and methodological aspects, of basic data required by the
estimation of seismic risks and by the adoption of the m 0 s t
suitable decisions for intervention, of the practical~ibilities

of risk estimation and decision.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS

2.1. General

Seismic risk represents the expectancy of losses of~~
natures due to the occurrence of seismic actions (which i8 con
sidered in this paper only in relation to the artifacts of man,
potentially affected by destructive e~rthquakes). The impos
sibility of deterministic prediction of the lossp.s to occu~~

over even o~ the basic factors which generate such losses) makes
necessary the use of probabtlistic concepts and of corresponding
methodologies in this conn~ct!on. Some basic defini~ions and
relations on this sUbject are presented in this section. For more
details it is possible to consider the developments of /4/, /9/,
/14/.

* Head, Structural and Earthauake Engineering Division,
INCERC (Building Research Institute), Bucharest.
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2.2. sa.ic Concep~s

COnsidering ~he developments of /14/, the risk analysis can
be carried ou~ using ~he follOWing terminol09Y~

Seismic Hazard (H) :expectancy of occurrence of cases 0 f
seiamic ac~onat the sites of buildings dealt with, expressed in
probabili.tt~ terms.

Seismic -Vulnerability (V) : distribution (in probabilistic
terms) of damage or losses, conditional upon the magnitude 0 f
seismic action.

Specific Risk (S) : expectancy of damage or 10Bses, a sa
function of service duration, assuming the elements at risk fully
exposed, expressed in probabilis~ic ~erms.

Elements at Risk (E): ?&Ople, property, human activities that
might be adversely affected by earthquake (and for which i 1: is
necessary to quantify, besides values, the degree of expo.ure).

Risk (R) : expectancy of losses, as a function 0 f service
duration, considering the real exposure of elements a~ risk, ex
pressed in probabilistic terms.

This Idst of basic concepts may be usefully detailed and
completed, considering the quantifications of damage, 10S8 and
exposure. On the other hand, it is necessary to keep in view the
crucial fact that the losses inflicted by earthquakes are co n-·
neeted with various systems (urban systems, regional syst..s,11fe
lines etc), due to various interact.iaul aD1 chain effects. A comprehen 
sive approach should consider this fact. Besides some b a 8 i c
~ considered in this connection in /2/, it may be us.ful ~o

apply the developments of /6/ in order to analyze l;he risk . t ,D

complex ~ystems.

The limits of the extent of this paper makes i~ possible to
deal only with individual buildings and ~o reduce, as tar_pos
sible, the number of basic concepts. An abridged approach DY deal
only with three basic concepts, namely hazard,vulnerabili~y and
risk.

2.3.8asic Expressions and Relations

Hazard is quantified by the parameter n~h) , which denotes
the expected rate of occurrence of seismic action at in~en.i~y

qj (discretization of in~ensities is assumed)for a unit ~~ in
~lrval • A second hazard measure is represented by th.e par...ter
N h) (T), which denotes the expected number of events' of inten 
s ties equal ~o or higher ~han qj' .for a time interval of dura-
tion T, ,
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j' ~ j
N~h) (T) = T ~

j'
(2.1l

possible losses due to earthquakes are quantified into se
veral 108S components, Lc,which are not comensurable (losses of
lives, losses of property etc.). It is also assumed that the
losses are discretized into a finite number of deqrees,Lck.Under
these conditions, the vulnerability of a building dealt with is
related to one seismic event and may be ~ufntified by means 0 f
the conditional discrete nrobabilities Pc~/j' where
where

(v)
~ Pck/j = 1, (for any c or j) (2.2)

which denote the distribution (in a probabilistic sense) of losses,
conditional upon the intensity qj. The approach adopted in this
paper includes the characteristtef of exposure of various elements
a~ risk in the characteristic 0c~/j referred to.

The seismic risk may be quantified in several ways, all of
which rely on the assumption (or model) of immediate and full
post-earthquake rehabilitation of buildings and other el~~nts~

risk affected. ~ basic characteristic is the parameter fi(i> ,Which
deootes the expected rate of occurrence of losses of severitieJ LcJt<for
a unit time interval). This parameter is given by the OXNOlutUm

(2.3)

A second risk measure is represented by the parameter N(r) (T),
which denotes the expected number of cases of losses ofc~Lties
Lck or higher, for a time interval of duration T,

N(r) (T) = T
ck

k'~ k
~
k'

(2.4)

Another risk measure is represented by the probability ofnon-oc
currence and non-exceedance of losses of severity Lck, for a time
interval of duration T. In case one adopts a Poisson model for
the process of earthquake occurrence and one accepts the assump
tion on full and immediate r~habilitation mentioned above, the
probabiEty referred to, ll~i) (T), will be given by the expressioo.

u~~) (T) = exp [-N~~) (T) J (2.5)

A last measure of risk, use!:! in this paper, is represented by the
cumulated expected 108ses, Lc(T). In order to derive an expres 
sion for these losses, it mav make sense to consider, for some
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loss components, discounting uf loss~s by means of discounting
functions Zc (t). The expression of Lc(T) will be in this case

_ T -(r)
Lc (T) =j 'LLcknck zc(t) dt (2.6)

o k

2.4. Some Methodological Aspects

The risk estimation may be made, in case of individualbuil
dings without any major difficulties if one uses the relatio n s
presented and one makes the necessary data available ( the dif
ficulties of risk analysis are considerably increased in cas e
one tackles explicitely systems and one wants to adopt a~istent

approach, according to the developments of /6/.

At the level considered, the main difficulties raised b v
the risk analysis will be related to the input data, which are
discussed in next section.

3. PROBLEMS PAISED BY THE INnUT DATA

3.1. General

According to the anproach developed in section 2,the input
data are of two categories:

a) the hazard characteristics nJh)
b) the vUlnerability characteristics

(v)
Pck/j.

These two categories of basic data raise specific and dif
ficult problems, so some specific comments are in order.

3.2. The Data On Seismic Hazard

The basi9 data on seismic hazard, represented by the cha
racteristics njhJ , may be derived in principale on the baB~ of
official documents, like existing zoning maps (and eventua 1 1 Y
microzoning data), or of special studies, intended to ~igate

the seismicity of a site. The hazard maps provide neverthele s s
lirnitErl information, (e.g. macroseismic intensities, or peak ground
accelerations wit~ one or two return periods). This makes it~
sary to use additional ~ssumptions in order to determine the
full set of parameters n1hJrequired by a full risk analysis. It
is possible here to use classical recurrence laws like a Gumb e 1
type distribution for macroseismic intensities (which is similar
to the well known Richter maCJni tude recurrence law), or a Frechet
type distribution for peak ground accelerations, or effe c ti ve
peak accelerations /11/, or other kinematic parameters ~idered
in these analyses. Given the constant CJeometric ratio of~tic

parameters corres~onding to macre-seismic intensities 0 r d e red
acco~ding to a constant arithmetic rat~o, there is compatibility
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between the use of the classical Gumbel and Frechet distributions
for the two categories of parameters. A more difficult problem is
raised by the limited validity of the classical laws, given es
pecially some ohysical limitations to earthquake maqnitudes(givan
the features of geo-tectonic processes) and to ground motion in
ten~ties (given also the features of local site conditions). It
must be recognized that the current state of the art of ~ e i s
mological knowledge is characterized by serious limitatio~s and
the need of extensive future studies.

3.3. The Data on Seismic Vulnerability

The. basic data Qn seismic vulnerability, represented b y
the Characteristics p(v). , may be derived on the basis of stati~
tical analyses of thec~G~come of post-earthquake surveys and lor
on the basis of engineering and social-economic analyses. The
first source referred to, represented by the observation, quan
tification and statistical tre~tment of post-earthquake st~dies,

leads to characteristics of observed vulnerability. A comprehen
sive set of data of this kind is given in 15/,/11/ where ~most

significant and detailed results have been obtained on the basis
of the post-earthquake surveys carried out in Romania in 1977/1h
/7/. The second source referred to, represented by the eng\ine
ering and, afterwards, socia-economic analyses, leads to charac
teristics of predicted vulnerability. The comprehensive data of
/9/, which are based on data observation and analysis and jud
gement, must be mention~d here as a valuable source of informa 
tion, which puts into evidence, among other things, the ~l~
of earthquake resistant design strategies on the vulnerability of
buildings.

The vulnerability characteristics of the sources reftrred
to are affected by a high scatter of damage or losses for a
definite intensity of action. This fact is particularly signifi 
cant for the current level of knowledge in the fi~ld of earth
quake engineering. On the other hand, this high scatter of vul 
nerability data leads to severe limitations of the posibilities
of control and management of seismic risks.

3.4. Addenda

The limited amount, accuracy and certainty characterizing
the input data referred to raises the need for extensive future
research of various kinds. This must be orien~ed along dire~ions

corresponding to both of the categories of data (a) and (b) men
tioned in section 3.1. This research must include at the s am e
time some fundamental conceptual and methodological developments
as well as applied research, related to the seismicity of som e
sites and regions and to the vulnerability of specific classes
of buildings or other works.
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4.RISK ANALYSIS AND CRITERIA FOR DECISION
TO INTERVENE ON EXISTING STRUCTURES

4.1. General

Risk analysis is not a final goal in itself,but represents
an intermediate step required by a cost-benfit analysis, which
represe~ts, in turn, a main support of decision making. Decision
making is a necessary activity' in principle any time when a design,
or earthquake protection strategy is to be adopted. This may
happen either in the case of the design of new buildings, or in
the case of rehabilitation and upgrading activities related t 0
the existing building stock. It is necessary to consider, in any
case, various possible protection strategies in order to ado 9 t,
after corresponding analyses and judgement, the most reasonab~e

of the possible strategies.

4.2. Cost-Benefit Analyses

A central goal of activities related to the building stock,
whether this concerns new developments or existing on~s, i s re
presented by the maximization of the overall utility. One m u s t
consider in this relation the following main ffictors, or c 0 n
tributors (in a positive or a negative sense) to the 0 v era 11
utility:the benefits B resulting from the normal service, the
investment costs, C', the maintenance costs, M, and the costs of
damage (or the losses), L. As in the case of earthquake induced
losses, [or which it was necessary (see section 2) to consider
VariCllS" non-comensurable components Lc ' it is necessary to consider
homologous components for the other terms, Be' Me etc. (e.g.:the
lIves expected to be lost, corresponding to a definite quantit y
L, may ~e algebraically added to the lives expected to be saved
C.I the activity of a hos:oital or of another building provi din 9
e~ergency shelter or rescue). The overall utility, U, will b e
q~antified under these conditions by a system of components Uc '
with the expression :

U = B 4 C' - M - Lc c c c c
(4.1)

The expression (4.1) is useful in order to judge a post~~i the
utility of a given building, provided full information on this
subject is available. In case one wants to carry out a cost,obenefit
analysis related to the future utility, it will be necessary, of
course, to consider the random nature of at least some of the
terms of ex~ression (4.1) and try to maximize the overallutilit~

A first, perhaps sometimes too rough,approach, consists of the
use of average, or expected, values, for the random quantiti es
of the expr~ssion (4.2). The expected values of the utility com
ponents UC'Uc ' will be in this case

(4.2)
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(4.4)

(wher~ by it was assumed that the investment costs may be esti
mated in a deterministic way). The conditions

tic - max (4.3)

cannot be satisfied simultaneously, as a rule, since different
strategies may prove to be the most suitable in case one single
component (c) is considered. The mult.i-parameter (with respe c t
to the index (c) problem may reduce to a one parameter optimi
zation problem, in case one considers some (positive) weightsw cto be attached as factors to the condition (4.3)and one r~ius

~ we Uc :: max

The values w of the weights referred to should represent a mat
ter for sociil-econo~ic analyses and, ultimately, of judgementby
an interdisciplinary experienced team. Such a team should~~
various possible strategies Si' to which various values Uc i(4.2)
will be associated and select the most reasonable one.

4.3. Cost-Benefit Analysis versus Code Provisions

The cost-benefit analysis represents a difficult task,given
the huge quantity of information to be gathered and processed •
This activity is avoided in practice by using the provisions of
design codes, which are assumed to have adopted on the basis of
a sound socio-economic judgement, the most suitable calibration
of some conventional design parameters defining the strategy t 0

be adopted. This represents an important limitation of desi9n ef
fects, and, also, a source of safety, since possible coarse er
rors due to lack of information or experience in cost-b en e fit
analysis will be avoided. On the other hand, it must be recog
nized that the code provisions s~ecifying the level of ~quake
protection present serious shortcomings, since they do not lead
to some reasonable differentiations of design strategies or they
do not cover some specific cases. To illustrate this statement,
one must emphasize the very limited specifications of codes 0 f
many countries (including Romania), with respect to the protec 
tion (including eventual rehabilitation and upgrading) of exis 
ting developments, the lack of differentiation of seismic coef
ficients as explicit functions of the desired service duration of
buildings (whether they represent new developments or exist i n g
ones), etc.

These facts lead to the conclusion that the use of codes must be
completed, in several cases, by using more or less dewU~ cost
benefit analyses, which are able to provide an insight of h~t
importance into the problems raised by the adoption of ea~~
protection strategies.

4.4. Some Specific Conditions and Restrictions to Be Considerod
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in Relation to the Existing Building Stock

A specific question to be considered in relation to inter
vention on existing buildings ~s represented by the formulation
of decision alternatives. These are related to two main asoects:

(a) the function of a building;

(b) the structural characteristics of a building.

From the view point of the function of a building, one may con
sider, as alternative solutions:

functional upgrading in correlation Wi~:l structural
upgrading;

- unchanged function;

- adoption of a function of lower importance;

-,abandoning the use~

From the view point of the structural characteristic, one may
consider, as alternative solutions:

- structural upgrading:

- unchanged structure:

- removing of some hazardous parts (e.g. some balconies c r
upper stories);

- damolition.

While man is practically unable at present to influence in
a positive sense the seismic hazard, it is possible to influence
considerably the VUlnerability of buildings. This may ref.rei~

to the 9rimary VUlnerability, i.e., the proneness to damage con
ditional upon seismic intensity, which is influenced by the~
vention on the structural characteristics, or to the secondary
vulnerability,i.e., the proneness to losses conditional upon the
degree o£ damage, which is influenced by the intervention on the
function of buildings.

The adoption of the decision on intervention on the ex~s 
ting building stock is subjected to specific restrictions of~ch
the most important are related to: .

(a) the feasibility of some of the solutions considered
initially;

(b) the need of correlation of solutions considered fi o r
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individual buildings presenting some kinds of interaction and
of correlation with the general plans of urban development.

The fea&ibility conditions may be of various type,such as:

- making sure that specific materials or manufactured parts re 
quired bl a definite solution may be made available:
- making sure that design engineers, construction technicians and
workers possessing the expertise required by some sp~cific solu
tions are available:
- making sure that there exists the necessary room for construc
tion works of various natures (including eventual de~olition);

- making sure that the duration of inte~vention works is compa
tible with some specific ~ervice conditions.

Without going into analytical details that are specific to
complex systems /6/, some important qualitative aspects connec 
ted with urban systems must be taken into account. The experisce
of behavior and analysis of urban systems suggests the importance
of a high degree of safety to be provided to buildings locatedat
some critical places, like crossings of streets, narrow portions
of streets etc. The eventual collapse of such critically located
buildings may lead to the heaviest post-earthquake,consequen~es,

due to the inability of rescue teams to gain access, of ~ticn
of people, etc.

Another practical aspect not to be neglected is that of dif
ferentiation of the required earthquake resistance of buildings,
as a function of their SUbsequent service duration. Conversely ,
assuming that the resistance of a building was evaluated and does
not fulfill the requirements for normal buildings of the s a_m~e

category, a deadline for intervention (including eventual aban
doning and demolition) can be set in order to limit the seismic
risk to an acceptable vatue. Under some simplifying 8SSumpti9DBi
in case one considers the ratio

Seff -0'

r • S'req
(4.1)

•
(Seff :effeetive earthquake resistance, expressed in terms 0 f
forces, accelerations, seismic coefficients ;Sreq :~ ear~

quake resistance according t:o code provisions, expressed in h 0 
mologous te~s), the acceptable subsequent service duration i s
given by an expression

2T ,. r TnOlllo' (4.2)ace
where T .ia. the nOlRinal, or normal, service duration for new
buildinijS-of the .&me category (the exponent 2 in relation (4.2)
approxtmately corre.pond. to the exponents of the extreme value
law. characterizing the recurrence of seiamic actions of various
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intensities).

5. ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYSES OF SEISMIC RISK
AFFECTING SOME CATEGORIES OF BUILDINGS

5.1. Input Data

An illustrative analysis of seismic risk affecting s 0 me
categories of buildings was carried out in the foea of a research
project of INCERC/10/. The analysis referred to was concerned with
several categories ~f buildings, for which data on vulnerability
were obtained from American /9/ and Romanian /5/,/~1 sources.The
data on seismicity were adopted according to a Gumbel dUrtr~
corrected in order to account for possible intensity.

The American categories of buildings referred to in /9/car
respond to four design strategies, related according to UBC t 0
zones 0,2,3 and S (the latter zone implies doubling of for c es
determined for zone 3). These strategies were considered equiva
lent to protection against nominal intensities VI, VIII,IX and X
according to the MSK intensity scale. Additional data hypotheti
cally corresponding to a design strategy associated with zone 1
were determined through interpolation. Interpolation was use d
also in order to adopt a finer discretization with respect t 0
intensities, going from integer intensity degrees to halves 0 f
degrees. The damage degrees were defined according to /9/ in the
following manner (Table 5.1) :

Table 5. 1.

Damage degree
(xl

o
1
2
3
4

5

Characterization

none-O
light-L
medium-M
heavy-H
total-T

collapse-C

Losses, as a percentage of
replacement cost

o
o to 0.05 ,
0.05 to 1.25 ,
1.25 to 20 ,
65 to 10C '(building con 

demned\
100 t

The Romanian categories of buildings were the classes A. 2
(bearing wall masonry without r.c. floors, built before the 194
earthquake) and A.6 (framed structures, built before the ~940

earthquake, basically not engineered to resist earthquaXes). The
damage degrees and vulnerability matrices are d.scribed in /8/.

The seismic hazard was represented by means of an analy
tieal law
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a-max-(h) (
N (q,T) = T j

q
n(h) (a') dq , (5.1)

.."here

ii (h) (q)

b ' exp [a'-b'q -={ ~x-q

o

(q .c. CImax)

(5.2)

'q" Cl ). '" '-max

The values of paramet~rs (a') and (b') were a' = 2 In 10,b'= 0.5
1n 10. The parameters (e') and (qmax) were assignee ~a1 values
aimed to lead to a Darametrie study. The results presented here
in correspond'to the value~ e' =0.04 In 10, ~ax= 9.5 ( IX 1/2).
A graphic representation of the seismological data is given i n
fig. 5.1.

5.2. Results Obt~ned

The results obtained were exnressed by means of the risk
characteristics N~r) (1) (one ~_mpie loss component, c= 1, with
index (c) committed, was considered). The representation 0 f
result~ given in following figures is related to the nat u r a 1
cologarithm H2k 'of this !larameter,

H(r)"" - In N(r) (1) (5.3)
2k k

It is easy to optermine on this basis the survival pcobabilities
for any time interval, using the relation

H~~) (T) = exp [-'T N~r) (1)] = exp [_N~r) (T)] (5.4)

Table 5.2
Ho (100 years J

derived from the more general expression (2.5).

The illustrative results obtained for the input data ref~
red to are represented in fig.5.2 and 5.3 for the American buil
dings and in fig.5.4 for the Romanian buildings.

In order to judge the results obtained, it must be kept in
mind that the values of tb~ rarameter H2 correspond to following
values of the parameters N(r'(l) and Ho (T) (Table 5.2)

"2 ~(r) (1) "0(10 years}
-- ~- ---·"'2------ - -- -- -- -

4 1.83 x 10_ 3 0.8326 0.1602
6 2.48 x 10_4 0.9755 0.7805
8 3.35 x 10 0.9967 0.9670____!Q !~~!_~_!Q=: Q~~22~ Q~!2~! _
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· ~he results obtained put to evidence t~e strong dependence
of the parameter "2 on the earthquake protect ion s trategy. The r e
exists no absolute protection, gi~en the vulnerability characte
ristics assumed. The efficiency of increased protection ~s ohqious
especially in connection with the risk of greater' damage.Lighter
damage is practically unavoidable in case of a longer ser vic e
duration.

6. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. The seismic risk must t,e considered as· an objective rea 1 i t Y
for regions which are lil~eJy to be affected by strong g r 0 u n d
motions. It is possible tn quantify it and to analyze it,~ided

input data of satisfactrry ~ualit~ are at hand. It is possibleto
mitigate it by means of some appropriate measures, positively in
fluencing the vulnerabi1.l. ty of buildings and of ather artifac t s
of man.

2. The seismic risk must be analy~ed and controlled,in order to
limit losses inflicted by future earthquakes. While the new dare'
lopments, designed according to modern code provisions ,are in IlDSt
cases provided with a satisfactory degree of earthquake protec 
tion, the old buldings, not engineered to resist earthquakes,re
present a major source of risk and, conse~uently, a major threat
to society. Interventions intended to mitigate the risk oo~
with these buildings, ~ccording to a sound strategy, are there
fore necessary.

3. l1hile code provisions related to the design of new buildings
are well developed in ~ractically all technically advanced coun
tries, the regulations related to the protection of the existing
building stock are missing in most countries and, where the y
existthey do not cover the whole range of interest. It is neces
sary to concentrate im~ortant technically ~ualified forces i n
order to gradually bridge this im!>Ortant gap. It must be noted
that, besides ...:s1gn methodol/)gies and formats that are simi 1 ar
to those specified by codes related to the design of new buil
dings, it is necessary to consider different methodologies and
formats for specific purposes. Ex~licit cost-benefit analyses ,
based on e~~licit risk analyses, may be justified in order t 0
adopt reasonable decisions with respect to the interventions 0 n
the existing building stock. The explicit consideration of inteL
vention alternatives related to the function and the structural
chara~teristics, a nrimary filtering considering the feasibility
criteria and thereafter a proper cost-benefit analysis, are re 
quired in this contpvt.

4. The intervention on the existing building stock must be based
on the consideration of the building stock as a syst~~,since the
seismic risk is related essentially to various systems,the com
ponents of which may strongly interact. The analysis of r~k'~
could affect existing sys~epc; must put into evidence the most
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significant risk sources, like buildings located at critical
places, buildings or facilities that are highly hazardous 0 r
likely to be involved in chain effects, etc.

5. The problems of intervention on the existing building s toe k
must be analyzed in correlation with the Btrate~! of new devewp
ment of urban systems. lifelines. etc. The earthquake resistance
re."uired for existing buildings must be derived, keeping in view
the expected subaequent service duration. The required resistan··
ce level must be thus differentiated. Converselv, in cas e a
definite existing resista~ce level is considered in the category
of the problem data, it is possible and necessary to set a cor
responding intervention deadline. The consideration of the dead
lines specified for various individual aevelopments must be sum
marized in a list of inte~vention priorities. A sound list 0 £
priorities, followed by appropriate interventions on the b u il
dings presenting the highest intervention priorities, may result
in a spectacular reduction of seismic risk, obtained by means of
moderatp- efforts.

6. The ~ost difficult technical problem raised by the analysis of
seismic risK is represented by the analysis of vulnerability of
buildings and other works. High attention must be paid to the
task of gathering information of this subject in relation to all
aspects of vulnerability.

7. Engineers and other specialists who should be involved in the
mitigation of seismic risk affecting the existing building stock
need a speciel training, exceeding the fields dealt with in~
sical education.

8. An imnortant steo to be considered in relation to the mitiga
tion of seismic risk affecting the existing buildings is repre 
sented by the planning of pilot studies, to precede mass action.
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11.4 A SUMMARY OF STUDIES ON THE SEISMIC VULNERABILITY
vr BUILDINGS, CARRIED OUT IN BUCHAREST SUBSEQUENT TO

THE MARCH 4, 1977 EARTHQUAKE

Horea Sandi*
Dan Cazacu**

cristian Constantinescu***
Mihai Stancu****

1. INTRODUCTION

Tbe Romanian, March 4 1977, seismic event rep~~~aUy
a destructive earthquake, ~ut also an opportunity of exceptional
value to tmprove of the technical knowledge in earthquake engine
ering. This fact was underlined by many of the foreign ex p e rts
who visited Romania after the earthquake. The main reasons for the
scientific value of this experience are the features of the natu
ral phenomena (type of earthquake, extent of the area Bubjectedto
strong shaking, spectral content of ground motion) and the number
of artifac~s of ~an that were subjected to a direct natural tes
ting (this includes, among other, various categories of mod ern
struct.ures, most of them standardized and erected by means of' in
dustrialized methods and, at the same time, engineered to r e siat
earthquakes).

The seismic event of March 4 1977 was followed by numerous
analyses of its nature and effects. One of the important mr~
of work was the detailed post-earthquake survey of buildings i n
Bucharest. This survey, designed initially to provide detailed in
formation on the features of ground motion, prOVided basic infor
mation that was used SUbsequently for other purposes too. Am 0 n 9
other thJ.hgs, this information was used, in the frame'Jlork. of an
international project [13], to derive data on the seismic vulne
rability of buildings.

The present paper is intended to present a summary of stu
I
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** d h k . .Scientific Researcber, Structural an Eart qua e Eng1neer1ng
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dies on the vUlnerability of build~ngs, parts of which were pre 
sented previously in {Sl,{6],l7],[B],(13]. The content is devoted
to a presentation and discussion of basic concepts and of • e t
hodological aspects, of the results of observation, of the c 0 r
relation between survey results and results of some engineering
analyses as well as to comments on the state-of-the-art.

2. CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS.

2.1. General. Conceptual and Methodological Aspects.

The basic concepts and terminology were used in a q reement
with the developments of {l4], of~which .ome references are qiven
in [6]. VULNERABILITY was understood, in this frame, as the dis 
tribution of damage (expressed in physical, observable, terms,th~

distribution being understood in probabilistic or ~~~,
conditional upon the intensity of seismic qround motion affecting
definite buildings. A distinction was made between OBSERVED VOL
NERABILITY.~VO, (i.e., conditional statistical damage distribu
tion, as derived from post-earthquake surveys for some de fi n tte
classes of buildings or other structures) and PREDICTED VULNERA 
BILITY, or VP, (i.e. conditional probabilistic damage distributi
on, as derived from engineering analyses for some types of buil
dings).

The vulnerability analysis requires basically definitions
and quantifications for three categories of data :

(a) the object of analyses (type or class of buildings 0 r
of other works dealt with);

(b) the effects of seismic action (damaqe or loss actually,
or potentially, inflicted to the object) ;

(c) the seismic action.

The bulk of primary data for the VO-analyses carried 0 u t
for various classes of buildinqs in the city of Bucharest w ere
provi~e6 by the extensive and detailed damage survey organized in
April and May under the auspices of CNST (National Council en SCi
ence and Technology of Romanio). This survey, which is descri bed
in more detailed terms in ill, is briefly summarized here too.

The territory of the city of Bucharest was divided Urto ~
res ~f 1 km x 1 km. Some 300 bUildings were analyZed within each
of the squares (the buildings were selected, so as to have a re
presentative sample of the damage distribution). The bUildings in
vestigated included dwelling8, schools and hotels. A damage suney
form as given in fiq, 2.1.was used.

Classification of buildings.
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The bUildings investigated were divid~d into five basic ca
tegories pertaining to different construction syst_us:

Low quality construction (adobe-like).
Masonry bearing walls and flexible floors.
Masonry bearing walls and rigid floors (R.C.).
Reinforced concrete framed structures.
Reinforced concrete bearing wall structures
(cast-in-place or precast solutions).

The categoriesC2 and C3' which represented the bulk of the
survey sample, were subdivided according to age (pre-l940 and poet
1940). The buildings pertaining to each pf the categories w ere
subdivided according to th~ criteria of dynamic characteristi c s;
usinCj simple empirical formulae, the fundamental natural periods
were estimated and the subcategories were related to following os
cillation period intervals: 0 to O,15s; 0.15 to 0.25s.;0.25 t 0
0.35s.;0.35 to 0.50s.; 0.50 to 0.70s.;0.70 to 1.00 s.;l.OO to ~~

s.;and more than 1.30s.

Ouantification of aamage.
Rules were established in order to quantify the observed

degree of damage for various types of structural elements an~ for
some types of non-structural elements. These rules were inspired
by the MSK scale (the MSK scale experience shows a fairly linear
correlation between QD's (damage degrees), as given by the met
hodology adopted on one hand, and the MSK intensity degree on the
other hand). The statistical survey referred to was organized at
an unprecedented level of detail and this fact required some ite
rative testing of the damage degree calibration. The final quan
tification methodology rep~e.ented the third variant adopted. More
details on this aspect are given in rl]. The DO's ranging from 0
(not affected) to 5 (collapse), were finally defined as follows:

I.Masonry

Bearing walls:- not affected :0
- slightly affected :1 ;

(for lack of specification, 0.5)
- cracked :1.15;
- strong cracking :2.50;
- strong cracking, 45°:3;
- out of vertioal d1rection :4
- collapsed :5.

Non-bearing masonry :
- not affected :0;

(for lack of specification :0.5);
- cracked : 1 ;
- partially collapsed :2 ;
- coapletely collapsed :3;
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The DO assessed for a building was the maximum of the DO's
assessed for bearing walls and for non-bearing masonry respecti
vely.

II.R.C. frames

Columns

Beams

- not affected :0.5;
- cracked : 2:
- strong cracking :4:
- crushed concrete :4;
- guckled reinforc~nt :4.

- not affected :1;
- slightly affected :1;

(for lack of specification :0.5);
- cracked :2;
- strong cracking :3;
- failed :4.

Infil1 masonry :
- n~t affected :0;
- boundary cracks :1;
- cracking :1.5:
- strong cracking :2;
- dislocation :2.5;
- collapsed :3.

The DO assussed for a building was the maximum of DO's as
sessed to columns and to infill masonry for pre-l950 buildings,and
the maximum of DO's assessed to beams and to infill masonry for
post-l950 buildings.

III.R.C. bearing walls
- not affected :0;
- slightly affeeced :1:

(for lack of specification 0.5);
- cracked :2;
- strong cra~king :3:
- failed :4.

The same values as in case of R. C. frames were used for
infi11 masonry and for columns.

The DO's assessed for a building was :the maximum of DO's
assessed for R.C. bearing walls and for infi11 masonry, respec 
ti"ellL, in case of buildings with homogeneous layout :the maxiJlull
of OD's assessed for the former. ones and fo~ the columns,in case
of flexible-first storey buildings.

IV. Buildings done of low quality materials
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Walls :- not affected :0;
- slightly affected :1;

(for lack of specification :0.5);
- cracked :2;
- strong cracking :3:
- collapsed :5.

The DD assessed for a building was measured as the DO as
sessed for the walls.

statistical damage spectra. The outcome the of investiga
tion was represented by the s~atistical damage spectra derived
for the various squares of the territory and for the various ca 
tegories of buildings. As an example, tne statistical damage spec
tra derived for one central square of Bucharest are reported i n
£ig.2.2. (complete results are given in [1) ).

The degree of confidence of results may be checked on the
basis of variance of results (in case of large samples, the r.m.s
DO did not exceed 0.7, which represents a statisfactory re suI t
from the view point of the MSK scale: the coefficient of varia
tion of OD was decreasing for increasing DO).

The statistical damage spectra were used in order to derive
MSK - intensity assessments for the various squares of the t e r
ritory of Bucharest. These assessments were related to oscillatWn
period intervals. The observed intensity maps developed were re
lated to the intervals of periods 0 to 0.15 s. 0.15 to 0.25 sardO. 7 to 1.Os.
These maps are given in (1) , where the tables of conversion of ID into MSK in
tensities, for various classes of buildings, are also given.

2.2. Methodological Features Related to the
Deriving of Vulnerability Characteristics.

The tas,," of deriVing vulnerability Characteristics (m 0 re
precisely, according to the formulation adopted in the project
documents, vulnerability functions), wap novel in Romania andwork
was started primarily due to the requirements of the UNOP/ UNESCO
Project. The methodologies adopted in this connectionwere derived
by using the concepts, definitions and guidelines adopted by the
first meeting of the Working Group and, besides this, b y the
developments of (4).

The main features of the approach to the vulnerability
analysis can be summarized as follows :

1. Input data • The input data were the assessments 0 n
ground motion characteristics and on the distribution of damage
degree for some samples buildings. It must be mentioned again, in
this respect, that the assessments of the ground motion charac
teristics were themselves the result of a comparison of the sta 
tistical data on damage distribution with the assessments of the
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MSK scale and of a ~t error approach that led to the assessment
for a zone of more or less homogeneous conditions of ground motion
(~nd in Bucharest, also for a specific Interval of oscillationpe
riods), of a certain degree of MSK - intensity (the intensity as
sessments Wt~5 made, in Bucharest, in halves of MSK degrees,e.g •
••• VII,VII or VII to VIII,VIII, ••• ).

2. processing. It was possible, on this basis, to consider,
for classes of buildings that were homogeneous from the viewpoint
of construction system (and of fundamental natural periods) the
statistical distribution of damage, as related to samples corres
ponding to more or less homogeneous conditions of ground motion
intensity (and oscillation period intervals). To be more specifi~

considering the statistical information given by damage~
in Bucharest for various categories of structures as illustrated
in fig.2.2, it was possible to consider all the squares of appro
ximately equal intensity (for a given interval of oscillation pe
riods) and to-draw up a histogram of damage distribution for one
of the structural types considered.

3. Representation of results. The results of processing~
represented in the from of series of histograms of DD (d a mage
degree) distribution for various MSK intensities for each of the
~onstructive systems considered. It was possible to derive, 0 n
this basis, data on the average DD and on the r.m.s. DD and t 0
plot the data on the same graphs as those representinq the hi s
tograms. The presentation of results obtained in this way is given
in Chapter 4 of the Report.

4. Additional information. It was possible for a class 0 f
structures that were highly homogeneous to go one step ahead inan
analytical direction that might help in characterizing the vul
nerability in a more analytical manner. This was the case of some
standardized buildings, erected series-wise in Bucharest. Thecon
sideration of damage in bearing walls oriented longitudinally or
transversally respectively, in conjunction with the consideration
of the azimuthai orientation of buildings, permitted researchers
to consider the distribution of damage in longitudinally or~ented

and in transversally oriented bearing walls, as a stati8tical~

tion of the azimuthal orientation of buildings. It was possible ,
in this way, to eliminate the influence of the directivity 0 f
ground motion and to derive some conclusions on the longitudinal
and, respectively, transversal "V· 's of the given~ of buil
ding.

3. VULNERABILITY CHARACTERISTICS DERIVED FROM
THE POST-EARTHQUAKE SURVEY.

3.1. Data on the Characteristics of the Building Stock.

The building stock that is relevant from the viewpoint 0 f
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vUlnerability analysis presented in this paper consists primarily
of residential buildings in service for not more than approxima 
tely one century, i.e. having been built not earlier than the last
quarter of the 19-th century.

The stock of residential buildings used as the basis for the
statistical sample in the post-earthquake analysis may be catego
rized according to various qualitative and quantitative c~iteria,

among wh~ch the most significant are :age, basic construction ma
terials, construction system, degree of engineering, azim~thal o
rientation, features and characteristics of ground conditions,dy
namic characteristics, characteristics of the degree of earth~
protection and ductility characteristics,

It is possible to define some classes with respect to anyof
the criteria enumerated. In order to describe the building stock
referred to, it is useful to present a brief on the development of
earthquake protection in relation to the development of building
activities.

Romania had entered the stage of modern development by mid
nineteenth century, when the development of Europe gradually~
me significant or prevalent for the social, economic and urban
development of the country. The brick masonry constructions of re
sidential buildings had become prevalent especially in urban areas.
Most c: the buildings built during the nineteenth century w ere
one-or two-story buildings. The quality of materials andworkrnan
ship was different for different geographiy areas, due to the na
ture of basic materials and the tradition of manufacturing and
workmanship. The early twentieth century witnessed the gradual de
velopment of taller buildings and the introduction of reinfor c ed
concrete, at first mainly for slabs, lintels, girders, etc. The
systems of vertical and horizontal loadbearing members were n~
theless not designed to resist horizontal loads, since the~ern

and know-how of design engineers in relation to earthquake resis
tance problems was practically absent up to the second world war.

The fifth decade of the 20-th century represented a turning
point in building activities as they related t~ earthquake pro
tection, du~ to several reasons, of which the most significant
were

(a) the occurrence of the destructive earthquake of N~
10 1940 (the first strong earthquake withstood by m~dern constIUc
tion in Romania);

(b) the occurrence of the Second World War which led to des
truction or damage due to bombing and to a slowdown in construe 
tinn activitiesJ

(e) the first direct contacts with the Soviet school of
earthquake engineering, one of the leading schools in the worid.
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The period after 1950 witnessed a major improvement in en
gine~ing education in universities, mainly by the courses on~
ory of structures of a modern level and the organization of ~~
quake engineering research activities that tackled an increasing
range of problems of experimental, theoretical or computational
nature.

The development of construction systems during the t h i r d
quarter of the twentieth century may be characterized as follows:
the trend toward industrialization of construction has led to a
gradual decrease in the use of masonry as compared with other bWU
ding materials. Cast-in-place reinforced concrete has been used
increasingly, for low-rise buildings (UR to five stories highland
for high-rise buildings (more than seven stories high). The most
widely used solution became that of bearing walls. Various tech
nological solutions were adopted, among which, for some years,were
sliding forms. The technological solution proving to be the ma at
advantageous, primarily due to the increased certainty'of a satis
factory quality, was that of industrialized, dismountable forms
(consisting of two-or three-dimensional components). The cast -in
-place bearing wall reinforced concrete structures represent b y
far the bulk of high-rise buildings built during last two decade&
The solutions adopted are characterized by low steel consump t ion
indices, waich are in the range of 20 kg/m2 for low-rise buil~s
and in the raJlge of 30 kg/m2 for high-rise buildings.

An industrialized system which was introduced in about 1960
and which gradually increased its share until it became preva
lent for low-rise buildings and now tends to became prevalent for
high-rise buildings too, is that of large panel ·constructio~. Be
sides this, pretabricated construction was adopted also by using
three-dimensional (room-size) precast elements ("bell" or "~"
shaped) •

It is also usetul to give some broad quantitative charac
terization of the building stock from the view point of parameters
related to earthquake behavior and resistance. The most signifi
cant parameters from this viewpoint are

- the fundamental natural periods

- the seismic desigl. factor C1 ;

- some earthquake r~~istance indicators defined further on;

- some ductility characteristics.

The factor Cr may be considered primarily in case of eng!
neered construction.

It is convenient to use also the following simple indica
tors
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- the area indicator,
A t'ac 1ve

I ar= m

and
- the acceleration indicator

Aactive Rs
lac· m • IarRs

where

Aactiv (m2):the total area of horizontal sections of shear
e resisting members, oriented along a direction

considered; ,

m(t) the mass generating seismic-forces to be trans
mitted through Aactive'

the ultimate shear strength of the material

has not a direct physical sense, but

:has the sense of ultimate static acceleration,
corresponding to the shear strength of the struc
ture considered (critical acceleration).

The building stock of Romania is generally rigid from the
viewpoint of dynamic characteristics. The fundamental periods of
low-rise buildings belong to the interval (0.2-0.3)s and for high
rise buildings belong, for the same conditions, to the interval
(0. 04n-0. 06 n) s (n:number of stories) [9].

Engineered structures, designed according to the provisions
of earthquake resistant codes, may be easily characterized b y
means of the seismic design factor CI (related to the fundamental
mode). According to the codes in force after 1963, this factorwas
to be determined according to the relation

C
1

= k ., (T ). '" • ~s I I
(3.1.)

where
ks :ratio of conventional design acceleration to th~ acce 

leration of gravity, depending on the fundamental na
tural period TI ;

:dynamic factor, depending on the fundamental natural
period TI ;

:correction factor, accounting for the influences of
damping characteristics, of strength reserve. and of
ductility:
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(3.21

(VXI :fundamental natural shape).

As a result, the value of C ranged between 0.06 and 0.09
for I - VII MSK and between 0.10 and 0.15 for I • VIII MSK for
rigid buildings and respectively between 0.02 and 0.03 for 1- VII
MSK and between 0.03 and 0.05 for I = VIII MSK, for relative ly
fl~ buildings (TI = 1 s).

Non-engineered structures may be characterized by means of
the parameters I ar and lac. These parameters may be useful,on the
other hand, also in order to characterize the ultimate horizontal
static force carried by a structure. The nature of building mate
rials, the building tradition, as well as some non-structural re··
quirements, have led to some typical solutions that may be charac
terized as follows. The lowest, traditional, masonry buildings
(one or two stories) are characterized by relatively high values
of Iar , such a50.02 to even 0.05 rn2/t. This leads, even in cas e
of lower quality masonry (e.g. Rs= 0.2 MPa), to high values 0 f
lac' that can exceed 5 m/s 2 • The more modern masonry buildings
(non-engineering), which might be three-to five-stories high, may
lack internal walls (replaced by reinforced concrete columns not
designed to resist earthauakes) ;may be c9aracterized by low values
of tar' ranging between 0.005 and 0.01 m It and leading to values
of lac that are even as low around 1 m/s 2• The values of I ar and
lac were even lower for high-rise bUildings not designed toresLrt
earthquakes, the resistant structure of which was composite, re
sulting from the assemblage of reinforced concrete members and
masonry walls (sometimes lightweight masonry). Engineered high
rise bearing wall buildings (ten to twelve stories) .were charac
terized (for different solutions and directions) by values of ~
sometimes lower than 0.001 m2/t, but as a rule in the range of
0.002 to 0.003 m2/t. This leads, in the most unfavorable cases,te
values of lac around 1 m/s 2 , but as a rule in the range of 5 m/s~

The ductility characteristics of the bUil~ings stock wer e
in most cases low. The traditional low-rise masonry buildings,
lacking reinforced concrete members, have few ductility sources.
The ductility characteristics were low in many cases even for
framed structures designed to resist earthquakes. Due to t his
fact, the ductility characteristics of buildings with reinforced
cor~rete framed structures were to a great extent the re suIt of
interaction of reinf~rced concrete frames with masonry (the la~
one playing the role of non-linearly behaving trusses).
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3.2. Vulnerability Characteristics for Various
Classes of Buildings.

1. Buildings Made of Low Quality Materials

These buildings were relatively old (most of them.built be
fore 1900) and made of low quality materials (adobe t.ype, wooden
structure with earth infill, etc.). They were in DO case engine 
ered. Their height was as a rule one story. The floODS: usuaJl} y
were made of timber. The living conditions in such buildings were,
in most cases, precarious. They represent.ed a small, part of t h 't

building stock and were disapearing due t.o the demolition work
carried out in relation to the activiti.. of reshaping t.he city.

The most characteristic damag~ noticed in such buildings
consisted of a wide vertical crack at the int~sect.ion of walls,
with a tendency to lose stability, and expulsion, inclined cracks
tendencies of sliding of floors and roofs,. collapse of chimneys,
etc.

The "V" characteristics are given in fig.3.1.
2.0ld Building8 with Masonry 8earin~ walls and

Flexible Floors (built before 1940)

These buildings represented the major part of t.he 0 1 d e r
building stock of Bucharest. Their share in construction activi 
ties started to decline ~fter the First World ~r, when~
concrete floors became a usable solution in Romania. Their height.
was in most cases of one or two stories but were built to a height
of four or five stories in relatively rare cases. Their shape was
in many cases irregUlar and highly non-symmet.ric. The quality 0 f
masonry was variable, ranging from poor to excellent.. It. is pos
sible to meet high qualit.y masonry even in some poor sma 11
houses. The poorer houses often lacked a proper foundation, e s 
pecially when a basement was not built. This shortcoming led i n
several cases to the development of specific cracks or of tilting
of walls even before the earthquake, due to uneven settlementsde
velopment mainly as a result of the freezing-defreezing phenomena.
The floors were made as a rule of wood or masonry vaults supper 
ted by steel beams.

The damage due to the earthquake was in some cases heavy ,
including some collapses (more numerous collapses occurred~
SUcharest). The heaviest damage involved dislocation and expuhdon
of walls. Beside that, it was 90ssible to observe in many ca. e.
cracks of various orientations and wideh. The inclined crack.
sometimes let to failure planes. X-shaped wide cracks were a 1 so
observed. The lack of a satisfactory horizontal tie, due to the
lack of rigid and strong floors, raised the risk of loss of sta 
bility after the occurrence of damage due to eart.hquake.
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The vulnerability characteristics are given in fig.3.2.

3. New Buildings with Masonry Bearing Walls and
Flexible Floors (built after 1940).

The share of these buildings in the building stock tends to
decrease in time, given the increasing use of reinforced concrete
in construction of floors.

The general pattern of observed damage was similar t? that
of the previous class of buildings.

The "V" characterist~cs are given in fig.3.3.

4.01d Buildings with Masonry Bearing Walls and
Rigid Floors (bu~lt up to 1940).

The general feat~res of this class of b~;ldings are similar
to those of the class di3cussed in the previou~ two paragraphs ,
except for the floors, which were made of reinforced concrete.

The general damage pattern was qualitatively similar to that
of the previous classes referred to, but the presence of rig i d
floors did not permit the development of some unfavorable ~of
,behavior·, like sliding of wooden or steel beams and tendency for
walls to lose stability.

The "V" characteristics are given in fig.3.4.

5. New Buildings with Masonry Bearing Walls and
Rigid Floors (built after 1940)

The use of reinforced concrete members (horizontal and ver
tical) with a confining role contributed seriously to inc re ased
strength and also gave the masonry buildings a significant degree
of ductility.

The "V" characteristics are given in fig.3.5.

6. Buildings with Reinforced Concrete Framed
Structure.

The increase in height of buildings .led, especially after
, to the introduction of reinforced concrete vertical bearing
,'1:'5. This construction system was used for numerous t a 1 Ie r

" ... lo1.ngs in Bucharest which shaped the modern center of t~.e city.
~he height of these buildings is 6 to 12 stories. It m u s t be
mentioned that, until the destructive earthquake of 1940 ( and
then during the war and early post-war period up to 1950), these
buildings, in spite of being built on the basis of engineering
design, were not 'designed to resist earthquakes • There was no
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concern for an adequate structural layout and detailing. In many
cases, the vertical bearing members were not continuous over ~he

entire height of a building, so that second or even third 0 r de r
supporting solutions were adopted. There was no concern for inclu
ding moment-resisting nodes and the reinforced concrete structure
played the role of transmitting part of the gravity load. to the
ground and, also, of confining the inf~ masonry, which represen
ted an essential element for the lateral load-resisting capacity.
The (apparent of hidden) effects of the destructive earthquake of
1940 upon these buildings must be noticed.

The reinforced concrete framed structures designed to resist
earthquakes were built after 1950 to a limited extent, given the
economic and technological advantages of' the bearing wall rein
forced concrete structures used in mass construction of high riae
buildings. Such structures were used for buildings of the health
care network, schools, etc., but relatively seldom (especially
before 1970) for high-rise residential buildings.

ThE' older buildings of this class represented the major por
tion of buildings which collapsed during the 1977 earthquake.Many
buildings of this class were affected by heavy damage. The ma i n
reasons for their poor performance was the lack of concern for
earthquake resistant design, the frequently low construction qua
lity, the effects of the previous overloadings (1940 earthquake,
bombing during war), the corrosion phenomena, some cases of u n
suitable interventions that reduced their ability to withstand
earthquakes and the lack of survey and adequate repair andstreg 
thening measures.

The new buildings of this class, designed to resist earth 
quakes, shawed a considerably better performance. They~~
heless affected by damage mainly to non-structural elements. I n
some cases specific damage due to collision (pounding)also occur
red. In some cases structural members were also affected by dama9a

The damage in the reinforced concrete members 0 f 0 1 d e r
buildings was in many cases heavy. Cracks, sometimes of conside 
rable width, as a rule appeared close to the ends and had various
orientations (horizontal or inclined,due to shear force effects).
Concrete crushing also appeared. Most affected were the external
columns (especially corner columns). Concrete expulsion and re
inforcement buckling were also noticed. The beams were also a f 
fected by cracks at the ends (vertical or inclined). concrete
crushing and reinforcement building appeared also. The floorswere
affected as a rule by frequent, small cracks. The nonstructural
members (mainly infill masonry, separation walls, etc.)were fre
quently affected by heavy damage like wide cracks (as a rule in 
clined or X-shaped), dislocations or even collapses and reversals
of walls.
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The damage observed in newly constructed buildings was qua
litatively similar, but statistically slighter, due to the e f
ficiency of earthquake protection measures.

The ·v· characteristics are given in fig.3.6.

7. High-Rise Buildings with Closely Spaced Reinforced
Concrete Bearing Walls.

The bearing wall reinforced concrete structures represented
the bulk of the high-rise building stock built during the last two
decades.

The layout for long-in-plane buildings was based, for dif
ferent design 50lutions, on one or two longitudinal internal bea
ring walls.

The heaviest damage observed for such buildings was a cru
shing of concrete due to bending compression and by inclined wide
cracks, followed in some cases by concrete dislocation and expu~

sion. Other characteristic damaqe types were inclined or X- shaped
cracks in lintels, vertical cracks (sometimes wide) or inclined
cracks in bearing walls, especially in the more rigid ones. The
cases of slight damage were characterized by fine cracks of v a 
rious orientations (vertical, inclined, horizontal) in bearing
walls, especially in relation with some local construction defects.

The ·V· characteristics are given in fig.7.

8. High-Rise Buildings with Reinforced Concrete
Bearing Walls at Larger Intervals.

Besides the solutions characterized by small intervals bet
ween the transverse bearing walls, several solutions were charac
terized by larger intervals between bearing walls, aimed to permit
more architectural freedom in shaping the apartments. Thesu solu
tions were designed and erected under conditions that are similar
to those referred to for the previous class of buildings.

The damage pattern was qualitatively similar to that des
cribed for the previous class of structures.

The ·v· characteristics are given in fig.3.8.

4. CORRELATION WITH SOME PARAMETERS OF
ENGINEERING ANALYSES.

4.1. Methodological Aspects.

In order to perform a firtlt attempt at correlating sur v ey
data on damage distribution with the outcome of engineering ana 
lysis, was decided to use a sample of buildings of Bucharest ,for
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which post-earthquake survey data obtained in 1977 (2), (13) were
at hand.

The activity related tc the ~implified evaluation of the
resistance characteristics of buildings consisted Of two m a i n
steps.

First step

This step included the collection of the drawings of buil 
dings analyzed, gathering of information of the quality of buil 
ding m.t~rials, determination of t~e dynamic cha~acteristics a&d,
to the extent to that this was pcssicle, dra~in9s of the damage'
pattern, as well as non-destructi~e testing aimed as help in the
evaluation of the building· material properties.

Second step

The second step included the processing of basic data and
the proper evaluation work. As was previously mentioned, the eva
luation technique should be different for th, different specific
evaluation methods~ adapted to this kind of building material
and structural system.

The second step consisted in fact of following operations :

- evaluation of the built areas for the different storiesof
a building1

- evaluation of the mass of a building dealt withJ

- evaluation of the active area of tha horizontal section
through bearing walls, for each of the two main directions 0 f a
buildingJ

- evaluation of the capable shear stress (the shear stress
that could be borne by the masonry in case of horizontal loading~

- calculation of the critical (static) accelerations a f a
building, for each of the two main horizontal directionsJ

- estimate of the spectral acceleration believed to haveaf
fected a building during the strong earthquake of 1977J

- calculation of the ratios of spectral, to critical, acce
lerations.

The evaluation of the critical acceleration, denoted, .cr'
was thus based on the evaluation of the static 8b:8ngth,Scap,qiven
by the expression :

(4.1.)
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(4.2.)

were Aact represents the active area, while r cap represents the
capable shear stress (determined with consideration of the influ
ence of nominal, gravitational stresses).
The critical acceleration is given by the ratio

Scap
m

where m represents the mass of the part o~ the building above the
horizontal section for which the verification is performed.

,
The basic parameter to be used in correlation analyses i s

the ratio

r = (4.3.)

(4.4.)s = log r = log

where asp(T) represents the value of the spectral acceleration
response spectrum of absolute acceleration for 0.10 critical dam
ping) determined to have affected the site of the building. Given
some data in the literature (the logarithmic relationship between
macroseismic intensity and kinematic parameters of ground motion,
logarithmic relationship between the damage degree and the acce 
leration (3), (11) it appears to be reasonable to consider alBo
the logarithms of the ratio r,

a~p(T)

acr
4.2. Studies Carried out ar.d Results Obtained

The correlation analysis was carried out in a sUb-sample of
80 buildings, pertaining to the categories A.2 (30 buildings) and
A.4 (50 buildings). The Bub-sample buildings were selected fro m
a I km x I km square located North of the central area of ~est
(it was shown in II) that 62 such squares were investigated dur~

the post-earthquake survey referred to). The statistical data re
lated to this square were relatively rich and characterized by a
higher degree of reliability.

Architectural drawings were procured for these buildings and
'11 available information on the building materials, the erection
year, etc., was gathered. The basic data were processed and cen 
tralized in forms ~f direct use in Obtaining the elements that are
necessary to correlate analytical. evaluations wi~h observation
data. The information considered for a building consisted of :10
cation, number of stories, type of floor (flexible or rigid),ma.~,

active areas of the bearing walls at the first floor, for each of
the main horizontal directionsicritical accelerat:ions along the
two main directions.

For each building all outline drawing was prepared.The degree
of damage, as assessed during the post-earthquake 8urvey,was~
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too (the damage degree varied, according to the HSK mathodology,
as mentioned in section 2, from 0 to 5).

The estimate of critical accelerations on the baaia of re
lation (4.2) was carried out as follows :

- the active areas of the first-story walls were determined
for eacb of the main horizontal directions ;

- the average normal (compressive) stress was determined for
the horizontal section corresponding to the first story ;

~tbe capable shear stress was dete~ined, considering the
influence of the compressive stress, on the basis of a linear re
lationship.

The capable shear stresses were determined considering the
type of mortar (lime) that was usual for buildings built of brick
masonry before 1940.

The spectral accelerations were evaluated on the basis 0 f
resronse spectra determined for the strong-motion record obtained
at INCERC in 1977[1]. eiven the similarity of local conditionsbet
ween the site of INCERC and the square investigated,it was assumed
that the acceleration spectra did not differ sLgnificantly. The
natural periods considered for the buildings were estimated b y
means of simplified methods. The ~tentia1 errors due to this ap
proach are limited.

To illustrate the fqna, the basic data used and the results
of calculations, the data referring to one of the buildings are
reproduced in fig.4.2.

The results obtianed are re!?resented in fig.4.3. for buil·
dings of category A.2 and in fig.4.4. for buildings of categoryA
4. These figures plot the ratio r (4.3.) or its logarithm s(4.4 )
against the degree of damage estimated during the post-earthquake
survey, for each of the SUb-sample buildings referred to. The
average s and the r.m.s.value were also determined for each of the
sub-sample for which the s~,e value of the damage degree d wasas
sessed during the post-earthquake survey.

The results plotted in fig.4.3 and 4.4 show a general ten 
dency toward an increase of the damage degree with the increaseof
the parameter s. The sensitivity of the damage degree is high. The
tendency t~ward increase is affected by randomness represented by
th~ zig··zagging of the average curve s(d). This i8 due, primarily,
to the limited size of the sub-sample investigated. The r.m.s.
is high and so is the corresponding coefficient of variation.

The relatively high scatter of results may be due to~
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affec~ing bo~h ~he abscissa and the ordinate of ~he figur•• &.3.
and 4.4.

The factor s represented in the abscis.a rais.. the follow
ing main questions and doubts :

- the uncertainties about the estimate of acr ' created pri
~rily by ~he lack of direct information on Tcap l

- the uncertainties about the estimate of asp(T), createdbf
the transfer of the SDectrum from the recording point to the &ite
of the building and by the lack of data on the influence of the
non-linear behavior on the equivalent natural period to be con
sidered

- the fact that important factors and features of the pos~~

elastic behavior (ductility characteristics, influence of ground
compliance etc.) were not considered In the analysis;

- the lack of data about the pre-earthquake building hi.
tory (effect. of the strong 1940 earthquake, effects of the war
events, effects of the interventions of man ete.).

The assessed degree of damage r~~ses also some tmportant
questions and doubts.. .. .

- the possible non-homogeneity of survey techniques, due to
the partici~ation of different survey teams at different sample
buildings and to the limited qualifications of the membersol bMaB

- the level of si~nificance of damage quantification accor
ding to the methodology adopted, [11, for the degree of exhaustion
of resistance after the earthquake.

5. SOME COMMENTS ON THE-STATE OF ~~'E-ART

The experience of vulnerability analysis ~arried outtDdate
makes it possible to di~cuss several methodoloqi~al aspects, r~

lated both to the characteri£&t1~. and quantification ?f fa~
used for defining vulnerability characteristic., as to the met -.
hodology of deriving such characteristics, itself. The factors
for which characterization and quantification should be discus 
sed are, as mentioned in section 4, the objec~ of analysis, the
effec~s of seismic action and the seismic action itself. The
methodology of deriving the characteristics referred to wtll be
considered in relation to the sequence of steps of work, with at
tention for the input data and for the unk~own quantities con
nected with each of the steps.

Regarding the characterization of building_ dealt with, it
is desirable to introduce more complete qualitative characteri
zation, along the guidelines of [12] on the evaluation of exis -
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ting buildings and to determine the values of various ~uantita

tive characteristics, such as natural vibration periods, critical
a~celerations, ductility characteristics, ultimate deflections,as
w~ll as characteristics of the ground conditions and foundation
s~tem•.

With respect to the quantification of seismic effects, the
two main approaches are represented by the use of measures of oL
servable damage, as was actually done according to the methoddogy
described in this paper, and by the use of a monetary measure(the
fraction of replacement cost). None of these measures is perfect.
First of all, they do not have a direct significance. The damage
degree determined according to an MSK-type methodology does not
account for the degree of exhauFtion of earthquake resistance of
a structure. The fraction of replacement cost 'does no more account
for the actual losses, since the indirect losses due to damageoc
curence may be many times hig)'~r than the fraction of replacement
cost (consider the value of costly equipment eventually damaged ,
the losses due to interruption of industrial output at even the
cases of inju~ or loss of life).

The most reasonable way of improving the system of charac '.
terizing and quantifing earthquake effects appears to be that a f
attempting to evaluate the degree of decrease of the abilit~ a f
structures to resist earthquakes. This task is particulary dif
ficult and very important research efforts are necessary in order
to reach positive results in this direction. Indeed achievements
along this way should be of particular importance.

With respect to the characteristics of seismic action,it is
important to consider not only a unique intensity for a 9 i v e n
ground motion, but also a spectral characteristic. Given the cur
rent state-of-the-art, the most reasonable solution is to axm~

the response spectrum (absolute acceleration). It is important to
dispose of a ~icture of the whole spectrum, in order to make pos
sible, in some cases, the evaluation of effects for higher natural
modes and also the effects of lengthening of natural periods~
regime of post-ela~tic deformation. The methodological implic~ion

is, in this case, to develop appropriate ways of inference of res
ponse spectra at sites where proper accelerographic recodrs are
not at hand (which is, practically, the rule).

From the vie~~int of methodologies to be used in deriving
the vulnerability characteristics, some specific aspects connec 
ted with the specific data and uncertainties must be keptinmUrl.
Some quantifications can be considered here, going along the l~
of [4J. Assume that a (scalar) quantification of seismic actionis
adopted and that the corresponding parameter q are attributedonly
discrete values (e.g. integer and half-integer MSK intensities ),
denoted qj' Consider also, that some distribution of statistical
O~ probab11istic nature must be considered due to some reason to
b~ discussed further on. The discrete probabilities of occurrence
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of values ~j are denoted Pj.

Assume now that a (scalar) quantification of the damage de
gree is also adopted and that the corresponding parameter dar.
attributed only discrete values (e.g. integer values from 0 to 5,
accordinq to the scale presented in section 3 of the paper),~

ted dk. Consider here too, that some distribution must be con.i-
dered and that the discrete probabilities of occurrence of values
dk are denoted Pk.

The discretization of the parameters q and d pe~ita expres
sion of the vulnerability characteristics in te~8 of conditional
distributions. Consider in this connection the conditional~
probabilities Pk/j.

The symbols and quantifications introduced permit applica
tion ta.this.QUe at the for1llula of total probabilities,

Pk .~. Pk/jPj (5.1.)
J

This formula may be used with different purposes. When the
vulnerability characteristic Pk/j is known (e.g. on the ~asis of
VP-analysis) and the 9robabilist1c distribution Pi is given too
(e.g. by means of some assessment on the isoseism4ls of a future
earthquake) the distribbtion of damage, Pk, may be derivedl pre
dicted fIOm the relation (5.1). liben the damage distribution Pk
is given by post-earthquake surveys and some assessment on the
distribution Pj of intensities is ado~ted too, the vulnerability
characteristic Pk/j may be derived. When the damage distribution
Pk is given and the vulnerability characteristic Pk/i is g i v e n
too for some class of buildings (note that the macroieiamic scales
include a system of statements that represent, basically,~ ~

tions of Pk/i type), a macroseismic analysis, leading to esttm.te
of Pj becomes feasible.

Uote here that, when one wants to determine one of the fac··
tors of the right member of (5.1), it is not possible to s tar t
from a linear algebraic system with a square matrix. To overcome
the difficulties raised in this respect, it will be necessary t 0
use, on the basis of (5.1), the condition of minimum error.

2
Zk Uk (Pk - 1., Pk/j Pj) • min., (5.2.)

J
where Uk represent some non-negative weights, or utilities, ex
pressing the degree of confidence. More developments in this res
pect are given in (3).

The real situation in case of VO-analysis in the followings

- the available data are related only to the distribution
Pk, provided by post-earthquake surveys ;
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- the assessment3 on the distribution Pj(which are made in
a rough fora) are based on some broad statements on the val:' es
Pk/j' for wide categories of buildings and other works;

- the assessments on the vulnerabil:.ty characteristics Pk/j
are based on the data on Pk and on the previous assessments on Pj'

The VO-analyses include thus, in principle, a two"step ap"
proach which could become tautological. It is most desirable t 0
try to eliminate the bias and uncertainties raised in this oon~

and the main possibility of achieving some progress in this sense
is re~resented by the use of some additional, different~ far
the assessments on the distribution Pi' The radical solution i n
this view is represented by the avaii6bility of instrumental dat&
This possibility is unfortunately not a realistic prosnect for the
present and for the near future, given the cost of instrumentation
and the differences in ground Dotions even at closely~ points.
In spite of these dificulties, efforts should be devoted pr~ily

to the development of more refined techniques of retrodiction of
the characteristics of ground motions.

6. FIN1\L IlEMARKS

1,'l1le.:.task of der:i.ving ·V· characteristics for various classes
of buildings, as formulated in the framework of the paper~ ~l

at a national scale.

2.The -V- characteristics derived in relatial to this paper represent
results of obvious interest. Even in this imperfect form,they will
be used for various engineering purposes.

3. The results obtained suggest some significant differen 
ces in the "V" characteristics of different classes of buildings.
Influence of the constructive systems, of the age and degree 0 f
engineering , are present in these results.

4. The analysis of "V" characteristics may be of direct use
for def~gn engineers, since they indicate some unwanted sensiti 
vities of various constructive systems and may suggest, in this
way, the adoption of more suitable design solutions.

5. The "VO· characteristics should be used in relation t 0
the derivation of "VP· characteristics and to risk analysis.It is
felt that some specific developments are needed in this relation.

6.The evaluation of resuI~obtained evidences the need for
future fundamental work in relation to the development of metho 
dologies of post-earthquake surveys and of derivation, on t b i s
basis, of more significant assessments on ground motion charac
teristics and on the vulnerability of various classes of bui~a
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II.'~ STATISTICAL STUDIBS POR 'l'IIB PRBDICTIOR

or aBIlllIe DA....AQB or ItBIRFORCBD

CORCRBft ftRucruRBS

cristian Radu Constantin_cu x)

Mihail Stancu b)

'!'he experimental r.earch and studi.. on the dynaaic beha-
Yio~ of existinq bUildings perfo~ in'Romania are -ore than
20 year. old (9.).

The first ambient vibration teats of full-scale struc-
tur.. offered an efficient way of studying the linear response
of str.ctur.s and identifying the dynaaic properties of new
onstructive-.,.tem building.. This research and these studie.
wen of great iIIportance for the permanent improvement of earth-
quake engineering knowledge and constituted a reference point
for the experimental studies carried out after the Vrancea
B~thquake of March 1977 (1).

The identification of changes in ambient vibration res-
ponse between pre- and po.t-earthquake conditions created the
possibility of obtaining data necessary to find a correlation
be~een experimental results and observed dallage of buildings.

MBTIIODOLOGY FOR EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS AND IN'1'ERPRBTATIOIf

Giving the importance of adequate behavior of existing
bUildings, new or old, which were dUlaged during strong .otion.,
several _thods were developed for the evaluation of their se
laa1c r_lstuce. Se-e are based on analytical p~oc.dures, otMn
on .abient vibration testing of full-scale structure. excited by
wind and microtremor ground _tion••

~ fte 8X(t8r1lllental ..ethad. consi.t of analy.is and inter-
pretation of data obtained on exi.ting buildings by aeans of
adequate ....uring eqUipment. Th... Ulbient vibration tests as
.UM that the structur.. can be approximated by d8llped, linear
c!ynalaic syst... , and that the. excitation is • wide band~
y1))ratiQD. The .tnct~es aaplify th~e frequencl.. clo.ed to
.their "••,ural frequencie.. This .-plification depends on the

x) Scientific Research _ - INCF.RC

xx.) _ior Scie.titic IeseAraher - Iwc;:BP.C, ao.ania
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dulping capac1ty of .uuGtur... 'l'be oat:ual fEelI'MDCl_ of 8U11S
tw;ell ")8l\ be identU~ed by Fourier UUl1y... of ....~t.al datA.

The dampin9 ratio of the aoil-8t.ructUe ayaua, _lab 1.
of great importance .fOE the dyDaaic behavior of a bul1.diD9, can
be obtained by high level procedure., uaio4) the au.tooorre1aticm
function of structural re.pon•• (3).

Suol\ ..peri.ental 8tudt•• were perfoZ'11e4 Oft 35~ aDd
column R.C. structur•• bUilt before 1940.

In order to illustrate the me~odolO9Y d_cribe4 prariously,
before the pre.entation of the stati.tical .tudy re.ult. and the
correlation with the ob••rve4 damaq. after the earthquake of
March 1977, .oae exper1aental results ol>tuoe4 OlD • I'epr.....:=t
ve R.C. structure with belllC5 and column. 4aaaged4uriDg the _
quake are shown. .

Fi9ure. 1 ~f 2 iDd1cate the time rNpoIl8e of. bw.l41ftg,
recoraed at the 8 level, on the two aaJ.n directlODa of bui14
inC;.

, t" ,

~ I. AA-/~t1IJMt DT~ fA'} ArJm..uW~

~f" t"'2. tA~~ -r~INJ~"~
Plc;ure3 lDdlcata the Pourier ~pec.ra of o8Gil~

shown 1n !lgure'l and 2 uaed for ldentlficatioD.of ~8D8lat.ional
and torslonal natural frequencie••

\ ~

Figure.. and 5" indicate ~he .utoeGrrel••len faDotiODa of

2.32
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oscillations shown in figures 1 and 2 used for identification of
damping ratios on the main directions of building.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL USED FOR DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

The experimental studies proved that structural deflection
and rocking motion are predominant within the total motion of
buildings. The swaying motion is small and can be neglected. In
this case, the buildings are better represented by rocking-struc
tural deflection systems as shown in Fig.6. -

The equations of mo~ions

of the syst~m are:

m,f

h

m - mass of structure
I - moment of inertia of structure
x - total displacement of the mass
e - angular displacement of the mass
xl - displacement due to r·.>cking motion

x 2- elastic displacement of structure

6 1- rocking angle at base
c - viscous rigidity of structure
c S

_ viscous rigidity of foundation
k f _ elastic stiffness of structure
k S _ elastic stiffneas of foundation
h f _ height of the mass.

By assuming the forms of solutions as

ft:l:Jf (~A,lJ UVJSMntr)
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structure

JC =eDC.t:cJ.st (CI COS~C4.1~zl+12J/¥t<bt)
C'/~ ~ - conshnj/s.

the following frequency equation can be obtained:
$ .I 8 4. .2

2(~+,/1jJ)z+(~rns~-I-t+I)Z +.2(r7?,s-l-pr}z+r ~O
~Ne \/-::. ~

~ 'W.i' oL % LA
Expressing: Zt2 r I"
the general solution for the total displacement of
becomes:

Thus the natural circular frequency of soil-structure sys
tem is:

and the damping ratio of soil structure system ~s:

tion

c<..
.. - ,:;;:::::;r==;:=-

J!{fJ(.Z+~2.
The last two relations show the influence of rocldng

on the dynamic characteristics of structure.
me -

In general, the damping of the structure is very sro~ll

and the soil-foundation system has large damping. For a cowDina
tion of n

R
= 0.005 and n f e 0.5 the reGults are shown in Fig.?:

•

----
~"......--w-------

~

n~ - o.Q05'I, - 0.5

o .
I ,I :J "-,

r~ ~ #oIvrult"~h-~OmT ~'"P'~ D/~
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The mathematica:. model described offers the possibility of
an accurate interpretiLtion of experimental data and a good CO!
relation between expeltmental da~a and simplified evaluations of
structures.

STATISTICAL STUDIE~

Giving the weight of beam and column R.C. structures,built
before 1940, in an urban area with buildings ,0· the statistical
studies took into consideration all the available data concer~

ning the dynamic characteri.tics of this type of buildings. The
stat.istical data relaf;ed to these buildings were relatively rich,
homcgeneou~ and characterized by a high degree of reliability. A
first c~l~gory of results is shown in Fig.S.

The relatively good correlation between the experimental d~

ta (funda~ental natural periods vs. number of levels) and the de
grees of observed damage should be noted. The experimental data
were obtained before any strengthening work.

shown
to

the
on

are

h second category of statistical analysis results is
in FiS.9. These results are related to experimental studies
crack tHe efficiency of strengthening works carried out after
1977 earthquake. The changes in natural periods of bUildings
the main directions between pre- and post-strengthening works
presented.
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The regression lines for the delimitation of observed dama
ge domains are shown in the same figure. Two important aspeota ..
can be observed, the individual effect of change in natural dyna
mic characteristics due to strengthening works and the possibili
ty of predicting, by means of statistical data, the future se
iamic behavior of these buildings.

The last aspect is more clearly put into evidence in a
third category of statistical analyses on a sample of 42 buil-
dings, others than those analysed previously. For thes. buil-
dings the experimental studies were performed only after streng
thening works. The results are shown in Pig.IO. Th-.r are in agre
ement with engineered data concerning the strengthening works.

The analysis of data on damping capacity of structures of
fers the last category ~f results presented in this paper.

Tha damping capacity of the soil-structure system is corre
lated with tha alestic stiffness of the structu~e (Fig.ll). The
damping capacity decreases when the elastic stiffness of struc
ture degrades.
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This same aspect was Buggested by a theoretical analysis of
the simplified model described in Chapter 3 of -this paper. It is
in contradiction with experimental re~ults obtained on reaction
wall tested structures in which the damping capacity of a struc
ture increases with the decrease of elastic stiffness. This para
dox can be explained by the diminution of the Boil damping in
fluence due to the decrease of elastic stiffne.s of structure.

FINAL REMARKS

Experimental methods to predict future .eism1c behavior
of R.C. structures can be efficiently used for buildings with
predominantly elastic structural deflection in the total deflect
ion obtained by experimental methods.

This paper described only the main procedure., data analys-
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is and interpreeation. There are also many other procedure. for
interpretating experimental data (filtering procedure., ~ros.

correlation techniq"",;, etc.) which offer the pos.ibility of
identification of 6v...e dynamic structural sen.ibilities ( the d!
gradation of floor stiffness, the interaction between two buil
ding., etc.).

Although it is acceptable only for the .tructural behavior
in ela.tic range, the method offers important data for the pre
diction of .eismic response of R.C••tructure•• "l'tle info~t:lon

i. of great importance ,specially in ca... when exper1aentaldata
on pre- and post-earthquake dynamic structural characteri.tic.
are available.

The comparative evaluation of damping capacities for dif
ferent types of soil-structure .ystema offar. import:ant data
regarding the future seismic behavior of building.. The 4"'9••
which occur in .tructure. leads to a decrea.e of ~ln9 capa
city of soil-structure .ystems and, a. a re.ult, to an incr....
of .tructural .tresses.
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Another important result of the experimental studies i.
the qood correlation with the mathematical model described in
tt.ic; f.ar.er.
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11.6 RESEARCH ON STREHCTHENING METHODS

FOa EARTHQUAKE DAMAGED MASONRY

M.51monici X)

Purpo": A widely u.ed .trengthening ~ethod for masonry
.h.ar wall., .imple and relatively moderate in cost, consists of
external r.inforcement made of welded wire mesh ~ 4 Am/lO cm,bon
ded to both •.1d•• of the wall by means of a 3-4 em thick layer
of hand-.pplied mortar at 1 I 3 (cement'lsand) ratio. The main
purpose o~ the r ••••rch wa. to evaluate the effects of this me
thod on .trength, stiffn.a and other characteristics of the
.trength.n.d sh.ar walls response. Considering the obtained re
.ults, anoth.r m.thod was worked out and tested, quite different
fra. the pre~d1ng one, in the way reinforcement is distributed
and used. a••forcing is performed on both sides of the shear
wall., u.ing reinforced concrete bars with the diameter estab
li.hed by calculation. Vertical reinforcement is composed of
structural and r.partition reinforcement. The former is discon
tinous, the bars being concentrated at the ends of the shear
wall., or when needed in its span. The structural reinforcement
i. anchor.d in the foundation and in the f Iocr slabs. Thus
holes are perforated in the floor slabs and structural reinforc!
ment is introduced, being then spliced by welding to the upper
floor r.inforcement. The holes .re then concreted. The vertical
r.partition reinforcement is evenly distributed and. not anc:hlred •
Borizontal r.inforcement is evenly distributed on the height of
the .hear wall .nd is anchored to it. At the basis of the shear
••11 2-3 bar. close to e.ch other on the vertical should be pro
vided in order to pr.vent buckling of v.rtical bars and to con
fine CQDpr••••d zone8,the distribution pattern of reinforcement
i ••hown in Fig.l. Steel anchor block. (shown in Fig.l), having
the respective bars introduced and fixed, were used to reproduce
under laboratory conditions the effects of the·reinforcement an
chorage in the floor slabs.

M8tho40l~. In the first stage, masonry elements were
testedup to uItI"mate lo.d, then strengthen.d with welded wire
...h•• and t ••ted again under the same conditions. The resu~ts

of unreinforced and .trengthe~.dmasonry elements tests were
then compared. In the ••cond stage, unreinforced m.sonry ele-
..nt. were ag.in t ••ted up to ultimate load and were then
.treng~ according to the .econd method preViously de-
scribed.

The criteria adopt.d for evaluation of gradual effects of

x) Dr••ftCJ. S.nior researcher, INCERC
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the .~wo strengthening methods werel mode of failure, strength,
stiffness ana stiffness degradation, ductility, etc.

Experimental results were compared with theoretical on••
obtained by applying the calculation method from (20). This al
lowed the checking of calculation hypotheses, confirming the PO!
sibility of using the above mentioned method.

Result. of the research
Testing of the welded wire mesh strengthening method

Tests were carried out on 20 masonry specimens, l35cm ~,
90 em high and 29 em thick (h/l = 0.67). The specimens were erec
ted on a reinforced base beam. At the upper part of the~
a 15 em high reinforced concrete beam was cast. Specimens load
ing was carridd out using a 13 t constant ver~ical load and
horizontal displacements applied in alternating cycles with in
creasing amplitude. Unreinforced masonry specimens were marked
with ZS symbo~ followed by the order number of the specimen.After
strengthening, their symbol was changed to ZC. For the ~uation

of effects obtained by means of this strengthening method used
under site conditions, at certain specimens certain execution ~
cifieations were deliberately omitted, such as masonry surface
cleaning with wire brushes, joint deepening and cement grout
spraying.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the tests per
formed:

Unreinforced masonry specimens (ZS) failure was produced
generally by alternative crushing of compressed ends and, with
certain specimens, cracking along the two diagonals followed, as
a result of shear force (Fig.2).

Very often, with specimens strengthened with welded wire
mesh, mortar layers came off because of poor adhesi~n to masonr~

Fig.2
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The strengthening did not influence the failure mechanism. It C*\
then be .aid that strengthening with welded wire mesh does not
increase masonry specimens res~ce or stiffness.

Fig.3 show. the average load - deflection hy.leretic enve!
opes for unreinforced masonry specimens (ZS) and for the strel1gth
ened ones (ZC), while Fig.4 reproduces stiffness degradation
curves for the two groups of specimens. The comparison of the
respective curves clearly B~OW that by applying the described
technology the damaged masonry can only be repaired partially
but not at all strengthened.

testing of the strengthening method with discountinous ~
foro&lB\t.

Tests were performed on the same materials, with sizes ~
tical to the previous ones. The specimens were loaded similarly
but the vertical load was higher (20 t as compared to 13 t).This
explains the difference between P _A curves of unreinforced ma
sonry specimens from the two series of testings. Unreinforced m!
sonry specimens were marked MS and the strengthene4 ones Me.

The conclusions of the tests are the following:

Failure o~ unrelnforced masonry specimens occurred at ec
centric compression and was characterized by plastic deformation
of the masonry at the lower ends of the speCimens alternately tx:qI
pressed (Flg.5).

Fig.S
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rein
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Failure of strengthened specimens occurJ:!8d due to
forcement yielding, with plastic deformations lower than
the reinforced masonry (Flg.6,7).

Strengthening effects on masonry resistance, ductility and
stiffness are shown in the average hysteretic envelopes and stif
fness degradation curve. in (Fig~8,9). It i8 obvIous that the
tested method double. the 'strength of the masonry and increase.
its stiffness and ductility.

Conclusion.

The present paper clearly shows that strengthening with
welded wire mesh (3 4 mm mortar bonded is not a means of strength
ening the damaged shear walls but a method of partial restoring
the initial characteristics of masonry.

The second method, where the vertical reinforcement is
anchored in the foundation and in the floor slabs while the
vertical one is mechanically fixed to the masonry, presents the
following advantagesl

- at low reinforcing ratios and using hand applied mortar,
significant increases in strength, stiffness, ductility and
energy dissipation capacity is observed,

- by adequate choice of the ratio between vertical and
horizontal reinforcement masonry failure occurs at flexure with
compression proving thus a ductile behavior,

- comparison experimental results of both unreinforced and
strengthened masonry with the analytical calculation obtained by
calculation method (20') almost s1Jlliiar valQ8s for forces cor
responding to cracking, yielding and ultimate stage respective~.

Greater differences among displacement values of unreinforced
masonry are explained by the conditions under which tests were
carried out. Thus the effects of the proposed strengthening me
thod can be controlled and selected by means of calCUlation.

The mentioned Iesults are conditioned on the adeq~\ate ap
plication of execution.technologies.

It is of utmost importance to provide a good adhesion~
en morta~ and masonry, which can be achieved by adequate masonry
cleaning and wetting, joint deepening and cement grount sprayin~

Research must be continued in order to establish
limits of the reinforcing ratio, elaboration of rational
tailing specifications for reinforcement anchoring in the
tion, for strengthening the connections between the shear
particularly at the corners and crOBS joints, etc.
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11.7 POSSIBILITIES OF ASSESSING SEISMIC RESISTANCE OF
OLD BUILDINGS

Dumitru vaSilelcu
X

Daniel Diaconu

ABSTRACT

The assessment of resistance capacity of existing old
buildings designed and constructed prior to the use of ane
quate aseismic provision~ is a necessary and important step
for reducing the global seismic risk in a giyen area. The pro
blems of identification, assessment and elimination or miti
gation of high seismic risk have received increasing attention
in recent years.

This paper examinations various possibilities in the
earthquake resistance of old buildings consisting of masonry
walls, reinforced concrete frames, or a combination of the two
and describes a relatively simple approach of estimating the ca
pacity of a structure to withstand earthquake loading. The ap
proach is based on available documentation or field collected
data concerning the features of a structural system the qua
11ty of materials used, strength and ductility characteristi cs
and other factors influencing the behavior of buildings during
earthquake ground motions.

INTRODUCTION •

In recent years developments in earthquake engineering
have been reflected in substantial changes in seismic design
provisions, usually requiring increases in lateral design loads
or other corrective actions /1/. As a result a these changes it
has become necessary to r~-evaluate the existing stluctures
located in seismically active areas, especially when there are
doubts their ability to resist the recommended minimum lateral
forces. Earthquake codes are legally enforceable rules for the
4.~i,n and construction of new buildings but scarce or rather

x ICCPDC, 9uildinq Research Center of Jassy, Romania
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no explicit references are made to the existing stock of old
buildings. A most essential requirement of these codes is that
they are applicable to all structures, so that the whole popu
lation·is protected. A special case, treated in this paper, is
that of old bUildings constructed before adequate seismic de
sign provisions were developed. In recent damaging earthquakes
most material and life losses have been recorded in old buil
dings made of brick or stone bearing walls inadequately inter
connected to floor or roof slabs /2/. Generally, in agiven town
the seismic risk related to old buildings is much higher than
that related to new buildings designed in accordance with ad. 
quate aseismic provisions. On the other hand, the seismic risk
should be very low for essential facilities and can be relati 
vely high for a purely functional structure such as warehouse
Although it is practical nor economically feasible to provide
~he same level of protection against earthquake for all buil
dings (existing or planed) in a given town it becomes however,
necessary to identify the unsafe structures and to re-evaluate
them with respect to their ability to resist seismic force8.
These bUildings may require some modification or strengthening
to minimize the risk of injury or loss of life, although full
compliance with the current loading code may be both expensive
and technically demanding.

The investigation of factors and basic relations to be
considered in a rational approach to the decision onin~~
on existing structures was presented by Sandi /3/ • Even if the
acceptable level of damageof existing old buildings is greater
than that for new buildings the minimum level of protection
must be assured and structural collapse prevented in all buil 
dings. The assessment of the earthquake of a structure is a
problem of decision -"making under uncertainty. The decision
refers to the required levels of strength and ductility which
must be assigned to the building. The major uncertainties arise
from the unknown nature of the earthquake that should be anti 
cipated at a particular site, the interaction of the structure
with the ground, and random nature of the parameters modelling
the structure. In predictions the earthquake resistance of a n
existing bUilding one would like to be able to calculate or at
least estimate the probability that the structure will survive
the earthquakes it may experience during its lifetime. Perhaps
survival with a specified degree of damage is of greater in
terest than survival alone. On the other hand the ~ga~
of the residual resistance of an existing building measured
against current design criteria is of great importance.

structures,
elements

force and
are asses -

Generally in the assessment of the building
the accepted level of safety is taken to be that of
designed exactly in accord with the seismic code in
the examined building and its individual components
sed in terms of a r value where:

J'=(actual ultimate strength)/(
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ult~ate strength)

For an old building as a whole, ~ values of 0.25 or even
less are frequently encountered althougn for individual members
values as low as 0.1 are not uRcommon. A large variety of~
for evaluating the structural adequacy of existing building may
be used. Ideally, appropriate three-dimensional dynamic response
analyses for different types and intensities of ground motion
would provide the most reliable results. These analyses must ac
count for soil-structure interaction and for the nonlinear be
havior of structural elements. Such methods are likely to be~
sidered for application to structures whose survival and inte
grity during an earthquake are sufficiently important to warrant
extra care and accuracy in the evaluation. Therefore, the most
desirable and practical method for evaluating earthquake resis
tance would be one combining simplicity of computation with an
accepted level of reliability. In addition the application of
engineering judgement is paramount 80 that the appropriate weight
may be given to factors that cannot readily be quantified but
which, nevertheless, have a significant effect on the per
formance of the structure as a whole.

The main purpose of this paper is to present a relatively
simple procedure of assessing the aseismic resistance of old
buildings constructed of masonry walls or reinforced concrete
frames processing some inherent weakness in ~heir main struc
ture and other similar systems. The procedure includes a rapid
evaluation technique to analize the structural adequacy of a
large number of buildings in a seismically active a~ea and it
is not intended for detailed structural analysis of individual
buildings.

The basic phYlosophy of the paper is similar to that
presented by Aayama /4/ for reinforced concrete structures. The
main difference consists of a more explicit consideration of the
features of old low-rise buildings of unreinforced masonry
walls or reinforced with less steel that is considered adequate
to quantify the structure for the term "reinforced". The re
sults of an application of the procedure in evaluating the la
teral resistance of 43 buildings 8ffected by the 1977, March 4,
Romanian earthquake are also included in this paper.

THE BASIC P~INCIPLE OF THE ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE

Generally the existing old bUildings located in seismic
areas exhibit deficiencies including: (1) Lack of strength in
relation to level of lateral forces, (2) Lack of ~ucti1itYJ (3)
Presence of major life safety hazards particularly during mo.
derate earthquakes due to nonstructural components, (4)Irregular
plan shape or other conceptual inadequacies, (5) Lack of inte _
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grity in detailing, (6) Con.truction defect••

Within the propo.ed procedure, the earthquake re.i.tance
of an exiating atructure ~. .valuated through aeveral indice.
taking into account the .trenqth and ductllity characteris tic.
of the uaed materiala, type. of structural componenta and ~.

parametera influencing the behav~r of a atructure during
earthquake motion such as soil-structure interaction, overall
sei81llic adequacy, deterioration in tiJDe of initial charactBr1atJ.c.
The procedure waa develoPed to allow for a rapid evaluation of
a large number of buildings and to provide a ba.i. of - cQlllpa
rison of relative levela of aafety between buildinga.

The capacity of earthquake reaiatance of an individual
building may be evaluated by ~ aequence of procedurea which
are repeated in succeasive atep. uaing more refined 1deeJ1za~

of behavior from one atep to the next. The firat .tep repre
sents a relatively aimple esttmate baaed on liBited data re
garding the present condition of the structure. The second and
third speps require a more complete deacription of the struc
ture and a classificati~n of ita structural syatam according to
available deformation capacity and ductility ·at the damage
threshold.

The aseismic resistance index 1$ of a atructure con-
sists of the product of four factors related to the strength
capacity and ductility under lateral loading, site conditiona,
structural adequacy and time deterioration of the elements:

IS .. R. S. P. D (1)

Vertical members such"as load carrying walls, pillars, columna
and lift or stair cores are frequently maintained at the ...
dimensions throug~ the height of the building for anid~,
planning or errection reasons, and the level of aafety is~
at the upper levels.

Generally the index I is evaluated at each story and
in each principal plan direc!ion. For thoae buildings with uni
form stories the evaluation may be limited to the ground floor
level. The terms in relation (1) are defined aa follow.:

R-basic factor of lateral resistance capacity, depending
on ultimat~ horizontal strength, failure mode and ductility of
vertical loadbearinq elements.

S-site factor representing local geolO9ical conditiona,
soil characteristics and relationship between the dynamic
characteristics of the structure and the kind of soil.

P-structural aseismic adequacy factor to conaider the
overall configuration, the dlatribution of .tiffne.s and~
and plan or elevation irreqularitiea.
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D- time degradation factor to consider modification of
original properties due to cr~cking, chemical or corrosive
attalkand other agents.

The most substantial part of the computational effort
consists of determining the value of factor R, as will be ~
below. Some considerations regarding the criteria for eval~
the factors S, P and D have been given in a previous work /2/It
may be observed that for unity values assigned to these factors,
the index I - R. In other words, the last three term. in
relation (IT may be considered as corrections of R due to the
influence of some structural and site characteristics. In this
respect the factor S was introduced, as mentioned, to accottnt
for local soil conditions that may attenuate or amplify the
structure response under a given seismic excitation, depending
on the dynamic characteristics of the structQre and underlying
ground. A single value of S is assigned for the entire building
in all the assessment steps.

The factor P is usually evaluated for each atory and
each principal direction, excepting the first step evaluation
when a single value is ~dopted for the structure under con
sideration. Apart from the influence of discontinuities1n ~-
fness distribution and irregularities in structural confi
guration, this factor may also include the influence of plan
dimension ratio of the building, presence of basements of va
riation of interstory height. The more refined procedures may
also include the contribution of eccentricities between rjg~ty

center and mass center at a story as well as the variation of
the total weight from one level to another 12/. In a general
case, P may be written as a product of terms:

P = Pl P2•.• P
i
•..Pr (2)

in which: r is the member of structural parameters considered
within the assessment procedure: P1 is the influence degree of
i-th parameter and may be written as :

(3)

The terms gi and h are grading and adjusting factors respec
tively used in accbrdance with the situation of each parameter
at the level considered. In certain situations Pi (i=1,2 ••• r)
may be assigned dirrectly, provided that a unitary criterion
is used for all buildings under conSideration.

The time degradation factor, 0, was introduced to~
for the effects of the modification of the original structure
characteristics during the life of the building.The following
types of damage are considered: (a) cracks due to shrinkagear
accidental over1oadings, (b) remanent deformation produced by
differentiated foundation settlements, (c) deterioration of
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fac 
lUde

gener.l

.aterial quality (d) "-eJea due fir... , vibration. or earth
quakes, (e) corrosion of reinforcelMnt and other ch_ical at
tack. An overage d~_ of d....CJ8 i. a.siped to each story,nn
ging from 0 (no d~ge) to 1 (total failure) as ..y result fro.
a field survey 0 f the bUilding. The convers~n of overage
degree of damage to value of D ..y be perforaing according
to Table 1.

A.............
Dal'1. D 4' 4~ D,.I 4. tV M 0.7 II,. 4. 1,11

D , c_ .... •• MIl .."~ ..,. Me ... -
ASSESSMENT OF THE BASIC FACTOR OF LATERAL

RES ISTANCE CAPACITY

Since S, P and D in relation (1) are modification
tors of R as described above, some ~onsiderations are
here regarding the asse.sment of the Rvalues. The
form of R is:

R • R ( _ , c, d) (4 )

in which ~ • story coefficient, c , "d • ductility coefficient,
For simplicity all vertical structural elements are classified
according to their assigned ductility coefficients into three
or fewer groups. The mintmua value within a group is assumed
as the coefficient d of the group and the d value of group 1
should be the smallest (d1 .<d2 < d] ). The ductily coefficient
d may vary from 0.8 to 3.0 depending on the type and characte 
ristics of the elements. Since low ductilities are expected in
the presence of high shear stre•• , the ductility factor for
unaeinforced and inadequately reinforced masonry walls as well
as extremely brittle column. is taken to be 0.8. The larger
value of 3.0 i. a.signed to ductile members like a column go
verned by flexure.

When a structure attains its ulttmate strength at the
point of failure of the most brittle elements, the value of R
is evaluated with the following relation:

R =~.( o'.,"C, + 0(1·C• -t CI(,.Cs)
r (5)

in which ,(" o<a. and,t, are reduction factors allowing for
deformation compatibility of vertical structural elements at
a given story.

The basic factor of resistance for a structure attaining
its ultimate strength at the failure point of the ductile ... 
bers is:

(6)
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(7)

The strength coefficient of the i-th group of elements is cal 
culated by dividing the sum of the ult~t. shear strength of
elements by the total weight of the portion above the floor

under in::r~i,.1f ~,,-. Ti/G*t) Cj. 4,2.,3)
~ ... t 0 k.1. a

in whi~h n - total number of stories, m- total number of ele
ments lncluded in the j-th grouPJ i- the leve-l under conaideratial.

In evaluating the strength c~acity of an existing ma
Bonry bUilding it is necessary to account for the possible modes
of failure under combined stresses. The resulting failures maybe
by shear along critical planes or tensiOn failure incorporating
the interaction of the block, mortar and grout. The expected
performance o! a brick bearing wall construction is usually de
termined by comparing the max~ stresses calculated in the
lower level shear walls, due to the design earthquake forces
with the critical strength. On the other hands, ultimatestrength
for shear, flexure and compression should be based on the con
struction technique used and the extent of supervision rather
than the strength of the masonry constituents (masonry unit,mor
tar, grout and reinforcement). It could be arqued that sound de
tailing is even more important to satisfactory seismic perfor
mance than the provision of adequate shear and flexural strength.

The terms primary structural system and secondary struc
tural system are used to distinquish between members whose la
teral resistance is included in the assessment process and those
whose resistance is considered in supporting gravity· loads only.
Walls smaller in length than 60 em are not considered in the
evaluation of coe!ficient c in relation (7). When the struc
ture is made of brick beari~g walls in combination with reinfor
ced concrete pillars and horizontal bands fo~ing an integral put
of the bearing walls at roof and intermediate floor levels, the
lateral shear force in relation (7) may be evaluated with an
approxima~e relation of the form:

in which

TJ '" ~~ ("..,
~h'\ :; bow .... 20

(8)

In the case of old buildings made of reinforced concr~te

frames and masonry infill panels the participation of masonry
in resisting seismic forces should also be considered. For the
purpose of this study, a simplified failure criterion was used
to evaluate the expected performance of the structures. After
masonry cracking occurs, the post cracking response of the frame
wall system is modelled conservatively using the braced frame
mechanism shown in figs. land 2. It is assumed that the cracked
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~-.a-4
I l'1u'I-'P'e ~h~ f~ meclHm'4M F~~ •.-. wcrll.

"'9' 2 - Slmpll"W hilure ",..Acr,.,Mt,

(9)

is the unaupported height.

Uff i.ott I: (t-\ \A. 't Mu.. ) H-u.

) (r'~)where

masonry fOJ:ftl wedges that brace the lower portion of the ten.ion
column and the upper portion of the compre••ton column.Pla.
tic hinges are assumed to develop at the extreme points of the
wedges and the unsuppt~rted height of the column•• Hu, i. 1•••
than the column height. The shear capacity of the column i8
given by:

The coefficients c of reinforced concrete columna
are calculated by introducing the minimua value of shear force
capacity into relation (7), namely:

T: ",\n (T~ ) T:) (10)

in which TS is the shear force at the ultimate .hear failure
of the column.

When reinforced concrete shear wall. are pre.ent a. re
sisting members within the structure, ~e term T corre.ponding
to these mea~rs takes the following formz
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(11)

in which M (is the ultimate bending moment of the wall at the
level under consideration, T is the shear capacity of the wall
and ¢ ~ 2 for a current level, excepting the top level
where 1J = l, HW 1s the total weight of the reinforced concrete
wall from the considered level to the top. To calculate flexu
ral and shear strength of the structure component members va
rious relations may be used, similar to these used in the con
ventional design procedure, or more simple relations based 0 n
exp~rimental data. This question, however, is not examined i n
this paper.

The story coefficient is calculated as:

~ ::.. . l'H -1. (12 )
3 r'\t"l.

This expressi&n may be used for structures exhibiting funda 
mental mode shope close to a straight line both in the elastic
and inelastic range, A more conservative expression is used for
types of structures that do not meet the assumption relevant to
the linear mode shape:

~ = (1 + n),(i + n) (13 )

in which n = total member o~ stories and i = the examined story.

SOME CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING ~HE PRACTICAL APPLICATIOn
OF THE PROCEDURE

Usually, a preliminary evaluation may be performed by
calculating certain parameters pertinent to structural adequacy
and comparing them with reference values resulting from labo-
ratory tests or field observation of earthquake effects upon
t-uilding stroctures. For exampl-e, a .n. value may be calculated:

-0... =2 Lw / At (14 )

in which L Lw = effective corss-sections (cm2 ) ~f the walls at
the level under inspection and A = floor area (m ). The follo
wing values are considered a~ satisfactory for the structure
adequacy: -r.L) 2 n (cm~m) for buildings of axis stories or
less or -Ct) n + 6(cm/m) for buildings having more than six
stories (n is the total member of stories).

A m~re detailed discussion of those aspects was presented
in a previous paper 12/.
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In general, the first level procedure sho'4ld be used
when a large number of buildings are to be evaluated by a uni
tary approach based on an empirical, judgemental procedure con
sidering relevant factors such as possible consequencE of col
lapse for grading the existing buildings. t~en insufficient data
on the structure are available at the time of evaluation, addi
tional field survey may be performed and the values listed in
Table 2 may be used together with one of the relations

Or aCorcItng fo reo/fYhon (8)

tHoup SfrvcJural ~~nl d ~z,.J
1

SrtCl/: m~onry walls 0." 40·

Short a:;o!4.00"'7n.F (Hc/I? < 2.&) 0." 150
- -

Hb."ltK'c~a CDncrek 8hear w(/Ils '.0 100

2 WaH$ wifh tVtlO hovnaary CD/crn-;;;- '.0 ¥10

'Wa1/3 Vf!!1ft_~ 1xNndc:t,:~_~/t:mn '.0 zoo

.J
~,;,Iorced l'onfYt!'k column$ 2.$ ( Nc/I, ~ 6 '.0 f(J(}

SIt!'nd~r CO/umM Hell, > £; 1·2 liD...
rah/~ .5

~tI$e Ro c:J;, oCz ee,

c,. Cz.o; C4 '1'0 j3.oC.J' c". dJ - - 1
------ ~._---- -~---.- --

C,.D;c,f' 0 1CJ.O P(~2C'l +o(.3' Ca) c/z - 1 0.7
---- --_. ~-----

C,P.Oicl~o; C'J"o p (ae1 C', +O(l cl. + ocJ C'l ) c11 1 Q.7 0.5

in Table 3 for assessing the value of R. The relation (7) takes
the form:

,.e-~ c ('T.J~iA~l )Ii\~t<. (15)

As mentioned earlier, within more refined procedures rhe resis 
tance capacities of the component members are calculated with
appropriate relations to determine the c. values. The term Rare
then determined by the relation (5) orJ (6) depending on the
duc~ility characteristics of predominant structural elements.

The procedure was applied with some particularities des 
cribed below to the analysis of a total number of 43 old ~lil

dings in the ~ity of Jassy, affected by the March 4, 1977,earth-
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quake. The correlation between values of the aseismic res~
index, I , and the overage degree of d~~ge was studies and the
main res!lts are shown in figs. 3 and 4. Since the data on da
mages produced by the earthquake were collected during a survey
pufBu1ng mainly the evaluatjon of material losses and not the
evaluation of residual strength of the buildings, it was neces
sary to re-evaluate the damage degree on the basis of tle e
xisting data. In some case ad hoc field investigations were
carried out tog~her additional data on the structural system
and ma~erials used. It should be pointed out that in lieu of
the data regarding the structural damage existed in those buil
dings before earthquake occurrence, the factor 0 was consi
dered 1 for all buildings analized. In this application of the

1.0,...-.........:----------- _

S~/3mic inkn8ily. G..5
l'orrelrRion ~ff~ienl:

-0.92

0.1 0.2 o.J at, 0.$ 0.6 o'? D.e
AJeoismiC- rt!"islan~ in~Jt , 1$

~9· .I -ltllPral~".It¥n~-....~ ~rehlWM
ItN" bui/tll",. 1#1 ~ Ii/. ."-,,hMily U tNJ

I1.JN 3coak

'.or---...;;;~------------___.
S,t3m;c /nkn~"Iy' ~$

~ 0.6 eorre/gfitm ~1fi(:iMf:-0."
~
~ 0.,
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(16)
t 11 5 + I",

A;;. -
(~ " 1=<:.. f"1t

in which ~= aseismic r~sistance index related to nonstruc
tural elements. Past experience has shown that a major I1fe risk
particularly during moderate earthquake is due to falling
objects from parapets, ornamentations, chimneys and roof moun
ted equipment. Repair of replacement to eliminate these risks
with emphasis on the major occupancy areas, could be carried
out with a relatively' sho~t period of time and a reasonable cost.
Fe- is a correction factor that takes into account the struc
ture category and the fact that fa~lure of some structures will
have greater consequence than those of other ones. F~ is also
a correction factor to consider the influence of site seism i c
intensity according to zoning map. To take into account the
share of structural elements versus nonstructural ones in the
overall risk, a weighting factor;larger than unity was intro
duced. In a recent study on the vulnerability of building lo
cated in the city of Jassy a value of 3 was adopted.

procedure, the value of T for a particular bUilding was consi 
dered as an absolute measure of its earthquake resistance.T~

fore, to compare value of I with overag~ degree of damage it
was considered appropriate to clasify the bUildings iii distirc
tive groups according the seismic intensity of the site on the
MSF scale as resulted from a post-earthquake study. Of the 43
buildings analysed, 20 were located in a zone of Lltensity 6.5
and the other 23 In a zone of intensity 7.5. While these two
groups represented small statistical samples in view of large
number of variables involved, the correlation is nevertheless
significant, This may be partly due to the fact that this ana 
lysis included building for which sufficient date were ava
i lable or where those data were easy to rret. The parameters I
and R as defined in relations (1) and (4;, respec~ively, ma~
also be used in various engineering investigations on the
seismic safety of existing stock of buildings in a given re
glon of high seismicity. Such investigations requires addi
tional data as the importance of a building, its degree of oc
cupancy, vulberability of nonstructuraL elements and other
factors. An empirical procedure ,,'as proposed /2/ to assess the
earthquake safety level by means of an index A given by the
follOWing relation:

The buildings analyzed by tl}.e above methodology are gr~
on their safety level accorcting to values of A listed in Table
4. The intent of the methodology was to avoid as much as pos

Tab/I! ¥

1A'€7Y £I4/1trNQ UAI<E Sl4F£TY LEV~L
-

,,.,Dex
~'''/e-", Low "'OlJ€I«A'~ GDOD ~x«u.vn

A " 02('1 0.20 -OJ5 O.3~·O'O Of1-r.O ~ t.o
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.1bla tta variation in grading due to individual judgement /2/ •
~ile t~e level of safety is not known in absolute terms, the
app~eh provide. a basis of comparison of relative levels of
.afety betwe.n buildings of structural or nonstructural charac-
teristic. and different locations. .

CONCLUSIONS

Of the .ajor problems encountered in reliable as~~ts

of earthquake resistance of existing constructions, the most
.trlngent are the re~onabl~ prediction of the aseismic index I
and the .pacification of the ground motlon at particular sites
in .ere accurate terms than thoce prescribed for the region as
a whole. ~hi.paper describes some possibili~ies of empirical
judg...nt for a ••ess1ng the earthquake resistance of old brll 
dift9. and analyzing their structural adequacy. Although the re
.ult. of a practical application showed good correlation bet
ween avaluated levels of strength and the amount of damage ob
••rved during an earthquake, ~urther study is needed to exa
.ine In .are detail the effects of variation of mainparameters
-of the ••••••ea levels of strength. In addition some detailed
analy.e. of representative buildings are necessary to calibrate
th. r ••ult. and to compare them with the results of the de
dlqn engineering practice.
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11.8 OBSERVATIOItS CONCERNING VULHBRABILI'l'Y AND
SEISMIC RIS~ OF RBSIPINTIAL BUILDINGS OF

MEDIUM HIIGHT

Constantin Mihai x)

The 1977 Vrancea earthquake affected virtually all old
buildings 1n the city of Jassy. The damage survey concluded that
145 buildings totalling 25,000 sq. m. of area were damaged. Some
of th.. had to be dellOlished. More than 90' of the affected blUd
.1ngs were constructed before 1940, when seismic des1gn codes
were non-existent. These buildings were made of brick ( 72' )
adobe, trellis work and other unburnt materials. The new build
ings erected after 1960 generally behaved sat18factor11y during
the 1977 earthquake, although important differences regarding
the aanner and degree of damage of different categories of
structures were observed. The recorded degradations did not af
fect stability of those structures.

More significant degradations were observed in buildings
resting upon soils formed fra- contractile clays having shallow
water table, rather i:han in those buildings resting upon water
sensitive .oils. Structural sys~s utilised for those buildings
were as follows.

- rei~foroed concrete shear walls, 36 l,
- lug_ ~n.lsl U "
...onry ~ar ng walls, 15 • and,

- ~rent and lamellar frames 13 l.

Site. of new buildings ge~rally were located on the two
levels of the city.

= ~ y~~ ~"V~! tl~v~llg ~ !I~~foporou. w~t@f !'P.'!~!\!' ~~!
1ft ~.~ ..,iAft iR, fQYft4lt~Qftl WIll l~.l~a@4 YPQft • ~f'll.d
bal1&.t M4) -

- a lower level where the foundation soil is composed of
contractible clay, the underground water table having variable
level, up to soil surface.

In both theae regions foundations of increasing rigidity
were adapted.

BUILDIRGS CONSTRUCTED IN SPECIAL SITE CONDITIONS

x) Senior Res..rcher,Ph.D.,ICCPDC-Building Research Center of
Jas.y, RClRania
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buildings

In the following, referenoes are made to some buildings
having medium height erected in the peri~d 1958 - 1965 in the
city of JaBsy. During the 1977 Vrancea earthquake theBe build
ings underwent some degradations. Theee types of structures
erected on the lower level of the city have been selected for
this investi~ationl

- an apartment block located on the left bank of Bahlul
river designated as "B" (fig.l) consisting of reinforced con
crete shear walls.

- an apartment bluck consisting of reinforced concrete
frames, placed in front of Nicolina rail station of Jassy, de
signated as MN" (f1g.2),

T an apartment block consisting of shear walls andool~

placed near "TesAtura" Factory, designated as "H" (fig.3).

Some fundamental structural elements of these
are presented in the above mentioned figures.

The foundation soil,exhibiting an accentuated non homo
genous stratification, presents the following geotechnical cha~

acte~lstics:

- index of consistency 0,55 - 0,85;
- porosity 0,45 - 0,57 \;
- modulus of elasticity 36 - 70 kg/sq.cm;
- cohesion, 0,20 - 0,30 kg/sq.gm; 0

angle of internal friction 2 - 7 •

The foundations were of spatial box type with and without
cantilevers at block "B", respectively "N" or foundations of a
network type with cantinuous footings at block "H~. The design
of these structure was performed by considering the soil-founda
tion - structure interaction depending on the ensemble rigiditi
in the two directions. Due to the difficult foundation soil con
ditions, it was necessary to survey in time the behavior of the
biock by measuring their settlements in terms of fixed ref~
points. It was found that within approximately 2 years, soil
deformations were stabilized, the settlement produced during
the execution of the building being 65 - 70 • of the total set
tlement, which have had on average value of 11 em. The total
settlement represented 43 • of the calculated one. The founda
tions suffered maximum inclination of 3,5 ., the settlement of
mobile referenoe po•.. ts ranging between 5,8 and 14,3 em.

SOME ASPECTS OF OBSERVED VULNERABILITY AND SEISMIC RISK

The most frequent damage, which occurred in the blocks of
"B" and "H" type, were vertical or slow inclin6d cracks of lin
tels, the vertical cracks of the nonpierced shear walls located
generally at upper levels as well as some perpendicular cracks
_ppeared an the floor perimeter. The majority of these cracks
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were initially due to concrete shrinkage as well as temperatu~e

effect. During the 1977 Vrancea earthquake these cracks extended
and become wider. Some degradations occurred in the type "H~
during the earthquake action, and were located in the region con
nection of the central rigid portion (on the s~ear walls) with
the elastic regions from the columns, situated at the two ends
of the block, in longitudinal direction.

The structural resisting system of block type "N" was Dot
damaged uuring the earthquake. Some degradations appeared~
infill walls as well as through the partitioning ones;~these el
ements detached out of the structure and presehted some cracks,
particularly at levels 3, 4 and S. The foundations of all three
types of blocks did not present any degradation. Due to signif
icant displacements and rotations, side pavements detached out
of the socles.

A statistical analysis revealed that the examined blocks
?resented a medium damage degr~e of 2 and a standard deviations
ranging between 1.05 and 1.20 /1 , 4 /.

Significant variations were observed in the histograms of
damage degrees from one structural type to another I 4 I.

It is well known that the problem of the dimensioning the
structures under earthquake forces is a problem of accepted seis
rolc risk for every country. An important fact is to establish
seismic risk for a certain type at building and to select accep
table risk in terms of economic and social conditions. To do
this it is necessary to know the quality of materials utilized,
the eXisting degradations, life duration of the bUilding, initi
al architectural and structural details, s~bsequent m~difica

tions, geological conditions, etc, etc. /2, 3, 5, 7/.

Akka~ and Shale 18 I proposed the following important fac
tors to be considered for an:llyzing the risk: m'erall resistance
of the structural system, story resisting structural system the
plan syrnrnet·.y, elevation regularity, bUilding :;Iuality aa well
as lev~l of applied codes.

By means of a weight coefficient the expected risk may be
estimated by determining the damage of the whole building.

The observations performed in the present paper intendedto
decrease the risk of the existing stock of bUildings and to
provide a rational long-term development of the city of Jassy.
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11.9 CHOICE OF STRENGTHENING SOLUTION BY THE EVALUATION
OF POST-SHAKING STRENGTH CAPACITY OF A MULTISTORY
BUILDING HAVING A STEEL SKELETON STRUCTURE AND BRIC~

MASONRY INFILLINC

1. CENERALITIES

Virgil Fierbinteanu
Mircea Balcu
Dumitru Perovici
Mircea Dima

ABSTRACT

x
xx
xxx
xxxx

1.1. The building to be examined here benefits from spe
cial consideration within the environment and architecture at
its disposal; moreover, from historical point of view, it was
the first Telephone Exchange Office for public use installed in
Romania III (fig.l and fig.2).

~iq.l ~ig.2

x Ph.D.Associate Professor,The Civil Engineering Institute of
Bucharest, Romania

xx Lecturer, idem
xxx Dip1.Eng., The Railroad Design Institute of Bucharest
xxxx Dipl.Eng., idem
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The Victoria Telephone Exchange Office building has a~
aide plane arrangement (fig.3). and a six-level height, except in
the left corner area, where an extra seven-story tower was built.
(fig.4).

During SO years of use, the Victoria bui1dbg proved to
be an ideal shelter and home for the assembly of electrical in
stallations

The Bucharest Telephone Exchange Office located at 37
Victoria street was erected between 1931-1933, conforming to a
project of L.S. Week& company - New York, USA, later between 193~

1939 and 1945-1946, the initial structure (12 levels) was edlrged
with two adjacent buildin91 (6 levels each).

The ground of the building required a heavy foundation in
view of laying it on a gravel-sand layer, water imbued settled
to a depth of 8m, under the sidewalk level.

The main effects of March 4, 1977, Vrancea earthquake
considerably reduced the bearing capacity of the structure~
the compromise between th~ metallic frame and non-metallic ele
ments as well as other l~ '~l damages.

The computation model obtained on the ground of these on 
servations was subjected to a dynami,' a~lysis of the bUilding
got through the direct integration of Vrancea earthquake accele
rogramms.

'T'he res'IIlts were use~ in the
consol..i.dat~on meAisure~ tl1at detail~

the method o~ embedding the brick
pannels in the metallic structure.

F~g.4

Fig.3

i
8

'j
b

i
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1.2. The structure bu~ldinq assembly is three-dimensional

steel frame (i.e.columns, beams and girders) whose cross sec
tions are riveted with I-beams and structural angles, channels
and strips.

The indi-;idual colWlln clamped to its foundation base is
made using two OI three-level I beam lattices packed into the
concrete foundation block. Altogether these blocks are inter
connected by reinforced concrete beams to form a plane grid foun
dation structure. The reinforced concrete floor diaphragms are
designed in a way that the girder steel beams are included into
the floor structure. The grid floor arrangement is shown in fig.
3 with the third floor plane view (i.e. the first overground
story) @gd the ~Kpical floor plane view of tower extra stories
(i.e. 5 to 11 ).

The floor design was made using hanged timber forms
the common deformation of concrete and steel skeleton has
accomplished by the use of steel wire backing that covers
I beams grid structure.

and
been

the

The brick external walls facing the streets are plystoned
with Rusciuk gtone piecesJ those facing the inside courtyard
are covered with limestoned mortar. The plystone of the front
walls is 10 cm thick,9iving it a 40 cm thickness together with
the brick th~ckness.

The anchorage of stone pieces on wall support has been
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u.in9
narrow
filled

aoooIIIpli..... uift9 .teel "ire. aac! ¥blu IIOrt:&r of Flenl. !'be
_11. fac1D9 the courtyard are built. up u.ift9 ee-nt.ed IIOrtar
.... the brlcka are plotted aocordlft9 to a .pec1flc ItAMrlC&n
Kiok uraa,•••nt. technlque-. 'fbe lnt.er1or part.ition wall. are
..a. fraa bollow brick., 7 oa t.h1ck each, ancl celMllted IIOrt.ar.
lfbe layout. of the lDterlor ".11. wa. 4eumlne4 .cQor4lll9 to
f\IDCticmal criteria only, n9ar4le•• of -.bedded- 9r14 dt..-u.

lfbe .tructure coluana have .lao b-4Ien -elll*4decl
.pecial .l.~, hollow brlck., they .re buU1: up on t.he
.1.e U'OUII4 the .teel colwm and the~ .pace i.
"lth piecea, ls..e.tone4 and o..nt. IIOrtar.

1.1. !'he fowa4atlon CJrouDd of the "Victori.- buildln9
i. not auitable for the pIac...nt of .uch • .anu.ental buildin9.
5011 toe.t.. ln the area have revealed the followihg glQJrd la7er
.tnotan /2/ I'

• an unatuffed, uncon.olidated layer of 6.20 a thick be
....th the .idew.lk level of calea Victoriei .treet,

• • thlft clay layer, havln9 .and inclu.ion.,
• a 9ravel-.aDd layer, vater imbued, .t a depth of 8 •

under the .idewalk level.

!'be .tructure'. foundation. are cl.-ped wlthin this ~
layer. it i. the level where ba.e block. of each coI u.n. are
9I'ld-oGlUlected by reinforced concrete glrder••

2. S'J.'UDY JIO'l'IVA'l'IOW

a.l, After the e.rt~4ke o~ March 4, 1977,.c:.e 4-.ge
"a. obM",e4 ~ring the ex_1n.t1Qn of ·Victoria· 'l'elephone Bx
cballCJe Offlce in Buchare.t, the lIO.t 1Japortant one. are pre
.entee! and di.cuaaed in the apirit of atrengthening work. to
be undertalten.

lft ~8lM~ ..=;tf~i.=t~:3 :r::tllltU~~:~:::'· tt~~'·~~... _"net IIUNI .".'1...."'••,. 'M VI"'Hl ul•.! .,
1"9. a. • _ to tat. IIOl"tIl alloY. ,he Inwwt atol"y 1•••1. ., Ia •
l"~I'.l 4laplae-nca -tend up to the thir4 floor, ift the flaIt
wall faclDCJ CAlea Victorlel .treet, frOll the.. one ai9ht con
elude that the pe~nt, inelaatic diapl.ee-ent. reg1.tered
up to the thlr4 floor have an averaC)e value of 1/150 R(where H
denotea the atory he19ht). A coiUIID at low-atory levela baa
~......nt ben4ift9 curvature. with the aax1aWl in-plane deflect1clla
up to 3 ell , tIlia observation render. the hypotheaia accordi ftg
to which eol~a ..re bent in two principal planea of inertia
.nd tbe bendin9 ..-t. are au~ntecl by the axial force anc!
toM 18itlal ~try 1JIperfectiona of the ateel atructure.
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There were, of courle, large number of columns~~
the deformations of the type described above, but the -embedding
into a le.s damaged protection material prevented the evaluation
of their permanent deflections and curvatures.

2.2. Among other structural element. (walls, floor. and
the foundation grid) some damage has been observed up to the
third story (i.e. parallel cracks on the facade to Matei Millo
street and some splits, up to 2 em big, on the facade tower mo
dule of the building).

In the exterior walls some small, isolated dislocatio~s

between plystone pieces occurred; the damage of interior walls
reveals that they had undergone ·constrained· shear panel effect
during the earthquake motion.

2.3. These observations lead to the following important
conclusions regarding the total strength of the building after
the earthquake of March 4, 1977:

(i) the metallic strength structure prese~ts at low
story levels, joints, beams and columns which g«t.hared signifi
cant plastic deformations;

(ii) in the brick panels and in the floors placed at low
story levels of the ~uilding, the post-elastic deformations omlsed
fissures and cracks characteristic for the shear panels, i.e. for
transversally loaded plates;

(iii) the post-shaking common deformation of the basic
components of structure is a compromise between the deformations
of the metallic frame and those of the non-metallic structural
members; the compatibility of the deformations is achieved at
the expense of maintaining some residual elastic tensions in
the metallic structure, compelled to observe a deformed configu
ration imposed by floors and walls.

2.4. The measures of immediate strengthening suggested
by the experts commission /3/ aimed at:

(i) consOiidating with double diagonal metallic ground
floor panels on tle front side facing Calea Victoriei

(ii) unloading the building (water in the air-~~
tank should be maintained at minimum level; storage batteries
should be moved in the basement; certain equipment and aerials
should be located in ~ther places etc.); those provisions were
mostly observed so that the telephone exchange office funct10 ns
normal through the building is not strengthened.

Final strengthening mea~ures impose the removal of fa
cilities so as to perform surveys, by uncovering the COIWL~

coating near the joints of the metallic structure in view of
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knowing their state of deformations and of establishing practi
cal possibilities of stif:ening.

The final strenghtening operations should accomplish
the main objective mainly to bring the structure to its initial
bearing =apacity (by jacketing the columns, stiffening the
joints, rewedging the brick walls, recontinuing the floors etc
/4/) at an (energetic) level as close as possible to the situ
ation before the earthquake of March 4, 1977.

Taking into account that the strengthening operations
require the rCTr'Jval of facili tie~, the effort of "X-raying" the
present condition of the building, under normal functioning re
gime is thoroughly justified by means of automatic computationU
model, "identified" (in the sense of the theory of systems) by
measuring the dynaIdc characteristics after the earthquake /5/.

3. CO~PUTATIONAL MODEL

The complexity and the characteristic features of the
structure of Telephone Exchange Office building may be summari
zed as follows:

(i) one may identify 32 distinct plane frames, with a
variable number of levels and arranged both in directions x and
y in plane, and in arbitrary directions;

(ii) the number of distinct cross-section~l area5 of
the c~lumn~ exc~eds 20 (an explanation of this variety of shapes
and dDmenS10ns 15 that the bUilding was erected in three phases
over 17 years). The mean geometric characteristics of the column
cross-sectional areas were grouped in four different types and
are listed in table 1.

LEVEL

VIII,IX .X

V, VI, Vii

1I,1I1,IV

S. p. i

SF.CTION

NUMBER

2

3

4

Table 1

AXIAL INERTIA

AREA 1 2 I,
121,00 19518,00 812500

201.,00 39850.00 13SS\,l.OO

250,00 49241,00 ,!-~ 1C' 00

316.00 61710,00 20~S10G

. (~ii) the brick walls are distinguished by thickness,
compos1t1on and covering (by coating or plastering) 12 frames
from a totaJ of 32 are "wedged" with shear panels arranged at
all levels or nnly at certain storis; it should be noticed tlMt
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the walls increase the rigidity only in the plane of the frame
in which they are arranged, their rigidity in the direction
normal to this plane being neglected;

(iv) the floors are considered as rigid washera in a ho
rizontal plane and as plates under the action of vertical for
ces, norm al to their plane. The hypothesis regarding the be
havior of the floors as rigid washers essentially simplifies
the spatial computation of the multi-story structures and is
widely used in literature (/7/, /8/). The validity of this hy
pothesis is examined for the case of the building tower ( the
corner facing the crossroad Calea Victoriei - Matei Millo ~)
by performing the computation and the plot of the proper forms
of vibration obtained without using the stated hypothesis.

Fig.S shows the components of the first form of vibration
~t two of the tower levelsl it can be seen that the floors .uf
fer motions of rigid, solid type in horizontal plane (roto~
lations ), hence, the floors may be considered as washers in
horizontal plan, i.e. correlators of the displacements of the
spatial fr~~e joints.

I,,
\

---I,
I,

I,,
\

\

Fig.a
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(v) The computational model of the strenqth structure is
supplemented, taking into account the dynamic computation, by a
system of elastic springs arranqed in horizontal plane of every
floor, meant to "stiffen" the spatial frame until identifying
its dynamic characteristics with the measured ones (see next
section). At the same time, the co-operation between structure,
foundation and ground is taken into the computation by intro
ducing a "fictition story", under the level of the foundation
base; the total rigidity of the "fictitious story" introduced
was obtained from the condition that the maximum side displa
cement computed by directly integrating the 1977 earthquake of
March 4, represent, at the upper level of the building, a frac
tion equal to 1/100 of its total heiqht, (about 5 em).

4. PROBLEMS OF DYNAMIC IDENTIFICATION

4.1. When examining the dynamic behavior of the bUilding
to dynamic loads, the fundamental parameters are taken as be
ing the first 10 nature vibration modes of the elastic linear
model of strength structure (proper periods T f and proper vec 
tors 0 , i=1,2 ••• l0). Among these dynamic ch~racteristics the
fundame~tal natural period T

1
represents the basic parameter

used in this work for "ident fying" the computational model
with the actual structure.

Thus, the computational model of the structure with
post-earthquake damage was finished accsrding to the criterion
of the identity of the natural period Ttl, computed with the
fundameDtal period of the building measured after the ~arth

quake TIl = 1.25 sec in direction N-S /5/; the results TIl =

1.226 sec in table 2 meet the requirements of the stated cri
tertan.

Table 2

Natural periods of vibration of post-shaking computational
model

Mode of
vibration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Period
T c li 1.226 1.070 0.666 0.544 0.490 0.340 0.258 0.246 0.206 0.189
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one;
the

2

'nle pnx::Ed1xe of "leF..ntification" is certainly <1,1 tncomp 1ote
it is however estimated to achieve the best morlf'll tng ·Jf
real situation, for which knowledge is so limited I;' par.
"Study Motivation").

4.2. unfor~unately, one does not know th~· fundamental
natural peliod T 0, which the bUilding in question had be
fore the earthqulker such a value certainly would have repre
sented "the object-function" (in the sense of theory of optimal
systems) for the computational model of thf: building brought to
the initial bearing capacity by cobsolidating it. When this pa
rameter is absent, the 8treft~thening soJution suggested in the
work /5/, drafted according to the results of the numerical co~

putation /4/ appears like a spectrum of the natural periods Ti 2,
in which the strengthened structure increases its rigidity by
about 25 % and comes closer to values T. a computed for the
building before the earthquake, as resulted from table.).

Tahle )

Natural periods of vibration of comgutational models
for structure before earthquake, T.o

1

for structure after strenothening T?2
1

Vibration
morle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Per-iod
(lJ9.J8 00.'17 OoSIc OJ.?/ flSt14 044/ {J4/tl 0..16'.1 tl:lS(J tJ.'l22

Tio

period
0962 0863 c7~/8 {76.J5

T~2
06.:'9 05/6' 04.11 tJ4/0 0.1",4 tJ..]2'i

--

The eigen vector (the ei8en form) related to the
per-iod of vibration by values Tio and Tel are shown in
this comparison is used to describe the performances of
strengthening solution.

eigen
fig.9 ;

the

5. CONCLUSIONS

Taking into account that before the earthquake the buil-
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ding had a fundamental (computed) period T~O K 0.938 sec., one
may generally estimate that the earthquake caused a reduction of
building reliability by 35-40 " this reliability is to be re
established to a larger extent by the building. For the time
being, one has proceeded to reduce and re-distribute loads, in
view of bringing the strengthened building to dynamic parameters
as close as possible to those of the bUilding before the earth
quake.

From the examination of the eigen modes of Vibration,
the "whip effect" introduced by the upper modes of vibration on
levels 10-12 is rendered evident. This effect leads to an in
creased absorbtion of ~nergy in the upper area of the building,
more sensitive to the upper modes of vibrrtion.
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'Tu.king into consideration that certain elements of the
building which contributed to the taking over of the horizontal
loads were damaged, their operation being partially or totally
stopped, the suggested strengthening solution is conceived so
as to achieve a clear and safe structure regarding ita beha
vior to seismic stresses.
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Bringing the building to its capacities from the ...... iew
points of strength, rigidity and dynamic stab.il; ty 1 ·Jpresent..;;
the main objective of the strengthening solution.
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11.10 THE STRENGTHENING STM.TEGY FOR EXISTING

BUILDINGS, DAMAGED BY EARTHQUAKES

Mircea NeicuX

Zefir ApostolXX

ABSTRACT

After we had studiea and strengthened about 2500 tall
bUildings damaged by the 1977 earthquake we established the main
causes which led to the collapse of thirty buildings and the
serious ~a~e of some hundreds of buildings. As a rule the
following design concepts have been used depending On the~
of damage and the architectural value:

1. Reconstruction of the damaged buildings, preserving
their original destination and the outer aspectl

2.~estoration of damaged buildings by complete demolitkn
of the collapsed section, strengthening of the remaining part
and joining the two sections as a single whole from a struc
tural and architectural poi~t of view.

3. The reconstruction of some bUildings by changing the
architectural style and in some cases by the demolition of 1- 3
floors.

4. The complete demolition of the damaged buildings and
the construction of a new one, on the site.

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MARCH 4, 1977 EARTHQUAKE

The strong earthquakes that have occurred during the his
tory of Romania were mainly foccussed in the southeast zone of
the Carpathian Uountains. The hypocenter depth was between 100
and 160 km, for the la6t two earthquakes, and the magnitude on
the Richter Scale for the earthquake of 1977 was estimated at 7.2.

The seismic intensity of the 1977 earthquake,which esta -

x coordinating structural engineer - Proiect Bucure,ti Institute
xx collective resistance engineer - Protect Bucure,ti Institute
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bliu.4 the ba.i. for atudy of ~.aDda of buildings in Bucharest
varied betWHn 7 1/2 and ,. We JlUst specify that the dete!:minat1on
of sei.e int.en.ity, on the baaia of the MSJC scale, doesn't
allow an object.ive evaluation of t.he d_qew The behavior of
reinforced concrete buildings ranged from sU.ght damage to ge
neral collapse.

Generally, the degree of damaged buildings erected du
ring the .... period of time (for example, 1930-1940,1940-1950;
1'60-1983, and 1983-1977) depended on the following factors: the
at.ructural de.ign conception, the execution and quality £0 con
cret.e in the .t.ruct.ure, the ground-floor ua•• , the building's
height, and layout., alt.ernation. and tr~.formationa ln the buil
ding aince ita construction, and ao on.

Of ..in.taportance for the building.'behavlor was the
fact that, while .ome buildings ".re aubjected to their first
atrong earthquake, several other bUildings experienced their
second earthCDue and, due to the Second World War, those
atructur..we~ in.ufficient1y strengthened, or not strengthened
_t all, after the 1940 earthquake.

The 1977 earthquake cau.ed partial or total collapse in
about thirty taportant building. erected between 1930 and
1940, •• well as aeriou. damage in about 300 other bU1ldinqs. In
the caae of high-rise buildings erected after 1941, however,only
two partial collapae. were recorded.

The behavior of the.e high-rise buildings has to be und~

lined, since as a result of the length of the .eismic motion,
the degree of damage was much higher for flexible high rise buil
dinga than for rigid ones.

The acceleration .pectra recorded in Bucharest have shown,
for the predominant direction N-S, v.lue. between 1.3-1.6 sec.,
while the .c.t well-known and frequent .pectra of the seismic
acceleration on earth have been characterized by short periods,
with .axtmum amplitUde '1'-0.4 8ec.

II. STRBHGTHENIHG BUILDINGS

The taportance of .trengthening buildings to withstand ~d

m1s.1ble condition. without loas of liv•• and great material da
mage under a new strong ground IIOtion. was brought out in s"~nng

relief by the disaster of March 4, 1977. If the buildings damaged
in 1940. The ..thad for drawing up a .trengthening project is
veIl-known frca the Romanian and foreign technical literature
and refer. to the achiev...nt, step by .tep, of all the following
.tage••
- the control of the building'. .tate-of-the-art,
- determination of daMage c.u••••
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buil-

- choice of the strengthentng solutions;
- calculation of the new resulted structure;
- drawing up of all the strengthening details, for each

ding member,
- technical assistance for the repairings.

The mere ment.ion of the working stages might give tho
wrong impression about tbe complexity of the problem.

Starting with his experience, inventiveness, techni
cal common sense and prOfes.ional love, the structural engineer
has ~en assigned the task of solving the extremely difficult
problems raised by the strengthening of a bUilding, since euery
damaged building is a unique case for which, to a certain
extent, there are no general prescriptions that may be used
~ithout proper judgement.

Further on, we deal with the strengthening strategy used
in Bucharest for 2500 hiqh-rise buildings.

Accoxding to the type of structure, tbe degree of~
the town planning requirements of Bucharest, the historical
and architectural importance, different structural design con
cepts have been used, as follows:

1. Strengthening of the damaged building to preserve its
exterior style and initial functionality.

Many residential buildings, the ~w Court,Medicine In
stitute are included in this category (see photo 1,2,3).

The damaged structural elements of most of these buil
dings entirely rebuilt. Additional stiffening walls were used
as well as jacketed beams and columns.

Generally, the purpose was to provide the strength ca
pacity of the vertical elements (beams 'and columns) at shearing
force, reduce the eccentricities by bringing the gravity cen
ter nearer to the structure's rigidity center, proVide the
correct transmission of the horizontal forces to the vertical
elements through the horizontal diaphragms (floors) etc.

The experience and the lab tests proved that the results
obtained by jacketing the columns and beams are better than
those obtained by strengthening with steel profiles as the
technical quide.books often suggest.

At reinforced concrete shear wall structures, the cracks
were injected with epoxy-resins, restoring the initial resis
tance of the members. This method has been used on a large sc".

In the future, the~havior of these buildings
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Photo 1 - Institute of Medicine - damaqed

Photo 2 - Institute of Medicine - strenqthened
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on the correct execution of the injection works.

In ..ny
have also been
waUs on the
floors.

c.ses the reinforced concrete framed structures
strengthened using stiffening reinfor~cd brick

stories, .specially on buildings With high~

In many ocluntries with high seismicity zones, a great
deal of research has been performed on the stiffening of frame
structures with masonry, monolith reinforced concret~ or rein
forced concrete precast panels walls tec. Nevertheless, there
are many other problems of interest in this field that are~
study.

Photo 3- ~he Law Courts.
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Photo 4- lt Ll.do"bui Idi w~ dar'\r\ged

Photo 5- lt Lido"buildin0 strengthened.
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Photo 7-7 Academiel
building strengthened.
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Photo 6-7 hcademiei building
damaged.



Photo 8-33 Gala~i Street building - damaged

photo 9-33 Gala~i Street building - stren9then~d
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Photo 10 - 102 Lipacani
.t:r..t. 4aaac)e4
blilding
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pboto 11-102
Lip.caDi
.tr..t.
~
bui1cUDCJ



Photo 12 - "Turist" building - strengthened
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ryhoto l3-"Dunarea" building damaged.

Photo l4--Dunarea" buUding reconstructed.
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2. The strengthening of partially collapsed buildings.

In a relatively small number of buildings, no more than
one third of the whole structure collapsed. The causes of this
partial collapse are numerous and are not dealt with in this
paper. The economic efficiency of the various strengthening me
thods was studied for each case separately and in certain cases
(such as the Lido building, a bUilding on 7 Academiei St. and a
building on Galati St.) the collapsed sections were demolished
and reconstructed and the remaining part of the building was
strengthened. Finally, the two sections became a single whole
structure with the same architecture. The new structure has
been designed to withstand a severe *artbquake in good ~t1ans.

3. The strengthening of a building and the changing of
its architectural style.

For architectural or urban planning reasons or because of
great technical and economical difficulties, other bUildings
had to have their facade changed (in a few buildings the num
berof stories was reduced, as in the case of Turist and Lipscani
bUildings.) •

4. Demolition

For almost 20 buildings, the collapsed areas exceeded 60%
of the whole structure. Their reconstruction and strengthening
were not necessary since they had no architectural value and the
cost would have been higher than of a new structure.

In such cases the demolition of those buildings was ad 
visable, followed by the erection of new structures (for ~le
Dun!rea building).
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II .11 SIMPLIFIED AND MEDIUM COMPLEXITY METHODS TO

ESTIMATE THE RESISTANCE AND DEFORMATION CAf'J>.CITY

OF EXISTING BUILDINGS CASE AND STATISTICA;.

STUDIES USING THESE METHODS

Mircea Mironescux )
Andrei Bortno~,chiX)
Teodor Brotea x)
Adrian St~nes':;...

On the occasion of strengthening works that the authors had
to do for buildings damaged by the earthquake of March 4, 1977,
simplified and medium complexity analysis methods were devised
concerning the resistance and deformation capacity of existing
buildings.

In this paper the respective methods are shown with case
studies of buildings with reinforced concrete shear walls, with
~ clay brick masonry structure and with reinforced con
crete frame structure and infill-masonry panels. All have re
inforced concrete slabs.

A statistical study is also presented, including a lot of
existing buildings investigated by the Design Institute Carpa~i

after the earthquake of March 4, 1977.

2. DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSIS METHODS

Both analysis methods are based on a model with a single
degree of freedom, through which the entire construction is inves
tigated, especially its bottom part, which is most vulnerable for
general or local collapse.

2.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMPLIFIED METHOD

2.l.l~- The mean compression stress is determined in the
vertical elements of the structure at the ground floor level for
its whole area. This affords very useful information concerning
the post-elastic resistance and deformation capacity of the
structure.

x) Structural Eng., Design Institute CARPATI, 70732
Bucharest, Romania, Str. Stirbei Vod~ 43.
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2.1.2. The actual ultimate shear force capacity of the
verti~al elements of the structure is determined for eac! prin
cipal direction of it, Pact. ult. = A X "l'.Q.., where A is only the
area of the element web and ""0 = 0,09 Rb for reinforced ooncrete
elements, ~ bei2~ the mean c~mpression re~istanceon~OK~,

l; = 0,5 d~N/cm ; 1,0 daN/em; 2,0 daN/cm and 3,0 daN/cm for
light concrete or clay brickwork of any mark, with MA; M ; M
and MsO or M100 mortar, representing the prismatic r~sist~nce~t
mortar.

2.1.3. The fundamental transverse vibration period
T = 0,075.H/VB is determined. Based on the elastic response
spectra of accelerations, taking a damping factor of 0,05 for
reinforced concrete, respectively 0,20 for masonry, the maximum
acceleration response is obtained. Then P 1 = Q x £1 x
a /g is calculated, where Q is the enti~~xw~1~R~'Of the 2con
s~~~ction in KN, El = 0,8, a in m/sec , q = 9,81 m/sec .The
comparison of P 1 P ma~ helps to explain or to de
termine the dam~~~·ae~teeaI6tul~iven earthquake.

2.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD OF MEIJIUH COMPLEXITY

2.2.1. The relative level stiffnesses of the structure or
stiffness matrices are determined.

2.2.2. A model analysis is then performed which provides
wi' Tl'~ l' the vibration characteristics for the fundamental
moae, resp~ctively, ana zl - the position of the resultant of
forces for ~his mode.

2.2.3. The position of the masses, center and of the stif
fness center for each level are determined. Later on, the
fU~damental frequency for uncoupled torsion vibrations is found,
~ l' which is compared with the uncoupled lateral vibration fr~

qu~nciesW IX d (.oJ Y determined to 2.2.2.
an I

If 0,8<'W~,.t.l~ orw i < 1,2 a more sophisticated methodmust
be taken into ConsideratiOn.

2.2.4. The diagrams P - G are determined for all U.e ',.;r-.-
tical SUbsystems of the structure. By their summation, the ?-b
diagram for the whole structure or construction is obtained.

The relations P -i are obtained by taking into considera
tion the cracking, yielding and ultimate stages for the sections
of the bottom part of the elements at flexure with compressic:'n
and also the failure by principal stresses (shear failure).

With the help of the envelope 0, A, B a direct dynamic
analysis could be made for the mode! with a single degree of
freedom, out of which the maxi~m d1splacement for a given
earthquake could be obtained, d~.
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This value, compared with the relations P -~ of each ele
ment or bUilding as a whole, helps to explain or interpret their
behavior at a given earthquake.

2.2.5. The resistance and deformation capacities of the
ground under the foundation in the elastic and post-elastic range
are determined and then compared with the ultimate resis~ance
capacity of the structure at the ground floor level. The ground
deformations are taken into consideration to amplify the
structure deformations, and consequently thp. total energy ~ce.

2.2.6. If.the building has been previously subject to
seismic or other actions leading to stresses beyond the elastic
range, or it was repaired or strengthened, these could be taken
into account by assessiny the P - ~ relations.

2.2.7. Fig.l to 6 help to explain the concepts and as-
sumptions at the basis of the two analysis methods.

2.2.8. Further on, case studies are presented for three
of the constructions investigated and strengthened after the
earthquake of March 4, 1977 by the Design Institute Carpati.

The Student's Hostel uf the Stefan Gheorghiu Academy is a
building with a reinforced concrete shear walls structure, the
Colentina Hospital is a building with a unreinforced clay~
structure, and the Athenee Palace Hotel a building with a . re
inforced concrete frames structure with infill-panels of un
reinforced clay masonry.
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ERECTON YEAR-196S; SITE-aocLRESTJ; STRLCTlJ£;£1RR.
CED aKRETE RWI: WITH IfflLEC ~(K MASONRY AUfLS;~TA FOR
P-t. DIAGRAMS-to£DU'\ CfHlRESSION STRE~r ~6 hgltm2.\l.lJ'WE
CtJRESKHS~ o.oo!5;~NOBSERVED~S AFTER
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STATISTICAL STUDY

Within the Design Institute Carpa~i a methodology va. used
on 69 buildings among the works inve.tigated by the Institute or
for which the Institute prepared designs for repair or strength
ening after the earthquake of March 4 1977.

The bUilding. have been divided in two cla.ses, those with
a clay brickwork structure and thoae with a reinforced concrete
structure.

34 bearing masonry building. and 35 reinforced concr.te
buildings were investigated where the structure was either of
frame. constructed before or after 1~50, or of shear walls, or
of a dual, system (frames and shear walls) carried out after
1;.he 508.

Among them are 66 buildings situated in Buchare.t, 2 in
Sinaia and 1 in Craiova.

To 1cfine the clAsses of damage we have chosen ( large
moderate, small), the following criteria have been chosen:

We understand to be damage of a bUilding the following a
straight or inclined remanent crack which can be observed after
en earthquake in building elements and which proves that the ell
ment in that zone surpassed the range of elastic behavior during
the seismic action.

Damage also means crushing the compressed zone or the in-
clined crack along the whole width of the element, which we
consider at the same time as ur.~.

A "large" degree ot damage is understood to be damage of
the non-structural elements, the horizontal structural elements
(beams, coupling beams) and one or more vertical structural ele
ments.

A "moderate" degree of damage is characterized by damage
of the horizontal elements (beams, coupling beams) and the ver
tical secondary elements.

A "small" degree of damage i8 marked by damage only to
the vertical secondary elements (partitions, fa~ade etc).

All 69 constructions' were examined with the first method
And 9 with the second one also.

By processing the data, means and mean square deviations
were calculated for many different charActeristics: ve present
the most interesting and siqnificant ones which in our opinion
i. the ratio of maximum elastic shear force p to actual ultimate
.hear force P capacity.
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three

Type Deare. of damaae
of large modll raee ... .~

oonaeruceion means mean means mean means mean
square square square
dllV'ia- devia- devia-
tion t.ion t.ion

Constructions
with
clay ..sonry

0,84struceure 2,70 0,93 1,3.4 0,44 0,32

Construct.ions
wieb

10, 49
Ireinforced

concrete
struceure 1,99 0,37 0,9' 0,27

t.'l~,

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of existing b~iJ~~ngs presents ~everal ~~~,

among wbich the most ~i':lnificant and important froll' the. poin\.. or
view of tbe structural engineer 15 the theoretical analysis.

The paper is concerned \nth two ana1:i'sl.S meth,,')·j8,
ca•• studies and a statistical study usipg ~UCh meth~ds.

There are numerous difficult problems in applying l~ul.,,;il me
thod. and these appear from the beginning, from th~ identification
of the structural elements, the feature. of the constituen~ ma
terials etc.

All ehese difficulties could be overcome, b.t we should no~

get discouraged because the structural engineer, like any tech
nician, needs quantification to analyze and solve ~ problem such
ehat of the behavior of a construction durin~ seismic actions.
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11.12 ST~HGTHEHIHG SOLUTIONS FOR SOME LARGE

SP~F~DS~UcrU~s

H.agoe L. X)
8lltl~eanu L. X)
Mihlilescu St. XS)

In this report, we describe a strengthening solution for
some reinforced concrete framed structures damaged by the March
1977 earthquake. This solution was appl~ed to some apartment
building_ within the "Suc~r ObarR complex of dwellings and
stores (ALMO) in Bucharest.

The ALMa-Complex consists of five apartment Lu11d1nq.
placea in enclosure, closing insiae a space for the stores. All
the buildings have a basement, a ground floor, a second floor ,
and then 10 stories above that - except for building II, which
has 14 stories above the first two. The first two levels are
taken by the stores.

The-resistance structure of buildings I, II and III con
sist. of cast-in-place reinforced concrete frames laid out in
two directions. Buildings IV and V have a combined structure,
com~ri.ing frames together with shields - their behavior and
their degree of damage as a result of the 1977 earthquake not
~1ng the subject of this report.

BUildings I and III are made up of three units each, all
similar in layout and number of frames, spans, and size of
elements.

The basement is 6 m high and designed as a rigid box,
protecting the structure at the floor level above the basement.

The ground floer is 4,00 m high, the second floor 3,50 m
high and the regUlar floors are 2,75 m high.

The foundations for all the transoms are built of
concrete blocks and reinforced concrete bearings for the
tour pillars, and reinforced concrete elastic foundations
the central pillars.

~) Engineers
xx) Dr.Eng. Design Institute of Bucharest Municipality

"Proiect Bucure,ti", Bucharest, Romania
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The lift well. are made of 15 em thick reinforced concrete
.eparated from the structure by 2 em wide joints.

The external and internal masonry was entirely made of
autoclaved cell concrete, in block. or band••

The whole complex was de.iqned by the MBucharest Project
Institute- in 1973-1974.

The .eismic de.iqn of the .tructure. was carried out for
degree 7 of .eismic intensity, according to the prescriptions of
the Romaninn Norms P 13-70, 1n force at the time when the pro
ject was designed.

For one tra~som ot the type used in buildings I and III,
the result was a vibration period of 1,50 - 1,60 k2 an an
';lvprall seismic coefficient of 1.3 - 1. 4 ~. The dimensioning of
tile structures elements was carried out for earthquake strains
corresponding to a prescribed seismic ~oefficient of 2.5% from
the gravity loading value.

The damages caused to these buildings by the March 1977
earthquake are characterized not by their seriousness, but by
a high frequency - especially at the first 5-6 stores and with
a similar \'/olut'Jn at all the units - which led to a series
of solut :,ns or these damages, applied, without closing the
storc; aJ"lc.: ,'lca'.,;. i ng '.he flats.

fhe dam 'Je :::entered, t the lower :evels and consisted of
the ~ollowil q:

A. 'J.'he exterior walls made of autoclaved cell concrete
Mlock. cracked in X - shape, with joints displacements - some
of walls being completely ejected (in the internal courtyard).

The inner walls, located between the reinforced concrete
frames, were destroyed, dislodged or cracked, particularly at
the lower levels.

B. At the structural elements, only the following darnages
occurred:

- 450 and X - shaped cracks at most of the beams, frames
and bearing., at the first 6 - 7 levels with .pan. of 0,3 - 1,5
mm and even 2.0 mm.

Larger crack. were noticed near the central joints of the
tram••• At the marginal joints at the lower 81de of the beams,
vertical crack. occurred a. well.

- The .econdary beam. in the .tairca.~ a=ea had vertical
crack. s~.ad almo.t uniformly along the whole span.
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- All the casting joints performed incorrectly along .ome
beams, were eVidently made by cracking.

- At the columns, crushing. of the coating concrete
the .steel bars reinforcement were noticed in the joint.
resulting in the stripping of the reinforcement.

All the areas with concreting defect. - segregation, pour
ing joints in incorrect positions and treated inadequately etc:
were dlso rendered evident by marked cracks and concrete ex
pulsion. A column from the raised ground floor in building III
collapsed as a result of a concreting fault (an inner hollow )'.

- The floors had numerous small, 'irregular cracks
widths of 0.3 - 0,4 mm.

- The flights crushed in the areas crossing the
landings.

with

stair

- The lift wells, made of monolith reinforced concrete and
separated from the rest of the structure by 2 mm wide joints,
worked together with the whole unit, so that all the walls
cracked in X-shape on the first 6-7 levels, at all ··-transoms.

The fact th~t the damage recorded at all transoms of
buildings I and III - to be found in building II as well - oc
cured to a great extent to both structural and nonstructural el
ements proves that the main reason was the great seismic force
which acted upon the structure, in comparison with the force
for which the structure was designed, according to the P 13- 70
normativE:.

Thus, the designed horizontal seismic force was 2.5% of
the gravitational loading, although the P 13-70 normative admit
ted 2.0% too, and the results of the estimates had been 1.3 
1.4% •

The pr~cessing of the accelerograms recorded by INCERC in
aucharest on the occasion of the 1977 earthquake, led to spec
tral response curves for accelerations completly different from
the acceleration spectral curve prescribed by the P 13-70 no£
mative, drawn up according to the Soviet and American st.and.uds •

According to these acceleration curves, the dynamic coef
ficient value should have increased together with the incre~~~

of the fundamental vibration period of the structure, reaching
maximal values fo~ the period T: 1.0 - 1.6 sec., just for pe
riods specific to the usual buildings with framed structures of
reinforced concrete, with 8-10 levels.

Thus, the main reason for the damage was the actual
loading of the structure beyond the value for which it had been
designed.
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The d"ge "u aggravat.ed alao b~ a ..rie. of factor. .pe
cific to the.e building., .~ch a. ~e following.

- The plan - .haped tranaoaa, with the breaking-up of the
horisontal wuh•• of the floor. in the direction of the court. 
yarde and .t.air., in ~e central .pan.

- 'lbe .econdary beau be1n9 .ubject to toenaile force. re
.ul~in9 fre. the breaking tendency of the floor.

- 'lbe lack of wall. of • re.i.t.ant materi.l (brick) ,wedged
up in the Ir.e. contour, which .hould have worked toget.her in
~in9 over a part of the .eiamic enerqy.

- The wall. of autoclaved cell concrete - a bri~tl. ma-
t.rial - were damaged without put.ting up • gre.t re.i.tance.

- Many performance ~fic1enci...uch aa, caat.ing of
plaatic concrete in be... wi tl. breaking-upa .nl1 re.uming
concreting without re.pacting the· ....ur•• preacr1bed by
norma,too far tie., e.peci.lly of tho.e .uppoaed to b. in
prox1Jll1t.y to the beam - column int.r.ection etc.

- The tranaverae reinforcement of the b~am. according to
STAB 8000, conaidering that concrete take. too high a proportion
of the total .h.aring force, l.d to the provi.ion of a reduced
number of ti•• and inclined bars.

In e.tabli.hlng a .t.rengthening method which ~o"ld bring
the atriJcture b.ck t.o the init.ial bearing c.pacity. both the high
frequ.ncy of th. damage and the n.ce.si ty of a rapid performance
without interrupting the act.ivity in ~he ator.a and without va
c.ting the fl.t.., w.re taken into .ccount.

Wit.h a view to t.he incr•••• of the struct~re's rigidity in
general, (r1g1dit)· that. had been re~uced br the ext.ended cracking
of the be.... and floors), and in order to ensure at lea.t t.he
at.ability and reai~tance for which the whole building had been
dea19ft.d, an addit.ional at.iff.ning ayat.a WaS suggeated. This
.yst.. consi.ts of introducing a number of ahields of reinforced
brick ...onry in place of some damaged walla of .utocl.ved re
inforced concrete into the contour of acme reinforced concrete
fr.... and ca.t in place in connection with the.e framea.

In both directiona, the poa1tion. of this snield were de
te~in.d SO as not to modify the flat.' function.l1ty and diabUh
the tecbDological flow of the atores on the ground floor and
raised ground floor.

We also had in view an uniform distribution of thes•
•hielda in the plan, on the t.wo direction., and • gradual re-
d~ction of their rigidity in height, in thi. ~ay, th. ahield.~
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37.5 em wide on the ground floor and raised ground floor, 25 ~
wide on the first and second floor, 12.5 em wide on the third
and fourth floor, such shields were not laid out on higher le
vels.

These shield of reinforced masonry were made of solid brick,
lon9itud~nally reinforced at each four courses. Fabrics STNB ~

4/20~ were laid on the side faces of the masonry, being con
nected to this by its cross reinforcement.

The reinforced masonry was edged on four sides in concrete
frames, piercing the floors for the vertical continuity of the
~einforcements. The solidarization of the vertical frames with
the frame col'muls was made by steel bolts PC. 52 ~ 25 (8 pieces
on the ground floor and 6 bn the regular levels).

By edginy the masonry shields in concrete frames on the
four sides, first of all we had in Vi-.l a perfect wedging betwe
en frames and masonry, and then the ensuring that the sliding
forces of the in filling masonry between the frames weretr~~
ted to the columns, wichout loading the beams, which djd not
have the necessary bearing capacity.

The purpose of these masonry shields is to increase the
whole assembly capacity of taking over the shearing forces.

In principle, a structure made up from reinforced concrete
shear walls has a much higher rigidity against the shearing forces
than the framed structure.

In this case, the brick masonry shields, being made of a
material having its own rigidity much lower than that of the
reinforced concrete, but with great possibilities of post-elastic
distortLons, we can estimate that, in case of d possible seismic
Ibading, the absorption of energy higher than that of a shield
less structure can be ensured, by the act.ion of the masonry sBeiIr
walls before the action of the reinforced concrete structure and
subsequently by a post-elastic co-operation with the structure.

At the same time, during a possible earthquake, the la-
telal displa~ements of the frame assembly with masonry shields
will be smaller than those of a simply framed structure, which
will provide a better condition for the common separating walls.

Through the framing system and the solidarization with the
column" the introduced shields of reinforced masonry ensure a
total shearing force transmission of minimum 2.5\ of the build
ing weight, the limits of a shearini stress in the reinforced m!
sonry which do not exceed 3-4 kg/em •

The proper strengthening works performed at the ALMO bu1l~

lngs 1 and III consisted of the following:
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- Restoring all locally damaged st.ructur,ll elements :b.....
pillars), by current means.

- Strengthening the reinforced concrete beams, in order t.o
increa.e the bearing capac1ty, ••pecially when taking over the
.tr••••• from the .hearing force by plating their side faces with
gla•• fibre texture incorporated in epoxide resin. We must
empha.ize that the usual method of strengthening the beam. by
sheeting them, with reinforced concrete would have been very dt!
ficult 1n this casa, under the conditions of working areas and
without having the possibility of increa.ing the beams height in
the flats, these having the role of a lintel.

- Marking the reinforced masonry shields, including the
contour frame••

- Remaking the plastering and finishing operations.

A conclusion drawn from designing and performing the
strengthening operation described, is the fact that the use af
the reinforced masonry shields is an efficient easy-do procedure
which does not impair the functionaliey of the building.

Blbliog!"aphy

- Report on the technical research concerning the
caused by the earthquake to the AL~ 1-5 blocks of flats
Bucharest, worked out by the state committee under the
manship of the Honoured Professor Engineer Panait Mazl1u.
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BUCUR aBOR BLOCK OF FLATS AND DEPARTMENT
STORES

LAYOUT OF A TYPICAL UNIT
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INCLINED CRACK IN THE BEAM NEAR THE COLUMN JOINT.

CRACK ALOl-IQ THE BBAM
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BEAM-COLutU JOINT ~J\ILURE
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SESSION III:EARTHQUAKE PREPAREDNESS. CRITICAL
FACILITIES. URBAN AND SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS.
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III.l
SEISMIC PERPaII\NCE CfI aaTICAL, J!M.lmENtY SERVICE FA.CILrl'mJ

'!he se1am1c perfomBnCe of critical, emergemy servlce structUI-eS such
as mJor 1YJapltala, 8Plb1J.aooe support systems, police and. fire stations, an:\
eamLU11cat1on centers is of strategic 1q)ortanoe to poet-eart~ recovery
efforts. '1bese facUities, wu'ch JlLUSt be hmed1.ately ava1llWle after a d3m
fI81t6 earthquake, Ib::lul<1 cont11Ue to be fully operable foll~ the disaster
am rot becane an additional ljabillty dur~ subsequent search and rescue
activities. '!he 1980 Irp1n1a earthquake in southern Italy, which resulted
in the severe 1mpa1rment arx1 evacuation of 12 mspitala, am. the 1971 san
F'E'rnamo earthquake 1n C8.l1fom1a where four maJor medical facilities were
lost an:! evaeuated, clearly s~ed that rospltals am other emergency ser
vice structures located in areas of high seismic activity are strategic can
ponents 1n response to the soc1al ,consequences of naJor disasters.

In addition, the con11t1on of ut1l1ti delivery facilities, particularly
water supply, electric power am. sanitation services, fo~ a major dis
aster 18 also of strategic Jqlortance. In twe recent cases in california,
the 1971 san Fernando Fartb:luake 8Bl the 1983 Q)a11nga eart~uake. it was
necessary to provide potable water anit~ sanitation facUities for
periods of four to six days follow1n8 the seismic event. Fire am pollee
stations DUst also cont1me to f'urx:t1on after a~ earthquake to faci
litate search and rescue efforts. Several e~les exist wherein severe
damage to fire stations, or f1re-f1ght~ equ1pnent, in UZ"ban centers pre
cluded the use of critically needed carp>nents ani supplies dur~ the :1JnDe
diate post-eartl'lluake recovery period.

~earch Architect VI,
center for Fnv1rOrmental Des1@1l Research
Ul'l1vers1ty of CAlifornia, Berkeley
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Recent developDenta in the perf'otmU1Ce evaluatioo of' tllP.se key, criti
cal aysteam 1n11.eate that the plann1ng, de8~ am cOMtruct1on of' emergency
service facilities nust f'ocus on their abil1ty to rem1n operable am f'Imc
tionBl following a dan6gjng earthquake. Such essential structures, which
IIIJSt ren&1ns~ after a major se1sn1e event, should cont1nue to serve
88 responsive elements, am not as deterrents, to a carm.m1ty's recovery
ertorts. 'Ih1s paper presents current trends for the seismic perf'onmnce of
critical, emergency service bu1ld~ in california which address this 1ssue
88 a social eoocem in terms of public health am safety.

INIroOOCTICN

In the assessment of eerttquake hazards nitt1ga.tion programs, it is
equally appropriate to nainta1ri an ~ha.sis on the gerl1!ral J overall aspects
of anticipated seismic safety problems fran an urban scale point of view,
ani their perceived interrelationships, as well as a focus on the technical
perfoI'lllU'1Ce of 1rdi~dua.l structures, buildings J and facllities. In several
cases, it has proven to be questionable to have concentrated on one part of
the seism1c hazards problem without having given consideration to others.
Clearly, to avoid unanticipated complications which might arise fran having
igrxlred ~ant relationships regarding the overall urban infrastructure,
it 1s essential that hazard reductiol1 objectives be addressed as a shared
responsibility between four elements of note:

Geophysical Aspects of Lani Use Planning
Technical Perf~e of critical Facilities and Services

Interrelationships of Urban Scale Inf'rastructures
Soc1a1lEc0nanic Concerns of Public Health and safety

A balanced approach between these four elements is required to address
the earthquake problem which is filled with many complexities and an infinite
number of variables. Consistently, unexpected surprises seem to be the name
of the game as new lessons are learned, or old ones relearned, after each
new nejor, danBg1ng seismic event. To better prepare a camunity for future
earttxIuakes, it is important that publ1c policy emphasize t1')ese four aspects
of the problem equally in developing earthquake hazard m1ti~tlon JrOgr8rTlS
rather than trea.t~ it solely as an isolated technical issue of s:1mply 1m
proving bullding design and construction methods.

(he significant goal in earthquake hazards mitigatio!l programs, aroong
others, which autal8.tically touches on all four considerations in:iicated
above deals with the desigh am perfonnance of critical, emergency service
facilities. 'Ibese facilities are of strateg;1.c importance to three principal
Jtlases of seismic hazards reductim: (1) preparedness efforts prior to an
event, (2) f1re, search and rescue efforts after an everit, and (3) post
eartl'Xluake recovery and reconstruction following the event. Special atten
tion, therefore, IILISt be given to those emergency services m::d facilities
which are considered crucial to successful recovery activities in temB of
publ1c health and safety when acting on operational efforts related to these
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t-.hree phases. Accord.1ngly. this pape!' will be p,trpOsely l1m:lted 1n scope
to cover only the essential aspects 01' this problem~eert~

haZards reduction programs.

CRITICAL, EJlERGENCY SERVICE FACII..ITIES

'!be seismic perfonnance of critical, emergency service stNctl.lr~,J

such as JIBjor D:>spitals. ani>ul.ance support systems ~ police am f1re station::s.
and call1l.U'11cat1on centers is of strategic 1mportance to post-earttxluake reco
very efforts. 'Ihese facilities, which II1.l8t be bmed1ately available after
a damag1ng earthquake, should :>e in a position to continue services am be
fully operable following the disaster am rot beccme an additional liability
during subsequent fire, search ani rescue act!vities.

In addition, the coro1tion of essential utility delivery facilities,
particularly water supply, electric power, an1 sanitation services, follow
ing a major disaster is also of critical bJportance. Failure of these faci
lit1es during a damaging earth:}uake can severely ~t the capacity of a
camunity to recover quickly after a major se1sm1c event, am lead to its
isolation fran the surrouro1ng support area. It is oot uncarJron tc witness
situations where it was necessary 'to provide tE!JilOrary water supply am sani
tation facUities for periods of four to eight days, or longer, following a
great disaster. In such cases, the very survIval of the cCJllll.ln1ty may be at
stake.

Among all the se-vice facl11tIeR essent~l to the successfUl viabIlIty
of a camiJn1ty, there Jre several wh1.:lh are cor.sidered mst critical to con
tinued cp~utIcns dur:..ng arxi after a major, damaging earthquake. Table 1,
below, presents a re,resentative 1lst1rlg of several facilities am services
critical to the cont_'_nued function ani operation of urban camunities. When
in perfect wrking order,,' they are taken for granted, but when they m1sfunc
tlon, or are heavily d9miged Dr' 1n;>a1red, rormal activities can cane to a,
standstill amidst great f'''"l.18tration ani consternation to all.

TAmE 1: CRITICAL, D'ERGENCY SEP.lJICE FACItI'1'IP3 AND S'mt1C'1Ue

M!jor Hospitals
Ambulance Services
Fire Stations
Police Stations
Emergency Service Offices
rams and Reservoirs

Water SUpply Plants
Sanitation Plants
Electric Power Plants
Comunication Centers
Transportation Routes

Source: Ertrapolated fran California Seismic safety Ccmn1ssion
Data, July, 1985.
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As a ~le prel.1m1.rBry UlllPle, it 1!s clear that structw-es such as
tire am police statl00s IlU8t cont1nle to function during am after a <fumag
~ se1sm1e event to f1&ht fires roll~ the eartl'xluake ani to facilitate
seerch 8R1 rescue efforts. 5everal exanples exist Wherein severe dan8ge to
fire stations prec1lded the use of cruc1a.lly needed equiJ]nent during the
1JDDeC2'ate post-earthquake recovery period. Even assum1ng that police ani
fire statl00s have l'¥)~ been damaged an1 continue to be operational, after
the injured have been rescued, they nust be taken to medical facilities for
treatment am recovery. When medical fac1l1tles themselves have been heavily
daIEged. or rendered nanrunctional due to the eartl'quake, am can 00 longer
receive, the injured, they becane an additional liability to the entire Woe
d1ate post-earthquake recovery period.

Acco~. current developnents in the perfonr8llce evaluation of
these key, critical systems following recent earthquakes indicate that the
p~, design am construction of certain emergency-service facilities
IIJJSt focus on their ability to remain operable am f'l.lootional following a
uejor disaster. Such essential structures, which nust remain st~ after
a major eartl'quake, should also continue to serve as responsive elements,
ani not as deterrents, to public health and safety in any recovery efforts.

HIS'lDRIC DATA

'nle vulnerability of critical, emergency service facilities to major
seismic events is ~ll documented in california, and elsewhe~'e, by data
records of past earthquakes. Specific references clearly :,eveal that the
:1rnpa1nnent of these facilities can severely cripple recovery efforts as
medical facilities, police and fire stations, governnent emergency service
offices, water supply, sanitation am electric power plants, sanitation
services, am 1nportant transportation routes are disrupted arxVor rendered
useless. Disruption of any of these facilities need not be '.)nly l1m1ted by
najor structural damage, as in several ~:lSes less severe nonstructural arch
!tectural danBge has also been known t.o cause canplete breakdown of opera
tion. In Italy. after tile 1980 Irpir.1a eartl'xluake, many hilltoWl1l!l remained
wit.hout adequate water supply. sewel'age facilities. and water treatment
plants for weeks, or even IOO1'ltlojs i!l sane cases, after the main shock. Other
examples in California, 8lX1 other areas, of this 1mpa1nnent to critical
emergency service facilities are indicated by the e1tations of historic
data which follow.

San Francisco, california, 1906

An accounting of the 1906 san Francisco earthquake offers an excellent
exBIq:lle of heM a carbinat10n of failures to fire litations and fire-fighting
equipre'lt exacerbated darmge patterns caused by a major dama.g1ng seismic
event:
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"'!he atate-of-the-art citywide f1re alam system 1IIU
~ out ot action by the t1rst shock _Ye. '!he
wr1t~ ot the SIn Arm'eaa Fault not .CX1ly broke
telegntlill1nea am twisted streetcar track8 to atop
all tr8na1t, it nJPt;ured p.a l1nes am water pipes.
'!he pa ted t'1aIIIell t'l'an """'tpd fireplaces, nues
am stovepipes, tlh11e the brola!n _tel' IIB1ns rerdered
t:1re nvdrants pressurele811 and f'1remen helple8ll."
(D1lla1. 1985)

It is quite evident f'rom this flCcount~ that 1JIpl1nnent am CS1m.Iptial
of fire stations, f1re-fi@11t~ equ1pDent, camun1cat1on systems, am _ter
supply as critical, E!I1leI'geJ'lCy service facilities of a cCllllUn1ty 1ncre88ed
the~ 1ncidents beh1.rd the total devastation of san Fr8nc1llco in 1906
which emed in a severe urban conflagration. Even if the fire stations am
f1re-f1ght1ng equ1}:ment had survived the 1n1.t1al eartb:luake wave mUons,
lack of an adequate water supply would have still resulted in the ~ity
of the respective firemen and emergency military troops to stop the ens~
conflagration.

To use a IlDre recent example as an illustration of the 1nportance of
fire stations, fire-fighting equipnent, camun1cation systems and an adeqw:.te
water supply to eartmuake hazards reduction, one only needs to refer to the
1972 Itmagua, Nicaragua, earthquake.

"'lhe Managua central fire station, built in 1964 to
withstam eartmuake danage, was occupied by 20 fire
men, 8 fire trucks, and 4 1'escue antlulances. '!he main
shock collapsed the secorn noor, crushing fire appara
tus, killing 2 firemen and injur1ng others. 'Ihe CCIIIIU
nicat10n radio was destroyed am l'J)~y electric
power was available. Fires soon began to break out in
the city, where hose lines were laid fran the lake ani
purtps put into place because the local water system
failed. sane fires resulted fran the earthquake, sane
from arson in order to collect insurance, ani BaDe fran
loot~. All fire-fighting equilEerlt and personnel
continued on a 24-hour basis for seven days."
(Bolt, 1977)

With water lines total1y destroyed, fire steitions collapsed or krlx:ked
out, and IlDst f1re-f1ght1ng equ1IJDent am apparatus dansged beycn1 use, it
lt8.8 rot sln'1>1"is~ to rote that many fires spread througlxn1t the enUre d0wn
town area. 'lhe f1res developed into a najor urban conflagration which raged
umhecked for three to seven days. In the erd. 750 sch:xllroalE, 4 l18Jor
hospitals, an:! 53,000 howd.~ W'l1ts were destroyed as block a.f'ter block of •
the urban center was consumed by fire. (Cornell, 1979)
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S8n PenwIto, CBlltom1a, 1911

Aft.. the 1971 san Pe!rnBnr5o eartl'xluake, hcepita1 conatruct1on pnerated
CCI'III1derable p.lbl1c cmcem in C8l1torn1a~ their potent1al co1l.apse
in ee18D1c reg1cnI tar a Just11'1ab1e reuon: the 1911 eart~ W8 pertl
cuJ.arly c3eBtructlve to health care t'ac1l1tles located in the area. 81'11. in
tum, their~ 1ncreased the inabUlty ot hospitals to ottf!!r' emergeIr
c:¥ care HI'V1cee to treat the injured let alone take care or their 0Mn pa
tients 1ft) had to be evacuated t'l'CIIl the lIDst severely daIIIBged fac1l1tlea.
In the U.s. DepQrtlllent of Ccllluerce publication, "'!he san Femamo, C8l1torn1a,
EIrt~ ot February 9. 1971," Vol\JDe 1, Part A, Page 175, Kesler writes 88
to1lollllS :

"febst of the mjor structures in the heavily shaken area
were medical ra.c1lltles. Poor mjor hosp1tals (Olive
V1ew. Veterans Acm1n1strat1on, Holy Cross, am. Paco1DB.
MeIlm"1al. Wtheran) .ere located within the ra.d1us of 9
mUes of the epicenter. At the Veterans Adm1n1strat10n
Hospital, BaDe of the bu1l~ that were built prior
to 1933 collapsed. '!he other three hosp1tals, which were
built wlth1n the last 12 years with earthquake resistance
features, all suftered s1gn1ficant dan8ge resultill!; in
evacuation. '!here were in addition, three med1cal office
bulld.1ngB (Footh1ll Medical center, Pa.c01D& Lutheran
Center, am In:11an Hills M!djcal center), two psychiatric
units (Golden State am 011ve View), am one mechanical
eqlUpnent bu1l~ (Olive View). All, except Golden
State, were damaged s1.(gdfie:mtly."
(Kesler, 1971)

In the aftermath ot the san Fernando earthquake it was mst clear that
health care facil1ties are a type of building especially 1JIp:>rtant to the
1JJmed1ate po8t~ recovery efforts of camLlll1ty env1rorments. In
this case, their damage ani 1mpa.1.rment was particularly disruptive to the
treatment of injured, Md, 1n5tead, the four DBjor hospitals in the ~te
area became llabU1t1es to recovery activities. In the same publication,
Kesler cont1n.les:

"Not only are patients ll.capacitated in IIIBl'\Y cases am
unable to take. perhaps, even s1mple precautions to
protect thelll8elves, let alone safe~ en1ure an inteI'
ruptlon in care, but also med1~ tac111ties are urgent
lY needed in the boors following widespread destruction
and injury due to an earthquake. At the t1me of disas
ter, these installatims lII1St be functional, rather than
be1ng EIIDlg the casualties • . . tt

"serious consideration sbJuld be given to providing
.1ncreBBed levels or safety for these~t am
expensive facilities."
(Kesler, 1971)
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Cbal.1rWl, caJ.1tom1a, 1983

'!he 1983 Coe.lirWl earthquake was roost ootable for the collapse am
damage to over 37 of unre1nforced IIB80nry tull~ in am adjacent to its
caauer'Cial center. However, for the IUl'POses of this paper. it is s1.VJl1fi
cant to 1n:11cate that there were alao several leaks am breaks in the water
distribution system (one survey reported a total of eleven) am damBge at
the water fUtration plant which caused problems with water treatment. '1l1e
filtratioo plant was 100perable until rtly 6, four days after the earttxluake,
by which tJme all repairs were l18de am the city water system placed back
into operation. A field survey of the situation reported the foll~ con
Utions on the secorxl day after the earthquake:

''While roost of the major water r.a1n repairs had also
been made, the water treatment plant had rot been put
back into operation. People were still cautioned not
to use their water. Chemical toilets were brought
into the camunity am set up on sane street corners.
Potable water was proVided by the National Guard am
by two breweries that had suspeooed their ncrmal acti
vities to provide free cunned drinking water."
(Nigg an:1 r-tlshkate1, 1984)

CURF£m' IEVELOPMENI'S IN FERroRMANCE STANDARDS

With historic eart~uake records clearly indicating the 1mportance of
critical, emergency facilities to seismic hazard reduction programs, it is
oot surprising to see that higher performance standards have been developed
for sane, ani are in the process of being proposed for the planning an:1 de
sign of others. '!his has already occurred in california where the construc
tion of major hospital facilities Is under the jurisdiction of State con
trol in order to ascertain higher perfonnance levels through the california
Hospital Act of 1972. Precedence for this Act was found in california umer
the Field Act and Riley Act which were enacted after the 1933 long Beach
eart~e am IrBndated by the State to govern 1mproved earthquake resistant
design in public schools am other public buildings.

Arx>ther emergency facUity that has received recent attention as a cri
tical resource during the 1mnediate post-eart~uake recovery period is the
fire station with its fire-fighting apparatus am equipnent. 'Ih1s is parti
cularly true for caufornia where a significant part of the existing build
ing stock is light wood f'rame construction which represents a significant
addition to the fire load. fourx1 in its urban centers. FacUities am opera
tions provided by fire stations nust be available to camLlll1ties during an
e&rtl'quake to provide critical JX,lblic functions such as rescue, fire suppres
sion, ambulance services, and medical assistance. In fact t during an:1 inme
diately following the 1971 San Fernarx10 earthquake, the need for such ser
vices prov1ded by fire and police services increased by 300 to 700 percent
depen11ng on the criticality of the adjacent area.
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In seeking jJrproved performance starrlards for such critical, emergeroy
r.c1l1t1es. the key 1s fOW'Xi in the attellilt to keep the facility not only
"a~" but also functional ani operationc;.l during ani after a major
eart1'l:luake. In SepteoiJer 1975. the City of ws Angeles stated in its "seis
mic Safety Plan" that:

"It 18 1np)rtant for post-eart1'l:luake recovery that criti
cal facilities such as police ani fire stations, hospi
tals. dams an:! resel"\'oirs, power facHities, ani emergen
cy camun1cation systems remain operative after an earth
quake."

In order to I1m1t the scope of this subject, the rerm1n1ng sections of this
~r will focus on the plann1ng and design of tnajor hospital buildings and
fire stations. Although it is "agreed that all of the critical, emer~ncy

service facilities listed in Table 1 a.'"e equally signi-ficant to post-earth
quake recovery, for purposes of objectivity and brevity this paper 11m1ts
ertQ)hasls on eart1'l:luake safety to two building types: rrajor hospitals and
fire stations.

CALIFORNIA HOSPITAL AC!r OF 1972 AND 1983 REVISIONS

'!he 1911 san Fernardo earthquake gave a clear signal that major acute
care hospitals located in ur~ areas of high seismic risk represent a par
ticularly critical resource in response to a nBjor, damaging earthquake.
Public reaction to the questionable perfonnance of the f.)ur major hospitals,
in which one collapsed an1 the other three were extensivtly damaged am
evacuated, resulted in legislation which developed and passed the "Hospital
Safety Act of 1972," as a direct product of Senate Bill 519" '!he revised
Act became effective in Mu-ch 1983.

In passing the Hospital Act, it was the specific intention of the cali
fornia Legislature that ~ new hospitals constructed 11". California "which
nust be cClIpletely ruretional to perfonn all necessary seI"\Tices to the public
after a disaster. shall be designed and constructed to resist, insofar as
pract1cable. the forces generated by earthquakes, grav1ty, and wires." For
the first t1me in the history of california. performance staMards for the
design arr:1 construction of a building requ1.reoi t~at a spedfic facility re
rra1n functional an1 operable after an eart~uake in contrast to earlier pro
vis1cns, Euch 8S the Field Act for public schools, which included the l1m1
tatioo only that the building sUI"\Tive an earthquake without injury to occu
pants. '1lle end result was a new concept in damage control in that not only
the structural system. but also the architectural, mechanical, electrical,
an1 life support systems. as well as all critical medical service systems.
were expected to IIB1ntain their integrity am remain operational after a
1IBJ0r earthquake. I8IrBge cootrol in new hospital buildings became IlIBlX1atory
when the State pre-ertt)ted oosp1tal cOllStruction fran local control. '!he
intent of the legislation is not that the hospital nust remain t~,"
but that it rrust remain "f'unct1onal" an1 "operational" in order to perfonn
all necessary ser'l1ces after a maj or eartl'xluake.
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After 10 years' experience the law was reviled to clarify def1n1tion
of tenns am to lIBke allowance for the rE'lative salety of specific single
story, l«lOd rrame construction systems used for SIlBll scale medical facili
ties which house patients req~ skilled nursing. Other additions over
a period of time included considerations for disaster preparedness programs
for the medical services camJJn1ty to 1lq:)rove disaster med1C<11 response.
These also contained, alJX)ng other concerns, guidelines for slan1by agree
ments for ~sicians, casualty identification ard registration techniques,
inventorying medical supplies for possible aerial shipnent, ana test and
exercises to evaluate readiness.

Today. 12 years after the enactment of the Hospital Act, a general sur
vey l:1Jn1ted to the 3 East Bay COW1ties which canprise part of ttle Greater
san Francisco Bay Area in northern california, 1nd1cates that over 25 new
hospital facilities have been canpleted in conpl1aroe with the Act's perfor
JIB11ce stan:iards at a total cost of over $245 million (Office of Statewide
Health Planning and Deve1opnent, 1984).

Title 11 - safety of Construction of Hospitals

The intent of the 1972 Hospital Act, and amended in 1983, is trans
lated into actions for :1mplementation through Title 17, Public Health and
safety Code, of the california Administrative Code which includes provisions
for application of the rules and regulations prescribed. Requirements are
included for damage controJ. in which critical building elements, systems,
equlpnent J and apparatus necessary. for the complete function ani operation
of the hospital are to be designed, detaHed am constructed to withstand
the rrax1mum acceleration and deflections of the basic structure witoout
excessive displacement, or damagP., which would disrupt essential operations
and services to be perfonned. Deflection under lateral forces are to be
~stablished by a dynamic ana1ysif. I 01' assumed to be two times the static
deflection computed for tl1e prescribed seismic or wind forces.

The regulations established for hospital construction under Title 17
are the basis design, plan checking, Il11d approval of working drawings and
specifications for all construction, an:i alterations, of hospital facilities
in california. It is made clear that the application of the regulations an1
stan:!a..'""ds 1s rot intemed to limit the creativity of the desiE'11er, nor to
prevent designing to a higher standing. Supervision of construction !lUSt
be under the direct responsibility of the architect or engineer woo prepared
an:l si(gled the document for that particular work. Independent State revle\1J
of the design am construction documents prior to the start of work is corn
pleted by the Office of Architecture am Constructlon, in additlon to the
State Fire ~ha11. Subnission of the design and construction doctments
for State approval are made in three stages: (l) Site I)lta and Site Plan,
(2) PreUminary Floor Plans am Qltl1ne Specifications, am (3) Final Work
ing Drawings am Specifications.

Site data information nust include a "geological am Earthquake Eng1
neering Report" preSenting all scientific data derived fran an assessment
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of the geophys1cal aspects of the s1te am the potential of eBrtl'xluake da
l'lIlge based on geological, foun:iation, am eartl'quake engineering 1nvest1p.
t1ons.

'nle Hospital Act also co1nclded with a change in general de&1e1l phil
osophies am overall planning concepts of oospital operations wherein verti
cal circulation was de-erJ1)hasized in favor of roore econanical and eff1cient
oorizontal. circulation in location of work stations, recovery wards, am
other medical. services. '1l1ese changes in oospital planning and design oc
curred s1nW.taneously with 1Jrq)lanentatlon of new adm1n1strat.1ve procedures
related to cost conta1nnent goals.

L:emage control staooards, l1mlted by desi@1l requirements related to
the continued function ani operation of a hosp1t;al building during am after
an earthquake, give particular attention to th-= deflection of wall ass~
bl1es. '!he horizontal deflection of vertical structural systems, in the
plane of the W'clll, due to lateral forces is not to exceed 1/16 of an inch
per foot of height of any story. Deflection !'ran head to sill of glazed
openings, in the plane of the Wall, is rot to exceed 1/32 or an inch per
foot of height of the opening unless the glass therein is prevented fran
taking shear or distortion, or where tempered, safety or wired glass is used.
~sign solutions are also required to take into account: (l) defcrnatlon
cCJll)atibllity of structural ani nonstructural elements, and (2) inelastic
defomation in any portion of a connection between elements which could
create unsafe coOO1tions.

Architectural, Mechanical, ani Electrical
~1ng Des1gn Ir/i)l1cations

T1tll: 17, safety of COnstruction of Hospitals, has particular require
ments which have specific impact on the design of architectural, ronstruc
tural, mechal11cal and electrical elements when their performance, am poten
~al fa1lure, has a direct bear1ng on the continued function of the basic
building. Each element, so identified, lI1JSt be examined in detail to deter
mine its role in maintaining the continued function and operation of the
medical facility.

Anchorage details of all fixed items am CCXIilOnents, including nBjor
equ1~t and critical llPvable apparatus such as autoclaves, sterilizers.
kitchen fixtures ani appliances. laboratory I1Bter1al, x-ray equi}mm1; am
eubicle enclosures, DUst be detailed in consultation with the ~1neer, or
techn1cal cOl15ultant, of record. In the architectural set of dra~, the
IIIlJ1ner in which all nonstructural partitions, w1n1ow-wall assemblies, an:i
'8ll openings are attached, or connected, to other c~nents ani systems
of the structure I1Ll8t be cClITq:lletely accoWlted for am detailed.
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'!he general. en:! result is that· 1n the overall 8rCh1tecturalp~
and de8~ of mspitals, l:18htweight panels and .u. assslies are now
~ used on buil.c1q exter10I'8 to reduce the total weisht ot the facIli
ty's envelope. U8~ lesser bu1l~ masses hal IDIde it easier to cmtroJ.
bu1l.d1ng denection am story to story drift. '!he basic structural system
of a DUlti-stary oospital mw tems to be shear .u. construct1al, or
braced t'r8me. rather than DDDent t'rame. In tenns of 118S8 am volune, mB
p1tals 1n C8ll1'arma llJW tend to be ot lesser heisht ccmpred to the h1gh
r1Be. Blab type bu~ E!q)loyed tor health care t8cl11t1ea in the past.
'!he typical medical facUlty is currentlY beq pl.arned ard designed as a
medium-rise, squat, three to four story structure rather than the tall.
sIemer, glass wall, towers of six to eight stories (or JJm'e) which were
CaIIIa\ twelve years ago. 'lhere are exceptions, of course, rot generally
s~ it is s1nt:>ler to design tor damage control, at the m::rnent. 1n
medium-rise bu1~ types in contrast \:0 the older higher, slemer, am
IIDre nexible ones.

Ecorxm1c Iq:>l1cations

Based on studies by the california Building Safety Board, it has been
est:1nBted that the average cost for coopl1anCe with the new seismic per
fOl'!lBl'lCe stamards has resulted in 'about a 25 percent increase in the
structural c~nents of a hospital project with the wnerstarxiing that
the structW'8l portions of a new proj ect account for about 12 to 15 percent
of total project costs. 'lherefore the total construction cost increase
attributable to structural items ranges f'.ran 3 to 5 pet'Cent.

'}he est1ma.ted increase in costs for the mechanical and electrical
portions brought on by the regulations is approximtely 15 percent with
the wnerstarding that the mechan1cal an:i electrical items constitute
abCUt 35 percent of the entire project costs. 'lh1.s results in a total
proJect cost increase of about 5 percent for this portion of the new pr0
Ject ..

'Dlus, the total proj ect cost increase brought on by the new regula
tions is approx1nBtely 8 to 10 percent for the design of new hOspital fa
cilities :in california. '!hese cost increases are in addition to any costs
1Dt:>Osed by the 0.7 percent fee assessed by the State Office of Architec
ture and Construction for plan review an:i check1ng, other field construc
tion inspection costs. required geologic ztudy costs, am any unanticipated
project de~.

PLANNING AND !:E;IQN OF FIRE STATIONS

I:ur1ng a rrBjor earthquake disaster, it is well kn:Jwn that local fire
departments will flrrj themselves exceedingly taxed to perfom the critical
services expected of them. A farner section of this paper deal1ng with
the historic record, ldl1ch described dan8ge to critical emergency services,
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expected of them, A fonner section of this paper dea1~ with the h1storic
record, \1Ih1ch described damage to critical emergency services, presented an
account1ng on the danBge am 1q)a1ments to fire stations~ the 1972
~, N1caragua, earthquake. An accounting of the 1971 san Pe1'rllu'm,
CBl1tom1a, earthquake 1ndicates similar patterns:

"'1he County Fire Department had sane $400,000 daD8ge
to structures. 'IWo fire stat10ns 1n the C1ty of san
F'ernarK1o were severely dan8ged. Apparatus in the two
tire stations in the Sylmar area were also rerxlered
temporarily 1.ropera.tive due to the obstruction of
apparatus roar. doors by darmged equipnent am. racking.
Electr1cal power failure in other locations necessi
tated·the manual operation uf tImly apparatus doors
mnm.l1y activated by motorized. units, causing delays.
In two or three cases fire department autaootive
apparatus had either been pernanently or temporarily
shifted by earth roovernent (gr'ClI..lni shaking) d.ansge or
1n;>ingement upon the apparatus floor doors. In one
instance, apparatus rooved laterally as nuch as five
feet, as ~ll as longitudinally, with dan8ge to both
itself am the fire station apparatus roan. Cl1e
county fire station was so severely danBged that it
took nearly 30 minutes to extract the depaz'buent
P\.IIi)er truck fran the building following raJDval of
obstruct1ng debris, including the fire alarm system
control panel, am freeing the apparatus noor doors.

'1llree fire stations were danaged to the extent that
derool1tion of the structures was necessary. Appara
tus roan doors experienced binding of rollers, fall\.:I'e
of a retraction spring, ard general binding, in addi
tion to darrage by shifting autoontive apparatus. In
one station all on-duty firemen were thrown fran their
beds, struck by articles am falling plaster, am
sustained cuts, scratches, am minor bruises."
(Kennett, 1977)

Prior studies had already indicated that a high potential existed for
extensive eartmuake daIrage ani disruption to fire stations in california,
even with the enforcement of current seismic code requirements (Algennissen,
1973) • At the time, there weren I t any considerations or guidelines avail
able for professionals to use in designing fire stations to remrln functional
or operational during a rmJ or earthquake by going beyond mere code provi
sions. For exaJli)le, a risk analysis study of the lJos Angeles, california
area in 1973 1n1icated that a major earthquake on the Newport-~ewood

fault would leave 35% of the fire stations nonrunctional, while a s1m11ar
study of the wasatch Fault in the salt lake City, Utah, area projected that
50% of the 85 city am county fire stations surveyed would be critically
.1qJa1red (Algenn1ssen, 1976).
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In 1978, as a result of risk analysis studies &D:1 the h18torlc record
1nd1cat~ the vulnerabil1ty of fire stations as a critical, emergency ser
vice facUlty to a major eart~, the National sel~e Foun:1atlon award
ed a gE'B1'1t to the AlA Research Corporation to review the problem, assess
desi@1l altematives, ani recarmen1 appropriate guidelines to m1.t1gate the
situation. '!be problem lies 1n the potential for severe damage and disrup
tion of ~ooy services exactly at the time in \tih1ch the public c1enBR1
for critical resources and assistance will be at the 118Dnun. Fire sta
tions, as well as police stations, are consistently called upon to provide
emergency search arx1 rescue s~ces during a disaster as well as beirC
relied upon for treir N.re-t1glt1ng capabilities. W1ttw:>ut their services
aJX1 resources available, it has been shoWn that the potential of f1.re dam
age, Ufe loss, ani injuries will increase dramatically un1er the carplex
ca"lditions which occur~ a severe earthquake.

A canprehensive survey cClJt)leted as part of the AIA study on fire sta
tions indicated that many of their elerte'lts are roost vulnerable to earth
quake loads. Table 2 gives an irxUcation of the range of elements am can
poncnts Which were identified as being particularly wlnerable, ani fre
quently cited, by the study in addition to 8l\Y structural clanBge which
mifilt be sustained irnlud1ng collapse. Free interior circulation inside
the fire station is also very 1mportant.

TABLE 2: EXAMPIm OF FIRE STATION E:I..EJlQlm AND CCJrtPONENI'S
romNrIALLY VUI.1£RABlE 'ro Tn'ES OF EARmQUAKE DAMAGE

Jarnbing/Biooing of [bors
COIlIII.1l1ication System Failure
Fire 'II'uck Impa1..nrent
Persomel Inju:t'y & Loss
Site AccesslEgress

Electric Power FailW"e
Nonstructural Imnage
Apparatus Impairment
Water Supply Failure
Interior Circulation

Source: Seismic Design for Police and Fire Stations,
IUA Research Corporation, Washington, D.C., 1978.

Considerations for Mitigation Options ani Strategies

'I\ro approaches exist uroer which the seismic vulnerability of fire
stations nay be reduced: (l) Prcuulgation of special perfoI'l'l8llCe stardards
for new facilities, and (2) Guidelines for tt.e retrcfltting.'upgrading of
exist1rlg facilities. 'Ib date, 00 local or regional public policy has been
issued to develop special perfonnance starmrds, or criteria, for new faci
lities s1Jnilar in vein to the Hospital Act. However, rrany carm.m1t1es now
realize the 1mportance of fire stations in providing critical, emergency
service::' luring a seismic disaster, 'am are giving special attention to the
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planning am design of new- ~bllc ra.cU1t1e8. Others have started programs
to s~hen ar¥i upgrade exiBt~ facU1t1es Wl:ier the 1nq:>etus of ordi
nances enacted for retrofit programs dealing with pr1vately Owned, exist1ng
haZardous bu11dirWB.

HaZardous conll.t1ons in fire stations SeEm to 001 essentially into
three problem areas: (I)' Access/egress, (2) Personnel safety, ani (3)
Operat1oml continuity (Kemett, 1971). For any m1tif9it1on Solutions to
be"'"eft"ect1ve. equal cons!deration IILlSt be 'given to all three since they
are all closely interrelated. Accordingly, the 1nJned1ate ~~atlJe)jation

made 1s to develop guide11nes for addressing each on an equal basis.

Access/egress problems relate to both personnel circulation an::l. vehi
cular traffic within the building, external to 'the facility, am to and
fran tre slte itself. If the approach route to the facility is irrpa.1red
or blocked, as happened to the ma1n fire station in Managua, the flI'e sta
tion I1BY be rerrlered useless even When no damage is sustained.

CoJ".sideration to be given to requ~nts for personnel safety 1s se1f
evident. Loss of technically trained am highly experienced persons can se
verely reduce the effectiveness of any special services teams. If persomel
are not available to operate f1re-fightfug equirrnent am. apparatus, the fire
station is of no value whatsoever 00 matter how well equipped the facility
nay be with the latest arxl m::>st expensive materials. Special attention,
rowever, must be given to the unique personnel characteristics to preserve
the specific functions of a fire station: 24 hour occupancy, instant IOObi
l1ty, emergency carm.mication cOllJllalXls, intense circulation patterns, and
complex technical tasks. These must be maintained am executed without
interference, distractions, an:1 encumbr~: ces fran falling cebric, ~_!'"¥:'l)l'l'"ab'"

apparatus, or other hazards caused by bi ~_=_d1ng roov~nt.

Operational safety depends on: (1) Insuring the reliability of utility
services, including back-up arergency gene::-':l.tors. (2) stabilizing a.'1d pr0
tecting necessary equip- , (3) saf~:'.ng circulatio.'1 spaces, ana (4)
taking care of the integJ:.l-ty of all other cdtical Rreas EO that the faci
lity can continue to function during the eme:~'gency period (Kennett, 1973).

In Bdd1'ess1ng the issues posed by this pcirt of the problem, all poten
tial hazcm1s llUlSt be evaluated for their impl1l..'at1ons to planning am design
cor.cerns. Elements which pose the greatest ri~k to the operations which are
crucial to the continued function of a facility nust be given top priority
for they are the ones which can easily shutdown the station am remer it
useless • Jfa1nt~ electric power, water SUPl-ly, operational apparatus,
personnel safety, clear circulation patterns, arK.'. open access/egress routes
requires the highest priority ani perforrmnce stc.:'X1ards available.
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sm PLANNNl AND FACILITIES IDCATIOO

F1nally, sane issues~ site location am sitep~ merit
attention relative to crit1cal, emergency service facilities, whether they
be oospltals or f1re stations. '!he best of planning am. design approachee.
even tt.::lBe us~ the highest seismic perfomance staroards available, are
useless unless attention has first been paid to t~ location of the facili
ty am its site plam1ng. Many ex.aD'Ples exist wherein outstard1ng build
1llP, well-eonstructed am adequately designed to resist selsm1c forces,
have been remered inoperable ani useless for their intEn:1ed function dur
11lg an emergency when planned without consideration to site location am
ca-nit1ons.

Of all of the prior issues am concems for the plam1ng ard design
of emergency, service facilities indicated in this paper, perhaps the IOOst
inportant is the necessity to give appropriate littention to potential ha
zards relative to geological am geophystcal characteristics of the site
anj adjacent areas, Lan:lslides, so11 failure, such as liquefaction or
subsidence, nood1.l1!;, seiches, ani tsunamis 1n:1uced by earthquake grouro
llX)tiol1lS can be a sigJUf1cant threa,t to the continued operation of- any fa
cility. All, or any of these. in 8X1Y combination of c1rcumstane·es have
the potential of closing dO'lll1 a facility unless properly addressed. This
in itself probably carries the highest prior-ity in .the initial plar.ning ani
desjg'l of critical, energency service facilities. In california, this 1s
'llhere the enactment of the Alquist-Priolo Special Study ZOne J\ct, which
encarpass,es fault line zoning of' active, Imown faults, starxis out. No ma
Jor .facUity can be' planned for, Dr located on, a site in the Special Study
ZOne without first ccmpleting a thorough geological investigation, includ
ing trenching if n~cessary. of the site. Such site investigations llU.lst
inclooe evaluations of known am. potentially act-ive faults, both local am
regional, as well as assessments of slope stability, SUbsidence. am l1que
,faction potential of the sj.te and its surroundings.

'lh1s Act was State lIIlll1dated after the 1971 san Fernando, Galifomia,
earthquake, to super:;ede an::1 pre-empt local jurisdiction am local building
code requirements, By law, provisions of the Act nt.lst be met before any
building pennits can be issued for construction on any site within the
Special Studies Zones. The only exception made is for s:1mple, single fami
ly, detached residences, or duplexes, desi~ for..private uSe. In parti
cular, the location am. siting of all critical, emergency ser-vice facUi
ties nust conform to the provisions of this State rnarrlated legislation.. .

This paper, in general, has present~'.: sane of the concerns regar::i~

the seismic rerfOI'lllB.rX:e of critical. trner'::-:e!l,~Y ;:;i:rvice facilities locate::'
in urban centers. In particular it focus,~ or. ~~cterlstlc problems to
be approached in the planning and destgn o~ major hospitP.ls and fire
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statla18. am identified high priority 18sue8 to be addressed in develo~

~ altemat1ve options and strategies for the rec!uet1on of thl!1r exposure
to earthluake hazards.

'n.o case studies 1n caJ.1fom1a, the Alqu1st-Pr1olo Special stldy ZOO!!
Act and the Hospital Act of 1972. were ~lzed as ex8q)lee of model
lee1a1&tlon developed for consideration in eart~ hazard mit1p.t1on
prop_ OIl a regional level. Both have been in effect, 8I'Id enfcrced, in
the State far the last thirteen years as successM progrems. While new
-.1ar structures planned, designed, an1 conatructed umer the requ1rements
or both Acts have yet to be tested by a neJor dazI8g1ng earthquake. it is
anticipated that results will be JOOst favorable in perfonr&\Ce relat1ve to
public health and safety.

It 1s recamnended that other areas of high seismic risk cons1der ee
tabli~ s1m1lar programs, lOOd1f1ed for local coBY..tioos am regional
characteristics, as an effective consideration in reduc~ the exposure of
critical, emergency facilities to earthquake hazards. Alth:)ush, in tenns
of econan1cs. such measures will increase design am construction costs,
the anticipated payoff in tems of damage control. ]X.lbl1c safety. cCJ'll'll.ln1
ty aspirations. and social goals will be substantial after the next major.
daIrBg1ng earthquake.
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III. 2 PREMISES OF A ROtU\NIAN EARTHQUAJ(E

PREPAIlliDNESS PROGRAM FOR BUChAREST

Emil-Sever Georgescu x)

A first attempt to analyse the physical and functional re
sistivity of the Bucharest urban area, the capital of Romania in
the case of a future earthquake (probable around the year 2000)
is presented below. Several factors as population (2.2 million)
and its structure on occupation, sex, age, economic and soci
al activities within the actual geological, seismic geographic
and urban context of the city have been listed in this paper~
cial attention is paid to old building stock as a probable source
of life losses, injuries and damage. Life lines are also analysed.
Alternatives taking into consideration the motion of the active
population during the day and night, the season, day or time of
the earthqUake occurrence, type of principal or secondary ef
fects were included.

THE NECESSITY AND THE SCOPE OF AN EARTHQUAKE
PREPAREDNESS FROGRAM FOR BUCHAREST

The Capital of RomaniQ ndS been strongly affected by all
Vrancea ea·.thquakes the most recent being those of November 10,
1940 and of Harch 4, 1977. 'I'he periooic activity of Vrancea focus
indicates return probabilities of a similar event around the
year 2000 /2/ • After the late earthquake 1.391 loss of life
and 7.596 injuries (90% of the country losses) as well as a
great part of the collaFses, damages of old bUildings and other
losses reaching over 2 billion dollars for all Romania, were re
coraed only in Bucharest. Bucharest has important social and
economic, cultural and political functions related to the whole
country (10% of the industrial production, a.s.o.). The aim of
this paper 1s to analyse elements at risk and the possibilities
to produce losses and disruptions of activities in Bucharest, as
a first step towards a disaster scenario. Consequently, one can
develop further on a complex earthquake preparedness program for
Bucharest.

SPECIFIC ELEMENTS FOR THE DISASTER SCENARIO

Natural causal elements

Location. Bucharest is located in the South of Romania, in
the Romanian Plain, at 60 km of Danube and 100 km of Carpathian

x) Structural engineer, Scientific researcher, Building Research
Institute - INCERC, Bucharest, Sos.Pantelirnon 266, Romania
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Mountains. The mean altitude is 80 m. The geological suP!rficial
structure is represented by sands and gravel varylnCJ from j £0
6 m, covered by flood mud, sometimes with lo..soid upect,the and
clays. Cuaternary deposits vary from 500 m thickne.s in South
to 1500 m in the North. The .eismicity of the zone 18 ctoa.inateci
by the Vrancea focus (160-200 kili N-i of- Buc;:ha'rest). FrOID the
record of the 4 March, 1977 earthquake, one can appreciate that
long period motions could affect the territory (1.5 - 1.8 a).The
Fratesti gravel layers containing pressurized water (under 100
120 m depth) are considered the bedrock for the Bucharest zone.
The superficial multilayer over this gravel layer is the main
reason of the length of th±s periods. The climate i' continental
temperate;~.lightlyexcessive, with 4 seasons. 
Conclusion. For the initial disaster scenario one can adait ,a.
possible a .trong motion of magnitude Mc7.2 with long period of
Qscillation and intensity in Bucharest, lBUCH =VIII - IX ~~K or
MM, similar to the 1917 one.

ELEMENTS AT RISK

The town as an urban~. Bucharest is an old town,
for the first time mentionecrIn-I4S9 in a royal muniment of the
famous Romanian King Vlad the Impaler, surnamed Dracula. At pre
sent, the Capital of Romania, organized as a mU~icipa1ity inclu~

ing the agricultural sector Ilfov, has 1,521 km fro~ which th~

town itself reaches maximum dimensions of 20 x 20 km wi th 159 km
built area. The town is surrounded by two major circulation r~s

and has two main axes oriented N-S and E-W, with neoclassical am
high-rise R.C.,pre-1940 buildings. In the interior of the first
circulation ring" along the mentioned axes, the locative density
is higher, buildings are often adjacent, with a height of 6 - 12
stories. In the new districts along the main roads and at-the
crossings, structures with 8-18 levels were erected while in the
interior ~eructures with 5-11 level~ were built. Quarters with
one stOry buildings coeXist near new quarters.

Building stock. A rough estimation gives for BUcharest a
stock of 760,000 aparttnlents./5.6/. From these, 164,000 apt.were
bUilt before 1948, 123,000 apt. between 1948-1963, 147,000 apt.
between 1964 - 1970, 146,000 apt. between 1971 - 1977, 180,000
apt. between 1976 - 1984. The Aseismic Design Codes were put 1n
force in 1942 (provisional rules), 1963, 1970, 1978 and 1981 )
/3,4,5,6/. The main critical aspect is considered therefore the
bulk of cca. 300 high-rise r.c. buildingthbuilt before 1940 si
milar to the 28 buildings collapsed at 4 of March 1977. On the
oLher hand, the frame bUildings erected up to 1977 were designed
to the code forces more reduced as compared with those of rigid
buildings.

Conclusion. Bucharest has a building stock and an urban mod
el characterized by the existence of many high-rise old 8~,
as well as by the large number of new, typified and precast bu1~

ings, aseismically designed. Due to all these urban characteris-
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tic., the elements pre.enting the highest seismic risk exi.t in
the central zone. The adjacenoe phenomena could make difficult
the intervention of the rescue teams or of the firemen. The
hypothetical collapse of several old high-rise buildings in one
of the cro••inga along the main axes of the City would lead to
difficult traffic problems during all recovery period. Alao
very old neoclassical buildings with rich ornaments, stucco and
balconi.s, a. well aa chimneys could endanger the life and limt
of pedestrians. The city has 20 green parks (312 hal and 800 ha
lake., nominally able to camp t~e evacuees. Using only 1/4 from
thi. area, 375,000 persons (2 m per person), 50' from ~he

inhabitants of these 164,000 apt. built before 1948 could be
camped if necessary. COncerning the problem of temporary ha="
anecan mention too that in Bucharest, the state enterprises
built in the la.t years 20,000 - 25,000 apt. per year, from tne
.mte.or private funds. In the emergency case, a sufficient num-
ber of flats will be always available for homeless people as
well aa in 1977.

Life lines. The different life lines of Bucharest present
the followIng general state /3/:

- the water supply network (2046 km pipes) composed of
main prestressed concrete pipes and distribution pipes in steal
or cast-iron, local pumping stations;

- the sewage network (1600 km) composed of concrete pipes
and sewage works;

- liquefied natural gas network (906 km) consisting of
st••l pipes;

- Cettral heating network (437 km) including main under
ground duc s for high pressure steam local heating stations;

- power SUtP1Y network consisting of underground electric
cables and trans ormers and also aerial power network;

- the phone network including 535,000 sets.

The F.M. - radio network. In the emergency period, com
munications and information will rely very much on independent
F.M. radio sets having their own power supply. Beside the
Ambulance Service, in Bucharest, these apparata exist on cars,
cabs and trucks of the Enterprise of Public Transport-ITB at se
ver~l building enterprises, railroad personnel, traffic control
teams of police, municipal and sectors' administration;

- the transportation network includes railroads, public,
roads tramways, buslines, trolleybus lines, cabs, subway, do
mestic and international airports.

Conclusion. Lifelines are well developed in Buchares~fbl

lowing the experIence of the 1977 earthquake when effects on
life-lines were not disastrous and analysing the state of art
the structure of life-lines in Bucharest, one can nevertheless
remark several potential critical points:

- damage potentials in the power transformers stations,
the temporary cut rff in the water and gas supply as well as in
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that
of

those

the phone service, due to the power cut off or following the ovel
turning of the accumulators and racks; -

- the general posltive situation of access roads towards
the city can go worse (ue to the obstruction of streets and tram
lin.s a. a re.ult of the colJ~pse or damage of buildings in the
central zone of the town few larrow streets;

- the blocking of some 'ltal road crossings due to rescue,
d.molition or strengthening ~ ,rks during the emergency period.
Bypass branches in these life~ines are required.

!22ulation. In Bucharest live 2,227,568 inhabitants (2,011,
927 people in the town and 215,641 in the agricultural sector
Ilfov) • (1983) •

2 The overall municipality d,nsity is of 1464.5 inhabitants/
kin and of 12,500 inhabitants/km of buil t area in the town 0983),
/3,5,7/.

The age structure of the population (1977) indicates
the groups of age between 20 and 59 years represent 59.2\
populatlon, the group 0-19 years represents 30.20%, While
over 60 years 10.6\.

Women represent in the Bucharest Municipality 51.8\ of
population. In the town the active population represents (1984)
53% of population:l,063,400 inhabitants. From this amount 772,500
are workers (72,5% of the active population) 22.6% are worklng

in commerce, transport, public services, 10% in edllC'''''':ion, '\C'ience,
culture, a.s.o. In Bucharest ~ lot of commuters cornrnlng from lo-
calities situated at 50 - 100 km out of the town are working daily.

The daily motion of population.Several significant variants
for the correlat1.on of the earthquakE" occurrence time with the'"
daily motion of the population will he proposed for Bucharest dis
aster scenarios:

- for seismic event during the day, one can propose in~s
as: 23,00 - 6,00, 6.00 - 9.00, 9.00 - 14.00, 14.00 - 17.00 - 19.00,
19.00 - 23.00.

For the case of a seismic event durln a workin one can
analyse t e pro essiona an age categorJes expose pre ominantly
at risk at home (children, old people, housekeepers, persons at
home before or after job), exposea at risk while working or during
travelling in town, a.s.o. For Bucharest, the preliminary estimat
ion concerning the numbers of people at work gives for the interval
9.00-14.00, 800,000 persons (maximum) and 130,000 persons retween
23.00-6.00 (minimum).

. The earth~uake during weekend. or holidays will catC:1 a
great part of t e populatIon a.,; home, except people working i., SP!
cial industries and tourism. A lot of people will walk or have
entertainment in crowded public places, at sport ;ames or sh0ws.
The cold sea.on will keep 40% of Bucharest population (children :u;,;

old people) at horne. Mass secondary illness could occur because "
an unexpected evacuation. The warm season implies a reduced numbe
of people present at home because of vacation or activities in th~
open (especially in sunmer the reduction could reach 30\)-
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ClclU.ion. Buchare.t 1. a den•• populated town, where the
urthqU e coula produce major effecu. How.ver, the active aDd
the 20-50 year. old population, being in majority, the phyaical
and p.ychological r.action en.uring the evacuation and r ••cue
operation., will be positive. The dally motlon of the population
can con.iderably facilitate their r.action if earthquake pr.par
ec5n... ia correlat.d ln thi. re.pect. Th. education and inforaa~

10n of population about the pre-.e1alc mea.ure. could r.duce
panic., ruaaor., di.organiKation and p.hychloglcal .u......

Induatrial function•• Buchar.at got in 1983 13.8' of the
count:;-. {ndu.trial productlon, dUe to 2U .nt.rpri.... Machin.
indu.try a..:1 _tal proce••ing <42.4'), chemi.try (12.7'), food
indu.try (11.4') are the main branch••• · Chemi.try, medicine in
du.try, oil industry, gas'.torag. and .upply that could .pill
dangerous .Ub.tance. followin9 .arthquak.s are located in ~ut..

However, new developed quarter. are nov v.ry clo.. to .0.. of
the.e new faciliti•••

Conclusion. A d.tailed analy.i. on damage potential. in
facilitI.. of each factory i. nece••ary in order to avoid int.r
ruption. in th. industrial actiVity. Special indu.try working
wlth chemical .ub.tances mu.t be included in particular prQ91_
o f protection.

Th. commercial network include. (1983) 6,727 unite out of
which 1731 are pUblic fooa.tuff unit•• /J,6,7/. Warehous.. are
.1tuated near railroad ring. Qr on main highway•• In the central
zone of t:.he t.own there are .hop., u.ually at. the ground floor of
apartment buildings. In .0lIl8 quart.er••hoppinq center. were built
al.o a. independent units.

Conclusion. The commerclal network play. an important role
durinq or after t::he 8Ilerqency period. Ther'efore, as.iamic pro
t.ectlon should be realized by:

- protection of buildings, especlally the pre-1940 type,
- protection of goods in the warehous.a and ShOPSI
- protection of acce.s roads to warehouses; storage of

enough quantitles of qoods for a first nece.sity.

Politic and administrative functions. Science, education,
culture, information, aport ana tourism function.. The govern
mental, polItic, administrative central leading institutions of
the country and of th,.l municipality are located ln Buchare.t.
Building. of dlfferent ages and condition are uaed by these In
stitution•• A new politlc and admlni.trative civic center i.
under construction.

Science. There are 193 in.titutes of re.earch and dealqn
with 96,618 people as personnel.

The education ayat... includes 666 scholar institutlon8(1J&I)
13,5,6,11 with 460,000 students.

Culture. There are 27 in.titut16Ga such a. theatre, opera,
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1,297 libraries, 93 movies, 5 concert halls having over 1000
place. each of them./3,5,6,7/.
The ma••-mcdia system includes radio and television, newspapem
journal., a.s.o. Each family has radio and TV sets ( 465,388r~
.et. and 590,846 TV-sets regi.tered in 1983). Out of all the
main daily newspapers seven are edited in Bucharest./3,5,6,7/.

Sport has a large network of endowments including 3 s~a
(total of 130,000 places), 3 halls with over 20,000 places
/3,5,6,7/.

Tourism benefits of 41 hotels with 10,000 beds. In this
~e.pect over 1.3 million tourists per year are registered.

Conclusion. The presence of the ma1n central institutions
in Bucharest, will obviously facilitate the entire fulfilment of
measures for the earthqUake preparedness. Starting with the
experience of 1977, one can estimate that the existing adminis
trative structures could include new tasks from the earthquake
preparedness progr~S , too. The actual laws concerning the
intervention in the emergency situations (floods, storms, earth
qUakes, a.s.o.) as well as the law in force concerning the safety
of constructions are a useful juridic background.

The present education system should be protected against
parthquake, used as a tool of antidisaster education and used
dven in the emergency period for temporary housina. Halls with
large concentration of people should be paid special
attention.

The mass media system in Bucharest has a modern structure
but it must be prepared for transmission of exact information in
a manner adequate to the earthquake phase. It is obviously neces
sary to protect their power supply. In the same range the insti:
tutes of research and design should be protected taking into
account their role in the programs for the pre-earthquake pro
tection, in takiny emergency measures, in the rehabilitationworks
the survey an6 collection of data after earthquakes.

Anti-disaster functions. h seismic event could become a
disaster in function of the mass loss of life, fires following
earthquakes, epidemics, shortage of food, water, housing, etc.
Functions able to facilitate the antidisaster operations in
Bucharest present the following state of art:

Medical centers. There are 562 medical faci11ties with
6,811 physicians, 17,000 assistants and 7,5000 auxiliary person
nel in Bucharest. Tn tilis framework 55 hospitals with 27,552beds
are in function. As main emergency facilities one can mention:

- the Ambulance station, established in 1906, endowe6 at
present with 400 ambulances with FM radio communication; it has
over 500,000 patients per year;

- the Clinical Emergency Hospital, established in 1934,
endowed at present with 635 beds;

- the Municipality Clinical Hospital,with 1,540 beds;
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- the Hospital " 23 August " with 700 beds,
- the Hospital of Neurosurgery,
- the Central Military Hospital.

Firemen, military units, traffic police teama, erection 0Qm
pani•• , the Red ~Cro.. Society, the Civil Defenlle have a 900Cf
endowement and should cooperate in the eartbqu,'ke preparedness
pro9 rama •

Conclusion. The relative concentration of medical personnel
in Bucharest (327 persons per physician) is beneficial but it
cannot avoid some critical aspects. For instance, if from the
mentioned number of 300 010 high-rise buildings we accept a
hypothesis of 45 collapsed buildings (~at means an increase of
only 50' as related to !9~7) one can expect 3-4,000 potential
victims. Let's suppose proper rescue operatioRs done by the
mentioned anti-di.aster institutions.

Taking into account a ratio of injured per dead per.on.~

to 5 (in Bucharest, in 1977, this ratio was 5.45 /1,4/ , a huge
r&aSS cf 15-20,000 injured pe'rsons in the emergency phase re,u1ts ..
'!1l~Xe1:0re, ehe SiI,"u.itoneOUS~L~.u..m~u" wi.u. I,)e not tJ0lisible. In ae
veral hospitals (only for 7,596 injured persons of the wholi
city) thi. problem occurred in 1977. It i. obvious that the trans
portation of those persons (among which 5-7,000 could ea.ily
require an emergency treatment) will :l'1se problems to the 8Dt J-naa
service and hospitals. For the dispatch and redistribution of
injured persons the Ambulance Station of Bucharest and the main
emergency hospitals use at present new FM radio-sets and phones
interconnected for a joint intervention.

'l'HE PRfMARY DISASTER SCENARIO FOR THE BUCHAREST
MUNICIPALITY

The primary disaster scenario should provide to specialists
planners, administrators and inhabitants an image about 'the level
of damage and disruptions produced by the mentioned hypothetical
earthquake on the town, using rough methods. Data on vulnerability
of structures, functions and people in 1977 should be us.n for
calibration of results. Because the building stock and the ~try
are certainly in evolution the scenario will be not a simple
repetition of the 1977 event. Population and managers are~
too, therefore the experience of 1977 could not entirely be
adequate to the present position of each person. Thus, th1.a 1n1t1al
scenario, even rough, will represent a starting point for~
to be included in the earthquake preparedne.s program.

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE BUC.~ST EARTHQUAKE
PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM

The Program will consi8t of a set of documents including
auties for different state and voluntary in8titutions. A. Romania



utilizes for all its social and economic development 5 years and
1 year plans, this program could be easily integrated in the gen
eral system. Lonq term measures (10-15 years) will include the
general identIfIcatIon of the problems, studies and research,
need of new codes, scheduling of activities, etc. Mid-term measu
res (S years) will include actions for the reduction of the most
evIdent disaster potentials. The disaster scenario will include
cause-effect hypothesis adequate for the real conditions of the
city. Priority should be given to lifelines. The education, in
formation and antidi.aster drills, adequate to different cate
gories of population, should be implemented. The emerqency Shase
measures (during and immediately after the earthqUake, 10-6 sec.)
will depend on the degree of endowment and preparedness prOVided
by previous phases, on the population experience concerning o~
past earthquakes, on the efficiency of the c~l~unication- infor
mation system. The response measures, specific in the following
24-72 hours after the shock are dependent to the degree of the
s~cial and economic planning and subordination, to the mass
~dia activitle~, a.s.o. According to the rules in force in our
country, in this period the necessity state is decreed and spe
cial funding aloted, rescue operation continue, the buildings are
inspected in order to assess "their degree of damage and safety.
This operation implies that regulations concerning rescue,s~

ening repair works should be in force before the seismic event.
The Romanian experience, especially the experience of Bucharest
has shown that the notion of recove~ period must be understood
in very large temporal limits, but ~e duration should be not
increased by the shortage of means of intervention. It 1s well
known the fact that in 1977 in Bucharest a lot of persons have
been rescued from the collapsed bUildings after incredible time
intervals. For instance, a little girl (6 years old) after 62
hours, a woman of 22 years after 128 hours, an old woman after
188 hours. One of the world wonders of all times was the rescue
of a young man (19 years old) after 251 hours under the debris,
in a basement of a collapsed building. Therefore, measures in
this recovery Seriod will be started immediately and should
refer to all t e affected fields of actiVity.
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Fig.1. Right side of "Magheru Ave." in Bucharest, having mainl}
pre-l940 bUildings. Building "A"is a reconstruction after 1977
of the collapsed building "Casata".

Flg.2 "Casata" bU11dlng(noted"A" in fig.l) after cOllapse at
the March, 4 th 1977 Vrancea Earthquake.
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Fig.? The New Concert Palace Hall in Bucharest built in 1960,
ca.SUUV places.

Fi'-J.4 'rhe new street crossing Bucur Ooor with residential high
rise bUildings of the 70's Surface public transport and unde£
ground passage for trams, cars ar:d lJuses traffic.
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111.3 ARCHITBCTURAL, ENGINEERING AND DDIVIDOAL
~C'1'ION BLB.'tENTS CONCERNING THE OPPORTUNITY
TO EVACUATE APARTMENTS DURING THE BARTHOUAltE

Sever Georq••cuX

Diana Mlndru~1 xx

1. IN'nODUC'l'ION

The apecialiats usually recommend to the occupants not
to leave the apartment during the .arthqua~., advice that i s
not always observed or understood.

In this paPftr the problem consista of determining if the
seismic elements aa well a. the structural, archleectura1 and
individual reaction elements allow or not a safe evacuatio n
of structures with modern architectural layouts during the
phases of a strong earthquake.

2. SEISMOLOGICAL CAUSAL ELEMENTS

From the analysis of the accelerograms regardinq the
crustal intermediate earthquake, results the fo~lowing lmpor
tant .spects concerning the opportunity to evacu,te apartments
during the earthquake /1,2/,

- lnlt!al fhase with oscillations in the range of 0.001
- 0.02 - (O.U5)g on a duration of 2-10 SJ

- main ,hase with major oscillations of above 0.05q but
espec ally with values of 0.1 - 0.2 q, on a duration of
la-SO 9 (for maqnitudes of 5.5 - 3),

- final phase of gradual dampinq of the oscillations
under perception limit, on a duration of 17-30 s.

3. ELEMENTS OF DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

Depending on the ratio between the natural dynamic OM
racteristics of the structure and spectral dominant ones andthe
values of the aeismic oscillations, the structure responds t'o
the excitation transmitting certain effects to the lodger.

x Building Research Institute - INCERC, Bucharest
xx Architecture Instttute -Ion Mincu·, Bucharest
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~he way the structure amplifies or atte~uate. the exci -
tation al.o depends on the .oil-.tructure damping .y.tem a •
well a. on the .tory the apartment i. located. Amplification va
lue. 1.5 - 2.9 were obtained at the earthquake in San Fernando,
USA, 1971 on in.tru~ented reinforced concrete building.. Some
corr.ction. are nec••sary because of real location of the acce
lerographs.

During the Miyagi-Ken-Oki earthquake in Japan on
12, 1978 accelerations of 0.2649 at ground level, and of
at the 9tn floor of a building at Tohoku University were
corded, the amplification factor being 4 /4/.

Nowadays, before the earthquake, the dynamic analysi.
offer both theoretically and instrumentally the calculus data
for each bUilding type regarding the amplification a••••ament.

Concerning Vrancea earthquake with a predominant
period (1.5 - 1.8s), tall buildings, ~specially framed
will significantly amplify the main seismic motion.

long
one.

a-
de
i.

ac
a

4. INTERACTIVE ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

4.1. The layout type

For the uniform analysis of the relation between the
partment. partition scheme t~pe and the evacuation the
fining of an evacuation vector (~) (a displacement vector)
Buggested that quantifies the necessary way crossed by the
cupant from one room to another, up to the leaving of the
partment.

The ability to evacuate each room is different
on the ratio "en between the real possible evacuation
(Ii) and the position vector of the door (~~) as well
varue (Ei). .

Gen.rally speaking we will have:

depending
vector

as on the

.- • ~ l

The values (E':) and "en for 3 types of apartment. from
2 Romanian standard R bUilding types are presented in table 1.
The.e value. allow for the following conclusions:

- the total value of the vector F. increases (a. .xpecte4
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--.... THE REAL EVACUATION VECTOR

---. THE THEORETICAL EVACUATION VECTOR

*I

THE EVACUATION VECTOR FOR A ROOM IN

THE CASE OF AN APARTMENT IN A

STANDARDISED BUILDING
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The real evacuation vector modulus and
evacuati on foe tor for apartaments in S- 9 storied
precast bui \ di ngs

Table 1

~ LIEII e L lE11 e r IE,I e

Room
(m) (m) ( m)

5 Story Section P. b.2 Sec ti on P. a. 4.mm
Project

2 rooms 3 rooms 4 roomstVDe 770

Bedroom 5.75 1.095 7.1 1.07 7.1 1.07

Bedroom - - 6.6 1,4 6.6 1,40
-

Bedroom - - - - 8.7 1. 87

Livino room 3.8 1.04 5.6 1.07 5.6 1,07

Kitchen 3.6 1.14 3.6 1, 14
Bathroom 5.1 1.0 6.35 1.18 6.4 1.18
Shower - - 5.1 2.5 7.8 2.8
9 Story Section 8.12.
Proj ect

2 rooms 3 rooms 4 roomstype 772

Bedroom - - 8.5 1.04 9.25 1.03

Bedroom 6.10 1. 09 6.00 1.0 4.85 1.04

Bedroom - - - - 4.65 1.03

Living room 3.80 1.03 4.75 1.02 6.32 1. 00

Kitchen 3.15 1.00 3.80 1,05 4.75 1. 57

Bathroom 4.85 1.02 7.60 1.16 8.00 1.. 07

Shower - - 3.60 1.24 3.80 1.57
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with the incr_nt of the room. nU1lber in the apartmentl
- • bedroom and an afferent bathrOClD in an apartment ex1tl

long corridor. can cau.e crovtUnv effec.t. during evacuation,
- the living rOOlQ have both the advantage of their lo

cation c10.e to the exit and their purpo.e that pre.ume a.~
reaction, unlike in the ca.e of bedroom. where wakening and
~•••ing delay the reaction.

- evacuation factor. We_ have moderate value. 1 - 1.1for
2 room. apartment. up to value. of 1.16 - 1. 57 for bathrooma IUXl
kitchen. at 3-4 room. apartment•• By their purpo•• the•• room a
have .ome other di.advantage. aa the dr•••ing operation., water
and fire turninq off ei:e.

4.2. Stairca•• type

Staircase type i. d1fferent function~of the~ type,li<Jh
tinq .y.tem, number of apartments at each landing (the use of
the elevator during earthquake i8 not considered).

Takinq into account tqe typification of the stairs, the
value of the initial vector tha~ can characterize the displa
cement on the landing and on the flight between two stories is
defined a. follows:

(H storey. l' + IE landingl)

where l' • 1.0 for direct flights
1.1 for fliqhts with intermediate landing base.
1.2 for flights with more landing bases or flights.

The index "1'" introduces the slowing effect of the peo?le
leavinq the build~ng because of the change in the descending di
rection by turning.

The lighting system 1s included in the calculus by an
incremen£al coeffIcIent of the displacement vector as follows:

- natural lighting to exterior through windows:
i • 1 (day), 1 • 1.1 (night).

- lighting to a small courtyard throuqh II. trap door or
other .ourc.s: i • 1 (day): i • 1.2 (night)

- artificial lighting: 1 • 1.1 (day), i • 1.3 (night).

The number of the apartments on the floor is included in
the calculu8 as follow.:

1 - 4 apartments n • 1.0
5 - 8 apartments n • 1.1
more than S apartment. n • 1.2
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Thus we will obtain:

-
• n • (Hatory. r + !E/landinq'. i • n

The values IE:RI , IBp/' IEsI for typified buildings in
RomAnia are presented in table 2.

Table 2

i n

Hstory
(m)

r min. max. m1n. JMX.

CF + 4E
rxJn-lighted
staircase

CF + 4E
l1ghted
staiJ:CaSe

GF + 4E
mn-l1ghted
staircase

2.70

2.70

2.70

1.0 1.43

1.1 1.9

1.0 1.2

5.63

1.9

1.2

1.1

1.3

1.0

1.0

1.0

5 10

5.4 5.4

5.1 1.6

EmUgh oue8 where the staircue
cuation either by its collapse
structural elements, plasters etc
1977) are known.

4.3. Furniture type

proved dangerous for eva
or by the falling of some non
(San Fernandn - 1971,Vrancea -

Furniture delays the evacuation by:
- pr::"ents the occupants to advance J
- overt~rning and hitting of the occupants.

By analysing the furniture types used in Romania, the
min~~l overturni'g accelerations according to bUilding types are
~hOW1' in tabl~ 3
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- 3.35

I'U.miture
tn-

01... c....
or high sup
port..

Sideboards

wardrobes

Cupbo.rds

Table., de.k.

H/:I or H'/'9

•• 6-5.00 (7.00)

2.9 - 4.6

1.'0 - 2.66

3

4.28

2.50

0.4 - 0.25

1.75 - 2

(140) -180-210

210 - 340

370 - 445

325 -300(0.3q)

230

400

Table 3

I
MSK

VIII

IX

IX - X

IX

IX

IX

x

Beslde the probabilistic aspect of the oscillation an d
overtUrninq under .eismic effect some conclusion. can be dr-.n

It is noticed that the qreatest number of possibilities
of co1lidinq with an oscillatinq object occur in the offices
with hiqh book cases, qlas. ca.e., and .0 on, at .tory accel.
ration. of VIII deqree NSK.

In bedroom., wardrobes present a uniform medium ha
zard at almost all types but startinq with story accelerations
of IX deqree MSK.

Con.equently, the furni.hing of a dwelling must be
done a8 to avoid aqqlomer.ation of room. and corridor. with
objects nr hiqh furniture pieces. 'ixing ot furniture 0 n
walls or other members starting from a certain .tory could be
taken into account in flexible structures•

...... Finishing type and non~structural element.

The degradation to oscillation. of thin coating. of new
prefabricated, Indu.trlalized .tructure. i. not dAngerous.How
ever, the degradation of framed .tructural sy.t... with ma
.onry infilling that often require pl••tering, ven.ering, etc.
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can influence people phycbology or endanger occupants life 1n
a bulldinCJ.

s. ELEMENTS OF PUYSIOLaGICAL ArlO PSYCHOLOGICAL REACTION

ReCJardlng the frequency ranCJe 0.1 - 10 Hz (T - 10 -O.ls)
In ISO norms and other stl\~1"fIl 1-;. I'll the followln9 levels fo r
~he human vibra~ions are consideredl

- the perception of ~he vibrations O.OOlg - O.Olg.
- annoyance sensation 0.015g - 0.02g.
- tolerance Itmi~ O.lOg - 0.25g - (0.5CJY.

It can be noticed that the first ~wo levels are charac 
ter istie!or the sei_ic phase I, per iod when ~he occupan~ has
not ye~ decided how to act.

for lying body,
for person sitting,
for person standing,

at vibrations trans 
verse to ~he body

These frequencies are mainly present in the lInd phase af
the earthquakes, when the body cr certain parts of it suffer
oscillations of high amplifications at resonance. At the same
t~. the component. of low frequency that cause sensations 8i 
mUer to sea siekness can add to the unpleasant sensation, es 
peeially for Vrancea earthquakes with spectral content of this
type.

Th8 characteristic frequencies of the human body expe 
r~ntally e~posed to 80me vibrations on shaking tables are es
timated as follows:

- f .3- 3.5 Hz, (T • 0.33 - 0.29s)
- f • 3 - 6 Hz, (T. 0, 25 - 0.168)
- f • 5 - 12 Hz, (T· 0, 2 - o.oe.)
- f • 2 Hz (0.5s) for shoulders
- f • 3 HI (0.33s) for head

re.ling hie body exposed to oscillations and knowing
the possible effec~s of the earthquakes the occupant will in
stlnct17ely try to leave the apartment.

Thus the lInd phase is the phase of dec~sion and the
beqlnlng of evacuation.

It was experimentally concluded that under the effect of
the oscillations the most instable position is the standing one.
It i8 admitted that over 0.29 and sometime. even starting from
0.1g it is diffl~nH ~o stand up or walk without leaning t 0
8O!'ftethlhg.

The capacity to carry out action can be maintained
0.5 - 0.6g, only if the person can act .1tting ISle

up to
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The acceleration of 0.2g is tmportant, because for an
_pl1fica~ion facwr 1.5 - 2, upper s~ories of SOIDS high buil
ding. reach ~he acceleration of 0.29 when the ground haa O.lg
(VII degree), the situation being of great interest for almost
half of Romania

Under this strong oscilla~ion a mi441. age person can
walk by 0.3 - 0.5 mi. and kid. and old men up to 0.3 m/s/7/.

For the descent (according to the authors~~)
the following speed under the effect of strong oscillations can
be considered:

- 0.3 mls (2 staira/s) for teens.
- 0.2 mls (1.5 stairs/s) for adults.
- 0.1 mls (0.75 stairs/s) for children, aqed men etc.

Season and hour of earthquake occurrence influence the
evacuation by the increasing of the irresolution duration.
Health, age and even sex differentiate the reaction during the
earthquake.

An important psychological element is to know in ad-
vance the behavior of the structural elements existing inside
each occupant'. apartment under the earthquake action.

Thus the occupant in a framed building with 1n£1l1in g
masonry must not be surprised by stronger oscillations as well
as by cracking of some walls right under his eyes.

The occupant of a large panel structure must know the
fact that the rigidity of hte bUilding is greater as com
pared to other types of structures.

The occupant of an old structure, with chimney, attics,
ornaments, balconies and so on, must not leave the building
during seismic shocks and even immediateJ.y after the earth
quake in order to avoid the accident.

6. TH~ EVACUATION DURATION

According to the elements mentioned above the eva
cuation duration can be divided into the following partial du
rations:

- irresolution du~ation that mainly depends on the func
tional aspect of the room dwelt by the occupant. Its maximum
value i8 generally equal to the duration of the initial seis 
aic phase, it is greater in the bedroom, bathroom, kitchen than
in the livlngraa.;

- evacuation duration up to exit from the apartment
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'1' • ----ev. ap.
v

• e (9 )

where the evacuation factor Me" introduces the increaaing ef 
feet cauaed by turninga, changes of direction, stops, doors
opening and ahutting, corridors as well as othe~ factors that
depend only on the ap.~tment type.

- evacuation duration on the staircaae

lEa I \Ep \

T.v. staircase • Vr
+---- • b

where Vr represents the descent speed on the-flight.

V represents the speed of displacement on the landing and
b is the number of the stories.

In tables 4 and 5 the partial and total evacuation du
ration, calculated for" typified bUildings with GF + 4 and GF +
8E are given.

The calculus was carried out reg~rding an earthquake
oceuring at night at 22.00 o'clock, when the members of the fa
ally can be simultaneously present in various rooms.

Aggravating and favouring elements were included in the
factor "e".

CONCLUSIONS

1. The types of apartments and the staircase in the ana-
lyaed multistoried buildings do not allow evacuation before
the ..in phase of the earthquake.

Regarding moat cases, the evacuation duration will ~
with the main phase and in other cases the descent will not
be .n~c~ before the last phase of the earthquake. Thus,it can
be concluded that other more complicated architectural layouts
are "more difficult to be evacuated.

2. At tall buildings the evacuation duration on the
.taircas~ take. the longest duration and at the same ttme i t
1a the moat dangerous because of 80me specific structural and
non-structural elements .xisting on this way.

3. The ..a lysed eleaents can allow a better architectural
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Partial and total
2 , 3 and 4 room
panel bui lding

d... ration of the evacuation
apartments in nine storied

typified project 772 - I peT

for
large

Table 5

w
C'\....

Duration of Puratiol Duration of bl;ration ot evacuation Total d urati on of
wcuation of evacuat i on for ItOr -th. ~tl Ii . , .. ,

ndecisicl the apartment (5) Electric N~~~ral the evacuation
1iaht

Room
(5 ) min max min max min max

Bf:droom 10 8.8 -9,6 29 -32 - - 2 8,8 - 140 64 657>.>. l- -
I- 0
0 -- fit 5SBedroom 10 6 - 6,7 20 - 22 1/1 26 - 137 - 647

.s::. J::.- .
Bedroom 10 - Ol4.8 16 en - 25 - 146 51 - 641- fit1/1

living 5 3.9 - 6,3 13 - 21 0 III 19 131 43 _ 641room or- -N lD
or- I

Kitct.en 10 3,2 - 7,5 11 - 25
I - 23 137 36 - 650- - -- C'

Bathroo m 15 5 -&,9 17 - 29 ~ - . 30 144 57 - 659- fit -
1/1 t!'

Shower 15 4,7 - 6 16 - 20
0 N 30 - 143 56 - 650-



Partial and total
2 • 3 and 4 room
panel Duildings

duration of the evacuation

apart ments in five storied
typified project 770-1 PC T

for

large

Table 4

w
en
w

Duration of Duration Duration of Duration of evacu ati on Total duration of
acuatlon of evacuation for for the stairc~s {s1

ndecisiCJr1 the apartment (5) Electric Natural the evacuation (s)
liaht Uoht

Room (5 ) min max min max min max inin max

- - >.
Bedroom 10 6.3 -7.6 21 - 25 - >. ~ ~ 25 - 76 55 - 255>. L.. ~ 0~ 0 0

0 -- - ell
Bedroom 10 8,4 28 - en lit 28 - 77 62 - 258fP .t=

.t= .t= -Bedroom 10 16 54 s= - - U'l 35 - 84- U'l 1Il 88 - 284
If) - -- ell- '" ell

living room 5 4 - 6 13 - 20 ell 0 aD 18 - 69 42 - 244
co N to-- ...
L{) N U'l r-

I
- 72Kitchen 10 4 13 I I I - 23 47 - 243- - - -- - - 0

Bathroom 15 5 - 7,5 17 - 25 OJ 0 0» -.. 29 - 82 56 - 260- iii ell- '"VI -4 CID N
Shower 15 12.8- 22 43 -73 en N N 37 - 95 82 - 308



de.iqn and furni.hlng correlated with the seismicity.The people
reaction during earthquak.. to avoid endangering of life and
11mb integrity could al.o be improved by earthquake ~.
program••
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111.4 CONTRIBUTION OF TOWN PLMn~ING TO THE MITI~ATION OF
URBAN VULNERABILITY

Adrian Criste.cux

GENERAL CO~SIDERATIONS

Town planninq may influence in certain circumstances eco
nomic and 80cial proces8es, becoming an useful instrument for the
developing strategies that decrease the disastrous effects 0 f
the earthquakes.

It is well known that Romanian territory is exposed to the
dangerous action of the earthquakes.

According to the records from 15th century uncil now(£ig.ll
the recurrence time of earthquakes of intensity VII or more i n
th~ Vrancea Region is about 30 years.

An earthquake of intensity equal or more than VII degrees
is expected to occur in the next 30 years.

This closedptobability must determine the development pr~
ceas in near fut~re.

THE 1977 EARTHQUAKE

The 1977 earthquake caused damage to a large area inc1'~lg

80me i~portant towns. Bucharest, the capital of nomania, was «f
fected too, a great number of bUildings being damaged and some of
them being totally destroyed.

The town is developed within two major traffic rings, with
Unirli Square and Universitatii Square as centers.

- it must be noted thnt 30 years is only significant ~s a pro 
Labilit~. Generally it is considered that a devastating earthquake
occur8 two or three times in every 100 years.

x Architect, ~sign In.titute for Typified Buildings - IPCT,
8 ucharest, R~mania
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The North-South axis i. ccaapo.e4 frCllll Road Victoriei and
-Ana Iplte.cu - Gh.Ma9beru - N.Bllc••cu - 1848 - boulevard. which
cro.. the town f'ram North to South (fiq. 2). On this axi. the traf
fic va. ob.tructac! for about 10 clay. by the WAck_qe. of the col
lap.eel buildinq. or by the re.cue action. (fig. 3,4,5,7,9,11,13).

Thi. situation led to the di.function of the transport~-

temnaffectinq the whole urban .y.tem too.

The principal cau.e. of the damaCjJe were a
- .tructural design without precaution. for .al.-ic force.
- reduction of .trength due to the 1940 earthqauek,
- deterioration of structural .trength due to the pa.sagea

of time,
- major alteration. after construction involving the re

moval of structural elements.

Now, we can al.o ••y that the loaa of coherant actions a1IIBi
at enaurinq a preparation before the diaa.ter, .uch a. vulnerabi 
lity atudl~a, also contributed to the recorded 10..... Theae vul
nerability atudies would undoubtedly have demonstrated the unfa
vourable situation of the damaged or collapsed buildings. Studies
on urban planning problems would undoubtedly have demonstrated the
critical points of the urban system and would indicate directions
for intervention.

RECONSTRUCTION

The reconstruction process was very fast, a great number of
the collapsed buildings being rebuilt and the great majority of the
damaged buildings being repaired.

Un!ortunately not all the lessons of the recent earthquake
were kept in mind.

Analyzing the zone around Romana Squaxe, Universit!tii~

(fig.3), from the urban planning point of view, we can favorably
appreciate the large spaces eXisting on one or another part,f the
traffic axis. This solution wane't used at the other 1mportant~

fic axes built after the 1977 earthquake - for exemple Motilor
Way.

The reconatruction u.ing interbuildings in the originalfaan
or re.pec~ing onlytbt~ original volume (fig.6,8,lO,l2,14)w1th fr~
.tructure. with autoclaved cell concrete masonry lead. ~o vulnera
bility .i~uation. such •• ~hese:

- joining buildings of different stiffness and heights may
generate breaking. and damages,

- this al.o ~y &ff.cts tran.mis.ion phenomena at adjoini~

building. (hy the ~ventual yielding of the old buildings) towards
new buildin98 calculated a. individual one.,

- a potential danger for pas.e~y outside and for tho••
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in. ide the building ..y r ••ult from u.ing framed con.truction.
~~. finiahing i. achieved by thick pla.tering on autoclaved ~
concrete that do not re.i.t to .ei..ic load••

COMCLUSIONS

The probability of occurence of a great inten.ity earth-
quake in the next 30 year. mu.t be con.idered for development
proc••••

Th. fact that all the new building. are a.eiamically de
.1gne4 i. not enough.

A complex a••iamical program i. nece••ary including vul
nerability analy.i. and .cenarios, wh1ch mu.t-consider a great~

bar of proolems 1n order to ensure the strength of the urban sys
tem against seismic shocks, encouraging not only local changes of
the indiVidual components, but a180 a systematic approach of the
whole urban structure.

T~#ft plannlng may offer the complex lmage of the urban
structure, including important data concerning the crlticalpoints
of the urban system.
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INTENSITY NUMBER

1941 VIII 1

1516 IX 1

1543-1545 VIII 2

1569 VIII 1
1590 VIII-IX 1

1604-1606 VIII 2

VII-VIII 1

1620 VII-VIII 1

1637 VII-VIII 1

1679-1681 VIII 2

1701 VII-VIII 1

1738 VIII-IX 1
1778-1893 VIn 1

VII 3

1802 IX 1

1892 VIII-IX 1

1868 VII-VIII 1

1893-1896 VII 4

1908 IX 1

1940-1945 IX 1

VII-VIII 1

Fig.l

Earthquake of Intensity VII or more
in the Vrancea Region Bince 1491.
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Fig.2

Colapsed ouildings in the 1977 ~arthqu~ke:

o bui~dings built before 1940
• new buildings
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Fig. 5
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Fig. 10
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Fig. 14
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III.5 'rilE SOCIAL RESPONSE TO EARTHQUAKE

Dorel Abraham ~ xx
Georgeta GhenrghexxxNicolae Gheorihe
Mircea Kivu x

One of the basic ideas of our studias is the acceptance
of the earthquake protection, widely speaking, as overall~
representing societal response to seismic situation, including,
besides the technical-engineering measures, a large set of so
c1al ones.

From the study of the population bebavior during the
March 4, 1977 Barthquake (Romania) it resulted that the main
elements of these particular type of social response are:

a) the preparedness of the population for the emergency
situation, namely the understanding and learning of the reac
tions to earthquake, both from the point of view of the infor
mation they must posses and of their effective behavior they
must develop during the seismic situation,

b) rescue and emergency assistance actions for the af
fected population,

c) means for the population's return to normal lif~,f~
on the solving of problems related to "provisional shelter".

The specialized literature stresses that an earthquake b~
comes a "d19aoter only by reference to a socia! context.An~
quake is a catastrophe when it disturbes some essential social
functions, respectively it brings about the disrlJ.ption of the
social structure, endangering the life and survival of people,
the social order and the cultural values. By its content and
its effects <at different social and temporal levels),the earth
quake may be considered a developmental matter.

The social response to earthquake (as program for the
reduction of earthquake social effects) is efficient only in
tegrated in development politics.

The human, economic, social and psychological costs

x dr. sociologist, Design Institute for Typified Buildings-IPCT,
Tudor Arghezi str.no.21, 70132 Bucharest, Romania

xx sociologist, Design Institute for Typified Buildings-IPCT,
Tudor Arghezi str.no.21, 70132 Bucharest, Romania

xxx sociologist, Bucharest University.
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caused by an earthquake are strong arguments for the complex
social programs of social preparedness in the aim of prevertion
and the reduction of destructive earthquake effects.

The experience of the countries that accept the
the preparedness for earthquake - includinq the people
matton, the behavior acenarios and the specifical
for earthquake - proves that people are able to accept
earthquake as a normal phenomenon where the lea~n1ng

response 1s fundaaental.

Moreover, the preceding exercises for disaster s1tuation
allow to avoid social disorders specific to limit situations.

From the view point of the response motivation, the pre 
parednes. for earthquake may be assimilated with other preven 
tive actions for crises situations, like the prophylactic mea 
Bures of avoiding the epidemics, already accepted by the po
pulation like normal ones.

Alao, the earthquake action contributes, indirectly, at
the stimulation of ideas, promoting the social change land the
intereat in this), correlated with the creation of a more fa
vourable context for the reconstruction and the modernization
of the building stock.

Consequently, such preparedness programs (already exis 
t1ng in different countries at seismic risk: Greece, Turkey,
Japan,USA, etc.) include many factors that "co-operate" from
the seismicity of the soil until the education and the at~-

tudes and reactions of the population.

In the specialized literature, it 1s often emphasized t~;

necessity of analysing the direct earthquake effects in corre 
lation with the effects of the intervention measures for re
ducing the damaging consequences of the earthquake, as natural
phenomenon.

At the same time, there is a consensus that the affected
individuals and social groups are not only the subjects of some
formal measures of emergency assistance, they have their own
patterns of acting in such situations, in other cases differently
(or even oppositely) frma the official ones, they have their
"personal" rhythm and time representations for taking decisions,
according to tradition and private and group experience.

Basically the social response to earthquake may b e
studied at four levels: society, community, organizations and
individuals.

If the social level is not very analysed in the literature
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of the field, other aspects of social reapona. to
are largerly approached, w1th reapect to 4ifferent
and temporal limita.

At the community level, the social reaponae to
quake i. elaborated by and in the proce•• of changing
normal funetion. and priorities syatem of the community.

These transformations conslst of changes and adjuste
menta of current activities and social processes, for the pur
pose of elaborating an appropriate answer at disaster s1tua~.

In case of earthquake the normal system of priorities
(informal and formal ones) is endangered. The period of the
disaster action (the direct effects and the correlated Bocial
ones) produces change in the social relations by generating
new adaptative pattern~, "the social system of the emergeDcy
period".

A major disaster that menaces the fulfilment of
valued activities determines a drastic demand of certain
vices or activities, simultaneously with the reduction of
capacity of providing them.

The answer at the emergency state include, first
all, a new priorities and values system.

some
ser
the

o f

These changes in the "normal" order of the priorities
system, generally noticed in the communities affected by a
major disaster and "tested" in our country, are found on some
particular criteria:

- the population survival is the first priority
- rescue operations, to save peoplet to provide medical

assistance, become priority actions.

In the case of the March 4, 1977 Earthquake, Romania,
this problem acquires a nati nal importance, the program 0 f
intervention being co-or1inated by the central government.

The survival and rescue operations are correlated with
the activities of providing bare necessities as food, the"pro
visional shelter" a.s.o.

- re-establishing and maintaining of essential
serv1cies and resources for the normal development of Bocial
life.

The public needs get top priority with respect to pri 
vate activities, sometimes coming into conflict with personal
and formal interests and duties of the individuals.
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The molt importance activitiel in thil period are the
rehabilitation of the public IYltem of communication and tr~

portation, of the inltitutionl directly involved in the acti 
viti.1 for social life prelervation (holpitall,police, army
etc.).

- maintaininq of the public order, protection of the ~
cial and private property, control of circulation and diltri 
bution of the rescue resources,

- maintaininq of people's morale, and keeping up ply
chical condition are very important in the emergency period.

In pre.ent locieties, mass media play an important role
in the "description" and 'the interpretation of disaster er
fects, in the process of presenting proper information for
the intervention activities, for the maintaininq of the public
quiescence and discipline.

A very important fact to keep up the community morale
is the rejoining of the separated families and to gather in
formation on the condition of these families.

Concomitantly with the priority accorded to these func 
tions in the emergency period, some traditional functions suf
fer a diminution of their social importance.

Therefore, some of the functions of goods production,dis-
tribution and consumption are partially re-oriented, others
change importance of the factors which contribute to their
a~hievement (see the function of socialization). Also, the
functions of social control and mutual he~ping acquire new di
menlions and values.

- the organizational level of the social response to
earthquake is sustained by organization and institutions in
the classical sociological meaning).

The analysis of the social answer at disaster situationa
at the organizational level becomes especially needful. Gp
nerally, it is considerated (both at popular level and, .me 
times at academic one) that the principal effect of the di
saster is the disorganization of the social structures and of
the daily life. But the systematic research concerning disas
ters prove that these phenomena have, in the respective period,
lIome "integrating effects" with a therapeutic role for the
affected community", both the "disorganization" and the "re
intaqrat10n" beinq - the dual effects of the complex reactions
of a community confronted with a disaster.

A disor~anized community generally develops an orqan1 -
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zational ,structur~ able to satisfy the new requirements by a
disaster.

The analysis of the social answer at organizational leNel
convers ~he identification of different organizations of the
community, before the earthquake 1 the assessment of the pro
bable consequence of the disaster actions on the specific f~
tions of the organizationsl the knowledge of the way in which
the available resources are mobilized and of the new systems
create~ by the community and the particular social groups
for.the solving of the newly created problems. Some organi
zations contain in their statute the responsability to b e
involved in urgent problems and situations (or in "emergency
period specific situations"), and in the actions of disaster
pre- and pos't-impact period.

Other organizations, woth no responsa~ilities and
structure for the i~~ediate intervention, become necessarly
involved in the managing of the particular problems generated
by an earthquak~, suffering the costs of the new adaptative
.t!Qrts.

Hence, the capacity and the efficiency of the existing
organizations constitute a deci~ive factors in the solving of
these particular crises, their structure and their capacity of
intervention have t:') be est1mated beforehand.

The preceding classification is valid particularly for
the organizations that are usually confronted with t:l':"qent events;
the police, the firemen, the hospitals, the transportation sys
tem etc. The involvement and the co-participation of a lot of
organizations, associations, social groups(sometimes newly
created by this specific social context), non- organized indi 
viduals draw up a complex problem of coordination between all
those social factors: this problem represents a particular
social characteristic of the emergency period.

The characteristics of the coordination and ~catkn
between these social agents and of the process of "raising" a
legitimated authority structure, have specific cultural and
political variations in different countries and areas(in res
pect with the cultural, social and political structures of the
r,:.gion) •

The interorganizationa1 Co')O rdination and cooperation
i~ easier to be achieved and more efficient in the central
p1annc'l societies. In such countries, the social response for
earthquake is considered to be, firstly, a national responsabi
lity that implies the government control of all the process
of distributing and using material resources and people.
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In the case of March 4, 1977 Earthquake, Romania
other periods of disruption pxoduced by calamities in
country, llke the 3970 flood), the coordination and the
tement of th. organizations at the national, regional
local levels was achieved by teams especially created for
t1nq in such situations.

principal
mobili-

in new

The teams'experience proves that one of the
mean. in el~minating the earthquake effects is the
zation of the local resources and their integration
patterns of utilization.

A very important aspect of this, process of mobilization
is the increase of human solidarity (the emergency consensus):

- the experience of the "headquarter for rec:onst1"l1~jt)n"

of Z~n!cea town, locality reconstructed after the ear~

quake, dem:natrates the cap!iCity to lOObilize economic resources and
labour force from allover the country;

- the individual level of the social response to earth
quake covers the reactions of the people in disaster situ
ations.

The ~omanian experience of the 1977 Earthquake "advo
cates" a major conclusion of the specialized literature: the
population develope adaptive answers for the different stages
of the disaster action, the panic and the disorder of the
imm~diate post-impact period being stereotypes and lacking the
understanding of the human behavior, considered only by some
superficial and transient aspects.

Generally, people are innovating "new" behaviors, ap 
parently chaotic" ineffective or alarmis~, but in fact tes
ting creative solutions for unexpected situations or!and"brin 
gin~ up-to-date" traditional representations and experiences
concerning the response to earthquake.

With respect to the particular increase 1n human soli -
darity, the therapeutic role of the communities and social
groups affected by calamities is emphasized.

The people's behavior in such situations is modelled
by the particular and social experiences during periods di
sasters actions, by tradition, by some group leaders infly
ence etc.

People act for surviVing, for saving and helping their
fll'''ily members, neighbours, friends, and develop an open and
active ~ttitude towards the community problems.

The people prep~edness for earthquake is an impor tant
factor of rapidity and efficiency of the individual and so-
~1",1 res:?onse.
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The preparedness programs have to train people for ade 
quate actions at different aelamie .taqe. and for the ability
to coordinate (psychological and actional) the private and the
.ocial acts and interest••

Mass media and other communicational agents have an im
portant role on people behavior providing accurate information
and even quidance in acting.

The preparedness programs for earthquake have to be
developed in advance, using all the available formal and infor
mal means, including the schools, the differerot organizations
and institutions, mass media, the civil defence actions,in the
purpose of a complex learning in advance of specific behaViors.
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III.6 SOCIAL AND URBAN ASPECTS OF
SEISMIC PROTECTION OF TOWNS

D. Abrahamx )

A.Cristescu xx)
G.Gheorghe xxx)
M.Kivu xxx)

Before the earthquake of March 4, 1977 the seismic pro-
tection of the built environment was approached from a design
technical and engineering viewpoint, emphasizing the bUilding prQ
tection as an individual subject. The interaction between the se
ismic energy and the structure of the building represents the
object of th1~ approach. The technical and ensineering approachan
the relation between great intensity earthquakes and bUildings was
largely developed after the Novenber, 1940 earthquake and it of
fered constructive protection solutions that lead to a real dimin
ishing of the building seismic vulnerability. The elaboration of
the seismic protection prescriptions raised great interest, as
the lack of a specific norms collection made the research very
difficult.

The scientific studies settle the following immediate town
planning objectives, in order to grant seismic protection:

- risks mitigation; .
- diminishing of the negative conseq~ences of the damaging

events;
- diminishing or preventing of the secondary and ~ertiaryef

fects; ,.'- taking under control of the calamity nrea and the effects
circumscription;

- facilitation of the emergency operations;
- ensuring of an optimal functionality of the urban area im

mediately after the earthquake;
- people organizing and return to normal life;
- reconstruction process facility.

Theoretically towns with a total seismic protection may
be bUilt, but experience proved that, if this solution is pos
sible for certain important bUildin~s, it is not economically
achievable for all the existent urban settlements. The analyses

x) Dr.sociologist, xx) Architect, xxx) Sociologist
Design Institute for Typified Buildings - IPCT,
'I\Jdor Arghezi Str., no. n, 70132 Bucharest, ROMAN'll'.
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of world wide achievements based on seismic protection programs
proved that the town planning activities were the least co
vered by indicators. For the elaboration of the general town
planning measures and principles that lRust be taken into con
sideration at national or regional levels in order to prevent
or to diminish the calamity consequences, the following aspects
were consi~ered! the selection of the localiti.s site, popula
tion and activities distribution, ways of using land !nne
tions disposing, road network, general conception of the urban
under structure, detailed conception on different elements of
urban agglomeration (buildings shape, streets lay-out, landBaspe
arrangement) •

The town planning problems and the urban evaluation are
also strictly connected to seismic risk analyses at a system
level, the definition of intervention alternatives and the adoe
tion of the adequate decision.

Thus, dealing with the bUilt systems that may be affected
by seismic action - the built assemblies geographically con-
centra\ed or the infra-structural networks - the events
·chains~ that may produce great losses are studiec: fire riae
and spreading; impediments in evacuation caused by wreckage
blocking the streets; intervention impossibility in order to
save people or to struggle against fire. It is thus necessary
to adopt an indices system of the critical components. These
indices must be included a general plan for protecti~n and
decrease of the seismic risk.

This plan should consist of a code base for "asetsmic
design" at the system level, the adoption of intervention de
cision, the designing of the repair and consolidation works.

For a better understanding of all aspects concerning the
aseismic protection of the built environment (considered as a
whole of buildings ana functions, in a unitary and structural COD
oept1on), we consider the integration of differeat elements
that will make up specific components of the aseismic town-
planning very important. In this way we were interested in de
fining the main ways of including the aseismic protection in
the town-planning activity and the urban development in Romania.

The estimation of the aseismic town-planning component
elements - that are very i~portant for the working out of
some pre3criptions and recorrmenaations conce~ning the town
planning actl~ity - is the result of the research studies ae
velopea by a Delphy-typ~ invest.igation amon~ 80 experts ( en
gineers and archite~ts) from designing, research ana higher
education level, in two stages.

The necesRity of the second stage that included the in
vestigation nf a small number of experts (29 engineers and ar-
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local seismic conditions and geologic structure
strength capacity of buildings;
social-economic importance of the building~

buildings density~

supply network functionnalitYi
Widening of the thoroughfares;
distance of the dwellings frontage from the road~

green spot area inhabitant~

free spaces;
site of the industrial areas in respect with the
dwellings areas.

chitecta) waa required to clarify and to establish an agreement
about some diaputed aseismic urban problems and about the AC-
tions in the case of an earthquake, resulted from the first
round of the investigation. The cooperation with the experts
was achieved on the account of 80me questionnaires mainly in
tere.ted into the affirmation/infirmation ~f the agreement con
cerning the possible elements 01 aseismic town-planning that
had were not agreed enduring the first stage. From the com
parison arid the synthesis of the answers received during the
two phases, a number of characteristics, definite elements and
propositions that are of help in seismic protection were de
termined, to become a component of urban planning in Romania.

The result was that for the aseismic town-planning the
following elements and the following priorities should be taken
into accoun t :

(i)
(11 )
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(Viii)
(ix)
(x)

The agremaent on these items allowsus to estimate
in the planning studies for certain areas of the country
elements mentioned above should be considered. As mar.y the
vious elements are in fact correlated, the hierarchy above
orientative and should not become a dimin~shing criterion
any element and in no case the favourable solution for one
the detriment of the other.

that
the

pre
is

for
to

Another aspect underlined in the research study is the
influence of the seismic degree of the areas on the main func
tional and constructive solutions for a~artments. We con
sidered the possible link between the seismic macro-area of the
country and the selection of the partition solutions for dwel
lings, as these partition solutions directly influence living
comfort.

Of a special interest are the architects answers, as
they are first confronted with the possible limitations implied
by the building structure over the functional spaces into the
apartMents. Among the problems raised by dwelling design in
h.1ghly 1:¥ seismic i:\reas are:

- the limitation of the apartments flexibility becomes
an important indicator for modern dwelling;

- the stiffn~~s of the structural strength leads to
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limiting the openings of the construction elements and imposing
certain forms on the plan.

Another problem connected to the town-planning and urban
development actions is also the renovation strategy of the
10ca11ties damaged by a strong earthquake. The space reorqanizLng,
the town functions and activities normalizing are conditioned du
ring the first reconstruction stage by the house stock stability
and strength. These aspects represent the most of the actiVity
types that are developing in the community. Thus, reconstruction
is parallel to demolition or to the strengthening of the build
ings that were subjected to important damages. In order to estab
lish the urban development ways for the localities subjected to
considerable damages, the experts consider the following critena
as most relevant:

(i) the historical-architectural value of the building;
(ii) the technical-economic aspects;
(iii) town-planning requirements;
(iv) inhabitants' expectations.

It is interesting to notice the common opinion of the ex
perts on the historical-architectural value of the damaged build
ings as being one of the most important criterion. This fact ex:
presses the engineers' and archit~cts' interest to offer stabil-
ity and permanence to some buildings that, except their daily
functionality, are also representing historical, cultural or
aesthetic value. Considering the planning reqUirements in terms
of the above mentioned hierarchy leads to the conclusion that
urban space organization and development are less influenced by
the seismic degree of the considered area.

The strengthening of the damaged "buildings should also be
consiuered as an aspect of housing comfort improvement. The ma
jority of the questioned experts appreciated as very convenient
the strategy of combining the strengthening works with the mod
ernizing of dwelling functionality. In spite of the additional
costs required by modernization, about half of the experts that
carried out strengthening designs for old buildings also used a
large set of elements meant an increase liVing comfort.

Tne seismic protection modern conception has a larger
.leaning that covers the structural strength part, the non-
structural elements and the town-planning criteria. Many of the
opinions concerning the necessity of some new design systems for
the appartments configuration mention the necessity of ad
ditional prescriptions for the nonstructural elements, the ac
cess ways or the installation types. These objectives influence
the expenses for dwellings building that are to be analyses and
then a priorities set must be settled. It was noticed that the
preoccupations concerning the buildings stability under seismic
action have to con~ider studies on strengthening, to provide se
ismic stability to the nonstructural elements and to the height
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of building sy.tems.

The lack of agreement on the importance of the other el..eD
t. (space. and acce•• ways, buildings density, energy and heat
installation.) doe. not mean that they are not important but it
prove. that their influence i. indirect and that the secondary
and tertiary effects are more difficult to be foreseen.

In our country the sei.mic protection principles in urban
planning may be introduced into the systematization, restoration
and modernization strategies of each town. The relAtion between
danger and vulnerability - beyond its technical character -should
also consider the economic,po1iticA1 and cultural value that is
rl iff ere n t in eAch country. 'Among the important el
ements of the seismic protection that may influence urban plan
ning and development that resulted from our researches we mentiON
the density and the distance between the buildings, the distance
between the buildings frontage and the street, depending on the
buildinqs height; spatial disposal of the buildings compared to
the main direction of the seismic shock waves propagation, the
location of different types of activities into the urban area
considering micro-areas maps; access ways corresponding to the
buildings of social-economic importance and to the bUildings with
special functions, to be used when an earthquake occur ; the set
ting up of the streets network and of the thoroughfare widthness
with regard to the localities dimensions and the seismic vulnera
bility of the area; the avoiding of the strang1ings in the area
exposed to the seismic danger, the site of the green spots and
the ratio between these surfaces and the number of inhabitants,the
ratio between the built surface and the surface of the free spa
ces; site and foresiqht of emergency hygienic and sanitary endow
ments on the free spaces, types of materials that are seismic re
sistlnt for the town pipe lines; flexible catching up systems ,
automatic disconnecting systems, division of the network by
sectors a.s.o.; the location of the energy supplies providing
functional independence; technical-economic and social options
concerning the possibility of a temporary dwelling. The data and
the values of such indicators or criteria may be the result of
studies and interdisciplinary researches in which architects, en
gineers, economists, sociologists and physicians should cooperate.

Another research chapter is devoted to the reconstructio~

process as it was developed in Romanian towns that were greatly
affected by the earthquake of March 4, 1977: Bucharest, Craiova,
Plole,ti, VAlenii de Munte, Zirnnicea. Interviews were taken with
the specialists of the regional designing institutes who directly
participated at the elaboration of the reconstruction designs,
governmental and distr1ctual papers of that period were studied
and the most important data were extracted from the speciality
studies.

An approach by stages of the process, was agreed on ac-
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cording to literature; the following POEt desaster action stages
were Bettlea:

I. The emergency period is the one when most of the normal
social-economic activities are 1nterrupteJ, the community being
confronted with the problem raised by the damage extent, by the
number of victims and of those who lost their homes. The indica
tors of the final part of thiB stage are: the ending of the em
ergency actions, the great decrease of the emergency dwelling and
feeding, the release of wreckage along the main streets.

marked
of
is

ad
func

qual 
from

II. The second stage, the restoration period is
by the reconstruction of public utIlities and the recovery
normal social-economic activities. The end of this stage
proved by the normalizing of public services (education and
ministrative activities), the restoration of the complete
tiLonality of the dwellings whose repairing did not require
lfied intervention, and the complete removal of the debris
the streets.

III. During the replacing-reconstruction perio(i, the~~
stock of the locality is rebuilt at the level existent before the
earthquake.

IV. The improving and developing reconstruction period is
characterized by large designs that must achieve "the safer and
I~tter town".

Certainly this periodictty is conventional, the limits
between stages overlapping as elements of a pariod persist in the
following one. As concerns the earthquake of March 4, 1977, the
first periou lasted 11 days (4-14 Marchl, at the end of it the
wreckage from Bucharest being cleared away, and at March 15 a
presidential decree stated that the state of necessity cease6.The
second period lasted about until the end of May, when in B~t
the construction of some bUildings that replaced the damaged ones
started and at Zimnicea the first inhabitants were movin~ into
new blocks, leaving the barracks. The replacing-reconstruction p~

riod enaed on 23.08.78 when in Bucharest almost all the blocks
built around the demolished ones were finished. Concerning the
improving and developing reconstruction, it is still continuing
in Craiova, the modernizing of the central area being in course
the new industrial investments in Zimnicea will soon reach the
planned capacity and at ~!lenii de Munte the town-planning is
partially achieved. We consi6er that this period will come to an
end by the end of this year. We mention also that in comparison
with similar cases presented in literature, the main economic
activities were not stopped during the above mentioned periods in
the greatly affected localities.

From the application of a similar periodicity to the PerUXE
that followed the desasters in other countries, the following re-
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gu1Arity resulted:

19tI • lst!I - lstI • 19tIII - 1stII • 19tIv - 1stIII
where t I , tIl' tIll' t IV represent the number of days from the

, st nd rd
mo{'Rnt of the disaster to the end of the I , II , III And
IV period.

For the MArch 4, 1977 earthquake we have 19tI • 1.04,lgtx!

1.95; ~TT· 2.72, 19tIV • 3.51; thus, generally speaking, the
regulari~ is confirmea. On the other hand, useally, each pe
riod i8 10 times longer than the former one. For our country
the respective ratio oscillates around ~e figure 6 therefore the
reconstruction rate was more rapid than the one noticed in si
milar situations.

During the emergency period, the main dwelling problem 1s
that of the temporary accomodation for people whose houses were
damaged by the earthquake. The temporary character is however
relative as the period for the use of temporary dwellings is
usually prolonged up to the end of the reconstruction period,
namely several seasons.

In the large towns - Bucharest, Craiova, Ploieiti-al~h

the number of damaged dwellings was great, their rate into the
total housing stock was lower. Usually 1n such towns there is a
free housing stock namely apartments in the blocks that are to
be ready and houses uninhabited due to different causes which are
to be distributed.

To all these are added the possible places in schools,hos
tels a.s.o. cleared out during the emergen~y period. ax.~tly,

for these towns it was not necessary to built temporary houses.

The situation i~ quite different in the small towns where
the housing stock is for the mest part damaged (in 1977, at
Zimnicea and Valenii de Munte more than 75% from the housing
stock was affected). The arrangement of temporary dwellings (bar
racks) or some spaces for ~ublic services (barrack-type bu1l~
for schools, caravan-shops) was necessary.

Besides the many difficulties raised by the technical a
chievement of the temporary dwellings, the living in this type
of accomodation pointed out some .ec!al aspects that have to be
taken into consideration.

A first phenomenon is the separation of the pre-exist nt-52
cial groups. It has smaller implication in larger towns where
the spatial aspect of the social structure is less determinant •
But in smaller communities the groups superposed on the neigh
bourhood structures have a very important part. There, the re
latives relationship, the economic mutual help, the friendship I!
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lations have a leading part especially in the household. The
dislocation of the neighbour groups by distributing ~hem into
ho~.e. placed in different areas generates a function pert~rba~

ion of the informal groups, disfunctionality of the whole en
semble of the community results.

On the other hand, the dwelling in a spatial agglameratum,
greater than the one usually met in small towns, as well as the
forced closeness with members of other social groups,will raise
tension which, extended in time, may generate conflicting si
tuations.

These two complementary facts lead to the solution of
some small en8e~les of temporary dwellin~ that should pre~
as much as possible of the old neighbourhood.

During the reconstruction period, the main activity from
the point of view of reconstruction is the estimation of the
buildings state and the adoption of the demolishing decisions
(total or partial) or of strengthening an activity with a de
cisive incidence on the towr future configuration.

This decision does not exclusively depend on the damage
degree but also on the way in which the building corresponds
to the future town planning. This was obvious at Zirnnicea where
the idea of abandoning some buildings that could have been
strengthened was accepted for achieving a unitary and qualita 
tively superior layout of the city.

At Craiova, the decision was postponed (for the bllldings
placed lnto the central perimeter, subsequently modernized) until
the final town-planning design was worked out.

For a town as Craiova, where many modernizing studies
for the central part were drawn up and yhose achievement was
postponed (both because of lack of necessary funds and because
it was considered that the buildings to be replaced could still
be used) we may speak in a certain way ~f a positive effect of
the earthquake, namely it st~mulated the pro;ects achievement.

During the replacing-reconstruction period, the new
aspect of the toun is shaped. It consists in strengthening the
less damaged buildings and in the construct1o~ of those which
have to replace the damaged ones.

The problems of this stage are different in term~ 0 f
the town dimensions, of the damages amplitude &d char~ristiC&

According to these criteria we may elaborate
following typology:
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Damages
Characteristics

Towr.
DilllE:nsion

Ouasi-total Concentrated Sp~t

on a limited area

Small
100,000 inhabitants)

Large
100,000 - 500,000)

Very large
500,000 inhabitants)

Zimnicea
VUenii de M.1nte

Clmpina

Craiova

Plopeni

Ploie~ti

Bucharest

Before the earthquake, both Zimnict~ and valenii de Hunte
were under replanning. The systematization ~lans were firstly
considering the building of some urban civic centers, the next
step being the improvement of the architectural style of the
town type frem the central area to the outskirts together with
the simultaneous achievement of some blocks assemblies nearby
industrial units that are to be achieved (or developed).

With Zimnicea, the reconstruction did not mean the plain r!
covery to the situation before the earthquake, but a strong ac
celeration of the social-economic development. The main object
ives were: the restriction of the built area from 350 ha to SO hi,
th£ building, until 1980, of about 6500 apartments, the build
ing of a civic center and of some commercial, social-cultural en
dowments, the building of some powerful e~onomic unitR. so that
the workers staff increased with 5,000 till 1980. The sup
plementary dwelling capacity was settled in accordance wit~ the
working staff "flow" generated by the building of some new in
dustrial units. The national economy requirements imposed that
the dimensions of this objective should be subsequently reduced.
At the same time, it was proved that the transition from the
country-side way of living to the urban one means a slower adap
tation process than changing the physical work environment.

The initial situation being almost the same for V~lenii de
Munte, a different solution was selected. The central area was
here too almost completely damaged. but the reconstruction hao a
stage conception. Curing the first 4-5 years a reduced number elf
blocks, were built maintaining large open spaces between them.
SimUltaneously, the construction of the electric and electronic
and electroning measuring devices plant started. During the fol
~owlng stages, as the working staff in this objec~ives (on ac:
count of a migratory "flow" from the neighbour localities) will
increase, the free spaces are to be occupied by other buildin9s
consequently.
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The.e two localities represent two alternatives of the re-
construction action. In favour of the second pleads the pos-
dbility to regulate "on the fly" the ratio between the dwel-
lings need and disponibility, the achievement of a gradual ac
ceptance of the new way of living by the community and an eco
nomic effort easier to be achieved, covering longer period, A
common element i8 the fact than in both cases there exists a
continuity between the existent development tend.nces before the
earthquake and the present lay-out of the 1 Icalities.

At Craiova, the area with the greatest number of damaged
bUildings was the old business center. The district designing in
stitute carried out modernizing studies for this area, oxmi~
the preservation of the most important buildings and the con
struction of some new ones observing the existent stylistic lay
out (quite heterogeneous), These studies were not perfect be
cause of the difficulties in achieving a unitary style of the
existent buildings as also for the narrowness of the main grid
surface of the streets.

The disaster brought the solution to overpass the main ob
stacles raised against the systematization. That is why, alth
ough after the earthquake many bUildings were still erect and
they coula have been strengthened, these buildings (with one ex
ception) were all completely demolished and the achievement of
a unitary design including the reconstruction and the ~odernizat

ion process started, -

In Ploie9ti, the buildings damaged by earthquake were spre",d
out in the whole old housing stock. The already existant town
planning was modified including the replacement of the damaged
bUildings by new ones as well as changes of priorities, There,
where a strongly damaged building was placed outside of the area
that WOlf' to r..:! systematized, it still '",as completely demolished
letting the place temporarily unoccupied, or only the fa~ade was
repaired despite the fact that the building was disaffected, in
order to keep the aesthetical qualities of the architectural en
vironment.

In Bucharest also large compact groups of buildings were
affected. As the architectural environment was quite unitary, it
was not nocessary to modify it with new constructions. The main
principle of the reconstruction was that of including the new
buildings in the already existent environment, some times even
by reproducing the architectural characteristics of the lost
buildings. "DunArea" was the only building assembly achieved du
ring the reconstruction period, and it was created in a rather
different ~anner as compared to the neighbour buildings, being
connected to the tendency of modifying the architectural concep
tion already visible in o~ler new buildings in that area.

The above mentioned examples prove that the reconstruction
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frocess had a great variety of tendencies according to the par
ticularities of localities and to the effects of the earthquake.
In all the situations, the localities developing tendencies, ex-
isting before the earthquake, were continued, and the op-
portunities generated by the new situation are leading to the ac
celeration or the amplification of those tendencies. -

The main designing objective for reconstruction 1s the
maximum revaluation of those opportunities, objective that may
he achieved only if the community's latent developing tendencies
are observed. We must also consider the fact the achievement of
the social-economic transformations generated by the re
construction process alb~ means a process of adaptation to the
new conditions.
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SESSION IV : STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE UNDER EARTHQUAKE
LOADINGS. STRUCTURAL DESIGN.
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IV.1 COIIPUTITlc. lIID TBSTIIG OF DDlIIIC R£SPOIIS!
FOR RlllIFORCBD COIeRETE STRUCTURES

Daniel P. Abrams·

ABSTRACT

Earthquake resistant design of oonorete structures relies on
numerical models that are based on static and linear structural behavior.
Use of these models, though appropriate for proportioning strength in new
const"uction, may not be safe or cost effeotive when used for assessing
vulr.drabllity or prescribing strengthening prooedures for existing
st"uotures. This is because the inelastic energy dissipation is neglected
as well as the interdependence of the lateral interial forces and the
progressive softening of the structure.

The present era provides the engineer with the computational
capabill ty to study nonlinear dynamic response much more simply than in
the past. Given descriptions of the resistance of a nonlinear oscillator
from labOratory experiments, and of the accelerations of a base motion
from the ever increasing data base, response may be calculated and viewed
wi thin seconds. Because there is now a need to improve accuracy and
simplicity of numerical models for response computation, a better
understanding of the fundamentals of nonlinear response is required.

This paper presents research of the author and other researchers at
the Universi ty of Illinois on behavior or both physical and numerical
models. A summary or experimental work is presented which includes
earthquake-simulation tests of reduoed-scale ten-story concrete buildings,
and force-reversal tests of structural components. Numerical
representations of hysteretic behavior will be presented as well as simple
W~V5 to incorporate these models with models of building response.

·A~sooiate Professor of Civil Engineering.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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EARniQUAKE-SUIftJl.ATION TESTS OF 1a-STORY STRU~nJRES

It is a well established fact that the energy dissipated by a
structure is enhanced once the elastic limit is exceeded. Lateral
der .l.~ctions may actually be less for a nonlinear structure than for a
struc~ure responding within the linear range as a result of an earthquake
motion of lighter intensity. There is a need to have a quantitative
description of nonlinear response for design of new construction, but more
im~rtantly, for assessing the ~ulnerability of existing construction and
prescribing strengthening schemes. Unfortunately, nonlinear dynamic
analysis of multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) systems is not well understood,
and is an art mucl-\ like analysis of continuous structures subjected to
transverse loadings ....as in the e.arlier part of the century. For even
simple structure~, present c~lculation procedures for nonlinear respo~se

require a substantial amount of computational effort, and do not
necessarily reflect physical responae.

To help understand dynamic response fo nonlinear MDOF reinforced
concrete building systems, several small-scale nine or ten story test
structures have been SUbjected to strong base motions on the University of
Illinois earthquake simulator. Test structures (Fig. 2.1) have been
configured as idealized models of lateral-force resistance rather than
true replicas of typical construction. In general, structures have been
planar walls, frames or some combination of each. StrengthS have been
proportioned such that nonlinear behavior would occur at specified regions
such as at the ends of beams or columns or at the base of a wall. Lateral
degrees of freedom have been slaved for all points at a particular level
with massive floor' slabs that wer'e rigid withi~ their own plane.

Recorded ground mot ions were scaled with respect to time and
intensity so that test structures would be excited, and incur damage with
progreSSive increases in base-motion intensity similarly to that of actual
buildings. This was dOlle using linear spectral-response curves for the
model motions as the basis (Fig. 2.2). Measurements consisted of absolute
accelerations. and displacements relative to the base at each level
(Fig. 2.3'. In addition, for structures with w?J.ls, lat.eral fe-rces
resisted by these eomponents ~~ :'8 measured as w~ll

Ir ~ 3t~dy of frame-~all interaction (1), larger lat~ral forces we~e

attracted to test structures w:th walls that were designed to rema1.1
elastic (Fig. 2.4) than to structures that could dissipate energy through
nonl1 near effects. Lateral deflect ions or each structure were similar
(Fig. 2.5) indicating that serviceability was not influenced significantly
by inelastic actior.. Tests showed that arbitrary softening of particular
elements of a structure could result in a much more economical design with
no loss of function.

The secl)na conJlusion deduced from this study was that nonlinear
response could be calculated on the basis of generalized coor1inates (a
concept commonly used for linear modal analysis). The conclusion was
based on the !'inding that shapes of displacement response histories at
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each of ten levels were essentially the same. In other words, deflected
shapes were nearly invariant for all amplitudes at lDOtion tor the
nonlinearly behaving structures. Response of the test structures could be
calculated on the basis of a single nonlinear torce-deflection relation
for the entire structure. The inference of this conclusion is that the
computational effort required for a nonlinear analysis may be reduced
greatly, even to that of today's microcomputers.

The t~ird conclusion was that a linear analytical model with reduced
stirfnesses could be used to determine response maxima. This conclusion
was based on the finding that maxima of base lDOment and lateral deflection
were related linearly for the design-basis earthquake. The slope of this
relation could be used to estimate maxima with a linear modal analysis.
This conclusion infers that the concept of using reduced member stiffness
with a linear model to represent nonlinear behavior (such as the
SUbstitute Structure MethOd, Ref. 2) is a viable approach.

INELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COMPONENTS

Experimental tests have shown that behavior of reinforced concrete
members and connections under load reversals are not governed solely by
constitutive properties of materials. SUbstantial deflections may be a
result of opening and closing of flexur~l or shear crackS, and slippage of
reinforcing bars relative to concrete. Most tests of concrete components
have shown that after a few large-amplitude cycles, specimens respond with
a marked reduction in resistance upon reversal of the load (Fig. 3.1).
After deflections are reversed an amount "a" or "b", specimens stiffen as
cracks close. Because of bar slippage and crack closure in the
load-reversal range, and reductions In loading stlffnesses, "k," and "1<2",
strengths are reached at deflections which are much larger than would
occur under static acyclic forces. Most specimens tested deformed very
large amounts without suffering a significant loss of strength, however,
energy dissipation characteristics were poor for those specimens that had
incurred substantial slippage in the load-reversal region.

Tests ha"e shown that inelasti c behavior 1s dependent on the number
of large-ampl1 tude cycles. Tensile strains In the reinforcement are
seldom balanced with equal compressive strains for opposite directions of
loading because of the added resistance of con~r~~e tJ aid steel when in
compress1on. If the reinforcement y1elds While ~n t~ns1on, strains will
accumulate with each large-ampli tude cycle of deformat Ion. After a
sufficient number of cycles, the width of flexural cracks will enlarge
which will re.:. ... lt i:1 marked differences in stiffness and strength
charactcr-1st ics.

In addition to unequal tension-compression straining of
reinforcement, sections and members are SUbject to unequal inelastic
curvatures and rotations for each direction of loading. Like the strains,
these deformat1ons acculDulate with each large-amplitude cycle. A simple
example helps to illustrate this phenomena. Design of negative
reinforcement enta 11s an assumpt ion regardi ng the amount of max imum
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each ot ten levels were essentially the same. In other words, detlected
shapes were nearly invariant tor all ampl1 tudes ot IDOtlon tor the
nonlinearly behaving structures. Response ot the test structures could be
calculated on the basis at a single nonlinear force-deflection relation
for the entire structure. The interence at this conclusion is that the
computational effort required for a nonlinear analysis may be reduced
greatly, even to that of today's microcomputers.

The t~ird conclusion was that a linear analytical model with reduced
stittnesses could be used to determine response maxima. This conclusion
was based on the finding that maxima of base moment and lateral deflection
were related linearly for the design-basis earthquake. The slope of this
relation could be used to estimate maxima wi th a linear modal analysis.
This conclusion infers that the concept of using reduced member stiffness
with a linear model to represent nonl1near behavior (such as the
Substitute Structure Method, Ref. 2) is a viable approach.

IIELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COMPOIIKllTS

Experimental tests have shown that behavior of reinforced concrete
members and connections under load reversals are not governed solely by
constitutive properties of materials. SUbst,:1tial deflections may be a
result of opening and closing of flexur~l or shear crackS, and slippage of
reinforcing bars relative to ~oncrete. Most tests of concrete components
have shown that after a few larg.~-ampli tude cycles I specimens respond .,i th
a marked reduction in resistance upon reversal of the load (Fig. 3.').
Atter deflections are reversed an amount "a" or "b", specimens stiffen as
cracks close. Because of bar slippage and crack closure in the
load-reversal range, and reductions in loading stiffnesses, "k," and "k2".
strengths are reached at deflections which are much larger than would
occur under static acyclic forces. Most specimens tested deformed very
large amounts without suffering a significant loss of strength, however,
energy dissipation characteristics were poor for those specimens that had
incurred SUbStantial slippage in the load-reversal region.

Tests ha"e shown that inelastic behavior is dependent on the number
of large-ampl1 tude cycles. Tensile strains in the reinforcement are
seldom balanced with equal compressive strains for opposite directions of
loading because of the added resistance of conr~~·e tJ aid steel When in
compression. If the reinforcement yields While ~n t~nsion, strains will
accumulate wi th each large-ampl1 tude cycle of deformat ion. After a
sufficient number of cycles, the width of flexural cracks will enlarge
which will rE:" .. lt i:1 lIarked differences in stiffness and strength
charactcf'1stics.

In addition to unequal tension-compression straining of
reinforcement, sections and members are subject to unequal inelastic
curvatures and rotations for each direction of loading. Like the strains,
these deformations accumulate with each large-amplitude cycle. A simple
example helps to illustrate this phenomena. Deaign of negative
reinforcement entails an assumpt ion regarding the amount of maximum
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gravity loading which will probably be present during an earthquake. In
actuality, it Is conceivable that a l~sser amount or gravity loading may
be present than assumed ror design. In this case, the top steel will not
strain as m'Jch as the bottOll steel, and perhaps may not yield at all
(Fil. 3.2). This results in a possible inelastic rotation which
accumulates ror each larle-8Illpl1tude cycle, resulting in large crack
widths and a possible reduction in shear capacity.

Similar illustrations can be made ror ?ther typical cases where the
proport ioning of resistance is not in absolute accordance wi th actual
phenomena. Conservative design assumptions with respect to the effective
rlange width or T-beams (Fig. 3.3) may result in asymmetrical straining or
top and bottom reinforcement, and thus, an accumulation or tensile plastic
strains In the bottom reinrorcement. This phenolDena is augmented by
asymlDetrical elastic stifrnesses which are a result or dirrerences in
flange efrectiveness when in tension or compression. For equal sways or
the structure in each direction, the bottOlll reinforcement may yield
whereas the top would not.

Tests of beam-column joints (3) ~Iave shown that inelastic behavior is
sensitive to bond mechanisms under repeated and reversed loadings.
Free-body diagrams (Fig. 3.4) illustrate the dirference in bond demands
ror beam reinforC'r .0J8nt in exter ior and inter ior- joint spec imens. For
interior-joint specimens (Fig. 3.5a), bond strength for beam re~ntorcement

was lost across the width of the column '1lember whiCh el iminated the
'rtechveness of the bars to resist compression. Uoon f'eversal or t.he
lOcid; specim'!:: stiffness reduced to ~ero because r~ nrorQement was not
p.ff' ect: ... e to "es ist closure of the previously opened flexural '}rack.
"t't.er +;h"" crat-i( closed, the speci!llen stitfened until the tensile
: ein:"orcllment reac:.iled its· proportional limit. However, because of the
!arge amount or s~t~page within the load-reversal region, strengths were
reached at ver'Y ~arge deflections. Specimens withstood very large
inelastic deflectione (in excess of 4~ of the story height), however, they
IUd not resist a SUbstantial amount of energy. Demand for bond strength
was less for bars in tr:e exterior-joltlt specimens (Fig. 3.5b). The severe
stiffness reduction upon revp.rsal of the load did not occur, and the
Dpecimen was able to resist more energy.

IUtERICAI. fll)DEI.IIIIG Of' tlYSTIRETIC BIHAVIOR

Former path-dependent models for hysteretic resistance functions have
been developed to represent one, or a rew, aspects or nonlinear behavior
for a particular rorlD of component. Some of these rormulat ions have
included simple bilinear, or elnto-plastic models such as the stiffness
degrading model (Fig. 4.1b) proposed by Clough and Johnston (4), the
mOdified Takeda (5) sortening model (Fig. 4.10) which includes a reduction
1n stiffness for unloading, and a slip-softening model (FiS. 4.1d) which
has been used by Abrams and Tangkijngamvong (6).

Each of these models has been based on a set or linear segments
joined at points with an abrupt angle change. Whereas throulh proper
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choice of slopes and connecting points, these models may be suitable for
dynamic responsE: calculations, the numerioal integration process is
cumbersome beoause care must be taken to properly define the time step so
that over or under shoot may not be significant at concentrated points ot
ourvature. A new formulatlon has been developed which uses smooth curves
to represent the resistance function, and is sufficiently general to
encompass all, or any combination, of the previous hysteresis
formulations.

A new path is generated once a change in the sign ot the velOcity is
deteoted. The path Is oomposed ot both CUbic and linear segments
(Fig. 4.2). Control points whioh derine the shape of the path are
seleoted based on rules es tabU shed from pas t or new formulat ions. Four
segments are used to describe (a) linear unloading, (b) softening upon
reversal at torce, (c) gradual softening upon olosure of cracks followed
by softening at large forces, and (d) strength after yield of
reinforcement. The CUbic-spline model is most useful for representing
portion (c) of the path. The rounded nature of the curve tends to become
more pronounced as the separat 10n between points 8 and C becomes larger.
This mathematioal property is closely related to what happens physically
in a reinforced concrete member or oonnec1;.i<1n as a result of orack closure
at low amount of force, and the Bauschinger effect in the reinforcement at
larger amounts of force.

The example path shown in Fig. 4.2 depicts that of a structure
influenced by a slip mechanism such as tor an interior beam-column joint.
When force Is reversed in direction, cracks tend to close and reinforcing
bars tend to slip back to original positions, thus resulting in a
substantial decrease in stiffness. When the cracks are fully closed, and
the reinforcing bars develop anohorages for the new direction of force,
the structure IS observed to stiffen appreciably. Initially, the
stiffness between points A and 9 is that for a section comprised of solely
reinforcement. kbo' As the member is cycled, bond is weakened which
reduces this stiffness. The deter iorat ion in stiffness which is
represented with the term, 8, is related to the amplitude of cycling and
the number of cycles. 18 a simple ap.,roximation, the deterioration is
expressed in terms of the previous deflection maxima for the same sense of
forcing, OM (Fig. 11.3). At a prescribed value of deflection, DBL, all
bond is assumed to be lost, and the stiffness upon reversal of the force
Is taken as zero. The deflection at stiffening which is represented with
the factor "a", can also be related to this deflection ratio. A member
will stiffen at a zero rotation if cracks do not open before the old ones
close. If there has been a substantial amount of bond deterioration in a
inte~ior beam-column joint as discussed in the previous section, then the
tensUe bars may slip from the joint as the compressive bars are pushed
into the joint.

If the structure does not contain significant slip mechanisms such as
for a wall responding in flexure with well anchored vertioal steel, the
stiffness from points A a."\d E. ShC'uld be represented without the
idealization just described. For this case, the member would respond with
the stiffness of the previous unloading slope, ka , or a value slightly
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less to lIodel sOlie sl1Sht crack closure. If a stiffness, kb, is
prescribed by the user that is greater than the average stiffness between
point A and C, then the linear segment A8 is eliminated from the path.

Because response to an earthquake motion may include several changes
in velocity for a single nonlinear cycle, the algorithm lIust also account
for reversals that are localized in one region of the curve. Linear
behavior has been assumed if the member is unloaded and them reloaded
before a change in the sign of the force has been reached. If the member
is reloaded atter a change in the sign of the force occurs, but not a
change in sign of the denection, then the member reloads wi th a single
change in stiffness without slip.

The CUbic-spline hysteresis formulation has been incorporated in the
numerical solution described 'in the next section for determining response
of SOOF systems to earthquake motions.

SIMPLE COfIPUTATIOI OF IOIILIIIEAR RESPONSE FOR BlJII.J)IIGS

The rigorous procedure for determining the response of an oscillator
subjected to an earthquake, or any dynamic loading, is to integrate the
equ3tion of motion numerically for several instants in time using the
Newmark Beta Method (7). For a MDOF system composed of numerous
nonlinearly behaving elements such as a concrete frame, this procedure
requires substantial computational time because the stiffness matrix must
be updated and inverted every time a particular element changes
stlrfn€ss. This demand usually limits the use of this procedure to a main
frame computer.

For building structures with uniform mass and stiffness
distributions, it is feasible to express response in terms of a single
generalized coordinate even though substantial nonlinear deformations have
occurred. Tests of one-twelfth scale models (1) showed that distributions
of displacement along the height were quite similar for all ranges or
response. Modal participation factors calculated from measured deflected
shapes varied within 5~ for large and small-amplitudes of motion. Beca~e

displacement response was governed by the fundamental mode, lateral
displacements at any particular level could be represented by a single
dynamic degree of freedom and a single distribution funotion.

Siepllfled Method

A simple method of computation is presented which characterizes the
hysteretic resistance of the overall structure with a single generalized
coordinate. The procedure is similar to the one developed by Saiidi (8).
Gi ven a description of the relation between base shear and top-level
deflection, and the base motion, response histories of lateral story
drift and acceleration are computed. From this information, the deslgner
may judge the worthiness of a structural scheme in terms or the maximum
amount of nonlinear deflection, and the number of cycles at a particular
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range of nonlinear defor1118t1on. Estilll8tes of equivalent static toroes
ror which the structure should be designed can also be determined. The
approximate method is sufr iciently simple to be implemented on a
microcomputer. Several analyses of a structure may be done interactively
in a short period or time to identity all possible bounds of response tor
several different stl"'engths, hysteresis types, and expected ground
DIOtions.

Resistance of the structure is expressed in terms of a smooth curve
rather than a combination of piece-wiae linear segments. Unless a drastic
change in slope occurs s~ch as at unloading, there 18 no need to change
the time step. It the numerical algorithm is based on convergence of an
assumed acceleration, then a resisting force may be expressed directly as
a function of deflection. Although this procedure involves one or two
iterations per time step, it eliminates the need to rely on estimating
reSistance With a tangent stiffness which may result ~n overshoot
prob h:ms. The at tract i veness ot the procedure lies in the improved
accuracy for systems with ever changing stiffness.

A library of recorded earthquake motions is compiled on diskette from
the USGS data base. The user can select particular earthquake motions
from a menu shown on the screen. He or she has the options of' selecting
one portion or the DIOtion, compressing the duration, and altering the
maximum acceleration.

Although higher modes can be represented in the same way, the
simpl1t1ed approach is not applicable for systems with a large
participation of higher DIOdes because superposition is not val1d for
nonlinear systems. The approach to be used, therefore, applied only to
buildings that would vibrate 1n the fundamental me;t1e: usually low r1se
structures not exceeding ten stories in height.

loncl1-.usionallzed Equation or Motion

To use the nonlinear analysis prooedure described preViously for a
single-degree-of-freedom system, phjsical properties ot the structure
lIust be translated to properties associated with a given generalized
coordinate. For purposes of simplioity, this shall be oonsidered as the
lateral displacement at the top level, Zn. Knowing the amounts and
d1stribution or "s along the height or structure. and a specified
displaoement Shape, an eqUivalent lIass oan be determined which Jf placed
at the tenth level would result in the same inertial torces. This
operat~on 1s based on conventional modal deooupling procedures which are
summar~zed below.

The equation of motion tor a HOOF system subjected to a base
aC'celer,etion is:

[M]{v} + [C]{v} + (R(v)} • -[M]{r}v (t)
g
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."tll.~re l;; gl 1s ":ut ion of the ground, and {v} 1S rela t J VfJ motion of the
:;tt'ucture to the ground.

Components of the {I"} vector are displacements of a rigid structure
dUl' to unit JIlOtions of the ground. This vector is equal to {1} tor a
system of lumped masses along a vertical Une which is subjected to
translation at the base.

The motions of each floor level may be expressed in terms of the
summat ion of products of distr ibut ion funct ions and generali zed
coordinates:

{v(X,t)} • [t(x)]{Z(t)} (5.2)

Where C4l(x)] 1s a composite of individual modal shapes, {'n(x)}, and
(Z(t)} is a series of modal amplitudes, Zp(t). If modal shapes have been
normalized .... ith respect to the top leve , Zn(t) is both the modal and
top-level displacement.

After sUbstitution, and invoking orthogonallty of different modal
shapes, the HDOF equation reduce3 to the following scalar equation for
mode "n".

M i + c Z + {~n}t{R(V)}
n n n n

!'In is "xprassed as:

(5.3)

Because only the fundamental lDOde is of interest, the generalized
mass, M1 may be determined from a distribution of lateral deflection for
the first mOde, {4I1}' For structural systems With uniform maSs and
stiffness distributions, a triangular or parabolic shape may be
sufficiently preoise for determination of "1' For systems with irresular
distributions, the first mode shape should be obtained from an eigenvalue
solution. The shape may also be derived from a linear static analys1s
which is based on an assumed lateral force dlstr1but 10n. Subsequent
analyses can be done u8ing the derived deflected shape as the lateral
force distributlon unt11 the exact modal shape Is obtained.

The modal damplng, Cn , may be expressed 1n terms of the percentage of
crltical 'damping, ~n as follows:
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Th1. relat10n 1. baaed on elaat1c behav1or, however, v1scous ettecta are
s1gnlr1cant at ...11 d1aplac...nts Which are usually elaatic.

The modal resiatins force, (tn)t{R(v»), can be deduced rra- the ba.e
Shear at a particular aJr.)lltude or top-level detlectlon. When an
undaaped MOOr .ystem 1s in tree vibration, the reslat1ng torces within the
structure are In equllibrlUli w1th the 1nertlal torees aooord1ng to the
follow1ng rela~ion.

(R(v») • [M]{v)

Or, tor a particular mode, n,

(5.6)

(5.7)

The base shear tor a particular IDOde. Vbn, is the sWllllatlon or these
torce.. In matrix notation:

(5.8)

SOlving this equat10n tor Zn' and sUbst1tut1ng 1n Eq. 5.7:

Preaultiplying by hn)t to obtain the IIOdal quantity in Eq. 5.3, and
noting the definition of modal mass, Mn• from Eq. 5.4:

Substitution of all expressions in Eq. 5.3 and d1vidlns by Mn:

(5.10)

v
8

(5.11 )
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Eq. t. 1 t llay be nondi.ens 10na11 zed by 1ntr Jducl n6
ratio ot the base shear to the we1ght or the structure.
the structure 1s expressed in matrix form as:

then the third term In Eq. 5.11 may be expressed as:

wh10h Is the
:r the "'eight of

where 8n is equal to {l)tCH){l}/{l}tCH){+n}' If an Is used to represent
the coefficient of Vg in Eq. 5.", which is more commonly known as the
modal participation tactor, then EQ. 5.11 simp11fies to:

(5~12)

SOlution of Equation

To solve the above equation, the follOWing ;>arameters need to be
detined:

(a) the mass distribut)n
(b) an assumed deflected shape
(0) percentage of critical viscous damping
(d) an estimate of the fundamental period
(e) ratio of base shear to total weight
(f) type ot hysteresis formulation.

Note that knowledge of the total amount of mass is not required because
the base shear is normalized with respect to this quantity in the ~n term.

It_s (0) and (d) are used to determine the viscous damping force.
Uncertainty is related to the product or these two values, and not to
their HPlI!'ate values. For this calculation, the accuracy of the
frequency should only be as good as the estimate of damping percentage.
During large inelastic displacements, the velocity is usually small, and
the etrect or this tera on overall response is not significant.

The resisUng rorce is represented with item (e). The relation
between baae shear anet top-level deflection needs to be obtained from a
static analyslS, or from a rough estimate of' the fundamental period or
vibration. Behavior under monotonically increasing forces may be assumed
to represent the envelope tor cyclic loadings. The remainder of the
force-deflectlon relation is based on this "spinal ourve" using the
hystere$i~ tor.ulatlon specified In item (f).
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YIIlIrIC&Tla. or PIOCBDUII:

The procedure is verUied by comparing its results with tbat of a
reduced-scale sbakins-table IIOdel. The suple structure Is a la-story
reinforced concrete frame-wall structure with an even distribution of ...a
at each level, and equal heights at each atory. Further details of tbe
test structure may be found in Ref. 1.

The measured deflected shape or the test speciaen when subjeoted to
simulated earthquake IIOtions was IIOstly simUar to the parabolic flexure
beam idealization incorporated with the computer prograa. The uxiaUII
base shear was approxiutely 40' or the total weisht. The lateral
deflection at which the structure formed a mechanism can be estiuted at
1.0' of the height. Stiffnesses at unloading were approximated with a
nondimensional1zed value of 60 Which was slightly greater than that tor
loadins wi thin th~ elastic range. Because the structure was fabricated
with model materials, slippage or reinforcement should have been dominant
on the cycllc behavior of the frames. For this reason. a low reversal
stiffness of 5.0 Which reduced to ze~o when a maxima deflection equal to
six times the yield derlection was reached.

The motion input to the base of the test structures was a IDOdeled
n;"sion of the IIIOtion measured at El Centro, CaUfornia during the 1940
In. ')er ial Valley Earthquake. Durat i on of the record has been compressed
by a factor of 2.5. and the maximum base acceleration was scaled to 0.48S
and 0.928 for Runs 1 and 2. Because input information for the prosram is
in c. nondimensional1zed from, only the time step was reduced by the 2.5
fact.>r.

Comparison of drift and acceleration maxima are summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison or Measured and Calculated Response

Parameter

Max. Dritt

Max. Accel.

Measured

2.30'

0.91g

Run 1

Calc.

1.28g

Measured

3.35J

1.47g

Run 2

4.25S

The correspondence between measured and calculated values is within
the intended range or accuracy tor the simplified prooedure. The large
d1tferenc~ in drifts for Run 2 may be attributable to the fact that
significant hinging occurred at the base. If a triangular deflected shape
were assumed to reflect this, the calculated value of ~.2~: would reduce
to near the measured value.
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Coaputed response histories are .hown in Fig. 6.1a and 6.1b for each
of two lnteneltle. at ba.e .otion. Rather than 118xlm••tory dr1rt,
_a.ured wavetor...hOwn In Fli. 6.2a and 6.2b are detlecUons at the
tenth level. However, direct OOIIParlaon can be ude with the shape ot
responae historlea alnee oaloulated drifts are a tlxed percentage of the
top-le.el detlectlon.

The Shapes of _aaured and calculated re.ponse hlstorle. are not in
exaat alree_nt, however, when viewed In term. at the stiffness
aa.uaptione ..de, the correlation Is acceptable. The general pattern Is
replicated reasonably well In teras of the response maxima, and the nuaber
at cyole. at a part1cular level at deflection.

Re.ponse has been calculated tor a tlve-.tory, large-.cale trame
structure. Respon.e at the .... structure to four difterent base mot10ns
is presented In Figa. 1.1 and 1.2. For these test case., the .trensth-to
welsht ratio used tor the structure was 0.2. The rever.al alope was a
value ot 5.0 to represent a "slip" type at hy.teresis.

The Input IIOtions for response shown in Fig. 7.1 cons1ated ot the
tlrst 8.0 seconds of the .otlon. recorded at El Centro, Calitornla. The
maximum acceleration at the ~tlon was taken equal to the recorded 0.35g
(Fi,. 7.1a) as well as 0.60, (Fl,. 1.2b). It is Interesting to note that
because ot the increa.ed amount of nonlinearity with the more Intense
IIIOtlon, acceleration. were about the ..... Dritts (l1d increa.e In 11ke
proportion to) the maximum base accelerations. The sequence at the
response and the number at cycle. at lar,e deflections, however, was much
different tor each or the structure••

Response shown In FiS. 7.2 Is a re.ult ot around motions recorded at
TOkachi-Okl and M1yasl, Japan. The trequenoy oontent ot the.e IIOtions
cUtrers substential1, frOil that Of the El Cent.ro IIOUOns. Much IIOre
ener" "'as released tr~ the~e IIOtlons as can be interred rro. the
relatively larse areas under the accelerograma. As a result, deflect.iona
and dounts ot nonlinear behavior were quite larSe for the sllla1ler base
accelerationa. As tor the El Centro struotures, lUIpl1tlcation ot base
aoceleratlon we sull because of the hlateret10 enersy dlssipation and
progres.ive sottenins ot each structure.

Response .hown 1n Fig. 1.3 represents that tor a struoture without
"sUp" mechanisllS, or a t,Plcal ",all t,pe bullCl1ng. The strength ratio
has been chansed trOll 0.2 to 0.1l to represent conceptually the oase of
strellRthenins a bulldins .y.t.. Baae IIOtiOns tor eaoh oase are those
measured at El Centro, Calitornla. Care .ust be taken In co.parlna
wavetor.. because detleoUons have been soaled in accordance with values
at l1eld "'hloh difter by a ractor of t.wo.

The 1.portant r••ture or the coaparlaon Is that the strensthened
structure deflecta. and accelerates~ than the unstrensthened one. The
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impUcation is that a nonlinear analysis, though simple and approximllte,
can el1minate the need to strengthen a building.

COKWDIIIG RIIWUCS

A summary of investigat10ns has been presented that have examined
methods for modeling dynamic response of reinforced concrete structures
subjected to earthquakes. Indications from the work suggest that
development of numerical models still rema1ns an art. It has been shown
that relatively simple models may suffice for determination of response
maxima of building structures with uniform distributions of mass and
stiffness. However, further development and verification needs to be done
for building systems w1 th atypical configurations, or for structures
subjected to multidirectional base motions.
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IV.2 A BIOGRAPHY OF A LARGE-SPAN STRUCTURE,
PRE-AND POST-EARTHQUAKE,AFTER THE pnOVISIONAL AND

FINAL STRENGTHENING

Horea Sand1*
Mihai Stancu**
Olga Stancu***

Cristian Constantinescu·*··

1. INTRODUCTION

The object of this paper is an analysis of the structvre
of the main hall of the Exhibition of Achievements of Nat i 0 nal
Economy (EREN).This structure is of particular interest because
it is a lal"ge Sr'an structure, it may be analyzed quite c learl y
and convincingly due to its particular layout, and it was in tact
the most analyzed structure of Bucharest due to its importance.

The studies carried out in this connection covered experi
mental, as well as computational, investigations. The full-scale
experimental analyses were carried out at different stages, covering
a period from 1976 (pre-earthquake) up to 1984 (after completion
of final strengthening). In order to check the solution adopted
for final strengthening, a computational analysis was carried out
to compare the pre-and post-strengthening structural earthc:; u ake
res~stance.

ThLS ~arer r~espnts briefly the structure an~ its histo ry
and thereafter the outcome of investigations referred to.

2.DESCRIPTJ .N OF THE STRUCTURE

The structure dealt with supports a 96-m.sran dome t hat
covers the main eXhibition hall. The dome has a steel structure ,
the main part of which is represented by 32 trussed half-arches ,
whiCh are braced, in the plane of the dome, by means of secondary
rr.e~ers supporting the roofing too. The reinforced concrete BbNc
ture, supportir.g the dome, consists of 32 couples of columns, 0 f

*Head,Structural and Earthquake Engineering Division,
INCERC (Building Research Institute) ,Bucharest •

....
Sen~or Scientific Researcher,Structural and Earthquake Engine -

ering Division,INCERC(Building Research Institute) ,Bucharest.

-** Senior Scientific Researcher, Structural and Earthquake Eng! -
neerjng D1vision, lNCERC(Building Research Institute) ,Bucharest.

****Scientific Researcher,Structural and Earthquake Engineering
Div1sion,INCERC lBu11ding Research Institute), Bucharest.
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1Itdch the internal columns transport the gravity loads from the dane
to the ground, while the external columna playa rather secondary
role. The reinforced concrete structure was designed with moment
transmitting connection in a tangential plane, while the connec
tions in a radial plane do not create a proper frame.

The main load bearing structures for horizontal loads (wind
load., earthquake loads) must be looked for, therefore,in a tan
gential plane. It may be atated that this selection of~~
structure was reasonable. A general view of the structure is given
in fig.2.1 and a view of a couple of columns i. given in f1g.2.2.

3. BIOGRAPHY OF THE STRUCTURE

The structure was built shortly after 1960. After 80me sig
nificant damage to the 40me in 1963, the initial steel structure
of the dome was re~laced by the present one and some~
measures were adopted for the reinforced concrete sup 9 0 r t i ng
structure. The 1977 earthquake damaged both the reinforced co n
crete columns (at their u'Pper story) and the glazing, which had
to be replaced.

The damage, in form of locally cracked or crushed and ex
foliated concrete, was visible at the lower and upper end. of the
upger story of the columns, especially along the tangential d i 
rection. The damage was severe for the columns along the Dredomi
nant earthquake direction, NNE-SSW and almost negligible for the
direction ESE-WNW. No permanent horizontal displacements of the
ring supporting the dome were observed.

A provisional Btrengthening solution consisted of brac1ngof
the up~er story (in fact of the spans) and of the internal colunw
(bearing the dome). This bracing was located in a tangential pUme
(~he main reason for the choice of this hracing solution was re
presented by the fact that the most important increase in actual
period occurred for the natural period of rotation in a hori~au

plane, or of overall torsion). A view of this olution is given in
fig. 3.1.

A final repair and strengthening solution was thereafter
thoroughly analyzed by ICPMC (Design and nesearch Institute for
Building Materials) with the cooperation of INCERC. The solution
was that of jacketing the main bearing columns and providing bet
ter moment reaistant connections. The solution adonted is renre -
IIfnted in fig. 3.2. ..'

The initial structure was designed to resist in the elastic
range seismic forces corres~nding to a seismic coefficient Cs •
0.047. The final strengthening solution was designed for a homo 
logous value cS. 0.119.

To give an idea of the ductility of the main loadbearing
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columns, the ratio of axial force to the homologous bearing capa
city at the critical sections was 0.025 for the~ stage
and of some 0.018 for the stage determined by the fin31 s t r eng
thening solution. This accounts for a high pre-earthquake ducti 
lity for the story when post-elastic beh~vior was bound to occur
and ~till improved conditions for the present stage (note in this
connection that the failure mechanism became different afte~ the
final strengthening, as mentioned in section 5).

To give a summary idea of the influence of final strengthe
dinq the shear forces (in kN) corresponding to the capable~
moments of the end sections of the three stories of a column are
liven 1n table 3.1.

Note that these value"s are not propurtionally significant
for the bear ing ca!>aci ty of the structure as a whole due to the
non-nroportional influence of horizontal members and to the modi
fication of failure mechanism, discussed in section 5.4. of the
paper.

Table 3.1.

55
59
43

737
827

4
233
125
180

7154
3108

- unchanged -

3
266
143
405

5094
2363

1 (lower)Column

2

Interna1,raaial direction
Internal,tangential "

ExtE!rna1

Internal,radial direction
Internal,tangential "
~xterna1,anv "

Stage

1

Final

-_.------------"---------=-::------------Story

Initial

4. BIOGRAPHY OF DYU1I.MIC CHAPACTE'L 5TICS

The dynamic characteristics were determined on the basis of
ambient vibration techniques. The simultaneous recording of osc~

lations along radial and/or tangential direction,by means of seis
mometers nlaced on a same rinry at points distanced by 90 o ,made it
possible to obtain, bv means of simple electrical superposition ,
records of motions of :

a) translation of a ring along the N-S direction ;
b) translation of a ring along the E-W direction;
c) rotation of a ring about its center (overall torsion);
d) ovalization of a ring.

The outcome of exnerimenta1 data is summarized in table 4.-
1.
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Table 4.1

Stage

June 1976
(pre-earthguake)

March 1977(imme
diately post
earthquake)

April 1977(after
provisional
strengthening
with bracing)

0.60

1.08

0.78

0.60

0.98

0.74

0.41

0.94

0.59

0.35

0.36

0.36

JUly 1982 (prior
to final streng- 0 77
thening, bra- .
cing supplemented)

0.72 0.48 0.37

July 1984 (after
final strength- 0.54-0.55 0.51-0.52 0.42-0.43
ening)

0.33-0.34

Besides the data presented, it must be mentioned that the
nreearthquake oscillations corresponded to a practically ideally
axi simmetric structure. The effects of earthquake resulted not
only in a higher flexibilitv, but also in a strong loss of the
symmetry.The increase of oscillation period was stronger for the
N-S direction than for the E-W direction and this was in agre~t

with the effects on other structures, which dcr~trated a strong
directivity of earthouake ground motion. ~'oreover, the ambient vi
brations were oriented, in the post-earthouake stage, predominan~

ly in a NNE-SSW direction, which coincided very well with the pre
dominant direction of seismic action, as nrovided by the accele 
rograph and seismoscone records obtained at INCERC-Bucharest [1].

The provisional strengthening led to a limited restoration
of symmetr1,while the final strengthening was more efficient i n
this view~ leading to a good svm~etry restoration.

It may be noted also, on the basis of data of table 4.1.,
that the strongest relative post-earthuqake increase was for
over,lll torsional oscillations. This more than twofold in 
crease accounts for an apnroximately fivefold decrease of stif 
fness. When upner 3tory (which was in fact damaged) is considered
the decrease in sl:iffness was still stronger.
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5. ENGINEERING ANALYSES

5.1. General

The engineering analy... carried out encompa.sed a quali 
tative analysis of the loadbearing reinforced concrete struct~,

a linear, multi-DOF computer analysis, as well as oon-linear a
nalyses on an iQea!ized model. The latter analyses were oriented
to determine the features of failure mechanisms and to giva a
picture of non-linear oscillations. A summary of this work i s
given in the folLowing sections.

~.2. Characterization of the loadbearing structure.

A quantitative analysis of the reinforced concrete struc 
ture puts to eVidence its repetitive character and,at the. arne
time, the fact that one· can analyze praetic:al1y fol.l.cMiD:J 1.oedbearing syB'bImI

ta) a radial system, SR(fig.S.l)., consisting of a couple
of columns (an internal and ~n external cne)i

tb) a tangential system, ST(fig.5.~),consisting (in an i
dea11zed manner) of a column and of the adjacent portions of ho
rizontal rings, considered up to the points of zero bending mo 
ment (which may be assumed to have zero vertical displacements
during the deformation).

The system S is basically a system of two cantilevers,ob
l~ged by the horiz§ntal members to undergo equal horizontal dis
placements. This system has therefore a relatively low bearing
cclpacity and is ftexible, such that it cannot properly worktx:lge
ther with the system ST.The system ST is provided with the capa
cit" of transmitting bending moments at the nodes. Therefore it
be es like a proper frame.

The final strengthening has kept the general feature. of the
systems SR and ST' introducing quantitative changes (increases of
the resis~ant moments at the same sections of the interna!ool~

The ratio of factual stiffnesses of the systElns Sa and a..was analyzed 0 n
the basis of the ratio of natural periods for hbrizontal tran.la
tion and for rotation about a vertical axis, of the entire .truc
ture. Given the data of the first line of table 4.1, it turned
ou~ that the systems S are more than three times stiffer than a
system SR. It may be eipected that ,in case of stronger loading I

this gap would still increase.

5.j. Linear computer analysis.

The linear aomputer analysis was perforced for the ensemble
of the steel dome and the reinforced concrete bearing structure •
Given t~e symmetry with respects to the E-W vertical plane, only
half of the structure was modeled, introducing alternatively, i n
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the phy~ical symmetry plane, kinematic conditions that accounted
tQ~ deformation symmetric and antisymmetric respectivelv with
r'.pect to that plane. The number of nodes was 304, the number of
members was 612 and the number of degrees of freedom exceeded
1300.

The computer analysis made it possible to build a compre 
hen.ive picture of the distribution of the internal forces under
various loading assumptions. Among the loading hypotheseB~were

related to vertical loads (dead load, snow load, live load, tes
ting load) and some to horizontal loads (wind load along one of
the directions N-S and E-W, seismic load along one of the hori 
zontal translation directions and seismic load corresponding to
overall torsion). It may be mentioned in this respect that the
loading corresponding to the overall torsion was determined on
the basis of a stochastic ground motion model which accounted 8(

plicity for the non-syncronous characterof disturbances applied
at different ground-structure interfaces [l].

The reSUlts of the computer analys1s Showed that the d1s 
tribution of resistant bearing moments was reasonable,
for the pre-earthquake as well as for the post-strengthening sta
ges.

The final strengthening led to an increase in the stiffness
of the structure ST that was relatively more important than for
the structure SR. The ratio of conventional torsion to transla 
tional seismic displacements decreased, by mUltiplication with
the factor 0.8.

5.4. Analysis of post-elastic behavior.

The analysis of post-elastic behavior was related to the
main idealized loadbearing system, ST. The failure mechanisms oor
esponded to the drawings of fig.5.3. for the inital stage and fig.
5.4. for the post-strengthening stage. To compare the initial and
the post-strengthening conditions, it may be mentioned that the
critical acceleration for the upper sto~y of the reinforced con
crete structure increased from 2.1 m/ s2 to 4.2 m/ s2 due to the
influence of strengthening.

In order to get a qualitative idea about the dynamic post
elastic behavior of the structure, a non-linear time-history ana
lysis was carried out for the system ST, represented as a 3 DOF
system. The input was represented by an artificial accelerogram
with a predominant frequency of 2 Hz. and with a peak accleration
of 2 m/s 2 (that was due to the PGA recorded at INCERC rl]L The
results of analysis a~e represented in fig.5.5 for accelerations
and 1n f i9. 5.6 for d isolacenlents.
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6.FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Tne analysis of the structure referred to made it possible
tc draw out following final remarks :

1. ~he lnitial layout and structura~ design were generally
reasonab~e, and corresponded to the regulations in force at the
time of design (the design requirements were considerably incre
ased by the new design code, endorsed after the earthquake).

2. The structural damage due to the 1977 earthquake affec
ted the upper story of the reinforce loadbearing structure. In
spite of the apparent damage and the considerable decrease 0 f
stiffness, the structure was in no way at the brink of failure,
given the good ductility conditions and the absence of remaining
displacements.

3. The flnal strengthening solution was reasonabl~ adopted
and led to a considerable increase of stiffness and strength, as
well as to a modification of the failure mechanism.

4. The post-strengthening condition of the structure is ap
parently good, given the full-scale experimental results and the
results of engineering calculations.
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IV.3 ARCHITECTURAL DEMANDS AND LIMITS IMPOSED BY THE
ASEISMIC STRUCTURAL CONCEPT: A CASE STUDY STARTING
FROM THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE MARCH 4, 1977,VRANCEA
EARTHQUAKE ON A BUILDING TYPE WITH PECULIAR

ARCHITECTURE AND STRUCTURE

Sever Georgesi~X
Dan RAdulescu

I. RELATION BETWEEN ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER
IN SEISMIC ZONES IN ROMANIA

More than 573.000 flats were erected within a peliod bet
ween 1948-1984 in Bucharest, most of them being in 5-11 storied
buildings. The demands for building on a large scale required
standard precast structures and mechanization of works. On the
other hand the seismicity of Romania required reduced spans, mo
derate heights, structural ~niformity of long bUildings,etc. The
architectural uniformity and the limited comfort prOVided b y
structures erected in the 1960's required new design solutions.

Since 1965 many typified tower structures used shear w~ls

manly for seismic safety reasons. These structures have bright 
ened up the urban area by using new architectural solutions.

By adjusting the technical procedures to functional and
comfort necessities, new technologies for various industrialized
buildings have been used.

II. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ANALYZED BUILDING TYPE

The bUilding described in this paper is twelve stories
(with basement, ground floor, ten stories and technical floor ).
This is a shear wall structure with monolith reinforced co~ te
heams,columns and floors and was designed in 1962, according to
the Seismic Design Code P.l3/l963 for seismicity degree 7.

The bUilding is designed with four towers (structures D ,
02' A,C, each having one flat on every level), while the fifth
tower, the tower of the stair caee, is erected in the central

x Scientific Researcher - Building Research Institute - INCERC

xx Scientific Researcher - Building Research Institute - INCERC.
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area, 8S a separate core.

The five towers have a joint shear wall at the basement
in the staircase area besides the other four towers that have
shear walls separated from the staircase by a 3 em joint. A si
milar structure was erected next to that one.

The towers with apartemnts have been built with half a
floor difference on height. The units 0 1 and C are designed
with staring rooms on the basement and unIts A and O2 with ga
rages on the ground level. As compared to the ground level, the
foundation levels are of 2.20 m for units A and O

2
and of 2.9<kn

for units C and 0
1

•

The design shows that the building is asynunetrically dis
posed, in the shape of a "butterfly",yhile the units, although
of an almost rectangular shape, are asymmetrically structured
with various rigidities along the two directions due to the
distribution in plane of shear walls and of several cross beams
meant to link the lateral shear walls on the other direci.ion.

The tower with the staircase (this includes also
concrete lift well) is laterally bordered by four own
forced concrete shear walls connected by lintels that
the vertical four rows of exterior windows for lighting
staircase and four rows of apartment acc~ss doors.

the
rein
reveal

the

Thus, the shaft of the @taircase has weakened corners,
although the elevator reinfoLceu concrete well and the stair
flights and 1angings prJ~ides a certain rigidity.

The Inter~ai walls are ~asonry walls of 7.5 cm.This Wdl
ding is connp.c<:ed to the next one, built according to the same
design pYoj~ct, by fire escape gangways between the seventh
and th~ tenth floors.

III. THE BEHAVIOR OF THE ANALYZED CONSTRUCTION TYPE
DURING THE MARCH 4,1977 EARTHQUAKE

Following the March 4, 1977 Vrancea earthquake ( time
9.22 p.m. M=7.2, I = VIII, I

BHCH
= VIII, direction NE-SW), the

building had serioSs damage 1 ~~e basement, and the stair 
case shearwalls had less serious damage such as cracks at the
lintels over the apartments doors.

The shear walls had cracks mainly in the basement. In
clined cracks with a 3-5 mm width were observed together with
th~ damage of concrete and reinforcement as follows /3/:

- at tower 01 : shear walls 010 and °5 1
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- at tower A, shear wall 0
- ~t tower D2 : shear wall 6101 column 52 and shear wall

o ,
- at tower c: sh4ar wall 04 and 05'

It was observed that, in most cases, cracks had not~
the penestal of the shear wall. Generally, the shear walls had
no cracks on the height except for the isolated cases.

Beams and lintels in apartments had vertical and inclined
cracks with openings of 1-3 mm.

The floor slabs with relatively high dimensions (up to
4.50 x 8.50 m) suffered cracks with 1 mm width and in ~al

places ~rac'ks up to 3 mmmwidth.

The staircase had the most serious functional damage af-
fecting the pnst-seismic evacuation of people:

- perimetr;ll shear walls had no damages,
- lintels parallel to the N-S direction were undamaged,
- lintels perpendicular to the North-South direction

suffered cracks or bending failure or bending failure at both
ends or failures caused by shearing force (in an X shape),

- the staircase flight~ had cracks of 1-3 mm width on the
inner side and along the joining with the landings,

- the landings had rr" ,ks of 2-5 nun width on 2-3 rows and
along the joining with the lJroadsteps;

- the landing bases had cracks of 2-5 nun width on 1 - 3
rows al.:>ng the line of the flights and transversally as well. At
landin9S the ~oncrete was loosened near the space between the
flights on an area of 1.25 x 1 m. One of the conditions that
caused tha~ damage at all levels was the two lamp recesses pro 
vided on the intrados of each landing. The project stipulated
only two holes with the diameter of 2S mm. During construction
the project was misunderstood and r~~esses with a diameter 0 f
30 em were left in the landing base, cutting the reinforcnment
and then placing the gypsum shells. The reinforced concrete
used for casting the flights and landing base~ presented segre 
gations. inclusion of other elements such as wood chips and pre
sented also visible working joints.

The internal masonry walls of 7.5 em thickness had severe
x-shaped cracks and were damaged by crushing the mortar arbr~.

The external masonry walls of 30 em thickness(made ~ f
hollows bricks) placed under the end beam- of the room. and wIn
dows had inclined cracks and were detached from the beams. N 0
degradations were observed at the 7.5 em internal insulation~

of bricks and performed at several external shear walls) and ac
cording to the recommendations in force 'after the earthquake
checking have been performed since the earthquake.
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V. ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE
BEHAVIOR AT EARTHQUAKES OF BUILDING WITH COUPLED
TOWERS

s. 1. ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEMS

Residential buildings with apartments distributed on se-
parate tower units make possible natural liihting all through
the day, reduce the sound impact with the neighbors and avoid
the inside corridors of the long buildings. They have the dis
advantage of increased energy losses on three sides of the a
partments. To provide the natural lighting of the stairs, the
coupled towers are shifted. With a view to reduce the number of
neighbors on the landing, the floor slabs are shifted with half
a story.

Buildings of the V,Y,H,U, shapes have been frequently e 
rected. In order to obtain natural lighting of ~he staircase on
four sides for the buildings previously described, the coupling
of towers was shifted resulting a "butterfly" shaped plan.

5.2. ENGINERRING PROBLEMS

· Structural engineers are concerned with the structural
solutions from which the designer has to choose the one that
meets the functional and architectural requirements.

• This solution has to provide a degree of antiseismic ~
sistance. It is possible to erect buildings, according to the
same construction recommendations, with different behavior i n
an earthquake.

· The research team, that analyzed after the earthquake
the building behaVior, disposed of construction plans of the
building (without calculation notes). Nevertheless P.13/1963code
that has been in force since 1969, is very well-known.

On the zoning map attached to this code, Bucharest i s
mb£ked with the seismic degree of 7. A shear wall tower building
of this height was designed according to P.13/1963 code for
seismic coefficients of about 4% and at present for those 0 f
about 10%. Thus, the differences between the design seis~ic

forces and the real intensity of the earthquake led to much 0 f
the observed damage.

The purpose of our analysis is to establish possible
qualmtative improvements in the building behavior based on the
study of constructions designed with the same codes.

• Following the structural analysis, in 1969 the designer
observed that the towers suggested by the architect, had various
sizes and the shear walls and columns used had different rigidi
ties. For these cases, the stipulations in force lecommcnded
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the separation of building by means of aseismic joints from the
top down to the basement.

Using the experience avai~able at that t~e a 3cm joint
was chosen.

Indeed the four lateral towers behaved differently du
ring the March 4, 1977 earthquake than the tower .taircase (the
foundation was the same only up to the basement level). After
the earthquake tower 02 had a permanent residual displacement

toward the exterior of about 25mm and tower C of about 10 mm
versus the staircase.

• After several inspections it was established that the
joint was partially closed with polywood plates left from shut
tering the shear walls. But the structural separation couldn' t
avoid the out of phase oscillation of the towers.

Due to the relative height of the towers, the rigidity
differences and the lack of the adequate )oint (its dimension
was not stipulated by P.l3/l963 code), the units collided with
the staircase tower

• The measurements of the dynamic characteristics per 
formed after the earthquake showed differences between units,
namely natural periods at torsions were very much different
from those units with almost the same lay-out, such as 01
and 02.

• The central unit was most severely subjected to ~trong

motion near flights, landing base slabs and lintels as the
weakest points. Since there were no rational construction sys 
tems (tube corners were weakened by doors and windows), the l~
tels could not take over the high effort differences and the
lateral shear walls were not loaded.

On the opposite diagonal direction, the rigid core 0 f
the monolith walls of the two elevator shafts had a spare re 
sistance protections the elements. Thus, excepting the core of
the elevator shafts the staircase shear walls proved to b e
useless.

• The breaking of the landing bases in the adjacent~
was strongly favored by the lamp holes ten times larger than
the ones stipulated in the project.

• The dynamic measurements performed in 1977 showed that
the damage state of the staircase tower led to the non-lineari
ties in the natural oscillation periods, proving the suggested
strengthening methods as good.

It was possible that the stresses which occurred in the
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other
at

staircase tower could have overhe1med the design values due to
the shifting of flood slabs with half a level.

- The fire escape gangway linked unit C witn the next
similar one and that joining somehow influenced the behavior of
the bUilding, however that quantification was a more difficult
task.

The neighboring building erected according to a similar
design underwent similar damage.

It was very useful to analyze the behavior of two
buildings erected in the same period, with tower systems
about 500m distance from the foregoing analyzed bUildings.

The buildings consisted of eleven story units of four
towers each, but structurally coupled in two by two (with a
common saear wall) and then linked between each other by means
of the staircase elements (landing bases, flights and 1iftwells).
The towers did not have the same visibility and free perimeter
but the architect accepted that solution. Every unit of that
type was in contact with one of the next four towers through an
aseismic joint. Each building had two units of four towers se 
parated by two aseismic joints. The working of several joints
and cracks in the shear walls were observed on March 4, 1977 ,
due to the reduced design for~es at that time and to the wrong
used slipping forms, together with the working of certain cr~

on the staircase landing base, but not as large as those~
at tge first type of building. Neither the vertical displace
ment of towers nor the existence in the landing base of lamp
holes, similar to those discussed at the first type of buil
ding, caused loadings to break.

As an additional factor in these buildings, the incre~

foundation depth, by the existence of three basements, was~
mentioning.

At the same time, the more reduced natural periods for
units in the second case could determine higher calculus dyn~
amplification coefficients (,) due to the spectral curve with
a maximum p value only up ~o 0.3 s according to P.13/63 and
thus led to increased seismic forces.

The analysis of the behavior, during 1977 earthquake 1n
the city of Jassy, of other buildings with similar flexible
layout and coupled towers, where the staircase is not a struc
tural unit separated by a joint /4/, proved that the unit most
subjected to the earthquake was the staircase. The landing
bases and the shear walls of the staircase cracked in the most
dis8~vantageous direction, generally diagonal in plan.

That was a characteristic phenomenon for linking
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cores only through flexible elements (ljntels, beams, slabs) ;
that phenomenon occurred inside of the towers A

l
, 01' 02because

of the damage of floor slabs in the first descr bed buIldings.

At the same time, the damage of the basement shear walls
was described in the fi.st case in the neighborhood of certain
openings in the vertical structure. The mentioned remarks pro
ved the different method of interaction between soil and shear
wall structure versus the interaction between s011 and fra m ed
structures.

As the value of the additional deflection given by the
foundateon rotation (important for relative rigid shear wall
bUild~ngs) was i.n an inverse ratio to the inertial moment of
the foundation oase area, it was much more aVisable to use the
solution of entirely coupled towers with a foundation that wor
ked at the same time for all towers, or else to chose found~ion

systems that did not give exaggerated rotations.

• Taking into account the general knowledge in the field,
accumulated by the end of 1969, whether it was mentioned or not
in the bUilding codes, the construction characteristics chose n
for the first case were influenced by the reduced design forces
given by the code for relatively flexible buildings, by the~
of data on the real resistance, by the behavior of shear walls
and joining elements, by the exaggerated belief in the rigidity
characteristic of shear wall constructions and ~ disregarding
t~ contribut~on of dynamic deforrnabilities of foundation~.
(~=2.5 kg/em ), all these being represented by the solution s

with shifting, differentiated surface foundation and seismic
joint between units. The present code P.IOO/198l suggests to
avoid excessive tronsoming of constructions.

5.3. SIMILAR CASES ON THE BEHAVIOR OF COUPLED
TOWER BUILDINGS RECORDED IN THE WORLD

• The present international experience on the behavior
during earthquakes of bUildings of this type, recommended by
architects and consisting of connected or separated units,SU£ 
ted or not on the vertical has drawn attention to certain si
milar and specific problems.

• During the Caracas earthquake - Venezuela 1967- many
fr~ned buildings collapsed ~r were damaged, generally those
buildings with a flexible qround floor among which severalhad
an H-shaped flexible lay-out. The main unIts were connectedwith

the smaller ones that included the staircase and the elevatorsMrl
were provided or not with an seismic joint between them.
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1971
o f

with

The joint between the two buildings, San Jose and Palace
Corein that collapsed, had been provided in the central area,
an~ for the other buildings such as Covent Garden, Pasaquire,San
Bosco etc. which were only damaged, the staircase towers were of
more reduced d~ensions as compared witht the main towers /5/.

The Union building, although consisting of nonsymmetrical
structures, was connected by two staircase units toward the end
of the main towers. Maybe due to this fact or to the structural
continuity between all units, the building was moderately~
but it did not cQ11apse.

Taking into account the construction s~ilarity of many
buildings in Caracas, the .importa~ce of the distribution ~
and of the method of joining the ~in units with the staircase
towers has become obvious and may..be correlated with damage.

We do not know to wh~= extent the detailed information a
bout these constructions·.~c known by the engineers in our coun
try who d~signed s~ilar buildings during 1968-1969 •

• Another case of compound buildings was furhher studied,
central building of the Olive View Hospital damaged by the 1971
earthquake in San Fernando, USA /6/: the central unit was
damaged as were three out of the four towers of the staircase
placed at the side ends of U.c central units.

It is noteworthy to mention the intensity of the
earthquake, the behavior of the foundation ground and
certain main structural elements, as well as the system
two flexible stories at the b~se of the building.

Apparantly, the presence of an seismic joint of 10 em
between the towers and the main building was much more disadvan
tageous than useful. Although the main building, with transver
sally connected buildings, butterfly-shaped, was damaged and ~
torded due to the two flexible sotires, it did not collapseWh1le
two of the four towers collapsed and one was strongly inclined 
The problem of dimensioning _ the aseismic joints is still un
solved even in countries with advanced design codes.

Similar cases were recorded after the Romanian March 4 ,
1977 earthquake on the teritory of Svichtov town in Bulgaria
/7,8/.

A residential reinforced concrete buil~ing on R.Avramov
St. at Svishtov built disregarding the s~1Bmic ~ode, consisted
of two towers asymmetrically connected in a Z-shape thrOUih the
staircase, each tower being shifted on its height with ha f a
level.
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The building collapsed because the designers had not
taken into account the seismic forces, the severe torsions of
the non-synchronized oscillations for the two units, the stress
of the staircase at various levels caused by the dislevelment
and the flexible ground floor and by the Aseismic non-con~ty

. of frame joints.

Referring to the mixed constructions (columns and shea r
walls) we should mention the case of several bUildings from
Bulgaria, Svishtov consisting of two main towers coupled with
the staircase tower. Eight story structures were designed for
a non-seismic degree, erected using the method of packed lifted
floor slabs and then joined by monolithical works or by welded
vertical elements (marginal columns and shear walls). The
staircase was a monolith built with sliding forms.

A main tower consisted of two towers coupled at the
corners. The main towers were distributed on both sides of the
staircase and shifted on its height with half a level. Thef~
slabs were only adjacent to the staircase.

Foltowing the March 4, 1977 Romania earthquake diagonal
cracks occurred in the walls and damage in the filling masonry
The staircase shear walls had cracks produced at the working
joints and lintels during the sliding process but the structure
was not damaged.

At the working joints between the precast floor
and the staircase central nucleus, cracks were observed
nevertheless the staircase was still functional after the
quake. The lack of. joints was apparently useful.

slabs
but

earth-

Bulgarian specialists said that the seismic energy
was disippated in general by the infillihg masonry of 25 em
thickness present on the contour frames which worked with ver.
tical shear wall saving the structure. That means that the
structure worked on a unitary method.

OUt of this type, only two had the same type of damage,
the other 3 buildings had less serious damage at a seismic in
tensity of VII-VIII MSK at Svishtov.

The analysis of the type of buildings erected during196o
1970 showed that the coupling process had not an unitary ~.

The Romanian and international studies proved once more
that the buildings made of units with various functionalit~s~

turally coupled or adjacent, are an area for cooperation ~~t

ween the engineer and the architect aiming to optimize the
architectural solution and ~tructural safety.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The structural solutions for bUildings consisting of
towers with various functionali~es required a specific analy
sis of their behavior during earthquake.

2. The use of general recommendations for aseismic joUrta
included in the seismic design code (meant to avoid the effect
of non-synchronized oscillations of units with variousriqid1tUs
should be analyzed from case to base in order to assess the
requirements, the dimensions si~e, and adequate cOnstructive
measurements in order to avoid the undesired effect~ by the
mere application of the method.

3. The aomanian and inte~ational experie~ce concerning
the earthquake behavior of buil~ings made VL c0upled units
emphasized the importance of structural (,olutions fo.: the
joining units correlated with the joint type and with ehe e
rection technology of the structures them&~lves. The following
aspects were very much unfavourable: asymmetrical coupling,free
joining of tall units, vertical shifting of functiol&.!ll stories
together with shifting and reduction of the foundatio~ depth,
uncontrolled transmission of high stresses only throu~,h slabs,
beams or lintels, etc.

4. Framed structures,especially those with flexibl~~

floors, were most affected, even those with coupled tower~~~

wall structures may become as flexible due to an exaggeration ,~

architectural functionality reqUirements, requiring the m&~l

of different functions in the same tower that might provide a!lo"
ther controllable and safe structural behavior duting earthqu&~.
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SINGLE STORY INDUSTRIAL HALLS

Two structural models representing fully prefabri
cated single story buildings have been investigated by means
of a large capacity shaking table. The main difference between
the two tested models (and between the prototype
structures represented) consisted in the roof solution. In the
case of the first model the roof was made of reinforced con
crete surface members alternating with opening for lightinq
aperture~. The roof of the secone model included only lpngitu~

dinally and transversally at precast beams providing a rela
cively flexible d~aphraqm at the roof level.

No two dimensional bearing member was u&ed at the roof
structure, and the openings b~tween the beams werp. used either
as light steel lightinq apertures or opaque a~eas alternatedLy
disposed.

Both structures tested were 3/10 scale models, incorpo
rating the main charac~eristics of typical single story indus
trial balls. Their dimensions were 9.0 x 7.2 m (fig.l) and an
average height of I.S m. Thus the prototype were fraqments of
actual structures having two bays of 15 m in transversal direc
tion (fig.2) and 2 bays of 12 m in longitudinal direction along
the central column axis (fig.3) and an average usable height of
6 m. Along the marginal column axis, in longitudinal direction
four bays of 6 m each were provided. The structure consisted
mainly of: (1) precast columns of reinforced concrete (B 300)
clamped in precast isolated foundations, (2) precast main beams
G ~ 12-15-2 on the central column axis, and G6-T on marginal
column axis (B 500), (3) transversal beams GT-15-3 of rein 
forced concrete (B 600) at distance of 3 m. Welded joints were
used througho\'t the structure.

The mvdels were tested in one horizontal direction pa
rallel to th! longitudinal direction. The maxi~um base accele 
rations obtained during the tests were 5.4 mls for both madela
The maximu~ horizontal displacements at the roof level were
72 mm at che first model and 90 mm at the second one. The ac
celeration amplification at the roof level was about 5~ %
larger for the second model.

The tests have revealed a great amount of roof deforma
bility especially in the case of the second model. The design
of such types of structures unde! lateral l~adings should b e
performed with a proper consideration of the roof deformability.
As regards the particular tested solutions, a recommendation
was made to increase the cross-section dimension of the
columns with 10% in each direction, in excess to the values de
termined according to the code provisions (1). It should b e
noted that due to reduced roof weight, usually small column
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dimensions are required from a conventional design. On the o
ther hand, the tests have shown that overall torsion is 6ig 
nificant and is generally larger than that recommended by the
code for such structures. Therefore a proper detailing of the
corner col~~s is of paramount importance for the seismic per
formance (2).

FURTHER STUDIES ON SINGLE-STORY STRUC~URES

The investigation of single-story structure~ was con
tinued by testing a new structural model for checking the de
sign criteria and studying in more detail the ductJ.lities of
columns under strong earthquake excitation. Another ,bjective
of this study was to develop some experiment:.'!.l hystel.-etic curve s
for columns in various stages of behavior up to failure. The
prototype structure was an industrial hall having bro bays of
18 m in the transversal direction and a varidble ~urnber 0 f
bays in the longitudinal direction. The height was 4.2 m. The
test model was reduced at a length scale of 1/1,4 to make use
of the entire capacity of the seismic simulator. The main geo
metric characteristics and dimensions of the model are shown in
fig.4. It included two central columns, S 1, two marginal ~o

lumns, S 2, and two corner columns, S 4. As the main concern in
this 5t~dy was the column behavior, the original roof so 
lution consisting of two-dimensional bearing members resting
on r~inforced concrete beams was replaced by a segmental slab
loaded with ballast to simulate the gravity loads of the pro 
totype. 7he values of axial loads in model columns were 374kN
for S 1, 212 krl for S 2 and 137 kN for S 4. The relatively l8Il:J3
scale of the model, allowed for reinforcement details close to
those of the prototype columns.

The test showed that up to base accelerations corres
pending to a seismic intensity of ~ nn ~M ~cale the model re
wained mainlj within the elAstic range. The first cracks oc
cured at the column bottom sections at base accelarations cor
responding tn a seismic intensity of about 6.5.

For higher actuating intensities (7.0-7.5 on r~ Scale \
the cLacks extended from the base along the height ~f the co
lumns. For a correct interpretation of ~he result3 it should
be noted that the model columns wp.re 1." g':.dly fixed on the
shaking table, in other words the foundatipn flexibility was
not simulated in the experi~ental program. The main response
parameters recor~~d during the tests were accelerations and
displacements at selected points in the structure and hyste
retic curves (as force-displacement or M- 0 relationship) in
various stages of earthquake excitation.

The capable duct~lities of the columns were function of
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the ratio ~b/Ri, where ~b is the actual stress in the con 
crete and Ri is the concrete class. The displacement ductility
coefficients determined experimentally were 20-25\ higher
than those resulted from a conventional analysis. However, the
measured ductilities corresponding to curvatures were closer to
the calculated values.

SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF A THREE DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF A ~10

STORY ~C. STRUCTURE

A relatively large scale model of a two story r.c. struC""
ture consisting mainly of precast elements was erected and tes
ted up to failure by means of the same shaking table. The l~
scale was 1/2.5. The model had three bays in the actuating
direction and two bays on the nor.mal direction. The plan di
mensions of the prototype were 12 x 18 m. One distinctive cha 
racteristic of the structural system was the omission of some
intermediate columns at the second story to allow larger clear
spaces at this level (f1g.5). The model was tested with strong
base motions simulating one horizontal component of the earth
quake records. Figure 6 is a view of the model on the shaking
table. The only monolithical members of the structure were the
longitudinal beams and reinforced cast-in-place topping at the
floor level.

~he maximum acceleration recorded at the roof level was
6.1 m/s- and the maximum lateral displacement during the last
test run was 78 mrn, representing approximately 1/30 from the
story height (Table 1). The tests showed that under severe se
ismic excitation large amount of damage o~cured into the com
ponent members but the structure withstood these base excitatkn
without collapse.

'T11e failure occured by formation of a sway mechanism
at the second level. It is interesting to note that the roof
consisted of large surface loadbearinq members which were not
rigidly connected to the columns. In other words the connection
between columns and roof was provided by flexible joint., 80
that the mentioned ::ailure mechanism developed as soon as plas
tic hinges occured at the bottom end of the columns at the se
cond level. The test emphasized some ways to improve the se
ismic behavior of the structure. Due to pronounced differene es
between relative lateral displacements at the two levels, it
appeared reasonable to reduce the cross-section dimensions of
the central columns (extending only over the first level brlqht)
and to increase the cross-section of the perimetral columns
(extending over the whole height of the structure) in order to
provide a more uniform distribution of the stiffnesses along
the structure height. On the other hand a suggestion was made
to study the possibility of designing the central columns as
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pendU~4r members (hinged at both ends) and to increase proper~z

the stiffness of the remaining columns. AS th~ failure was ac
companied by con~rete crushing and reinforcement buckling in
the column zones above floor slab, it was recommended to pro
vide a ~upplimentary transversal reinforcement in these zones
and to improve the joint details.

The seismic response of the model was compared with
responses predicted by various analythical methDds /3/. The ~

riation of the lateral flexibility coefficientd22 with the fun
damental period may be observed in fig.7. The maximum stresses
of the corner column, S 4, in a section above floor slab during
various seismic tests are shown in fig.8.

SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF A THREE STORY MODEL OF A REINFORCED
CONCRETE INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

The investigation sinthetically presented in this sec
tion refers to the study of the seismic response of a three-di
mensional model of a three-story industrial structure in both
elastic and postelastic range. The prototype is a two bays by
two bays portion of an actual structure comprising .ight bays
of 6 m in longitudinal direction and two bays of 9 m in trans 
versal direction. The structure is composed of. precast columns
as continuing units along the entire height, ~recast trans -
versal beams supporting caisson elements at a current floor
slab, prestressed surface elements and their corresponding~
at the roof level. Most of the c0mponent members are precast
units excepting the longitudinal beams and topcasting at the
floor slab.

The experimental investigations were carried out on a
reinforced concrete scaled model including two end bays within
an actual structure. The length scale was 1/3. Other similitude
scales are as follows. Elasticity modulus, volumetric density,
stress, strain, force distributed on unity area and accele
ration scales : 1/1. Force and total mass scales: 1/9. Lateral
displacement scale :1/3. ~ime and velocity scales: 1/ V1i. Me
ment of inertia scale: 1/81. A transversal section through mo
del structure is shown in fig.9.

Subsidiary nonstructural weights were attached at
and at each floor slab to compensate for low stress level
the test model when considering only its dead-weight.

roof
in

Figure 10 shows the experimental structure on the sha
king table prior to performing the tests.

The major objectives of the experime~tal investigation
under the following: (1) To study the behavic of the model un-
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TABLE 1 - Maximum seismic response (the two story
model-nonsyncronized values)
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der low, moderate and hiqh intensity .ei.mic loadinqa and to
compare the elastic and postelastic re.ponses with tho.e pre 
dieted by various analy~ica1 method., (2) To evaluate the
three-dtmensional interaction of precast m~ers of the test
structure under stronq seismic excitations, (3) To study the
strenqth and stiffness deqradation alonq postelastic range
up to failure, (4) To get experimental data regarding the va
riation of accelerations arid displacement along the structure
height and (5) To observe the cracking process and failure mode
of a spatial structure of this type under earthquake loadings.

Three types of tests were performed on the model,namely:
(1) Static tests (horizontal load applied successively at f~
levels) to evaluate the structure stiffness at selected staqes
of behaviorJ (2) Free-vibration tests to determine damping
and furulamental period at low ampHtudes and (3) Earthquake si
mulation tests to induce various levels of stress within the
structure starting with relatively low excitations and going
on with successively increasinq intensities of base motion. It
should be noted that damage into the component members was
induced only under earthquake simulation loading. The seismic
actuating program of the model included ni~e tests with b,;se
accelerations ranging from 0.5 to 2.76 mls • A selection of
maximum responses is given in Table 2. To account for the re 
duced length scale, all tests were conducted with the base
motions speeded up by a factor of 1.73 according to the s1mi 
litude requirements.

The experimental investigation correlated With ana
lytical study on the model structure emphasized four dis
tinctive stages of behavior up to failure.

1. Quasielastic stage (seismic tests I and II) was cha
racterized by maximum base accelerations of 0.54 and 0.79m/ s2
respectively and maximum lateral displacement at the roof l~
of about 7.7 mm during the seismic test I. The base shears and
over~urning moments were lower than those corresponding t 0
des~gn distribution of the conventional seismic forces.

2. Cracking stage (seismic tests III and IV) was cha
racterized by initiation and development of cracks in joints
mainly along surface contact between precast etements.

~aximum base accelerations were in the range 1.3 to
1.6 mls with amplification of 1.11-2.13 along the structure
height. MaxL~urn lateral displacement recorded was of 12.78 rom
(Table 2).

3. Stage of extensive development of cracks and occur
rence of some structural damage (seismic tests V - VIII) was
characterized by the extension of cracks from joints to the
beams and column sections and was followed by concrete cru-
shing in some column sections. Although maximum base accele-
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Fig.ll - FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENT ~S3
VERSUS FUNDAMENTAL PERIOD

Table 2 - Maximum seismic response of the
three story model
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ration did not excee~ 2 3 m/s2 itsl amplificathm on the height
was appreciable thus 10a"'1ing to stresses correspol'ding appro
ximately to a seismic excitation of intensity V;Ii on the MSK
~cale.

4. Failure sta~e was reached durin~ the final run 0 f
seismic test~X and °1". ~ characterized by severe spalling and
crushing of c)ncret~ ~nd by a significant deterioration of the
lateral stif:ness of the structure.

Maximm~ dcceleration at the top level was 5.44 m/s 2 whUe
interstory drift was 1/50 - 1/40 from the story height.

~ Figure 11 shows the variation of fleXibility coefficient
033 with the fundamental period of the structure. The analy 

tical investigation carried out on the model structure by ~
of a computer program able to take into account the three di
mensional interaction of component members under various loa
ding distributions of forces as resulted from the tests empha 
sized a relatively close correlation between experimental and
calculated values of stresses, more pronounced differences be
ing observed as regards the strllcture flexibility. This is due
to difficulties encountered when introducing the progressive de
gradation of the members into the computation process.

Both the experimental and analytical studies enabled a
better understanding of the elastic and postelastic behavior
of the test structure and some recommendations have been made
to improve the overall perfurmance of the building. These re
commendations reffered mainly to the variation of column cross
sections, reinforcement ratios from one story to the Dther and
to some modifications as regards the precaAt beams and their
connections with columns at floor slab (4).

SEISMIC TEST OFA FOUR STORY MODEL STRUC'!'URE

The prototype structure is characterized by a large span
(18 m) in transversal direction and bays of 3 m in longitudinal
direction. The free story height is of 3.2 m. The structure in
cludes both reinforced concrete members and prestressed mem
hers. The columns are nonprestressed precast members provided
with cantilevers in longitudinal direction connected to form
longitudinal beams. The roof and current floor slab consist
essentially of prestressed elements of T shape.

The model was designed and constructed at a length scale
of 1/2.5 and comprised 6 bays of 1.2 m in 10ngit~dinal direc
tion and a span of 7.2 m in transversal direction. The main
geometric dimensions of the model are shown in figs. 12 and 13.
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Before applying the seismic actuation the lateral defor
mation of the structure under relatively low static forces ap
plied horizontally at the floor levels, was similar to that of
a framed structure.

After the development of the first cracks, the
deformations increased about 1.25 times and the degree
ty between girder and column decreased about 20%. The
cracks developed in the floor members in the vicinity
Under increasing intensities of base ~otions these
extended both in columns and connection zones between
dinal beams and columns.

A selection of the maximum floor acceleration and dis
placement durinq the excitation program ib ~~esented in Table 3.
~he analysis of experimental data indicated :hat first level
diaphragm maintained within the elastic rang~ of behavior up to
the seismic test No.5, undergoing translational and rotational
deformation of relatively low val~s. During the subsequent se
ismic excitations the overall detormation of the floor slab, a 
part from translational and rotational deformations presented fle
xural deformations and indicated significant inelastic excursi 
ons. On the other hand the test emphasized the necessity of im 
proving the joint between column and L shaped beam as well as
the increasing of floor unit shear reinforcement.

SEISI1IC TEST OF A FIVE STORY STRUCTURE WITH CENTRAL CORE

The overall plan dimensions of an actual structure of
this type are 36 x 36 m. ~he experimental investigation was car
ried out on a structural model reproducing only a fragment of
the actual structure as may be seen in f1g.14 • The length ~e
of the model was chosen 1/4.5. 7he main objective of the tests
was to obtain experimental data on the overall seismic response,
behavior of joining zones and floor slabs. A special attention
was paid to the behavior of the central core and to the inter
action of the peripheral frames and core.

The static tests included two phases. The first phase
comprised the study of core adequacy and the active zones have
been determined considering separate cro~s-sections(shapedas L,
T or +) subjected to bending and shear. The second phase in
cluded the checking of those cross-sections in the assemble of
the structural model.

The test of the model ~n the shaking table followed a
standard procedure used in the previous tests describ.~d above.~

principal experimental d~ta obtained during the seismic tests
were story accelerations and displacements, the angulclr deforma
tions between girder and core and.the sliding displaCE!ments bet
ween core and floor unit.
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Table 3 - Maximum seismic response of the four story
model (nonsyncronized values)
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extendedThe cracking proce.. started in the core and
in the peripheral frames.

The test showed that the structure as a whole and the
core in particular is correctly designed from the a.eismic point
of view. However, on the baais of the results obtained some
weak points have been identified and some recommendation were
made to improve the structure performance under severe seismic
excitations. Some of those recommendations referred to the con
nection

The experimental investigation showed that the strength
and the response are very dependent on the core characteristics
and the details between peripheral frames and core.

The validity of most design concept was proved
the performed tests. It should be noted that bUildings
milar configurations withstood the ~manian earthquake
4, 19;7 with minimum damage.
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IV. 5 ASPECTS OF DYNAMIC INTERACTION BETWEEN STRUCTURAL
AND NON-:JTRUCTURAL MEMBERS

Diaconu Danlelx

Cosmulescu paulX

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of theoretical and expe
rimental investigations carried out to establish the role 0 £
interaction between structural frame and infilling masonry walls
to the strength and stability of building structures during
earthquakes.

The interaction meLhanism and aspects in connection with
qualitative importance of interaction in case of strong hori
zontal loa~s are evidenced. The stiffness variation with struc
tural degradation is also pointed out.

The comparative global seismic response of a building
without 1nf1lling masonry i& presented together with that 0 f
a bUilding with infilling masonry. Also, a comparison is mace
between experimental data and theoretical results.

~he experimental dynamic studies were carried out on a1/5
scale models tested by means of a seismic shaking table of 140
tons capacity.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study on the interaction between resistent structure
and Infill panels under lateral actions, especially sesimic~,

as well as the analysis of 80il structure interaction are a
relatively new field of investigation. Theoretical formulations
in the literature are generally valid for elastic range, i.e.
wi~in a limited domain of frame - masonry wall ~nteraction,in

case of lltOnot6nous increase or aiternatincr loads. Nonstruc
tural elements, although playing an unimportant role in the
absence of seismic motions, could become structurally effective
in case of str~ng horizontal loadings. The optimum distribution
or infill panels both in plane and along structure height, may

.
x ICCPDC, Building Research Center of Jassy, Romania
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lead to substantial increase in the builcing strength and ri
gidity, while an unfavourable panel distribution may lead to
contrary effects.

2. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL TES~S

Experimeltal 'C.ests were carried out on a 1/5 scale models
(Figs.l and 2) representing r.c.structures with eight levels,
with and without infill panels.

Through the dynamic tests of seismic type the principal
parameters describing the overall elastic and especially post 
elastic behavior of r.c.fr~mes were determined as follows:

- the degradation .' sl-ructural strength;
- the degradation ot r1giu~ty;

- variation of dynamic characteristics;
- the energy dissipation,
- failure mechanism etc,

Experimental dynamic programs were carried out
increasing intensities, so that the tested structures
all degradation stages to the ultimate strength. Both
were loaded so that stress scale was 1/1.

with
followed

models

Experimental prograro '-lb at base action level are pre
sented in Tables I and II. In Table III dynamic characteristic
changes for all degradation stages, for both structures are pre
sented. It can be seen from variation mode of dynamic characte
ristics (Figs. 3 and 4) that damping increases with the~~
of frequencies. The response re~orded during seismic actioning
progra~m revealed that for infi11 panel structure (SwP). va
rious degradation stages occured at higher levels of base ac
celeration ag , as compared with the structure without masonry
panels. (Swo_).

The decrease in oscillation period was more accentuated
for Sw~ as compared with swor (Table III and ~igs.3 and 4).

The lateral displacements due to static horizontal for 
ces of 2 KN appli~d succesively at 1st, 4th and 9th levels,ex
hibited smaller values for SwP than for SwoP(Fig.5), although
base acceleration levels necessary for reaching every degra
dation stage were greater in case o~ SWP.

In case of dynamic excitation, the instantaneous story
acc~lerations and displacements have also smaller values for
~wp in comparison with SwoP (Figs. 6 and 7). The distribution
manner of accelerations (Fig.6) shows that amplification ratios
a 4 /ao and a9/ao for SwaP were greater for all degradation

stages, i.e. the structural rigidity was smaller than SwP. The
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role of infill panels became important in limiting the lateral
displacements especially in postelastic range (Fig.7) for the
entire bUilding height.

The failure mode of the r.c.structure was s1milarfail&~i
both models, but occured at different energetic levels(ao
= 4.25 m/~2 for swaP, a~ailure = 5.3 m/s2 for SwP).

Initially, some cracks occured in beams at their ends
from 2nd to 4th levels, and then extended along the structure
height and accentuated during the increasing levels of ac
tioning program • Towards the final part of the testing pro
gramme cracks developed on column e~tremity sections beginingf~

lower levels 3 and 4 (a = 3,27 rn/s for SwaP and a =4.l2rnl so n
for SWP). In case of SWP, after a period of fUll~act~widUn

elastic ran~e up ~o base acceleration, a = 1.6 mis, the ma
sonry panels separated of the contours. ~hen both ~orizontal
and diagonal cracks developed and finally lateral pane~ displa 
cements oocured. The 4th and26th floor panels collapsed at a
base acceleratior. ox 5.3 m/s •

COMPARING THE EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS.

By comparing the experimental data and analytical re
sults it may be observed that lateral displacements for all the
degradation stages are 2 - 3.5 times smaller in case of analy
tical calculations.

• Theoretical story shear forces are 2 - 3 times smaller
than experimental ones.

• The calculated fundamental periods of structures with
and without infill panels are hv 5 - 7% smaller than experi
mental results. Experimental Sw~ has 21 - 33% smaller fun 
damental periods than SWOP (elastic and microcracking stages).In
case of analytical calculation these decrease is of 17-25\.

• From theoretical analysis of masonry panel the fo1~g
aspects are emphasized:

- panel failure occurs due to horizontal shear
stress at all levels excepting the 8th level,

- diagonal tension produces the failure of mason
ry panel from 1st to 6th leve11

- the crushing of masonry corner does not occur.

The experimental data regarding the masonry behavior and
failure, generally confirmed the analytical results.
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4. CONCJJUSIONS

• Masonry panels modify the structure seismic sespcnse
with respect to the stiffness degradation, variation of dynamic
characteristicp, the energy absorbtion level and features 0 f
structure failure.

• In ~hs initial phase, the infill panels have larger ri
gidities than the surrotUrlillgframes, and degradation x'.tJos greater
than the resi.sdn:f r. c • frame s •

• ••• Experimental data conftrmed the analytical models used
for infill panels.

• Initiation and development of structural damage i s
more rapid for SwoP than for Swp.

• The separation of inflll panels from surrounding r .c.
fr.,es occurs at relatively small base acceleration (ao = 1.6
mls ), for the whole height of the building.

• In case of Swp, due to add~tional rigidity ot infill
panels, the repartition coefficients of story shear forces re
latively to axes of infill panels are 2 - 3 times larges than
the coefficients corresponding to axes without infill panels.

• Due to the presence of masonry, the static and dynamic
lateral displacements diminished as follows:

- stat~c actions, elastic stage (Fig.5)
SwP/SwoP = 0.18/0.27 = 0.67

- dynamic actions, failure (Fig.?)

SwP/SwoP = 77.29/86.85 ~ 0.89

• In the postelastic I'ange, due to embedding of masonry
aL the frame ~orners, checking of beams and columns are re
quired to concentrat~d forces developed through interaction.

• In the design analysis, the determination of story
shear distribution is reqUired both along the structure height
and along axes, taking into account the large differences t n
stiffness amana various damage stages. As a result of separation
between inti 11 panel and surrounding baue associatai with erackinq un
der relatively low base accelerations, a substantial chang~ in ri
gidity distribution along the height and in a horizontal plane
is ·)roduced.
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IV.6 PECULlAIUTIES IN THE SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF VARIOUS
STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS MADE OF ENTIReLY PRECAST LARGE

PANELS

D.Diaconu x)

D.Vasilescu x)

. St.Marinescu x)

The results of research works carried out on different~
of large ~anel structures with 5 to 11 stori~s (honeycomb, cel
lular or vertical core systems) are presented in this paper. The
experimental tests were performed using shaking tables of mediwm
or large capacities.

Various behavior characteristics of large panel buildings
subjected to the March 4, 1977 earthquake are presented. The se
ismic adequacy criteria of earthquake resistant large panel stru~

tures with flexible functional layout are also emphasized.

The large panel buildings usually are complexes of
and floor I?recast units forrnlng box-type structures. Unit
rang~ment i~ one of the most important aspects of large
structures. In the case of bUildings in seismic areas, at
two resistance lines corresponding to each plane direction
considered. Structural integrity should be granted by proper
izonta~ and verth:al ties between the units.

Seismic damages generally occurred in the joining zones,
while the large panels were less damaged. Several entirely pre
cast large panel systems are used in Romania for ground floor +
4 stories - ground floor + 9 stor·!o buildings. The March 4, 1977
earthquake proved that the aseismically designed large panel
structures were subjected to rather unimportant damages ( 1, 4 ).
The satisfactory behavior of such structures is mainly granted
by the fact that design observes the aseismic prescriptions, es
pecially as concerns joints. Besides, the tests performed on se
veral large panel joining systems, full scale structure parts and
low-scale reinforced concrete models seriously improved the
building systems under use, Considering the advantages in terms
of shorter building t~e, precast large panel structures are
extensively used in the seismic areas of Romania, may we also
mention a research program including new tests performed on sha
king tables.

xl ICCPDC - Building Research Center of Ia~i, Romania
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This paper introduces several characteristics of the
seismic behavior of large panel bUilding systems, based on tests
performed on the existing stock, joints and low-scale models.

TESTS ON THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE

PANEL BUILDINGS.

The tests on existing structures were performed in ora~ to
determine the os~l~tion eigen periods as well as the critical
damping rate and provided the following conclusions:

- The funaamental periods of ground floor + 4 stories are
lower than Q2S s longitudinally and lower than 0.30 s trans
versely. The critical damping rates are between 9.0% and 10.7 %.
The periods of mOde 2 are of about 2.25 times lower than the
fundamental periods and the average torsion periods are of abo
0.25 s;

- For. ground floor + 7 stories the fundamental perioas are
lower than 0.38 s longitudinally and lower than 0.40 s trans-
versely;

- The foundation soil basically determines the fundamental
period (up to 20 - 30%);

- The ground floor stiffnesc characteristics in the case
of commercial ground floor buildings has a serious influence on
the oscillation periods as compared to similar story structures.

TESTS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF SEVERAL TYPES OF JOINTS

UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADING.

Many types of panel joints may be used in building, in
cluding wet joints with various reinforcing solutions, but
literature mentions only a few tests on such joints under l~S
simulating earthquakes. The tests performed by the specialists·at
ICCPDC - Ia~i Branch covered both static tests under alternat
ing cyclic loadings and dynamic tests under seismic loadings. The
variable parameters that were considereo are: a) the loading
type; b) the aggregate type (sand and gravel, lightweight ag
gregate); c) the geometry of key joints; d) the amount anddm2dl
of reinforcement in joining areas. ~or the study of the struc
tural behavior of vertical and horizontal joints, full - scale
units or large-scalela.odels were used (usually 1/2).

The tests allowea the comparison between the response of
the units tested under static and dynamic loading as well as
the improvement of joining details of real structures, starting
from the resistance and ductility characteristics of various
types of joints. Parts of full-scale structures were also tested
in order to obtain data on the comparative behavior of several
types of joints in box-type structures.
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SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF GROUND FLOOR + 4 STORI.i::S

STRUC~URES WITH NON-BEARING FA~ADE WALLS

Tests were performed on the aseismic behavior of a new
structural system where the resistance function was separated
from the insulating one.

The experimental stage included the testing under seismic
loading of a 1/5 length scale model (see fig.l). This structure
has one longitudinal shear wall, non-structural walls and
boundary columns belonging to the cross shear walls exist on
the sides adjoining the fa~ade. The structural model included
the main characteristics of an actual ground floor + 4 storeys
model (typified) and was tested using an average shaking table
(about 15 tons).

As difficulties occurred in connection With the aatit1~

weight on the floor, the weight values corresponding to each
storey were lower than those required to generate axial stress
levela in the model as well as in the prototype. Nevertheless,
this disadvantage was surpaosed by increasing the earthquake
input motion 12/. The resulting acceleration scale was ab.1/2.2.
~he equipment used in the seismic response recording included
sensors for measuring the relative displacement and the ~lute

acceleration parallel to the longitudinal axis of the structure.
These sensors were fixed on a stiff steel frame mounted on the
movable platform. This ,ode ... structure had an essentially elastic
behavior up to 1.85 mls fundamental acceleration values, no
cracks occurred up to this loading level in the compounds.

The first cracks occurred and developed in 1he central
shear wall under base exci2ation of 1.9 - 2.2 m/s • Failure oc-
curred at maximum 3.66 mls fundamental acceleration values,
namely the sliding of the shear walls under the 1st story
floor. Under further seismic loading, up to 9.1 m/s 2 , this ef
fect was stronger and the cracks in the cross shear walls ex
tended. The behavior of horizontal and vertical joints proved
satisfa..:tory.

The variation of acceleration on structure height pro-
vided various responses for the two types of vertical units
(shear walls and peripheral frames./ At the beginning, the
central shear wall takes over a great part/ 83\) of the overall
seismic load, but as cracks develop, the base shear foreevalues
corresponding to the two peripheral frames increase again and
ultimately each frame takes over ab.38' and the shear wall 24'
differential deformations on the two extremities as against the
longitudinal shear wall. The floor stiffnes8 influences not
only the seismic action but also the damages occurring in the
cross shear walls as well a8 the seismic design of such struc
tures.
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FURTHER STUDIES ON THE SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF

GROUND FLOOR + 4 STO~ LARGE PANEL BUILDINGS.

A major concern in improving the plan layout of large panel
buildings is the increase of the architectural flexibility of
spaces. In this respect cellular systems are preferred to hon-
eycomb structures. The seismic adequacy of three types of cel-
lular systems was studied experimentally on 1/5 scaled models,
tested under similar conditions as the above described structure.
Figure 2 shows schematiaallyone of these structures in which a
cell has the dimensions of 6 m x 6 m. The model had five stories
and reproduced only a portion of the whole plan of the structure.
All components were precast and were prOVided with contour denture.

The keyed joints contained projecting loop bars as well as
some welded connections. The reinforcement bars used in the model
had dia~meters of I - 4 rom. Each floor slab was loaded with ad
ditional weights of 5500 N except the roof slab where the added
weight was 3600 N. The other two models had different plan lay
outs but essentially the same mass distribution and similar joint
types. The tests revealed the quasielastic stage of structura12behavior under base motions with intensities of 1.8 - 2.S m / s •
The starting and development of cracks as well as some damages in
locations of stress concentrations occ~rred in the subsequent test
up to maximum accelerations of 5.8 m/s • In U.is stage the maxinn.Jn
relative displacement measured in horizontal joints was 0.52 rom •
Cracks were also noticed in column sections. The variation of
seismic force distribution in various structural vertical members
depenas o~ the degradation stage of lateral stiffness and on the
instantaneous dynamic deformation. The failure of the tested
models was characterized by ruptures in horizontal joints at the
bottom stories and significant cracks in perimeter cOlumn~ and
piers under base excitations of intensities up to 6.3 m/s • As re
gards the behavior of floor slabs, the following remarks can be
made: Under strong seismic excitations the floor slab behaves as
a shear wall of finite rigidity resting on vertical members of
various rigidities. The changes in these rigidities during seis
mic action results in a significant redistribution of horizontal
forces among vertical members. All models reproduced the ~tian
of prototypes where no topping was provided at floor slabs.

SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF NINE AND TEN STORY PANEL BUILDINGS.

A typical floor plan of a nine story large panel building
is shown il. Fig. 3. The vertical and h:>rizontal load - carrying BY!!
tern oonsists of sinFle and d:>uble cores intercamected by shear walls at
each level. The joints are of key type and incorporate some par-
ticularities as regards their reinforcement. The problems of
joint design were presented before /1/ and are not to be con-
sidered in this paper. A 1/4 scale model that reproduces a frag
ment of the structure consisting of two cores of EI type (Fig. 6)
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wa. designed and is to be tested by means of an earthquake simul!
tor.

Another panel system consisting of complexes of boxshaped
cores and floor slabs is shown in Fig.4. The investigations ;car
ried out on this system included analytical studies on elastic
and nonelastic seismic response, static loading tests on joints
and seismic loading test on a reinforced concrete scale model 131
The model had nine stories and represented approximately a 114
scale core within an actual building. The plan dimensions of the
model structure are given in Fig.'. Nonstructural masses used to
increase the inertia force during the tests (725 kg at a current
level) were lower than those which would have been required for a
full-scale mod~l of the core. Therefore, large intensities of
base excitation were necessary to induce nonelastic deformations
and failure of the test structure. The input excitations were the
artificial earthquakes 02 an B2 generated by ~~nning and Housner
and an input, IS, incorporating features of som~ local earthquake
records. The model was subjected to base moti~ns of sUCc~ssively

increasing accelerations ranging from 0.2 mls to 6.5 m/s. Re-
marks on the seismic response were derived from relative dis-
placement and absolute acceleration waveforms as well as from
strain gage records. The visual observations of damage occurred
within the component panels indicated that failure was caused by.:
(1) excessive degradation of horizontal joints and sliding along
vertical joints especially at th~ first two levels; (2) concrete
crushing in piers at the first slory; (3) significant cracks in
the walls parallel to the test direction at the bottom levels;
(4) rupture of vertical reinforcement at corner joints in ~ans

located under the first story floor. The results of this test in
dicated that with a careful detailing, particularly in the joint
areas, large panel cores can be used as an effective earthquake
resistant system. It should be noted that symmetrical ensembles
6fsuch cores within an actual structure would respond in a better
manner than an isolated core.

Analytical studies of seismic response of the test stru~,
considering the stiffness and strength dagradation in the more
stressed lower stories showed adequate ~~rrelation with the ex
perimental results. A complete model of a ten story structure
whose floor plan is shown in Fig.S was constructed and tested by
means of the same shaking table. As in the previous case the
length scale was chosen to be 1/4. The plan and elevation of the
teat model may be observed in Fig.B. The test revealed that as
soon aa the structure entered the nonelastic range, the lateral
deformations increased 2.4 t1mes as compared to maximum elastic
deformations and the component cores were subjected to dif
ferentiated stiffness uegradations. In addition, out of phase os
cillations of the cores were observed and the influence of the
second mode in the total response increased. A gradual crack1ngof
the panels was 1nitiated from the corner zones and the connecting
floor slabs transformed into link members hinged at their ends.
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Under subsequent ex~ltation8 of increasing intensities the
described phenomena amplified and vertical cracks developed in
the central core. The failure was caused by partial ruptures of
first level piers, local yielding of horizontal joints between
cores, sliding of reinforcement bars at corner sections in the
first story' and excessive cracks of vertical joints at the
corner zones of the central cores.

CONCLUSIONS

A considerable amount of research on the seismic design
of precast concrete large panel buildings has been conducted in
Romania lately. This paper is meant to present some of the in
vestigations carried out at the Building Research Center of Ialii.
These investigations have been both analytical and experimental
involving typical joint specimens, full-scale portions of struc
ture and complete structural models. Particular emphasis has
been given to the arrangement of components, the nature of the
interconnection between the walls and floors, the nonelastic be
havior of structures designed to observe the elastic levels and
the integrity of joints. These studies proved the validity of
some concepts of seismic design, improved and simplified some
details and developed guidelines in seismic analysis.
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IV.7 SEISMIC RISK REDUCTION USING PRESTRESSING IN

REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

Gheorghe SAndule~cux

Mihaela DecusarAxx

ABSTRACT

The real pattern of seismic loading of buildings during
strong earthquakes implies, in the current design practice, two
main mechanisms: the mechanism of resiBtance and the mechaniBm
of survival.

For bUildingB in zones of higher seismic hazard, survival
mechanisms protect against collapBe and consequently avoid the
loss of human liveB.

From a structural point of view, after the earthquake the
structure can be found in a ~amaged state that iB more or leBs
advanced, but difficult to anticipate in the initial design s~.
Material and financial expenBeB are necessary for the total s~
tural and functional recovery of the bUildings.

An efficient method to reduce Bignificantly the struc
tural damage of concrete structureB in the prestressing of ty
pical cross-sectionB. Thus, during alternate loadings, a con
stant bearing capacity and rigidity factor could be maintained.

The paper deals with the analyses of the conceptual ele
ments of structures using precast members assembled by ~~s1ng.

Some posBibilities of requcing the seiBmic risk of exis 
ting buildings by ulterior preB~ressing are also presented.

Allover the world, for structureB built in regions with
high Beismicity, prestressed concrete (P.C.) has not been used 
aB a rule, opinions being different. There are countries where
prestressed concrete structures in high seismic zones are pro-

x - xx EngineerB - Design Institute for Typified BUildings,
Bucharest, Romania
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hiblted, while in other countries their use is allowed but
with special requirements.

The proqress 1n thls direction was stopped or, at least
delayed, due to: prestress~d concrete's brittleness,in complete
knowledge of the behavior ubing alternative loadings 01 the~
prestressed sections and the reduced disipation capacity 0 f
seismic energy induced in the structure.

An attentive analysis started in the seventies, concer -
ning this aspects, has shown that the P.C. could meet earth-
quake-proof design requirements.

Nowadays, taking into account the results of the last
15-20 years, one can estimate that the utilization of P.C. in
earthquake resistant structures leads to a reduction in seismic
risk, decreasing the vulnerability of the structure as com
pared with those made using reinforced concrete (R.C.).

At the same time, it is possible
reconstruction of a P.C. structure will
the post-earthquake reconstruction of a
R.C.

that post - earthquake
be less expensive than
structuring made using

The correlation of the qualities given by prestressing
with a certain type of structure and a certain type of earth
quake, probable for the site, could lead to an optimized situ
ation.

The paper intends to present conceptual elements ob
tained lately in the studies carried out by the authors.

SEISMIC RISK PEDUCTION BY THE DECREASE OF THE
VULNERABILITY COEFFICIENT

The development of P.C. structures in seismic hazard
zones is based on several advantages compared to the R.C.struc
tures.

The P.C.provides increased resistance to base shear for
ce due to the reduction of the main tensile stresses by an ad 
ditional axial compression.

In the vertical load bearing members, this effect ap
pears without increasing the graVitational forces (that ampli 
fies the base shear force) - an obvious advantage.

Tangential stresses due to the general torsion of the
building (that practically cannot be avoided or a~ the least
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li~ited to acceptable values) are t3ken over in superior
c~mstances.

cir-

dam -

In the case of P.C. structures, in order to avoid brittle
failure, failure capacity stress mu~t be proportioned as it r a 

late to the cracking stress.

This requirement makes possible to obtain(in comparison
with R.C.structures), an accurate checking of acceptable loa
ding range, during a certain seismic sequence when the crac
king state is exceeded.

At the same time, in order to avoid the loss of the ~
tressing, during some moderate earthquakes, a more accurate~
king of stresses tn steel "and concrete is necessary.

P.C.prov~des an increased capacity to maintain the ini
tial stiffness along the seismic sequence due to the cracking as
sociated with the neutral axis displacement, and therefore, re
ducing the rotation imposed to the cross section.

The main difference in the resistamt mechanism of P. C.
structure is that, in the case of P.C. the internal energy is
entirely dissipated into the elastic range, while at R.C. the
dissipation is produced by an inelastic response.

The reinforcement ratio of P.C. sections can be reduced,
to a mechanical reinforcement ratio of 0,2 - 0,35 providing the
necessary ductility.

Meanwhile P.C. allows a gradual reduction of the stif
fness associated with the deformation stage, mostly of the non
remanent character.

The energy hysteretic dissipation capacity of P.C. is
compensated by 30% increased in deformability as compared to R.C.

Up to the cracking stage P.C. presents a reduced
ping ratio under 2 % and after cracking ca. 6%.

Thus acceptable seismic loadings increase by 20 - 30 ,
ascompared to R.C. resulting in supplementary safety.

These aspects that represent in fact the characteristic
differences between P.C. and R.C. structures resistant to earth
quakes, make the vulnerability coefficient (with possible values
from 0 to 1) tend mostly to O.

As a result, in a zone of the same seismic hazard, (con 
sidering as elements at risk buildings and human lives) a re
duced effective risk will result when the prestressing is used.
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A practical way of reducing buildings vulnerability un
der seismic loads, can be obtained by calibrating the prestres
sing force so that certain behavior levels should result purpo
sefully, under control and by calculation. These levels shallbe
correlated with the conditions of post seismic recovery esta
blished at the initial design stage.

In this respect the following suggestions are made:
- For earthquakes of reduced intensity an elastic beha-

vior of the structure is required with "total recovery after
the earthquake, maintaining the prestressing effect during the
earthquake.

- For base earthquake it is possible to allow plas tic
hinges in the main structural units (e.g. in the framed struc
tures the plastic hinges could be admitted in beams): the buil
Ging reco~~ry is done relati~eJY easily ~y local interventions
to several zones of the"structure.

- For violent earthquakes, the structure is allowed to
work in the plastic range. Therefore, a limited number of plas
tic hinges are allowed at the vital members of the survival me
chanism of the structure (e.g., the columns in a framed struc
ture) if the capacity of plastic sections to provide rotational
ductility. without reaching the limit deformation of the ma
terial is checked by computation.

In such circumstances, the survival of the structu r e,
avoiding the loss of human life, is required.In this case the
rehabilitation or demolition of the building after the earth
quake is optionai depending on the damage level.

ON THE POSSIBILITY OF BUILDISG RECOVERY WITH MISIMUM
COSTS

The R.C. buildings that we~~ allowed an inelastic res
ponse during string earthquakes require increased costs for re
covery because~

- the r~sistant sections may be in the plastic hinge
stage, so that repair works are necessary;

- as ~ whole, after a violent earthquake, the structure
presents s ivss of stiffness that must be recovered.

The recovery of the initial stiffness requires the s~
thening or the repair of the structural units or even the in-
traduction of new subsystems integrated in the initial
structure.

As a result of the incompatibility of the
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between the structure and non structure members (the structure
works ·in the inelastic range) the non-structural unics suffer a
strong damage or even a complete loss of the utility.

Consequently recovery costs might reach 70-80% of the
initial costs of the building.

The P.C. structures avoid this shortcoming because
resistant sections working in the elastic range during
intervals of the seismic motion have a total recovery of
load-bearing capacity.

the
long
the

After the loss of prestressing the pretensioned reinfor
cement acts as tensional-bars, providing the joint work of the
whole structural units: the existence of these tensional bars
allows a better protection of the non-structural units as com
pared to the R.C. structures.

The P.C. can conserve its initial qualities as compared
to the R.C., because the microcracking process in the mass of
the material is stopped or avoided in the presence of the
prestressing.

Due to the permanent compression of the cross section
the corrosion process is substantially reduced as compared to
the R.C.

The R.C. holds an inferior position concerning the cra~

king mechanism because this is related mainly to the action
of the permanent loads.

Under these loads the P.C. members are in a forced
compression stage according to the specific P.C. design rules,
practically leading to tLe impossibility of cracking in this
stage.

At the same time, the crackj.l1g stage represents a nor 
mal process of function of the R.C. for, in this way, the rein
fQrcement starts working.

I~ P.C. the cracking stage following the hygrothermal
defo~ations is practically avoided by prestressing.

In R.C., this kind of internal stress due to
reasons become significant in the cracking process.

some

As a consequence the m1l.:rocracking and cracking processes
gradually ope~ the way for corrosive factors in the concrete
mass: therefore the loss of strength and of the postelestic
deformation capacity.

The P.C.works under se~~ice conditions results
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state of forced compression, avoiding this damaging mechanism
acting before the earthquake.

PRESTRESSING AS AN EFFICIENT METHOD OF REPAIRING OR
STRENGTHENING OF R. C. BUILDING DAMAGED BY EARTHQUAKES

A R.C. structure may require after the earthquake
pair or strengthening works.

Prestressing technologies allow both operations

re -

After the reconstruction of the damaged cross
(by concreting, jacketing etc.) a favourable state of
can introduce allowing the construction to withstand
s~ismic motions.

sections
stresses

future

At the same time, the reinforcement used for post-~ion

acts as tension - bars leading to a joint work of the whole
structure.

Lately a so called "additional prestressing" has
developed.

been

That ~eans an intervention directly into the cross sec 
ticns ~y the action of am external forces system.

Basically ftche adQ~tlonal prestressing" could be ~ived

by two technological procedures:
- using supplementary post-tensioned reinforcement;
- by imposed deformation •

Using additional reinforcement an increased
strength can be obtained for uncracked and cracked

flexural
sections.

The reinforcement ducts can be linear (when the
ciency is minimum) or polygonal (when an increase of
force capacity is possible).

effi
shear

In these cases a preliminary checking of the section ca
pacity at supplementary compression is necessary.

The buckling checking is necessary also for the slender
members subjected to post-t~nslon as well as for all cases when
tensioned reinforcement is not entirely connected to the~
members along them. .

As a rule, in analyses required for the repair or~
thening of R.C. structures by prestressing, there are two dis
tinct situations, namely:

Case I - the existing cracks are under allowable values
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for R.C., then, the most economic solution
sists of considering the prestressing force
an external constant force, checking the
section strength as subjected to eccentric
pression.

con
as

R.C.
com-

Case 2 - Cracks have exaggerated openings: then there are
doubts con~erning the quality and the amount of
steel and the class of the concrete used.
In this case~ the prestressing shall be dimen
sioned without taking into account the existing
non-prestressed reinforcement.
Thus, the R.C. member is transformed in a P.C.
member with e~ternal reinforcement.

The repair or the strengti.~ning of R.C. members in order
to recover or to increase shear fo%~e capacity is made as a rule
by the vertical stirrups or by long~tudinal tendons inclined near
the bearing areas in order to obtain a shear force in an opposite
sense.

The second solution of introducing ""dditionc-l prestressing "
consists of providing imposed deformation pla~in~ the tendons
with uneven bearings. In this way bending moments result acting
reversely to the moments given by the exterior loads and conseq
uently deformations adverse 1,_1 those given by the earthquake.

STRUCTURAL POSSIBILITIES OF P.C. BUILDINGS IN SEISMIC
AREAS

The studies indica~e I that partial prestressingT including
tensioned and nontensioned r~inforcement - is more convenient
tham total prestressing, but pven in this case reduction in ener
gy absorbtion and system ductility may occur.

Therefore, prestressing is useful and favourable for
structures where the transfer or the seismic forces is
mainly on the shear force.

the
based

In other words, the use of prestressing for flexible f~
structures seems to be less recommended as compared with the
rigid and semirigid structures (framed shear - walls, monolith
shear - walls, large panels).

Prestressing could be useful also for high rised multi
storied frame structures.

Using the beam-column joint local prestressing framed -
structures become stiffer than the R.C. frames, providing an ove
rall hysteretic dissipation of the energy induced by the ear-.l'quake.
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The large panel structures fit better to the prestressing
idea due to the specific type of joints (designed to transmitthe
.hear forces) which could be simplified as technology and im
proved as safety degree by prestressing.

The prestressing is also a rational idea for central core
structures in both precast and monolithical variants.

The reduced dimensions of the central core associated with
the insufficient vertical load on the core (specific to this
type of structure) may lead on the core (specific to ehis type
of structure) may lead to an unfavou~le state of stresses. By
presLressing, this situation is avoided.

Concerning the horizontal prestressing at the floor slab
level, its effect is also favourable, taking into account the disk
role of the slab in the uniform repartition of the loads towards
the vertical elements.

The maximum efficiency of the prestressing in a structure
results when a convenient state of stresses is created on both
directions, for instance:

- the beam-column join~s of frames prestressed in trans 
verse and in longitudinal direction:

- the shear-wall structures with prestressing in both
vertical and horizontal joints.

The proper utilization of prestressing in a
implies knowledge of the probable type of earthquake
pective area (shallow or intermediate, having higher
tions, velocities or displacements).

structure
on the res

accelera -

flexible

If the seismic motion is characterized by a higher acce 
leration (the velocity and displacement being more reduced) the
rigid and semirigid structures ar~ mostly affected.

When the velocity component is dominant, the
structure are submitted to greater loads.

Finally, if in the seismic motion the displacement is
predominant, the overloading concerns the very flexible struc 
tures mostly because of the second order effects.

Thus, for a particular probable earthquake in location
the structure can be deliberately designed using a syste;n with
ainimum vulnerability.

Considering the earthquake of March 4, !977, the :ir~t

temptation considering the above mentioned facts 1.::> to C>OL.!

rigid structures because in 1977 the velocity component was
quite increased while the acceleration presented a ~rabe valu~.
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However in the present state of the development of seis-
mological techniques the probability of a certain type 0 f
motion might be better evaluated only for special structures de
sign.

withstand~herefore the structure must be prepared to
a variety of types ~f seismic motions.

According to the type of earthquake expected
tain size one can chose the type of structure, and
fulfills the possibilities offered by prestressing,
be efficiently applied.

on a
if
it

cer
this
will

For instance, the constructions with structural walls
coula be prestressed if, on that particular area strong earth 
q~ukes are to be expected.

Another utilization of prestressing is represented by
the beam-column joints 1n framed structures or even the whole
frame structure in case that expected ea=thquakes may be cha
racterized by higher velocities or displacements.
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IV.8 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF MULTISTORY BUILDI~G STRUCTURES WITH

CORES OF PRECAST COMPONENTS ASSEMBLED BY PRESTRESSING

Florin Dab~aX
Dan Capatina
Serban DabijaXXX

1. INTRODUCTION

The main requirements related to the design and ~~on
of present-day appartment buildings, that strongly influence are:
functional flexibility, industrialization of construction process
and - obViously - structural safety, with emphasis put on seismic
protection.

Startin~ from the idea, almost unanimously accepted nowa 
days, that modern housing plans should be suitable to varied and
frequently changing ways of life, there is an increasing ten
dency toward flexible housing spacp. Among the most ~t fac
tors contributing to functional flexibility, the layout of the
structural system should be taken into consideration, insofar as
its ver~1cal and horizontal members are remov~d from inside the
residential units.

As far as industrialization is concerned, one of the most
efficient solutions known to-date is the prefabrication of struc-
tural components, associated with high productivity techniques
for assemblage and for other works carried out on construction
site.

In case of buildings located in earthquake-prone areas,
specific problems must be solve~ in relation to structural safety,
in order to achieve proper seismic protection. There is a trend
in modern design to apply the concept of so-called hazard sce
narios /1/, described by means of the functional and structural
features of the bUilding, together with the characteristics 0 f
disturbing phenomena. To each such scenario shall be associated

x Associate professor, Dept.of Buildinq Construction,
Institute of Constructions Bucharest

xx Dr.Engineer, Head of Computer Design Section, Design
Institute for Typified Buildings Bucharest

xxxStructural Engineer, Design Institute for Typified
Buildings, Bucharest, Romania.
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a design situation defined in relation to the nature and intensi
ty of actions, by an appropriate model of structural bei.avior
and the corresponding performance criteria. Hence, one can make a
choice concerning the safety level which should be assigned t 0
the building, so that for every probabili~y of occurence of a
specific disturbing event will occur, the construction can exhi 
bit a satisfactory resFonse in relation to the serviceability
requirements.

The present paper gives a general description of the lay
out of a structural system trying to meet to a higher degree the
requirements hereabove mentioned and discusses the most signi
ficant results obtained from its dynamic analysis to seismic ac
tions.

2. L~YOUT OF STRUCTURAL SYSTE~

The main feature of the structural system presently studied
/2/ consists of gathering its vertical components, namely shear
walls, into several cores (tubes). The horizontal structural com
ponents are long-span floors supported by cores, to whom they ~
vey all loads (Fig.l).

This solution ofFers promise in fulfilling the re-
quirements of functional fle~ll ility for residential buildings,
by:
- grouping vertical structural components solely in cores located

at the extremities of the apartments and producing floors with
large free areas, suitable for a variety of housing plans;
removing any vertical structural member from the facades, bet
ween the cores:
achieving flat soffit floors, without beams:
locating sanitary equipment inside the cores, thus considerably
enhancing the plan's freedom.

As an example, some possible plan arrangements for 3 and
4 room apartments in a building having this kind of structural
system are shown in Fig.2.

From the industrialization viewpoint, this system is ch~ 
racterized by complete prefabrication of structural components,
making use of two categories of precast units:
- spatial (three-dimensional) reinforced concrete units for core~

- plane (bi-dimensional) prestressed concrete units for floors.

On any story, each core is made up of two box-type precast
units, assembled ~o each other on site. The assemblage of the
pile thus obtained is achieved by vertical prestressing. To this
end high-tensile wire tendons are threaded through ducts proper
ly located within the core units cross-section. The tendons are
anchored into the understructure and post-tensioned from the
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u~per part of the core.

A horizontal prestressing is also introduced at each
floor level, by post-tensioning several tendons threaded through
ducts provided within the precast floor units, as well as within
the core floors.

From the viewpoint of practical application it is~
that - by making use of highly efficient industrialized~
for producing and assembling its precast components - the pro
totype of this structural system might offer the possibility of
erecting a variety of buildings with largely improved plan flex1
xibility, having different number of stories and located i n
areas with different seismic characteristics. From this latter
aspect derives the interest presented by studying the conditions
required by the proposed structural system in order to exhibit
appropriate behavior to either deep of shallow-type earthquakes,
as they might occur in different regions of Romanian territory.

3. LAYOUT OF PROTOTYPE CORE

The use of prestressing in the case of earthquake resis
tant structural systems - especially for vertical members, wi~n

a vital role in achieving seismic protection - has been applied
on a rather small scale to-date in residential building con
struction and the available information is scarce. There are
only a few isolated cases in our country where prestressing has
been used for multistory bUilding structures, so that there is a
lack of experience in this field. Developing design studies, as
well as theoretical and experimental research work on thismat~,

has been therefore of particular interest.

In order to prepare the way for im~lementation of struc
tural systems of the type de~l::ribed in the previous chapter, an
experimental model of a core made up of precast box-type compo 
nents assembled by vertical prestressing has been completed, ai
ming at a thoroughful investigation of its seismic behavior b y
testing on a powerful shaking-table. The 1:3 scale model repro 
duces a prototype core for a 9-story residential building, whose
description is briefly given hereinafter.

The geometry of the prototype core (Fig.]) is very simi 
lar to that of an intermediate core belonging to the structure
illustrated in Fig.l. The precast components are box-like, con 
sisting of three walls and the bottom floor. Their assemblage
in pairs at any story is achieved by reinforced concrete joints.

The pile of core precast components is assembled by post
tensioning vertical cables, properly located to get, as far as
possible, favorable stress-states in relation to the effect 0 f
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external actions, both gravitational and seismic.

The materials provided for the prototype core are: c~n

crete class Bc 35 (characteristic compression strength 28 N/mm ),
non-prestressing reinforcement g~ade PC 60 and OB 37 (characte 
ristic strenght 410 and 255 N/mm , respectively), prestress~g
reinforcement grade SBP-I (specified tensile strength 1600 N/mm).

4. DYN~~IC ArtALYSIS OF PROTOTYPE CORE

Then dynamic characteristics (eigenvectors) of the
type core have been obtained by means of CASE computer
/3/, developed on the basis of ETABS program originally
at University of California, Berkeley.

proto 
progra.'tI

issued

For this analysis, the core structure has been considered
as being made of vertical sub-structures (shear-walls) connected
to each other by floors, taken ae infinitely rigid in their own
plane. At any story level, the dynamic behavior of the structure
is then defined by three degrees of freedom, namely two transla
tions and a rotation in the floor plane. Because of the simmetry
of the prototype core structure about two orthogonal axes, the
eigenvec~or components resulting from a three-dimensional modal
analysis are entirely decoupled. Consequently, the eigenvalues
separately computed by a plane analysis for each of the princi
pal directions are practically identical to those obtained from
a three-dimensional analysis performed on a tube schem~.

The value of the fundamental natural periods, computed by
taking into consideration two situd.tions concerniwl the Rti~fness

of coupling beams, namely E = O. 60E te anI E = 0.15 E. ,concre -ooncrete
are given in Table 1.

Type of analysis

Plane,transv.diredion(Y)

Plane,long.direction(X)

T~ree-dimensional

Table 1

Zcoupl.beams Fundamental period (s)

Econcrete X y 0

0.60 0.314
0.15 0.362

0.60 0.437
0.15 0.437
0.60 0.436 0.312 0.273
0.15 0.436 0.359 0.295

The purpose of the dynamic analysis carried out for the
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prototype core, was to serve a first step toward the utilization
of the structural system described in chapter 2 for residential
buil1ings located in regions with varied seismo-tectonic charac
teristics.

The study was organized on the basis of a set of relations
between the ground motion intensity, the response structure and
its method of analysis /4/. In a similar manner the multi- test
concept of seismic design operates /5/, by considering a seq~ce

of analysis levels, in correlation to certain damage scenarios.

Taking into account the macroseismic characteristics of
the Romanian territory, a zone having the degre~ of seismic in
tensity equal to 8 on MSK-64 scale has been chose~ as a refer~

point. Accordingly, the structural system should 'oe designed so
that its behavior corresponds to several scenarios, as it i s
shown below.

Scenario no.l : when subjected to an earthquake with lower
intensity in relation to the nominal one assigned to the respec
tive site (Le.degree 7, with a ';;; 0.12g), the structure shauBmax
exhibit ~n elastic response, so that co~plete serViceability of
the building may be preserved.

Scenario no.2: when subjected to an earthquake having ~n

intensity equal to the nominal one (i.e.degree 8, with amax
0.20 g), the structure should exhibit a controlled inelastic
respo~se, almed at keepinry the vital structural components -that
is, prestressed concrete shear-walls, for the present case
within the elastic range and accepting inelastic excursions for
other structural members - that is, reinforced concrete coupling
bea~s. An alternation of the building serViceability ~ight b e
expected.

Scenario no. 3: when subjected to an earthquake with highe r
intensity in relation to the nominal one (i.e.degree 9, with
amax ~ 0.30 g), the structure on the whole might enter the ine -

lastic range. One should keep under control the ductility demand
of vital structural components, in order to avoid collapse. Under
these circumstances the bUildings serviceability might be broken
off.

The present paper deals with the dynamic analysis corres
ponding to scenarios no.l and 2 only. Owing to the fact that the
study related to scenario no.3 - by considering the inelastic be-
p=vior of prestressed shear-walls too - as well as the monel
t~sting on shaking table, are now in progress, the respective t~

dir.gs will be reported elsewhere.

ThE" dynamic analysis of the prototype core has been carried
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oot by nsns of ANELISE OCJt'Plter p%OJZatl /6/, developed at the Design
Institute for Typified BUildings in Bucharest • It performs a
time-history linear and non-linear structural analysis, seismic
ground motions being applied under the form of digitalized acc~

leroqrams, either actually recorded or artificial. For a better
understanding of the possible behavior of a structure under
seismic actions, accelerograms have been used either for deep
earthquakes (Vrancea 1977 , N-S component) or for shallow earth
quakes (EL CENTRO 1940, N-S component) both being scaled for
two peak values, 0.20g and 0.12 9 respectively. The step-~step

integration process has been extended over the first 10 seconds
of the respective ground motion, using a 0.02 s time - intervaL

A hysteretic bi-linear M-O relationship has been adopted
for coupling beams (Fig.4·). The yielding moment is computed on
the basis of plane sections hypothesis and of ~lst1c

curves for concrete and steel reinforcement shown in Fig.5.

Several cases of reinforcement - selected within the
range of rational detailing - have been constdered for ocuplin g
beams and, depending on them , the main parameters of the s~
tural response have been computed. In every case, the reinfor 
cement of coupling beams has been taken identical over the
building height. Which corresponds to the actual situation 0 f
using identical precast core components.

The values of the yielding moment M~b corresFQnding to
the reinforcing solutions of the coupling beams are given i n
Table 2.

Table 2

Case A B C D E F G

Bars number
and diameter (mm) 2lZSl2 2lZSl6 2lZS20 2lZS22 2lZS2S &lZS20 4llJ22

A = A' (mm2 ) 226 402 628 760 982 1256 1520s s

MCb (kNm) 11.5 126.5 196.5237 305 393 474
Y

Calculations have been m~de for cases B - G, for the
structure subjected to earthquakes with amax = 0.20 9, the case
A proving incompatible with a satisfactory response. The most
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each coupling
present a cxm
El C e n t r 0

beams rein

significant results revealed by the dynamic analysis perfonMed
on the transversal direction (Y) of the prototype core arebr~

ly discussed hereinafter.

The values of the response parameters differ from one
earthquake to another, being larger for El Centro, due to the
fact that the fundamental period of the structure (0.36a) falls
within a zone of higher amplification in the spectrum of this
earthquake. The response to the same ground motion is modified
in relation to the inelastic excursions of coupling beams,which
are dependent on their reinforcement.

The value of the core maximum base shear V decreases
along with the reduction of the reinforcement of coupling beams
(Fig.6). This decrease appears more marked for El Centro (31% )
than for the Vrancea earthquake (11'), so that in the case 0 f
the smallest reinforcement (case B) the respective values ~ome

very close to each other. It should be noted that, in this cas~

an augmentation of the base shear appears for the v.r~ ~

quake, a phenomenon that might be ascribed to the increase 0 f
structure flexibility, due to deep excursions of coupling beams
into the inelastic range, which in turn shifts the response
within a zone of spectral amplification around 0.4 - 0.5 s.

The variation of the maximum values of inters tory dis
placements over the building height (Fig.?) is obviously i n
fluenced by the identical reinforcement of coupling beams 0 n
all stories. Depending on the reinforcement case, the d1ff~

between extreme values are 33~ and 19% for Vrancea and El centro
earthquakes, respectively.

The maximum bending moment ~ at th'9 base of e a c h

coupling shear-wall exhibits a variation (Fig.B) quite ~aimilar

~o that of core base-shear. By reducing the reinforcement 0 f
coupling beams from case G toward case C, a decrease of the
bending moment Mw (with 19' for El Centro and with 5% only, for

Vrancea earthquake) is recorded. Further reduction of reinfor 
cement of the coupling beams (caseB) leads almost to a stand
still for El Centro, while for Vrancea there appears a rather
sharp in~rease, as a consequence of the amplification effectal
ready mentioned.

8hear-w;~~,m~:~~~~i~~r~~~~~a~ws:~s;~~~~~~o~~
tinuous decrease (by 43' for Vrancea and 53% for
earthquake) along with the reduction of coupling
forcement (Fig.9).

As far as rotational ductility demands of coupling beams
is concerned, the values are quite small and generally s how
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little variation over the building height, for each case taken
individually (Fig.10). An exception is encountered far ~ smU~

reinforcement considered (case B), where considerably larger
values appear, yet without exceeding the possibilities of ra
tional detailing of coupling beams. For the same case of rein 
forcement, the maximum values of rotational ductility factor~&
of the coupling beams are 1.25 - 1.91 times larger for El Qent%o
than for Vrancea (Fig.l1).

A separate analysis has been carried out for the struc-
ture subjected to same earthquakes, but with a = 0.12 g, themax
calculations being made for cases A - E of coupling beams rein
forcement (see Table 2). The results obtained from the dynamic
analysis show that the variation of the main response param~
is qualitatively similar (F1g.l2-l7) to that previously recor
ded 1n case of earthquakes w1th amax = 0.20 g.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The findings of this phase of the study confirm the fact
that, by correct modelling of the structure and of its elastic
and inelastic deformation characteristics, together with the
use of an appropriate computer program for non-linear analysis,
it becomes quite possible to make accurate predictions about
the behavior of a bUilding sUbject~d to seismic actions of dif
ferent kinds and with different intensities.

By operating changes on certain characteristics of the
structure, it is pORsible to get some optimum values for its
respODse parameters to a specific seismic excitation, according
to accepted scenarios. If one aims to ensure seismic protection
for a build1ng against the action of different types of earth 
quakes, an envelope of the dynamic responses should b3 taken
into consideration. The optimization process then becomes more
difficult and its results might have mainly qualitat1vP' value.

With regard to the struc~ural system which forms the
object of this study, the results already obtained prove that
it is potentially able to ensure the behavior described by the
first two scenarios and the parameters of its elastic and ine 
lastic r.esponse to seismic actions of the type considered may
be Kept within prescribed limits. The secvnd phase of the study
will consider the third scenario, by investigating the ine
lastic behavior of prestressed concrete structural vertical~
ponents too and - possibly - the soil - structure interactio~

It will certainly provide additional valuable data to complet~

the picture of seismic performances of this category of~.
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IV.9 ANALYSIS OF THE SEISMIC RESPONSE OF A

9 - STORY LARGE PANEL BUILDING

xDan Constantinescu

INTRODUCTION

Precast large panels are widely used on buildings i n
Romania /1/. This structural systelll--performed rather wall during
the earthquake of Marc}'l 4" 1977 /2/.

The design of large panel structures is based in ~,
as anywhere else in the world, on an elaseic response to con
ventional seismic forces /3/. The current trend is to com~

hend better the postelastic behavior of such systems. The e~

perimental investigations on shaking platforme of scale ~lR
have proved inf~fficient to explain satisfactorily all the
aspects involveJ /4/. The paper presents the most significant
results of research which in a first tentative attempt to ana
lyse theorethically the inelastic seismic response of a large
panel building /5/.

The research deals with a 9-story building (fig.l) which
is fully prefabricated with large panels /6/. The seiamic re
sisting structure is prOVided by the vertical cores and by the
floor diaphragms. It is all made of precast large panels which
are interconnected throughout the perimeter. The wall large
panels place in berween the cores have no seismic resistance tole.
A large panel for the core wall 1s provided with shear keys
throughout its height (fig,2). Typical connections are also
depicted in fig.2.

The research comprises the five analyses in fig.3.
analysis provides its own findings as well as the input
for a subsequent analysis.

Each
data

Fhe first analysis refers to the relationship between the
base shear force P and the lateral displacement ~ of the eight
floor. The static horizontal forces Pi on every stl:Uc:tCl c.:
structural subsystem act at t',e flooJ: level s, al'e distributed on
the vertical according to the fundamental mode of vibration and
increase from zero up to the attainement of the first ultimate
state of a subsystem of structure (fig.4). Due to the lack of

x Dr.eng., Associate Professor, Faculty of Civil Engineel:ing,
Bucharest, Romania
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an appropriate computer progxam (the development of such a pro·
gram is in progress in Romania /7/), the horizontal forces were
assumed to act only along the direction marked by an arrow in
fig.l, the torsion of the structure was neglected and the s~
ture response was hand.computed using two extreme hypotheses :
one in which all the coupling beams were assumed nondeformable
(denoted here by BSO) and another in which plastic hinges were
assumed to occur at all coupling beam ends from the very _tart
of the horizontal loading on structure (denoted here by BP).T~~

cantilAvcr vertical cores C C6 are the basic structural
8ubsystems in ~ne BND as~umption, while the coupled structural
walls within the cores are the basic structural s~bsystems in
the BP assumptions (fig. 5). The relationships P~ - A in the BND
assumption and Pij - A in the SP assumption are developed
from integrating tne cross-section M-¢ relationships along
the vertical of the basic structural subsystems (fig.6). The
response of the large panel structure is assumed similar t 0

that of a cast-in-place structure (see fig.7).This assumption
is discussed within the final analysis presented in the pape r.

The P -~relationship of the structure arises from the
superposition of the Pi - ~ relationships of the structural
subsystems (fig.8). It provides conclusions concerning the
structure stiffness, the yield force P and tile ulti:nate dis
placement b..u.. At the same time i": pro¥ides input data fo'.:'
the static and dynamic analyses 0= the soil-structure ensemble.

The second analysis ~n fig.3 is conce~ned with the re
lationship between the base bending moment M and the rotation
& on the soil fo~ndation. The cmmput~r program DYNMAT i9/ w~s

used. The footing was assumed nondef,-,rmable, wk~lB the soil
was considered to behave as a perfect clastopldstic semispace
having the liMit stresses according to fig. 9a. '!'hus the stress
distribution on the soil founuation takes the spAPes in fig.9 b
- d as the nemding moment M increases. Two types of so~l were
considered: a dry sand and a firm clay. Characteristics typi~al

to Bucharest were chosen./lO/.

The ~ - e relationship provides conclusions r.oncErn1ng
the rotation stiffness of soil foundation and the magnitude
of horizontal forces on the structure from which the soil res 
ponse can no longer be assumed as linear. A~ hte same time ,
it provides input data for the static and dynamic analyses of
the soil-structure. ensemble .

. The third analysis in fig.J is concerned with t he
relationship between the static ;l~'rizontal force P on the struc
ture an~ the total lateral displacement ~Tof the eighth f~.
The latter arises from the superposition of the displacement ~
due to the structure deformation and the displacement ~i due
to the rotation -& on the soil foundation (fig.10) •The P - At
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relationship 1s in fact a linear transformation of the
relationship.

M-~

struc
the
two
t 0

The anaiysi& of the static response of the soil
ture ensemble to lateral loading provides conclusions on
total stiffness of the ensemble as well as on which of the
subsystems, i.e. structure or soil foundation, is likely
yield first.

The fourth analysis in fig.3 is concerned with the dy
namic seismic response of hte soil-structure system. In fact the
analysis is performed on an equivalent SDOF system :fig.ll)that
is, a dynamic inverted pendulum having a mass equivalent to the
structure and the same P - ~ and P -~relationships as the
structure and the soil fo~ndation, respectively /10/. The pa
rametric analysis carried out takes into account the two assum
ptions on the structure's response (i.e. BND and BP), the si
tuation in which the structure is fixed at its base or rorates
on the soil foundation (sand or clay) and the horizontal N- S
components of the acce1erograms of El centro, May 1940, and
Bucharest, March 4, 1977, earthquakes. Conclusions are obtained
with regard to the expected maximum value, ~of the struc
ture displacement induced by the earthquake as well as on the
effect that each parameter has on the dynamic response of s~
ture.

The design of the building and indeed the analyses re
ported here are based on the assumption that a prefabricated
structure responds to an earthquake as if it were cast-in-p~

or, in other words, as if no plastic shear displacement could
occur in any horizontal and vertical connection between wall
large panels (see fig.7). This assumption is analyses within
the final part of the paper.

The most significant results of the analyses in fig. 3
are Fresented and discussed within the follOWing parts of the
paper.

ANALYSIS OF THE STATIC RESPONSE OF STRUCTURE k~D

SOIL FOUNDATION

The results of the first three analyses in fig.3 are de 
picted in figs. 12-14. The bilinear approximations of the p- ~
and M - & relationships (continuous lines in f1gs.12 and 13 res
pectively) are used to analyze the static and dynamic response
of the soil-structure system.

Th~raphs 1n fig.12 give to the follOWing conclusions:
1. Both the elastic and the tangent postelastic stiffnes s
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are much the same in the two assumptions on the structure r.s
pon.. (BND and BP). However, the d1fference between the two

" corresponding yield forces Py is quite large.

2. The des1gn sei.-ic force P , which is about 8' 0 f
the total weight of buUtling, is muc!l amaUer than the yield
force Py in the BP assumption. That justifies the elastic ana 
lysia on which the design is ba.ed. The large difference bet
~en p. in £ig.12 i. largely due to the way in which the l~it

state method i. pre.cribed in Romania /11/.

3. The computed ultimate di.placement. Au. corre.pond1ng
to the BSD and BP assumptions are much the .ame(about 7 ••• 8 em)
The Au.. value i. cruoiai since it must. not be exceeded
by the maximum displacement. A~ induced bjt.he eart.~ake in
order to avoid t.he collapse. I~~.eed, the smaller ~ ia
cOl\\pared with A... , t.he less damaged is t.he st.ruct.ure'!'Aft i.
WfJrt.h 8l'Ilphasizinq t~at the A .... values computed here are quit.e
conservative evaluations of the act.ual values /5/.

The qraphs in f1g.13 show that, in t.he case of clay,
the elastic stiffness to the rotation on .Oil foundation i.
larger and the yield moment. is less than in the case of sand.
The.e fin4ings will prove essential when the dynamic response
is analyzed.

A global image on the response oi soil-structure sys
te, to lateral loading is depicted in fiq.l4. The superposition
of the bilinear approximations of the l' - A and P - A;. rela 
tionships yields a trilinear P -AT relationship. Throughout. the
first 11near zone both the structure and the soil foundllt10 n
respond elastically. Then on e of the two SUbsystems elas 
tically while t.he ot.her responds inelastically and 80 fann.QU y

t.he first two linear zones of the P -~elat_onBhip are de
picted 1n f1g.14.

The graphs in fig.14 give rise to the follOWing ~~~&
a.~ the bu11dilq rests em sand
- The yield force P. of a structure in MrJ of the 1H) and BP aIIS\IIP 

tions is much less thad the yield force assQc1ated with t.he
aoil reaponse. Hence, while the structure responds inelastically
to a strong mot.lon eart.hquake the soil response is elast.ic.

- The elastic stiffness at the soil-structure system is
much l.ss than that. of the structure assumed fixed at. its base.
Consequently, the elastic fundamental period of vibration of the
aol1-structure systa~ i. much larger than that of the fixed7bue
structure (1.91 8ec.as compared with 0.48) and therefore the
dynamic reaponse in the two situations can differ significantly.

b. 'then the building rests on clay
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- The yield force P of the structure in the BP
tion is much less than theYyield force associated with
soil response. However, boLh structure and soil yield
BND assumption.

- The elastic stiffness of the soil-structure system
is but moderately larger than that of the fixed.base structure.
Consequently the elastic fundamental period of vibration i n
little increased· by the rotation on soil foundation (from 0.48
sec to 0.83 sec) and that can better or worsen the dynamic res
ponse of structure to a certain earthquake.

~~ALYSIS OF THE SEISMIC RESPONSE

The dynamic response of structure is depicted by mean.
of the hysteretic P - ~ relationship (figs.lS and l6). The
response of the fixed-base structure is depicted by a continu
ous line while the response of structure resting on clay is
depicted by a discontinuous line. When the structure rests
on sand the seismic response is either elastic or has minor
plastic incursions. That is why the response of a strucbue ~ 
ting on sand is depicted in fig.lSb only (by dotted line).

The most relevanl conclusions are:

1. The structure's response to the Bucharest accele -
roqram is less conservative that that to El Centro accelerogram.
That comes into conflict with the belief of most researchers Who
consider the Bucharest earthquake irelevant for stiff struc-
tures like the one analyzed here /8/.

2. The reduction of the yield force P of the structure
(BP compared to BND) may de~rease the maxL~u~ displacement in
duced by the earthquake.

3. The rotation of the structure in the soil foundation
during the earthquake can yield a reduction of the maximum
displacement o~ structure indu~ed by the earthquake.

A comprehens~ve discussion on the above conclusions is
given if Ref ./10/ on the basis of the spectral characterillti c.
of the earthquakes and of the softening effects which the yiel
ding of structure and/or the rotation on soil foundation have
on the dynamic response of structure as a component of the
soil -structure system.

ANALYSIS OF THE SHEAR FORCES ALONG THE HORIZmrrAL
AND VERTICAL CONNECTIONS
The maximum shear forces On and 0y induced by the
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earthquake along the horizontal and vertical conn.ction. can be
a••••••d with the approach depicted in riq.l7a.Startinq rrom
a maximum value, A ~ of the st.ruct.ur. di.placement, the
shear forc. Pl at the base of any .tructural .ub.y.tem(i •••core
or shear wall) can be developed (e.g., in the BND a••umption,~
for any vertical core follow. from the graph. in fiq.12a). The~

Pi is distributed on the vertical of the .tructural .ub.y.tem
and the'horizontal forces P act.ing at each floor l.vel ar.
obtained. The shear force Q~jalonq an horizontal connection i.
in fact the resultant of th. force. P above. The bend1nq mo
ments M at any floor level can al.o bajcOlllputed with the he'.p
of P forces and hence the normal .tr••s di.tribution.. A
vert!~al shear force Ovarises from the equilibrium of the ele 
ment marked by disgonals in fig.17b. The shear fore. in any
coupling beam can be computed similar to Q • It is ~
that the maximum value of the force Pi resulls when the atta
inement of the ultimate bending momen~ at the base of the ~
tural subsystem is considered.

The paper presents the shear forces of the core. C2 and
C4. The base shear forces 0h are depicted in fig.18 while the
vertical shear forces along the constructions and in the cou
pling beams are depicted in £igs.19 and 20. ~l and ~'2 denote
the shear forces ~.on the height of the first ~wo stoJys. ~
denote the mean value on a story height of the shear force~O
on the total height of structure. The bracketed values 1n fi~
19 and 20 represent the shear stress ~ -Ov I A where A is the
gross area of the concrete crOSB section on which~. aote.Fig.
19 also provides the friction horizontal force 9hf 'friction~
tor is taken equal to 0.3) while figs. 19' and 20 prOVide the
ultimate values 0 vu of av along a story heigh vertioal con
nection 0 vu 1s computed acccrding to Ref:/12/.The value ~_.
corresponds to the design stregnth of concrete and 8teel,whl~ e
d~corresponds to, the mean (effective) strengths. The values Q_~
Q and 0 should be compared with ~ • It is worth emphas~
z~~g thatVthe formula prescribed for ~u in /12/ is based on
tests carried out with static loading. ~ more realistic evalu
ation of ~u should rely on tests with dynamically reversed
loading 112/.

The values depicted in figs. 18-20 give rise to the fol
lowing conclusions:

1. The shear forces ~h are less than the friction forces
Ohf • Thus friction alone can prevent the occurrence of the
plastic mechanis, depicted in f1g.7c.

2. The maximum computed ~alues of the shear force ~ are
largely exceeded by the ultimate values Q" and thus the oc
currence of the plastic mechanism depicte~in fig.7b is also pre-
vented. !
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These two conclusions seems to justify the assum~cion

that ~he large panel structure exhibits a s.iamic r.sponse aimi
lar t' chat of a cast-in-place structure.

3. Large shear forces in the coupling beam. occur only
when t,lere is no cantUever wall to oppose the shear deformation
(see vertical section B-B in fig.19). That seems to suggest that
co~es incorporating a cantilever shear wall opposing the a.ism1c
ac~ion can behave according to the BND assumption. As a matter
of fact it is apparent in fig.l that the designer had just that
in mind when he arranged the median (cantilever) walls within
the vertical cores.

4. By comparing the shear forces ~l , Ov2 and
is apparent that the maximum values occur always on the
star y or above. That is in agreement with the way the
beams are damaged during a strong motion earthquake.

CONCLUDING REr~RKS

'lvT it
second
coupling

Besides the conclusions presented so far, the paper also
emphasize some overall aspects which are of major interest to
structu~al engineers in Romania as well as elsewhere.

~irst, the paper outlines the possibility of analyzing
the inelastic seismic response of a prefabricated large panel
structu~e as throughly as it is currently done with cast-in-place
shear wall structures. The current design of large panel struc
tures. ~he current design of large panel structures in Romania
is based on an elastic response philosophy /12/ whUe the design
of cast-in-place shear wall structures accounts for the inela~

tic resFonse to strong motion earthquakes /14/. There is an
imperati-,e need to approach the design of the two rather similBE'
structures with a common philosophy.

Second, the major effect which tne deformability of the
soil founcation has on the dyftamic response of structure is em 
phasized. ~ comprehensive diBcu~sion of this aspect is presented
in Ref./10!.

Finally, the significance of accounting for the spatial
b.:>liavior when dealing with the seismic response of st:::ucti'rp.~

i~ outlined. For instance, to neglect or underestimate the co
operation of structural walls opposing the seismic action when
orthogonal structural walls are present may decisively alter
the final results.
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P1g. 1 The 9-storey large panel Duilding
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IV.10 SPATIAL INTERACTION EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR OF
SINGLE-STORY MILL BUILDINGS SUBJECTED TO

SEISMIC ACTION

Dragoe GeorgescuX

Some aspects of the Romanian code P 100-81, now bein~

revised, concerning the effect of a general torsional moment
taking into account the asincron nature of seismic action, are
discussed in the paper.

Some suggestion~ are made for the new edition of the
code P 100, refering to both defining torsional moment in e
1astic bracing roof structures and calculating such structures.

INTRODUCTION

The Romanian Code P 100-81, now being revised, takes into
account the asincron nature of the seismic action, by introdu 
cing in the analysis a general torsional moment.

In the case of a single-story mill building, whose masees
G at the roof level are distributed as in fig.l.a., the ca~us

scheme is indicated in fig.l.b.

The shear force S and the torsional moment Mare:

s = cI:.G
~\ = se

(1)

(2)

Where c 1s the global seismic coefficient, e = _b... , when L > B
20

x Dr.Eng., Prof., The Civil Engineering IBstitute,
Bucharest, Romania.
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Fig .1

This calculation scheme takes into account a disphragm
roof infinitely rigid, which usually is calculated according to
the rigid beam on elastic supports method. The shear force S is
to be distributed to the transversal frames according to their
rigidities rjand the torsional moment M is to be taken by
transversal frames and by vertical bracing, according to their
rigidities ri ' r~ and their distances d j , dJ to the~~
centre 0 (fig.l,c). It results:

\

S r j
R. = S -- (3)

J ~rj

M
r j d j

R. • M
d 2J ~rj + z'rJ d~j

R. •
S R!~

J
R

j
+

J
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In the ease of the elastie bracing roof structures this
analyais method by applying a torsional moment M in the center
of the structure ean not be applied, since it leads to wrong
result•• Both the definition of the torsional moment and the
analyai. method are di.cussed in the paper. Same 8U99••tion.
are made for the new edition of the code P 100.

(6)

c

1-1

I
B

j
1%2 L ---__

a Fig.2

/,c.v~

"

SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF THE BRACING STRUCTURE~

In (1) a spatial interaction coefficient dl of the .~
ture (fig.2,a) is determined:

r c
at, = -

rev
in which r c is the rigidity of the transversal frames (f1g.2, b)
and rev the conventional rigidity of the bracings (fig.2,c). For

diaphraq"ft roof s • .(,
Ii 1 -

The calculation scheme of a continuous beam on elastic
supports results (fig.3.a).

Distribution of the rigidity r on the distance 1 bet-
ween the trnasversal frames one reacHes the scheme of a beam
on continuous elastic medium (fig.J.b) with the rigidity:

K.=~ (7)

1
Accepting the Winkler hypothesis, the following differen

tial equation results:

where

(8)

(9)
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For the loading in fiq.3,c 18 obtained:
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where

Introducinq in Eq 10 m =~ , ,X: i l
re8ults /1/:

~: ~~ 'f, ( i m )

and K' =rc )
(10)

(11)

it

91 (im) =e-im(cos im. sin iml (12)

As a result or Ninkler's hypothesis concerninq the pro 
pertionality between the reactions and deflectionsYi and ta
king into account &'1:1/rC where 011 1& the flexibility co
efficient of the trans~tlsal ~~ames, the following equation is
obtained:

where:

(13 )

(14)

For the loading in f 19 . 3, d Yi and Ri are:

Yi:1~ f'f2 (im) (lS)
c

l.. u...2M IJ (. ,
R~:;~' 12 1m . (16)

In Eq 15 and 16:

12 (im) : e-tmsin. im (17)

For the loading in £i9.3,e Yi and Ri(1) a.e

y. =Hm 't (18)
I 2rc

Rj=r-Ht (9)

In Eq 18 and 19:

(/= r"f, (im) +2~ (f-m)'f4[m(i+ f 1~+'P3(~ rr.'f3(rr.(i+ ~)]1(20)

where~, 15 expressed by Eq 12 and 'f3 and Cf4 are:
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(21)

(22)

AKALYSIS OF THE BRACING STRUCTURES SUBJECTED TO SEISMIC
FORCES.

-L

f:r::r=::...-
4 b =<::::::lIL:O::

f
f)

J
-

h
~M

.....>------L

~
0..........::::::c::I:J Fig.

For the diaphraqm roof structures the calculus schemes in
fi9.4.a and 4.b leads to the same values of the reactions R~

and deflections~~1 there. is no need to explain how the tor
sional moment M'1s to be produced. . M

H--C

On the contrary, for ~h.-.Jbracin9 roof structures the schemes in
fi9.5,a and fig.5,b are completely different and that is why
the application of the Eq 2 in this case may lead to wrong re
sults.

• L •

t
B

i

Fig. 5
For such structures it Is obviously necessary to specify

the starting point of a torsional moment M •

Figures 5,a Clnd 5,b suggest that the origin of the tor 
sional moment M is a couple of forces H applied on the extreme
transversal frames.
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The forces H can be considered as a part of the seismic
forces cG acting on thia frames I

The

obtaining

H ~ ~C~

coefficient can be calculated from the

H= ~C~L~h.cG~

(23)

equation:

(24)

(25),:; 2~

where n is the number of the maSdeS G acting at the roof level
(fig.l,a).

Table 1 gives the values 1 for different values

Table 1

! t.: 8 III 12 14 ! I~ l/~ 2.tJ
"'"--

L~ 030 0.40 a.,O f'.1IJ o.7~ I:"'~"I (J.9~' ~.}()

For the case in fig. 6,a the c~~ctions Ri are calculated:
- according to the rigid roof philosophy Eq 3 and 4

(fig. 6 ,b)
- in accordance to the elastic roof philosophy and for ..l-C,"S

both loading the structure by means or a
torsional momen~ M applied in the center of structures Eq 4(fig.
6 C) and by a couple of H forces applied on the extreme por
tals Eq 19 (fig.6d). Figure 6,e shows values R

i
~btained by

applying Eq 19 for different values.

It is to observe:
1. The calculus scheme in fig. 6,d reasonably describes the ac
tual behavior of the structure, since the calculus scheme in fig.
6,c is not to be applied.

2. The hiqher the coefficient cA.. , the closer the behavior of
bracing roofs to that of rigid roofs.

CONCLUSIONS

1. In order to conduct a good analysis of the elastic bracing
roof structures, the method of calculating the torsional moment
M, in the Romanian cude P 100-81, must be changed. The sugges
tion 1s made in t.he paper to replace, the general moment M ap
plied in the center of the structures with an equivalent couple
of forces H applied on the extreme frames permits the analysis
of,
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of, both rigid roof structures and elastic roof .tructure.

2. For the analysis of the ela.tic bracing roof structures the
beam on continuous elastic medium method described in the pa
per i. applicable.

3. The author intends to continue the studi.es by including in
the analysis of the elastic roof s~:ructures the effect of the
vertical bracings in the plane of columns.
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IV.ll SEISMIC RISK EVALUATION FOR BUILDINGS
INCLUDING SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION EFFECTS

Dan Mircea GhiOillX
Adrian popovici
Dan Ghiocelxxx

At the present time a strong tendency exists to approach
the seismic analysis of structures within a stochast1c frame
work. Stochastic modelling allows more rigorous analy~es and
offers the possibility of'seismic risk assessment. In this way
the safety level of ~tructures, can be controlled and maintaUed
at a mJntmum level, corresponding to the acceptable risk 0 f
human society.

For embedded and buried buildings the seismic reaponse
is es~entially influenced by the dynamic characteristics of so11
deposit.

The paper presents a probabilistic seismic analys1s in
cluding the stochastic idealization of both earthquake motion
and soil proper~ies. The seismic motion at th~ free surface of
the 80il deposit is id~alized as a nonstationary Gaussian stoc
hastic process, while the soil dynamic characteristics are me 
delled as random variables with different probability distri
butions.

Two case studies are presented: a large underground ~
ding of a me~ro station, investigated with and without adjacent
bUildings, and a shallow embedded massive building.

The analyses are carried out by finite element computa 
tional models. Nonlinear and hysteretic behavior of the soil is
In~luded. The results obtained have shown the strong influence
of soil dynamic properties. The presence of the multistorybuil
dings in the vecinity or the metro station severely affect the
seismic response of the buried structure-.

For comparison, deterministic analyses were carried
out for both case studies. The results suggest the necessity

x Structural Enyineer,Central Laboratory,Mlnistry of DXrostr.Bl
Construction

xx Associate Professor, Civil Englnee41ng Institute
xxx Professor, Civil Engineering tnstitute,Bucharest, ROMania.
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of po~ametric studies in the case of deterministic approaches.

INTRODUCTION

~t the present t~e a strong tendency exists to approach
the seismic analysis of structures within a stochastic frame
work. Stochastic models consider the random nature of earthq~

9round motions, pe~itting a profound seismic analysis based on
more rigorous assumptions concerning the idealization of excita
tion and the evaluation of structural response. Moreover, stoc 
hastic anal,ses offer the possibility of seismic risk assessment
in terms of probability. In this way, the safety level of struc
turescan be controlled and maintained at a minimum level, corr.
ponding to the acceptable risk to human society.

Generally, many authors preffer probabilistic sei.mic~
lys.s to stochastic modelling of earthquake ground motions,~r
parameters of structural model being assumed as deterministi~1he

maximum response of a structure is idealized as a random~
with ~treme probability distributions of expressed by mean,
coefficient of variation and upper fractile values.

For relatively massive buildings with rigid structures,
and especially or embedded and buried buildings, the seismjc
response is essentially influenced by the deformability and dis
sipative character~stics of foundation soil. In these aituati~:~,

the computational model has to incorporate the seism1~ so!~tr~

ture interaction effects. The significant uncertaintieG concer
ning the dynamic characteristics of soil deposit, involve the
extension of stochastic modelling on soil properties.

The paper presents the results of two probabilistic~
mic analyses including the stochastic idealization of both~
quake motion and dynamic characteristics of soil.

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The 8eismic excitation was modelled as a nonstationary
Gaussian stochastic process, defined by a set of artific1al1y~

nerated accelerograms based on the Ruiz-Penzien digital s!mula 
tion technique.

The dynamic characteristics of soil-rigidity and dampinq-
were considered as random vari~bles with uniform or normal
probability distributions, simUlated by Monte-Carlo methods.

The probabilistic seismic analyses included three steps,
as follows:
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(1) The a.sessment of a stochastic seismic signal at the free
surface level of soil, related to specific site conditions,
(2) The evaluation of earthquake ground motion with depth,
(3) The esttmation of probabilistic structural response, in-
cluding seismic 8Oil-structure interaction effects.

The seismic analysis was carried out by a finite ele-
ment computational model tmplemented in FLUSH code. The assump
tion of vertical propagation of Sand P seismic waves was
accepted.

The nonlinear and hysteretic behavior of sol1 was m:xIelled
by the ~Idri.s equivalent linear procedure. Transmitting and
viscous boundaries were used to s~ulate the semi-infinite na
ture of soil. Usinq the complex response method,the nonpropor 
tionality of dampinq matrix of soi1- structure system was in
cluded.

of soil
stoches
values

To point out the influence of the variability
properties on the seismic response of a structure, the
tic modelling was adopted for only seismic input; mean
were introduced for soil parameters.

Supplementary le!smic analyses were performed in n~~er

to allow a comparison between deterministic and probabili'& tic
response of structures, mean values and extreme values (m~an

values + 30-401) were considered.

Some special aspects referring to the perturbations of
seismic arriving motions and structure-soil-structure dynamic
interaction in dense urban areas are discussed.

CASE STUDIES. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The first case study refers to a large underground bUi~

ding of a metro station in Bucharest. The reinforced concrete
structure is of box type with three floors(f1gurel). The f1
ni~e element computational model is presented in figure 2.

Two situations of the metro station were investigated:
(1) withou adjacent bUildings (2) with adjacent bUildings of
both side.

The 80il deposit consisted of quasi-horizontal layers,
The vertical dimenlions of the soils finite elements~~

to correctly transmit throuqh the mesh the vertically propaga 
ting 8e181111c shear waves 5 up to a maximum of 10 Hz.

The transmitting boundaries of the discrete model were
placed at a distance of more than 100 ft far from lateral 8t~
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tural walla, in order to include the effecta of aecondary nonli
nearity of aurrounding Boil behavior due to aei.-ic aoil-struc 
ture interaction.

The results show
the stronq influence of
dynamic soil deformabi 
lity on the seis'''ic res
ponse of a buried struc
ture. The effect of ki 
nematic soil- structure
interaction was ~~y
significant for soft clay
layers. At levels of the8e
layers, in the vicinity
of lateral atructural
walls, some maximum shear
strains were smaller
with more than 5' from
those computed in the
free field.

12ft.

.t=====~=======lJV -!left
v-tift

Figure 1
Cro.s-section of underground
metro station

The set of aimulated acceleroqrams at the station site
were scaled to a maximum acceleration value of 0.2 g, corres

ponding to the seismic
intenaity map for
Buchareat. The ahear mo
dulus of 80il was model-

~~===~;:;====:::::-::1v:tQIII led as a random variable,
with the mean value cal-
culated from tne expe
rimental observationa and
the coeffic1en~ of vari
ation 30'.

For the probabilist:..c seismic response of the structure
expressed in bendinq momen~s and shear forces, the coefficients
of variation had value~ r~nging in the interval 20-60'. For
~s8umptions o£ the 8tocha~tic idealization of only seismic ex
~itation, the values of c'Jefficients of variation were strong 
ly reduced between 5 and 10'.

If random variatic,n of soil parameters were included
within the probabilistic analysis, the structural response waUd
be amplified for upper fractile values 95' with 25-75'.

For comparison, deterministic seismic analysis waacarried
out, the exci&ation was defined by the acceleroqram recorded at
INCERC-Bucharest station, in the NS direction during the March
4, 1977 Vrancea earthquake. The max~wm acceleration value was
0.22g. F~r soil shear rigidity, extreme values with mean values
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Figure 3 presents comparative plots of maximum bending
moments in the lateral wall, obtained from the probabilistic a
nalysis, with probability of 95' and deterministic analysis. The
diaqrama suggest the importance of soil parametric studies in
seismic analyses of buried structures. For mean values of soil
rigidity, the deterministic structural response was close t 0
the mean of probabilistic response. If the extreme values 0 f
80il were considered, the maximum response obtained by the de
terministic approaeh would be placed in the vicinity of proba 
bilistic maximum response defined with the upper fractile 95' •
This result was partially generated by the frequency content of
the March 4, 1977, acce1eroqram, rieh in spectral components at
low frequeneies. The frequency content is specific for the site
where the accelerogram was recorded, but is not probable for
metro station site. Spectral amplitudes of 1977 earthquake at
low frequencies correspond to upper fractile values of the

probabilistic spectrum
station site (figure 4).

- Prd:lability 840
'.

--- MIlan-0-' 4.03.1977-
AccelInqam

.......------+----+-_~~Hz
1 2 3" 5

FREQUENCY

Figure 4
Response spectra

The presence of a rou 1
tistory building near the
metro station significantly
influenced the seismic res
ponse of the buried building
(figure 5). The reverse in
fluence of the metro station
on the seism~c 8tructu2U~S

ponse of the adjacent multi
story buildings was not sig
nificant: maximum bending m0
ments increased less than 10%.
This assertion might not be
true for horizontally or in
clined propagating seismic
waves, in which case the un
derground station would act
as disturbing obstacle for
seismic arriving waves.

The second case study presents a massive shallow~
structure of a nuclear reactor building.

The seismic excitation was modelled, as in the first case
study, by a set of artificially generated accelerograms, spe
cific to local soil conditions of the site. The dynamic charac
teristics of soil, shear modulus, and the damping factor, were
idealized as random variables for three assumptions: uniform
distributions in the intervals defined by mean values + to %
and normal distributions defined with the probability 84% .and
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Effects of metro station-soil-adjacent
building seismic interaction

98 % staying within the limits mean values + 40%.

The coefficients of variation of probabilistic maximum
structural response have presented values up to 25-33 %, depen
ding on the assumptions accepeed in soil parameters stochastic
idealization. If the probabilistic response of structure were
defined with a probability of 90%, the random variation of soil
in the analysis would have increased the response with 15-25 %.

For comparison, a deterministic seismic analysis based
on design spectrum compatible accelerograms was performedJ ex
treme values of the soil dynamic properties were considered
(mean values + 40 i).

The deterministic response was greater than the probabi
listic response, upper fractile 90%, with 20-30%.

FINAL REMARI<S

1. The comparison of the results obtained by determinis
tic and probabilistic analyses confirms the conse-vative ten
dency of deterministic seismic analyses.
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2. The .en.itivity of .eiamic ri.k of a .tructure at the
variation of d••iqn par...ter. can not be evaluated by a deter
mini.tic approach with certainty.

3. For rigid ma••ive buildinq., and.pecially for em
bedded or buri.d building., the influ.nce of dyn.mic characte 
ri.tics of the .urrounding .oil on the .tructural ••i.mic r ••
pon•• i •••••ntial.

In the ca•• of a det.rmini.tic approach, parametric .tu
di•• ar. n.c•••ary, u.ing .xtreme valu.. (mean + 30-40.) for
.oil dynamic prop.rti•• , r.a.onable value. of maxLmua re.pon••
close to upper fractile value. of probabili.tic r ••pon.. of a
stocha.tic approach (90-95') are obtained.

4. In den.e urban area. the eff.ct. of .eiamic interac-
tion between adjacent buildings can .ignificantly affect the
response of structures. For the ca.e .tudie. pre.ented here in,
the presence of the multistory building in the vicinity of the
metrD station severely influenced the response of the buried
structure.

s. Further studies will refer to the effects of surface
and inclined seismic waves on the seismic response of the str~

tures nonsynchronous character of soil motion along the longi 
tudinal axis of the metro station, etc.
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IV.12 STUDIES CONCERNING THE BEHAVIOR OF

REINFORCED CONCRETE SHEAR WALLS WITH

O~ENINGS UNDER ALTERNATING HORIZONTAL LOADING

Gh.Ciuhandu
X

XX
Afion Mihl1escu

~h~ paper describes an ample experimental program carried
out bet~~~n 1982-1984 at INCERC - Timiooara Branch in co-opera 
tion with the Reinforced Concrete and Buildings Chair of the
Timi~oara Faculty of C~vil Engineering.

Exp~rimental research in the design stage, carried out on
five models (1: 2.75) of shear walls with openings, provided re
sults re~~rding ductility, the amount of energy absorbed, stif 
fness and bearing capacity of the shear walls tested, lengths of
the zones of ?lastic hinges in coupling beams and walls.

The results of this experimental program allowed recom
ll..:!.c.ations to be formulated in addition to provisions made by
~h~ Romanian Instructions P 85-82 for this type of shear walls.

1. INTRODUCTION

Monolith RC shear-wall structures are at present one of
the most widely adopted structural solutions for multistory
built-lings.

The behavior of these structures under dynamic horizontal
loading due to wind or earthquakes is a factor where the in
tegrity of the building is concerned; since the value of the
dynamic loads acting on a structure is proportional to the stif
fness of the structure, the dynamic load on a shear-wall struc 
ture is usually considerable, even though it is compensated by
an increased strength capacity of the shear walls.

As to the energy induced by the dynamic load, shear- wall
structures absorb this energy especially in the strongly affec 
ted areas near the base; in the case of shear walls provided with
openings, a kind of storage and subsequent dissipation of energy
is favoured by the presence of coupling beams that are likely to

x ICCPDC - Civil Engineer, T1mi~oara Branch

xx Professor Dr.Eng., Timi~oara Faculty of Civil Engineering,
Timllioara, Romania
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crack and pla.tic • Thi. would provide .ufficient .afety during
s.rvice.

The ability of a atructure to underqo deformation in the
plastic ranqe, or the ability to store enerqy, respectively,~
ract.rizes a factor called ductility, from this point of view,
shear-wall structure. are less ductile th-., for ~pl., fr..-d
structures. Increased ductility of shear-wall structure., in or
der to proVide better chance. of 8urvival 1n ca.e of heavy s.la
mic loading, is at present a major concern of most theoretical
and ezper1mental reaearch, and it i. also dealt with in this pa
per.

As to the behavior of monolith shear wall. under seimle
loadinq, the experience gained by Romanian experts in the 1977
earthquake has ahown that a strictly elastic behavior of .hear
wall structures under heavy 8eismic action cannot provide a aafe
and efficient criterion for the des1gn and construction of such
structures in earthquake prone areas. Once this objective was
achieVed, it became more and more necessary to work out experi 
mental progr~ that would provide data on the actual behavior
up to breakdown of shear walls under seismic loading, and would
thus provide a better means od post-elastic analysis and a more
adequate configuration of the shear walls.

This paper presents a study of monolith shear wall models
with openings subjected to constant gravitational loading anu
increasing, alternating horizontal loads that were applied i n
cycles up to failure.

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM. IAARACTERISTICS, METHODS.

Experimental research mainly focused on aspects concer
ning the post-elastic behavior of shear walls with openings:

(a~ the cracking and degrading of shear walls under al
ternating horizontal loads increasing up to failure

(b) the manner of fatigue and values of bearing capacity,
(c) formation and order of occurrence of plastic hinges,
(d) the influence of the steel ratio of the longitudinal

reinforc..ent in flanges on the global behavior of the shear
wall,

(e) the influenee of concrete confinement due to tight
ening' of the stirrups in flanges and at the ends where door o
penings were prOVided,

(f) experimental assessment of such characteristics a. the
ductility, ene.gy absorbtion and stiffness of the shear walls.

The prototype adopted was that of a monolith .hear wall
of • four-story residential building (H.I~) with a cell - like
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structure. The 5.40 m long and 0.20 m deep shear wall was pro 
vided with a row of symmetrical openings.

The d~ensions chosen for the openings were 0.90x2.20 m ,
to the nonaal height of the opening the sum of the possible deptha
of the floor slabs was added, assuming either subsequent casting
of the floors or the use of prefabricated slabs.

A story height of 2.75 m and the'above dimensions of the
openings yielded coupling beams 0.55 m high and 0.90 m wide.

The prototype was made more stable by stiffening its ends
with flanges of 0.35 x 0.40 m containing, alternatively, three
kinds of longitUdinal reinforcement and two kinds of transversal
reinforcement, respectively.

Two kinds of reinforcements were used in the coupling
beams: longitudinal reinforcement and stirrups and diagonal re~
forcement, respectively.

Five models (geometrical scale 1 : 2.75) of this proto
type were used for the experiments. They included shear walls
provided with symmetrical openinga, haVing flanges with various
tfPes of reinforcement and coupling beams reinforced either lon
gitudinally (OGM I - DGM IV) or diagonally (DGM V). Figs. 1 and
2 provide the geometrical characteristics and the configuration
of the experimental models.

Modelling of the reinforcement of the tested shear walls
was carried out according to instructions provided by /1/ and
included the following: double-layer grid reinforcement in the
usual ratio, differentiated bar diameters in the web and in the
flanges, identical reinforcement (With longitudinal or diagonal
bars) of the coupling beamsJ the first three models differed only
in the reinforcement ratio of the flanges (OGM I - 0.00%, DGM II
- 0.14t, DGM III - 0.20'. See fig.l).

Shear wall model IV (DGM IV) has essentially the geome
trical and configurational characteristics of model II (DGM II);
it differed from this in a closer spacing of the stirrups in the
flanqes and at the ends near the openings of the walls which was
adopted in view of concrete confinement.

Model V differs from Model IV only in the type of reinfo~

cement adopted for the coupling beams i.e., diagonal instead of
longitudinal, but with the same ratio of reinforcing steel as in
the coupling beams of Model IV (Fig.2).

OB 37 steel bars were used for rein2orcement, and con-
crete strengt.h was in the 175 - 256 daN/em range.

The models were cast in situ in a vertical position,star 
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Fig.2

ting from ~he foundation and continuing over the four storeys
in the proper shear wall at a working rate of one storey per two
days.

Testing of the models was carried out on a test stand ac
cording to the loading scheme indicated in Fig.3.

To better simulate the triangular distribution of the
conventional static load of an earthquake, horizontal loads were
applied statically, in cycles and alternatively as three con
centrated forces of the same intensity P, acting along the
axes of coupling beams 1,3 and 4. Gravitational loads were ap
plied prior to horizontal loading using two presses located in
the centers of gravity of the walls (,t their top) which ~
a unit compressive force of 15 daN/em that was constant over
the total height of the model throughout the testing period.

3. BEHAVIOR OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MODELS

The models'behavior, assessed from a characteristic ~
pattern (Fig.4) and from visual observation throughout testing,
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was characterized by the following features, in the order of ~neir

occurrence:
- an initial elastic behavior ending with the appearan~e ,

of cracks at the ends of the coupling beams, due to bending, e,"
tending over the entire height of the beams1

- yielding of the stretched reinforcement in the
strongly stressed beam (usually beam 2),

- appearance and widening of horizontal cracks
critical section at the base of the shear wall, due to
bending, concomitantly with the occurrence of yielding
stretched reinforcement of the flanges.

- onset of creep in the coupling beL~S by the development
of diagonal cracks due to shearing in the fields of the beams
(particularly in the f'rst three floors); in this sit~ation the
beams can no longer receive the additional shearing forces and
any further increase of the horizontal loading i8 taken over
by the walla,

- onset of creep in the walls by the development of ho
rizontal cracks due to general bending of the shear wall espe
cially on the first floor,

- buckling of the compressed reinforcement in the flang.s
of the non-confined members, at the final cycles of horizontal
loading1

- appearance and developmant, at all tested members, 0 f
horizontal cracks at the casting joints between floors land 2.

The aspects described above generally conform with to~'
s procedure for a step-by-step evaluation of the elaato- plastic
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behavior of shear walls with openings /2/.

Durlfiq this process o' degradation, plastic hinges appea
red and developed in the coupling beams and walls. In the case
of a reinforced concrete member, plastic hinges are known t 0
form in those sections where yielding of the stre~ched reinfor
cing bars is produced, concomitantly with the appearance of p~
tic deformations in the compressed concr~te due to micro-crack
ing in the cement stone. In the case of the tested members, vven
though yielding of certain stretched reinforcing bars in the
section near the base of the shear wall occasionally and spora 
dically preceded yielding of the bars in the coupling beams,cr~

ing and degradation of the concrete always began and advanced
more rapidly at the extremities of the beams than at the shear
wall base. Thus, the two defining conditions for plastic hinges
to be formed in a reinforced concrete member-yielding of the
stretched reinforcing bars and plast':cization of the compress e d
concrete - were in all cases first encountered at the Jcoupling
beams'ends and then at the base of the walls of the tested menb!rs.

Maintaining this particular order in the formation 0 f
plastic hinges is an important requirement when an increased ca
pacity for energy dissipation will be obtained through the post
elastic deformation of the coupling beams, and when a final e
lastic line of the shear wall is to be secured on this basis,~

providing a chance fnr the latter to "survive" a heavy earthquak~

The practiced of designing the coupling beams as the main
energy dissipators before the walls become plastic, ensures an
elastic behavior of the latter up to relatively high values of
horizontal loads, and thus prOVides a high degree of protection
against damage. The practical experience gained by Romanian ex
perts after the 1977 earthquake has shown tnan the damage done by
an earthquake can be remedied comparatively easy and less ex
pensively in the beams than in the walls.

Confinement of the flanges and at ti'llEl ends near the o
penings of the walls of members DGM IV and DGM V prevented, in
these cases, bucYlinq of the compress~d reinforcement, in the
non-confined members, buckling could not be prevented. Also,con
finement pf the concrete postponed the failure of the respective
shear walls by maintaining the integrity 0' the concrete in the
flanges and at the ends (especially in the narrow compressed area
at the base of the tension wall), which allowed addl~ional shear
forces to be transmitted to the foundation block.

Though the behavior of the coupling beams had not been
specially observed, it could be seen that the beams with diago 
nal reinforcement of the fourth shear wall (DGM IV) were less
degraded than the conventionally reinforced beams of shear walls
DGM I to DGM IV.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Starting from di.pl.cement., rot.tion••~.pecific defor
mation. me••ured with appar.ta placed on the model.,. number
of conclu.ion. can be reached regarding the characteri.tic. of
ductility, energy ab.orbtion and .tiffne•• ·of the te.ted III8ID

be.. - deci.ive a.pect. for .hear wall behavior under .ei.mic
loading.

The principal conclu8ions of practic.l intere.t reg.rding
ductility characteri.tic. area

(.) S.ctional ductility .t the b.ae of the wall. decre..s
with increasing ratio. of reinforcement in the .tretch.d zon.,

concrete confinement in the flanges and at the end. near
the openings incr•••••••ci~ion.l ductility by iare••ing the .pe
cific ultimate str.in (deform.tion) of the concrete in excess of
the v.lue given by the standard (0.0035) /3/.

(b) The rotating capacity of the pla.tic hinges increases
with the r.tio of reinforcement in the flange. and by confining
the latter, a procedure increasing the bearing cap.city of the
concrete under compression.

(c) In the yield state, the length of the pl.stic zone in
the walls (that is characterized by cr.cks .nd degr.dations of
bond and by the yielding of the longitudinal reinforcement i n
the flanges and at the end.) extends from the ba.e up to the
top over. height of about 0.15 H, where H is the total height
of the shear wall.

(d) Shear wall ductility decre.ses .s the ratio of rein 
forcement increases. It is con.iderably (over three times) in
cre••ed by concrete confiaement in the flange. and at the ends
near the openings. Shear wall ductility a180 benefits from the
diagonal reinforcement of the coupling beams.

(e) Coupling beam ductility is not very high, which con -
firms the hypothesis th.t in beams with a span/height ratio

(2 the effect of shear forces influences the yield mechanism
of the beam, reducing its d~ctility.

The length of the plastic zone for e.ch beam end can be
taken to be lIZ the span of the beam, .ince the ten.ile .~
in the reinforcing bars extend over the entire .pan L~dtbe whole
beam i. in the zone of pla.tic deform.tion.

The following resulted from the an.ly.i. of experimental
data regarding the amount of energy absorbeda

(a) The amount of energy absorbed by the meaber increa.e.
with increa.ing ratio of reinforcement in the flange.

(b) Although confinement of concrete reduce. the amount
of energy ab.orbed at the same value of the current horizontal
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load, the confined member absorbs 50' more energy at failure
than its non-confined counterpart.

(c) Diagonal reinforcement in the coupling beams~
the amount of energy absorbed per loading cycle 1 this a.ount
1a larger than 1n the ahear walla w1th longitudinally reinfaa.d
beama.

(d) The absolute value of energy absorbed 1n the be...
increaaes with increasing ratios of reinforcement in the~.

The overall stiffness of the tested ahear walls dKz!....
gradually, correaponding to the qualitative aspecta of ahear
wall behavior described at the begining of Section 3. The quan
titative characteristics of the latter, expressed in percents
of bending stiffness in the uncracked state, are as follows
/4/:

- at the end of its elastic behaVior, the shear wall
retaire about 60' of its initial stiffness tn the uncracked~

yielding of the stretched reinforcement in the most
strongly stressed beam occurs at a stiffness representing 40
S0'.

- the onset of creep in the beams corresponds to a shear
wall stiffness of about 15-25'

- the onset of creep of ths walls occurs when the overall
shear wall stiffness has become 7.5 - 15'.

- at failure, the bending stiffnesB of the shear wall is
of about 5' its initial stiffness in the uncracked state.

Consequently, shear wall configuration in accordance
with the specific requirements for adequate seismic behavior ~
quires the following:

- Ductilization of the plastic zone at the base of the
walls by confining the concrete in flanges and at the ends by
means of additional stirrups, this also ensures adequate sta
bility of the compressed bars in the narrow compressed zone of
the tension wall

- Diagonal reinforcement of the coupling beams, this ~
vides increased ductility and better dissipation of earthquake
induced energy.

- From the structural point of view, it is essential in
earthquake prone areas that the coupling beams be "weaker-mem 
bers than the walls, or in other words, that they should ptas
ticize before the walls.
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UNITS OF MEASURE

1 cm == 0.394 in 1 IIN/II z 68.6 kip./ft

°C = (OF - 32) I 1.8 1 MPa z US p.i

1 daN = 2.248 lb force 1 N/nn2 =:US' p.i .
, '

1 daN/cm2 = 14.5 psi 1 sq.mi1e == 2.59 'Jcm2

OF = 1.8 ·C + 32

1 ft ... 0.3048 m

1 ft2 = 0.0929 m2

1 GNm = 0.738 x 106 kip-ft

1 ha = 2.47 acres

1 in = 2.54 em

1 k.g = 2.2 Ib

1 kg/cm2 = 14.2 psi

1 kg/m2 = 0.205 lb/sq. ft

1 kip-f~ = 0.7376 mNJn

1 km = 0.621 miles

1 km2 = 0.386 sq. miles

1 kN = 0.225 kips

1 kNm = 0.738 kip-ft

1 m = 3.28 ft

1 m/s 2 = 3.28 ft/see2

1 m2 = 10.76 ft 2

1 mile = 1.61 km

1 rrm = 0.039 in,

1 rnm2 = 0.00155 il'l2

1 MN = 225 kips
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